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FOREWORD

Positioning and navigation systems provide essential information to guide and control any
aircraft , weapon or reconnaissance system on a required trajectory to accomplish the prescribed
mission phases. Within the last decade there have been significant advances in positioning
and navigation techniques making possible great improvements in guidance and control systems
and hence in the resulting mission performance and capabilities. It was the objective of the
symposium to promote constructive ideas and discussions on the application of these recent
advances in navigation to guidance and control.

The users and the engineers are fully aware of the new advances in posit ioning and
navigation destined for application to guidance and control. On the other hand , the problem
of cost-effectively applying these techniques seems not to have been conclusively solved until
now. The cost of aircraft and systems, in real terms, has steadily risen and NATO countries
are compelled to have fewer aircraft. Cost is the reason for the very real and continuous
struggle between complexity (with increased capability) and simplicity (with reduced capability,
but larger numbers). There is a tendency to add a new piece of equipment to aircraft systems —

another box — without removing anything, thus resulting in further increasing complexity and
cost. It was the purpose of the symposium to consider advanced positioning and navigation
systems related to guidance and control which perform functions that can replace other pieces
of equipment. It was intended to stimulate thinking for the avoidance of proliferation , looking
for more elegant , simpler and less costly systems which give the same or even better performance.

The aims which led to the decision to hold this meeting were :
( I )  to review the increased technical capabilities of those guidance and control systems

which would benefit fro m advances in positioning and navigation;
(2) to discuss whether these increased capabilities derived from the advances in

positioning and navigation will lead to more cost-effective solutions to guidance
and control systems.
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AN OPERATIONAL OVER-VIEW ON WHERE ADVANCES IN NAVIGATIONAL
TECHNIQUES SHOULD LEAD TO SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENTS IN

MISSION EFFECTIVENESS

by

Air Commodore D.F.H.Grocott , CBE, AFC, FRIN , RAF
Ministry of Defence , UK

INTRODUCTION

I wonder how many of you have travelled through the beautiful West Country of England and asked one of the
natives the way to some strange sounding place like Penwithickstents? The probability is fairly high that you will have
been told “If I were you , I wouldn ’t start from here . I would go to St Austell and star t from there ”. The dilemma facing
Air Force Commanders in Europe is not unlike that of the tourist and the native. He knows where he would like to go in
the sense that he knows what he is trying to achieve operationally in the next decade. He would also like to be able to
start from another place and another time, but he is constrained by having an inventory of aircraft , navigation and attack
systems and weapons, and a pot of gold that shows no sign of growin g in a period of detente and slack economies. These
constraints , I would suggest, will force all NATO nations to spend a great deal of time and effort evaluating those advances
in navigational techniques which appear to offer significant improvements in mission effectiveness , carefully weighing
the promised improvements in operational effectiveness against the projected cost. In most cases these evaluation studies
will , in my judg ement, lead to step by step improvements in existing sytems with only the exceptional quantum jump
into new and novel systems. There are very few panaceas in our business and as Juvenal said in the first century ‘No man
ever reached the climax in one step’.

En my address I want to cover navigation in the land/air environment in Central Europe and then to touch upon
navigation in the maritime/air environment of the EASTLANT area and I shall not attempt to assess the relative priority
of each environment. Suffice to say that the only certainty in defence is its uncertainty or , as Field Marshal Count Von
Moltke said “The enemy has three courses of action open to him . Of these , he will choose the fourth” . History suggests
that whatever scenario we write for a period 15 years ahead is most likely to be wrong. For instance, if we take 1975 as
the datum year , planners of that period were writing scenarios based on flexible response and they poured scorn on
papers advocating the nuclear tripwire. Yet 15 years earlier in 1960, we thought only in terms of the nuclear tripwire.
Going back a further 15 years to 1945, no member of the public had even heard of a nuclear weapon , and I would be very
surprised to learn that air forces of that period wrote scenarios centred on the nuclear tripwire philosophy. If we go back
a further 15 years to 1930, the planners of that day, no doubt carrying out their continuation flying training on biplanes,
should have been thinking of operations involving large concentrations of four engined bombers capable of conducting
precision attacks by day and night; I wonder if they were? So, what conclusion do I draw from this brief look at recent —

history? It is that we should have air forces capable of coping with the unforeseen. They should inherently possess great
flexibility, ideally being capable of operating in more than one role , in both the land/air and the maritime/air environ-
ments and at both low and medium level. In other words, a general purpose force equipped with a multi-purpose naviga-
tion and attack system. I do not rule out specialist aircraft , but I feel strongly that the number of such aircraft should be
kept to an absolute minimum.

Let me start my tour d’horizon with a look at a possible scenario for the Central Region of Allied Command Europe.

L AND/AIR

A possible , if not very probable , scenario in the Central Region is one predicated on increasing political tension over
say the access routes to Berlin , this tension rising to such a level that the Warsaw Pact decide to seize the area of Western
Germany covering these routes. From a Warsa w Pact planning viewpoint speed would be of the essence and the plan
would no doubt have the aim of seizing territory as quickly as possible. To achieve this aim , the Warsaw Pact have at
their disposal a large number of tank divisions and motor rifle divisions , practised in operating 24 hours a day , and I
would not be surprised to learn that one of their plans was to concentrate these highly mobile forces along axes favour-
able to speedy advance — such as the North German Plain or the Fulda Gap, rather than through say the Harz Mountains.
Ont while concentration would favour the attacking forces while attempting to break through the NATO defences, the
Warsaw Pact would have to be careful not to offer target densities favourable to nuclear weapons or even to cluster
weapons. Hence one possible tactic that the Warsa w Pact could employ would be a series of concentrations to penetrate
areas offering a significant measure of resistance , followed by a spreading out of the armoured forces across the mean
line of advance , and then regrouping when the advance is held up.

_ _  - . ---- - - ~~~~— 
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The Warsaw Pact tank and motor rifle divisions employed in the advance would have integral air defence systems,
effective at both low and medium level , and would be supported by the Tactical Air Forces. With the introduction of
highly mobile SAM Systems such as the SA6 and SA8, coupled with the existing area defence and poin t defence SAM
and gun systems, NATO aircraft would face a density of ground based air defence systems not hitherto seen in Western
Europe. Unless these defences are avoided or suppressed electronically or physically, attrition levels will be such as to
question the role of the aircraft in stemming the Warsaw Pact armoured forces. And dare I remind this erudite audience
that with an attrition level of 20% and flying three sorties per day, an air force is reduced to a quarter of its starting
strength by the end of the second day and will have lost virtually all of its aircraft by the end of the fifth day . Even with
attrition levels around 10% , that same air force would be down to 50% of its starting strength by the end of the second
day and down to the 20% level by the end of the fifth day . To say the least , an attrition level in excess of 10% would
pose a NATO commander with a number of very difficult decisions, especially if he wished to retain a credible nuclear
option. It is possible of course that there would be no warn ing of the Warsaw Pact attack or we might not recognise the
signs of the impending attack. Es it inconceivable that the Warsaw Pact might use one of their regular exercises to get
themselves into a position to launch a surprise attack? If such an attack came, who else but the air forces of NATO stand
any chance of stemming the Warsaw Pact forces in the first 24 hours? So let us then using this hypothetical scenario
examine where advances in navigational techniques should lead to significant improvements in mission effectiveness.

The NATO reaction to the massive Warsaw Pact blitzkreig and steamroller tactics must be to stop the armoured
forces as far east as possible. If the attack is a genuine surprise , it could well be that NATO would have only light
covering forces forward and the task of destroy ing the Warsaw Pact armour at this phase of the war would fail primarily
to the NATO tactical air forces — at least until the NATO armies had deployed forward to meet the th reat. The position
facing NATO in this scenario is somewhat similar to that facing the Israelis on the Golan Heights. No matter what the
NATO air force commanders might want to do to counter the Warsaw Pact air forces, I would suggest that the politico-
military directive would accord the anti-armour task first priority.

Present generation aircraft in the NATO tactical air forces have no difficulty in navigating from their bases to the
general scene of operations. They are fl ying over friendly territory which they know like the back of their hand and most
of the aircraft are equipped with a navigation and attack system capable of determining position to an accuracy of about
one nautical mile per hour. It is when the aircraft arrive in the battle area that the real problems begin. Even though
NATO may have only ligh t covering forces forward , there is clearly a need for tactical aircraft to be integrated into the
firepower plan of the ~-ound forces and this generally means that aircraft must be able to talk to the ground forces with-
out the enemy being able to gain intelligence from the communication. It would certainly simplify the target location
problem if the ground .id air forces engaged in close support operations had a common reference system of equal
accuracy . It is one thing to make this simple statement and quite another to meet this requirement , bearing in mind that
whatever system is chosen must operate in a dense electronic environment and with the Warsaw Pact doing their best or
worst to interfere with our communication and navigation systems. Add to this the hostile air defence environment , and
the need to identify friend from foe , and you have the seed corn to keep the avionics industry going for at least a decade.

The key in the battle area is the suppression of the Warsaw Pact ground based air defence systems. If these can be
suppressed , aircraft attrition levels will be reduced and hence NATO would be able to mount more offensive support
sorties in a given time and could attack the Warsaw Pact armour at will with cluster weapons or more sophisticated anti-
armour weapons. Advances in navigational techniques that would allow NATO aircraft to locate the ground based air
defence systems and then to stay outside the lethal envelopes of the SAMs while weapons were launched capable of
homing on the SAM rad ar transmissions , or navigating to the precise locations of the SAM systems would certainly be
welcomed by airmen. Similarly , decoys launched from the aircraft or by the ground forces would confuse the SAM
systems and their commanders and this would reduce attrition and so lead to an increase in mission effectiveness. Given
all of these advances, it would be necessary to co-ordinate the attacks very carefully and this naturally leads on to a
debate whether these defence suppression missions should be fully orchestrated campaigns with the conductor positioned
in say an AWACS aircraft or whether the local commander can achieve his aim by hanging defence suppression weapons
and an ECM pod on aircraft in the first wave and then put in waves of anti-armour aircraft. I thin k there is a case for
looking at electronic warfare across the entire Central Region and there may be a case to orchestrate some of the defence
suppression attacks in the major thrust areas, but the mind boggles at the thought of conducting one gigantic defence
suppression operation across the entire Central Region or, indeed , of eating up the lion ’s share of the budget developing
sophisticated defence suppression forces which may only work where the density of radars is low and the rad ars are
radiating.

The next area to examine is how best to attack the Warsaw Pact armour. If the armour is concentrated and the
integral ground based air defence systems are either intact or not yet reduced to a level that would result in an acceptable
attrition level to NATO aircraft , then any navigational development that would allow NATO aircraft to stand off and
launch weapons capable of homing on to armour or of putting down a good lethal carpet guaranteed to avoid our troops
on the ground in typical European weather conditions would certainly improve mission effectiveness. Whether this is a
guidance development within a weapon or a navigational development within the aircraft would depend on cost-effective-
ness studies. Ajid if RPVs could replace aircraft in this role I do not think that many airmen would object. Where the
Warsaw Pact achieve a breakthrough and are rushing westwards at high speed the NATO air forces may well be tasked to
carry out counter-penetration missions along the most probable axes of advances to find and destroy these forces. With
the high speed of modern aircraft and the problem of acquiring armour targets in the fog of war it is quite probable that
on a number of occasions the pilot will spot the enemy armour in a position not lending itself to a first pass attack . Any 
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navigational development that would allow the pilot to mark the enemy force aud instruct the weapon to go to that point
would avoid the necessity of a second pass attack against an alerted enemy. This would increase his chance of survival
and so enable NATO to fly more offensive support sorties.

In summary then , the areas where advances in navigational techni ques should lead to significant improvements in
effectiveness in close support and interdiction operations are those which would enable the aircraft to locate SAM
systems, to launch weapons against these systems fro m outside their lethal envelopes , to stand off and launch anti-armour
weapons and to launch anti-armour weapons against targets spotted outside the cone associated with first pass attacks.

I will now turn to offensive counter air attacks , an emotive topic which is not fully understood by either the airman
or the soldier. And the first question we should ask ourselves is why do we want to carry out counter air missions when
the politico-military directive in my scenario is to stop the enemy armour as far east as possible? Are we attacking the
Warsaw Pact airfields to keep the enemy air off the backs of our troops? If so, we have set ourselves a very difficult task.
The Warsaw Pact tactical aircraft are normally housed in hardened aircraft shelters and to destroy these we must first
penetrate through the area defence SAM systems in the satellite countries and then face the formidable point defence
SAM and gun systems at the airfield itself. The aircraft that succeed in penetrating to the airfield then have the unenviable
task of carrying out precision attacks against the hardened shelters or , alternatively, immobilizing the airfield by attacking
the operating surfaces with some kind of runway or airfield denial weapons. Attacks against hardened shelters are compli-
cated by the need to avoid or suppress the enemy ground based air defence systems. If carried out at very low level ,
below the effective minimum operating height for the low level air defence systems, there is the very real problem of how
to acquire the shelter target quickly and, h aving acquired , how to release and guide the weapon to the target to an
accuracy of a few feet without exposing the aircraft unduly. If the attack is carried out at medium level , where the air-
craft would be illuminated by a large number of SAM systems, it would be essential to have a supporting force of aircraft
equipped to suppress the enemy SAM systems. Having penetrated to the targe t area at medium level , how does one
acquire the targe t in average European weather conditions? If by radar , are there any navigational developments on the
horizon that will enable a weapon to be guided to an accuracy of a few feet? Given targe t coordinates to a high order of
accuracy we could perhaps think in terms of releasing a guided weapon attack from a set of coordinates outside the target
area. And taking it one step further , the weapon could be an RPV and taking it one step further the aircraft could have
stayed at home. But would such weapons be cost-effective and would they be as flexible as aircraft? If they proved cost-
effective , there is nothing more final than the physical destruction of an aircraft in a shelter. The Warsa w Pact can replace
aircraft but there is no way that hardened aircraft shelters can be replaced overnight.

Weapons designed to deny the airfield to the enemy have one thing in common. They do not in general destroy air-
craft . They will , indeed , stop the enemy from operating from that airfield until the airfield denial devices have been
removed and any craters in the runways filled, but once the airfi eld has been reopened the en emy can catch up on the
sorties lost. So I come back to my basic question — why attack enemy airfields? The reason I would suggest is quite
complex. If NATO shows that it has a credible counter air option , then the Warsaw Pact must deploy ground based air
defence systems around all airfields and must keep a large number of dual role aircraft in the air defence role. NATO has
the initiative of when to carry out the attacks against the Warsaw Pact airfields and , bearing in mind the inherent flexibility
of aircraft , there is no reason why NATO should not operate this option selectively, linked to what is happening in the
land battle. For instan ce, counter air attacks linked to a major NATO counter attack or to NATO fo -ces deploying to
forward positions , could well result in a large number of Warsaw Pact aircraft being held on the ground during the critical
phases of these operations.

The navigational improvements one would like to see in the counter air field ar’~ linked entirely to the target phase
of the operation. I mentioned the application of advances in navigational techniques to defence suppression when I dis-
cussed close support and interdiction operations — they are equally true for defence suppression on counter air operations.
Other advances that should lead to improvements in mission effectiveness are connected with the target complex. The
aircraft shelters and operating surfaces are fixed point t argets and their positions should be known to a high order of
accuracy. Given a navigation system of similar accuracy one has the possibility of developing a spectrum of options
involving aircraft , decoys and RPVs leading to significant improvements in mission effectiveness. Let us hope that if and
when such a navigation system comes along we take a very hard look at cost-effectiveness and the possibility of simpli-
fying aircraft systems.

I should now like to spend just a few minutes talking about navigation in the maritime / air environment.

MARITIME /AI R

Aircraft play a significant role in three types of maritime operations , namely anti-ship, anti-submarine warfare and
air defence . From a nav igational viewpoint , there is much common ground between the three roles and although it will
mean some other simplification I shall look at the maritime /air environment in a rather different way from the land/air
environment. In essence , I shall be discussing navigation and guidance under the broad headings of detection , tracking
and interception , and attack , And before I do so, I want to say a few words on the maritime scene itself. Whereas in the
land /air environment the Threat was measured in terms of thousands of tanks and aircraft concentrated into a small area ,
in which radar and visual attacks are often co’~fused with ground returns , in the maritimefair environment almost the
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conve rse is true. A relatively small number of enemy ships, submarines and aircraft pose a threat in the EASTLANT area ,
but these will generally be operating alone or in very small groups scattered across a very large area of ocean , and will
present themselves as very good radar echoes against the sea background.

Detection of an enemy aircraft , ship or submarin e in the EASTLANT are a may be determined from a variety of
ground based , shipborn e and aerospace borne radar and more esoteric sensors, and the accuracy of the detection can vary
from a few feet to many miles. Any significant error in detection will increase the area of search and , at least in th e case
of ships and submarines , may lead to the enemy craft not being intercepted. If a cost-effective high accuracy navigation
system could be developed to cover the EASTLANT area and units of this system located at every detection sensor , then
the resulting common reference system would lead to a significant improvement in the Commander ’s ability to position
his forces to counter the threat. Such a system need give relative positions only within the area of operation and , if units
within this system were required to radiate , it may prove possible to adapt these radiat ions to convey secure speech or
command and control data and to identify friends within the system.

Moving on to the subject of tracking and interception , this often involves a great deal of cooperation between shore
based units and craft located on , above and below the surface of the sea. The operational requirement for tracking
accuracy of enemy craft varies considerably, being highest in the case of a friendly craft laying a pattern of sonobuoys
and perhaps lowest for an aircraft or SAM equipped ship in direct radar contact with an enemy aircraft. Any improve-
ments to the navigation system which would allow an aircraft to lay a pattern of sensors to a high order of accuracy and
then to navigate precisely within the sensor coverage area would lead to a significant improvement in mission effectiveness.

Finally, I want to mention the attack phase. In the case of an aircraft carrying out a final attack on a submerged sub-
marine , the key factors are the relative positions of hunter and hunted , the accuracy of the assessed submarine track and
speed , and the accuracy of the interception vector. These requirements are similar to those discussed under the tracking
phase and I shal l say no more.

Final attacks against Soviet warships, bristling with shipborne SAM and gun systems, involve cooperation between
widely spaced units , for example between aircraft and an AEW aircraft and/or EW support group, and both timing and
relative position are vital to the success of the operation. Any improvements in navigation and attack systems and in
navigational reference systems that would enable an attack aircraft to proceed passively until the last possible moment
and to arrive at the radar switch-on point at the right time and heading in the right direction would lead to a reduced
attrition level. Such a navigational system would enable the task force commander to marshal all elements connected
with this complex operation and to deploy units such as defence suppression and electronic warfare support units to
maximum effect.

SUMMARY

To summarise, and perhaps to oversimplify, navigation and guidance developments that would appear to offer signi-
licant improvements in mission effectiveness in the land/air environment are those connected with the attack phase of
close support , defence suppression , interdiction and counter air operations. In the maritime/air environment the develop-
ments that would appear most significant are those connected with the provision of a common reference navigation and
command and control system for all craft , and navigation and guidance developments associated with the tracking and
attack phases of anti-submarine and anti-ship operations.
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CHALLENGES IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

by

Major General Edwin A.Coy
Director of SPACE , USAF

Pentagon , Washington , D.C.

Today I would like to share with you some thoughts , concerns and perceived opportunities regarding the impacts
of advancing technology on operational systems for communications , position , navigation and weapon delivery . My
viewpoint is one of a current member of the corporate R&D management. As many of the sessions of this conference will
demonstra te , we are applying our scientific knowledge to achieve economic, operational , and performance improvements.
We are striving to eliminate or at least minimize the general confusion that pervades the combat areas. Military history
provides us with numerous examples of battles , campaigns, and even wars th at have been lost due to confusion caused by
not being able to talk to our fellow combatants , not knc ~ving where we are and as a result losing coordination among
forces.

We in R&D are taking positive action to impiove mission success with progra ms under development that will provide
t h e operators with reliable and high quality information in a timely manner. We are also striving to reverse the trend
toward proliferation of special purpose systems and equipments , i .e. each designed to meet unique , limited requirements ,
by taking advantage of emerging technologies to develop low-cost , multi-purpose systems that meet the broad require-
ment s of our land, sea, and air forces. The conduct of military operations today dictates that our forces must have avail-
able to them the means to go anywhere , at any time , day or night in all weather conditions to conduct coordinated
milita ry operations in a wide range of battlefield scenarios, to deliver weapons more effec t ively and efficientl y, and to
do all this with minimum delay. This translates into a real need for improved communications , positio ning and naviga-
tion systems and for processing all available information to enhance the effectiveness of our forces. We also recognize
that the users must be freed of time consuming rituals when getting information. To this end we have turned to advance-
ments in digi t al equipment (both hardware and software), signal processing, information management , and navigation and
commu nication subsystems.

For example , recognizing that flexible and secure communications (in the face of hostile jamming) is mandatory to
conduct smooth operations , we are developing the Joint Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIDS). .JTIDS is an
L-band ,ja m resistant , time shared and secure system with fea tures such as identifi cation , relative positioning and commu-
nication. JTIDS allows , on demand, a force element to find out the status of any other element. This information
dispels uncertainties and allows a new degree of flexibility during combat , changes to the pre b riefed or planned operation
are more easily accommodated. As such JTIDS will be a significant enhancement in the real time coordination of combat
ac tivities.

Like commun ication , accurate operator knowledge of position is necessary to avoid confusion. I am sure that each
of you can appreciate the situ at ion a combatan t exper iences when he realizes that he does not kn ow whe re he is or if his
lost position is deteriorating. Knowing position and velocity are necessary to those on , above and below the surface of
the earth. Even more critical is the need to enhance force effectiveness through the ability to deliver weapons precisely.
The NAVSTAR Global Positioning System is designed to provide 24 hour , all weather , three dimensional position and
velocity data in a common grid to an unlimited number of users. NAVSTAR is a space-based L-band radio navigator
system featuring high jam resistance , accurate determination of the user position while allowing the user to remain
passive , and highly accurate system time for use in enhancing on-board weapon delivery system capabilities.

We see these programs improving the performance of our combat elements and deing so with an economic advantage.
These new systems will eventually replace older equipments and provide cost avoidance by improved reliability and a
commonality of equipments across many platforms. These aspects (reliability and commonality) allow cost avoidance in
the areas of logisti c support , training and acquisition. Logistic costs are impacted due to fewer failures , fewer unique
item s in supply lines, similarity of maintenance instructions and extensive use of built-in-test functions. Training for both
operational and maintenance personnel is impacted by similar and common equipments allowing those people to spend
less time in school and more time on the job. Acquisition costs are impacted by high volume procurements and
capitalizing on past designs. JTIDS , NAVSTAR , the ARC- 164 radio and our standard Inertial Navigation System efforts
are all structured to meet operational needs while accruing cost benefits through using common or multiapp lication
equ ipments. These subsystems exemplify the tremendous increase in technology we have achieved in the past decade. 
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Television , satellite communication and hand calculators have changed the life style of our civilian communities.
Similarly, systems like JTIDS and NAVSTAR will reshape many of our fundamental defense concepts. Right now we
have precision guided munition whose delivery error are within the weapons lethal range . NAV STAR lets the pilot put
his aircraft over a fixed target so accurately that blind deliveries will be effective. And JTIDS provides necessary informa-
tio n to the operator with a minimum of ritual. Data concerning any other element is generated continuousl y as opposed
to past syste ms where data was generated only after it was requested. In the past , a pilot would ask another fellow where
he was — he would read his instruments and then answer the question. JTIDS will provide that information without
bothe ring the other fellow. I would speculate that we are going to experience substantial changes in planning, equipping
and conducting military operations.

These phenomenal increases in capability are achieved by focusing technology on specifi c subsystem applications.
Specifically, the use of digital circuitry (MSI and LSI), controlled computer programming methods , microprocessing and
multiplex allow packing many interacting functions into a small volume at a price we can affo rd . Our current LSI chips
now have about 15,000 functions per square centimeter and this figure will double in the near future . Computer memory
density is currently about two hundred fifty thousand bits per square centimeter at a cost of about three tenths of a cent
per bit; in a few years we expect the density to double while the cost drops to one hundredth of a cent per bit. The
initial design of these elements is labor intensive and is ‘ high cost item.

In the software area we have increase d the productivity of the programmers by the use of higher order languages.
We are experiencing five to ten times more instructions being generated per manhour now , as opposed to the met hod of
programming in assembly language . Software design and test , like LSI design , is labor intensive. I believe we have turned
the corner on managing software design , test , and maintenance . The use of higher order language , structured program-
ming techniques and managerial awareness are responsible for keeping software production costs in line. Thus we are able
to bring about system changes by issuing magnetic tapes as opposed to the method of buy ing expensive hardware and
paying a premium price for installation.

The microprocessor is having a profound impact on our subsystem design . These devices allow large amounts of
processing to be done at the sensor. The size and low power of microprocessors often allow redundant installations which
increase the probability of mission success. These devices are finding application in the built-in-test functions that ease
the maintenance of digital systems. I believe that we have just scratched the surface of applying microprocessors to
military equipment.

Several of our new aircraft use multiplex for routing information between sensors and computers. Multiplex was
introduced into our aircraft as a weight saving measure. A pair of twisted wires with a shielding jacket now carry the
same information that would otherwise require several hundreds and occasionally thousands of single purpose wires. It is
estimated that by use of multiplex on the Bi Electrical Power Control System we were able to save over 1500 pounds
that represents just under four miles of wire . Similar savings were realized in the avionics and central test systems.

Currently we have a tri-service multiple x standard that will foster greater commonality of interfacing as well as
allowing one service to use a sensor developed by another with a minimum of change. The existing standard for multi-
plex specifies a one megabit data rate with a 400 hertz bandwidth. This capacity allows us to address over 90% of all
signals on board an aircraft. We are currently investigating the higher data rate buses for the integration of high speed
information as found in audio and video systems. The technique of fiber optics appears to be a high payoff solution to
the high speed data transfer problem. Not only is the fiber optic bus capable of handling data rates in excess of 100
megabits per second; but the bus exhibits immunity to the electromagnetic disturbances that may distort electrical signals
transmitted by wire.

In spite of these modern day digit al “m iracles”, we still do not have enough resources to explore , develop, and
produce all of the applications that we can earnestly say would enhance our performance and yield a payoff on invest-
ment. The question facing us is “how do I choose which subsystems will reach production and which technologies do 1
explore?” .

Looking ahead we may conservatively predict that we will continue to meet the future user needs; but , the funding
and manpower required will become a more critical factor. The technologies will be available to solve just about any
problem that we can postulate. But simply stated . . . can we afford it? We are meeting the problem head on; the
fundamental issue as we see it is to better manage our technical resources. We are examining the selection criteria for
which systems are to be produced and we are rethinking the methods used in specification and design of a system.

We are developing a method of analyzing the individual requirements and subsequent designs that fulfill user needs.
What we believe to be the key is found in the very successful management of subsystem designs. Today ’s subsystems
show a great deal of commonality from user to user , they exhibit many common modules within the subsystem , they
have efficient interfacing between elements of the subsystem and they occasionally satisfy more than one operational
requiremen t . We propose to step back and look at the weapon system design and satisfaction of requirements in the same
ligh t as the subsystem designer does.

If common modules are good for subsystems, they should be great for the weapon system as a whole. If efficient
i nterfaces ease the task of the subsystem design , they should also serve the system designer. If one computer 
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programming language and one programming discipline pays off for the subsystem designer , It should also benefit the
system designer. And if the subsystem designer has control and display problems the system designer must have tremen-
dous pro blems.

As I see the design cycle of a future weapon system being done in an integrated manner , the process would proceed
as follows: First we begin with the user requirements. We look at these needs not as individual entities but as elements of
a system , and in so doing, we usually can identif y some overlap in the requirements. There is another category of user
needs that must be considered; that is, those needs that are not formally stated and in some cases not even informally
stated . The requirements for a new weapon system must specify sufficient growth and flexibility to allow expansion of
the design at a later time to meet additional user needs, while keeping costs down.

From the requirements and anticipated requirements, we can specify what type of sensors are required to perform
the missions. From the list of candidate groupings of sensors we may form several initial system designs. In each case the
method of design is the same. The mission segments are collectively viewed with respect to three basic functions , i.e.
control and display information , transfer , and processing.

Consider segments such as mission and traffic control , weapon delive ry , flight control , stores manangement , and
navigation. a..ach of these segments is individually assessed for its need for processing of data , its need to communicate
with other sensors, and its control and display demands

By viewing each mission segment or subsystem in this manner during the same analysis it is possible to determine
those areas where commonality of design across the entire weapon system can come about. By applying the element of
time to the analysis we can reduce the amount of equi pment in the system by selective resource sharing. Having the
several candidate designs in hand we may examine each one in detail for expected performance and cost attributes.

There is nothing really new about this approach to system design. Each of us has probably been exposed to the
idea that there is money to be made if we could all march to the same tune. The fallacy has been of course that we each
have different musical preferences. This stumbling block is being removed by developing a method of system design that
can be used in many applications. We start by considering all aircraft avionics needs and then descend from that large
abstract case to several specific designs. Using a common origin for each individual design , resource sharing and sameness
of equipment is more easily attained . It is necessary to veri fy that the total systems approach to avionics designs is viable
and can be institutionalized. This verification is being done by an ongoing laboratory program called the Digital Avionics
Information System (DAIS). We have designed and fabricated a set of core avionics for multiple mission aircraft. The
core consists of avionics computers, modular software , multiplex and controls and displays. These elements are now
configured in a ground test bed , to serve an adverse weather close air support mission. Following test and analysis of
that configuration , the core elements will be reconfigured into an avionics suite for a night air superiority mission. The
effort expended to make the reconfiguration , the degree of commonality achieved and the cost benefits will be deter-
mined and documented. The DAIS effort will provide specifications, standards and a design methodology that will
enhance resource sharing across subsystems and across weapon systems. It will provide a common framework for all
avionics system designers.

We are taking other positive measures to make reuse of past efforts more attractive. These efforts include establishing
a software control agency and a multiplex control agency.

Each of these agencies are in their formative stages now. These offices will perfo rm a control function; that is,
assuring that system designers adhere to existing directives. Even more important , however , they will serve as technical
experts to assist system designers in the details of design. One important function of the control agencies is maintaining
a library of designs and applications. That information will be available to all avionics designers and will promote reuse of
past design efforts. Efforts like DAIS and the control agencies demonstrate that we are investing resources in technical
management as well as technology.

Some of this influence will be seen in the fine presentations you will receive in the sessions that follow. The
concepts of mutiapplication , operator satisfaction and ease of maintenance are reflected in many of the program descrip.
tions.

The systematic approach from the subsystem level upward , that I have attempted to describe, offers a large potential
for major benefits in terms of reliability, maintainability, logistical supportability , investment protection , sensible product
improvement and cost avoidance. I than k you for your kind attention and the opportunity to share with you my notions
concerning the corporate management of our R&D.
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SUMMARY

The laser gyro has the potential to play a decisive role in
lowering the cost of future guidance and navigation systems.
This role is comparable to the impact which the crystal oscil-
lator has had on current systems. Fundamental principles of
the laser gyro are reviewed, briefly, to identify character-
istics of this new means of measuring direction. The review
of the development progression from Sagnac ’s Ring Interfer—
ometer through Multibeam Ring Resonator to Regenerative Ring
~~sonator is concise in order to emphasize considerations
important in the comparison of the various laser gyro mechan-
ization approaches. The treatment is intended to be augmented
by reference material carefully selected and recommended for
deeper study. Laser gyros based on dithered approaches to
lock—in circumvention are compared to the Raytheon Multi—
oscillator Laser Gyro in terms of performance requirements for
precision pointing and high bandwidth versus navigation appli-
cations. A description of the Raytheon Multioscillator approa~n
is presented together with performance and physical data on
current instruments. Projected system physical characteristics
are presented.

The gyroscope has enjoyed, in the realm of instrumentation, a position of glamour
rivaled only by the clock. Because of the importance of time measurement in navigation,
there was a period , probabiy in the eighteenth century, when navigation symposia would
have featured clocks in the program. Since the development of the crystal oscillator.
precision time measurement in vehicles has become so commonplace that the clock has
been absorbed into the digital processors of most systems, losing its traditional
identity with instrumentation. For most applications the tine measurement problem has
been solved, and the glamour is gone. Today the measurement of direction lacks an
adequate solution. The spinning wheel supported by ingenious mechanical systems has,
like the mechanical clock, both served and fascinated man. Almost a year ago, Dr. H.
W. Sorg of the University of Stuttgart in a paper presented before the Internation
Navigation Congress in Boston, Massachusetts presented a fine survey o~ the interesting
history of gyroscope development (Reference [1]). The survey, covering the two centuries
of classical gyro development, ends in the present with the projection that better and
better conventional gyros will be developed in answer to ever increasing accuracy
requirements for space and military navigation needs. Is this the future? Perhaps.
Today, we from Boston are here in Stuttgart. We are here to talk about the laser gyro-
scope and that future. We offer this thesis: the laser gyro will be to the measurement
of direction as the crystal oscillator clock has been to the measurement of ~~~~~~~~~~ The
laser gyro is not just another step in the continuing saga of better and better gyro
development. It is the quantum jump in gyro technology that will initiate the third
century of gyro development.

For this reason, the impact on future systems of the type shown in Figure 1 is
difficult to estimate. The effect may be analogous to the adaptation of digital systems
resulting from the development of precision oscillators. In fact, the impact may be so
great that we may look forward to future navigation symposia that include no papers on
either clocks or gyros.

This new approach to the measurement of direction has become possible as the result
of two separate scientific discoveries of the twentieth century. The first has been
attributed to Sagnac (Reference [2]) who demonstrated in 1913 the capability of measur-
ing the state of rotation of a frame of reference u.ing an optical interferometer (see 
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Figure 2 ) .  In his experiment the rotation was detected by a fringe shift (AZ) given
by the relation:

in which A is the area enclosed by the light path, )~ is the vacuum wavelength and C is
the free space velocity of light. The scalar product A • C) expresses the important
dependence of the fringe shift on the cosine of the angle between the normal to the
enclosed area and the axis of rotation of the optical system.

At optical frequencies the denominator is of the order of 102 so that even
relatively large interferometers of say one meter on a side would yield a fringe shift
of less than 1/25 per radian/second of rotation rate (0). Also since intensities of
the fringes have a cos2 form the ability to resolve fringes is quite limited making
measurement of low rates difficult with small devices (see Figure 2). Michelson and
Gale measured earth rotation using such an interferonieter; however , it required one
about 450 meters on a side to produce a fringe shift of less than 1/4.

The significance of this discovery is not therefore in the direct application of
the interferometer , but in the important implication that was derived relative to the
dependence of the cavity resonance of such a closed optical path (References [2] and
[3]). In the interferometer (Figure 3) the frequency is determined by the source (f1).
The counter—directed beans (f~~ ) and are therefore of the same frequency. As
the system rotates the time required for each of the counter—directed beams to traverse
their respective paths becomes different so that the energy recombined at the output of
the beam splitter will have a phase difference dependent on the rotation rate of the
system. In the lower figure the beam splitter is replaced by a high reflecting mirror
so that energy injected into the cavity can circulate. Such a cavity (similar to a
Fabry-Perot type resonator) will have minimum loss at frequencies determined by the
cavity resonant modes. The resonant frequency of an optical path enclosing an area
must be dependent on A . 0. That is, the resonant frequencies for counter—directed
electromagnetic waves for the same cavity (optical path) are shifted symmetrically up
and down as a function of A . 0 according to the formula :

— 4A • 0A L)~

where Af is the difference in the resonant frequencies of the counter—directed waves
and L is the optical pathlength of the circuit. The significance of this discovery
should be emphasized. Since the counter—directed traveling waves share the same
optical path, the effects of the mechanical instabilities which change the resonant
frequency of the one, change the other by the same amount. The configuration is there-
fore primarily sensitive to only the rotation of the system 0. This matter is treated
in more detail in References [2] and [3).

The second important element is, of course , the success in demonstrating the
feasibility of sustaining a population inversion in a Helium—Neon gas plasma (1961,
Reference [4]). This was the final step to realizing the long sought for means to
provide coherent gain at optical frequencies using stimulated emission in gases.
(Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation “LASER”.) This provided the
means of adding gain to an optical resonant cavity, thus making it a regenerative
oscillator (see Figure 4). The gain can be used to significantly enhance the cavity Q
(Reference [5]). Low loss optical resonant cavities may be designed using state—of—
the—art dielectric multilayer mirrors to obtain line widths of the order of Av = 5 x lO~
hertz. With the addition of a laser gain medium, the cavity can become a regenerative
oscillator having exceedingly narrow line width. The result is an optical cavity sensi—
tive to rotation with frequency stability of the beat frequency between the counter-
directed beams that can be estimated to be of the order of Af = lO~~ Hz or better. The
ring resonator and the regenerative ring resonator were first suggested by Rosenthal in
1961 as an instrument for use in studying light propagation effects. The first regen-
erative ring resonator was constructed and operated by Macek and Davis, 1963 (Reference
[6]). From this early beginning, the laser gyro has emerged as a prime contender for
the future.

Why laser gyros? Listed below are all of the reasons —— all of the factors required
in inertial systems and as yet unattained to the degree desired in low cost systems:

• Inertial grade performance, but low coat

• Mechanical simplicity and small size
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• Digital outp ut

• High dynamic range

• Instant reaction

• Low power

• Flexible form factor

• High “ g” high dynamic environment

• Reliability — low life cycle cost.

The need for a reliable , small and low cost unit can be satisfied by the development
of instrumentation technology which eliminates the complex mechanical mechanisms
peculiar to current systems. Recent inertial technology developments are leading to
this capability. Through the development of strapdown inertial techniques, mechanical
gimbals of inertial platforms will be replaced by computer computations. Accelerometers
are being improved and simplified. Finally, and more importantly, the promising
advances of laser gyro technology make it apparent that a atrapdown inertial measure-
ment unit (IMtJ) can be developed with performance comparable to conventional, gimballed
inertial platform systems. Thus, the inherent simplicity of the laser gyro promises
breakthroughs in both cost and reliability. The development of a laser gyro with size,
cost and performance comparable to mechanical instruments would, therefore, have a
decisive effect on the realization of a low cost inertial system for many applications.

Since the laser gyro is basically a solid state device its advantages are many.
Being inherently a digital device, it is ideally suited to strapdown applications. In
addition, since it has no moving parts and its insensitivity is derived from rotating
light, it has essentially no “g’ sensitivity thereby avoiding the necessity for ce~pli—
cated computational g—related unbalance compensations. This “g” insensitivity minimizes
a major error source in computing “miss distance” in any navigation or guidance system.

The laser gyro also has a wide dynamic range, being essentially linear from 0 to
greater than 600 degrees per second, and may provide both angle and angular rate out-
puts. These characteristics make it suitable for multipurpose use on missiles, such
as midcourse guidance , head stabilization and autopilot functions, thereby replacing
several other conventional instruments normally required for these separate functions.

Other key features of the laser gyro are its low power and low thermal environment
sensitivity. The need for temperature control elements is eliminated. This fact,
coupled with the gyro ’s low operating power, reduce power supply requirement s which
further reduces system size, weight and cost. The elimination of any thermal control
for the gyro means that it is essentially an “instant on” device, providing useful
output information immediately, making it ideally suited for fast reaction time appli-
cations.

At Raytheon, a continuing research and development effort is being conducted to
develop a laser gyro with wide application potential. Our goal is to produce instru-
ments and systems to satisfy the low cost system needs for the next decade. This work
involves topics of both gyro development and system studies to apply the new gyro to
specific applications. The results of system studies are reported separately in Ref-
erences [7), [8], and [9]. These studies have emphasized:

1. demonstration of the navigation potential of ring laser gyros
in a strapdown system;

2. development and verification of system error models pertinent to
this and future ring laser gyro systems;

3. demonstration of the use of modern filter techniques with a
ring laser gyro navigation system.

This work involved formulation of system concepts, analysis , system laboratory and
mobile tests and , finally, analysis of test results. This woric covers consideration
of the more obvious application of the laser gyro to guidance and navigation. The
results indicate the differences between this instrument and its more classical counter-
part. Since this subject has been treated before, we will concentrate in this paper
on the important low noise characteristics of the Raytheon laser gyro and the potential
impact on future application in precision pointing of the space telescope (References
[10]. [11], a0!~ t12]).
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As stated previously, a laser gyroscope consists of a medium with gain located
in a ring resonator , as described in Figure 5. Such a combination can oscillate with
a traveling wave going around the ring in a counterclockwise (CCW) direction. In the
absence of rotation of the structure, these two waves oscillate at identical frequencies.
When the structure rotates around an axis perpendicular to the figure, the two fre-
quencies become different, the difference being proportional to the rotation rate.

At low frequency differences the two waves tend to remain locked at a common
frequency because the system behaves as two coupled oscillators. This phenomenon is
usually referred to as lock—in. It causes loss of information at low rotation rates
and departure from linearity outside the range of lock—in (see Figure 6).

There are two common practices used to avoid this lock—in. One is to angularly
dither the gyro cavity about the input axis relative to the case. The second is to
optically bias the gyroscope in such a way that the two frequencies are unequal in the
absence of rotation. In this second approach any drift in bias will be interpreted
as a rotation rate, and it is necessary to switch (periodically dither) between two
bias points (+B and —B in Figure 6). If this switching takes place in a completely
symmetric way any drifts in the bias average out to zero as they do in the mechanically
dithered case above (see Reference [13] and [14)). Because of the transition through
“lock—in” required by both approaches some information is lost, causing a noise source
in the output (Reference [14]).

The gyro output is usually obtained by simply counting the output beat frequency.
Since this is essentially a process of integration each cycle represents an incremental
change in input angle, and the sum will represent the angle the instrument has been
rotated through since the counting process was initiated. The relationship of a cycle
of the output frequency to a change in angle is the instrument ’s “scale factor ” and
may be derived from the expression in Figure 5. Frequency jitters or pulses lost due
to transition through lock-in will therefore be interpreted as angular disturbances.

The importance of this noise source is at first not obvious, but if considered ,
reveals that a laser gyro mechanized in a way that requires such transitions through
this region, in which the signal is lost, results in an instrument incapable of reali-
zing the potential of the very narrow line width (or high beat frequency stability)
of the laser cavity (see Figure 4). As stated previously , it is possible to construct
a gyro cavity having a Power Spectral Density of beat frequency fluctuations of the
order of 1 x ~~—6 Hz2/Hz (References [53. [15], and [16)) whereas dithering the same
cavity will induce noise resulting from transition through lock—in that is typically
of the order of 1 x 10—2 Hz2/Hz or greater (Reference [14)).

This wide band noise phenomenon increases with the square as the size of the gyro
diminishes. This is primarily true because the output pulse size (angular quantiza—
tion) is inversely proportional to the ring size thus chang ing both the effective size
of the deadhand and the value of the pulse. The effect of the noise on navigation,
alignment and gyrocompassing is treated further in Reference [8]. This limitation
becomes important in applications requiring low noise and high resolution.

In Figure 7 these considerations are illustrated. The figure represents “gyro
drift in terms of the standard deviation an estimate of gyro output rate derived by
simply summing output cycles for a period of time and computing:

= -
~~~~ z as

where $ is the rate estimate, AT is the sample time, E AS is the sum of the gyro output
pulses. The curves can apply equally well to a dynamic situation in which the actual
rate is zero or some known rate. The usefulness of the figure is to relate the various
types or sources of gyro drift are considered:

• Wide Band Noise, with l/~/~~ behavior typical of the dithered gyro, and
also other frequency fluctuations.

• Pulse Quantization Noise, with l/T behavior.

• Long term drift, with VT behavior due to thermal and other long tern
drift sources (see Reference [14]).

Shown also are the curves representing the requirement for one nautical mile per hour
performance, and the requirement for precision pointing of the Large Space Telescope
(LST).
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At Raytheon we have proven the feasibility of an alternate mode of operation, in
which the application of a fixed bias leads to oscillation at four different frequen-
cies. These oscillations occur in traveling waves of two mutually orthogonal polari-
zations, one frequency at each polarization traveling around the ring in a clockwise
direction, and one of each traveling in a counterclockwise direction.

With the appropriate read—out system a signal can be obtained from this four—
frequency gyroscope, the frequency of which is proportional to rotation rate. This
frequency is also insensitive to bias instabilities and bias drifts, making the
switching of bias polarity as used in two—frequency gyroscopes unnecessary.

Figure 8 compares the relative performance of the Raytheon four—frequency (multi—
oscillator) gyroscope with the performance of the two-frequency dithered instrument
for various configurations. The figure is based on actual laboratory testing indicates
that the Raytheon instrument is limited by the gyro output quantization (a design
parameter) and not be dither-generated noise, as is the case for the two—frequency
instruments. This low noise feature of the Raytheon instrument not only promises high
accuracy in navigation application but makes the Raytheon multioscillator a potential
competitor to the so—called third generation mechanical gyro in precision pointing
applications such as the Large Space Telescope (LST).

A description of the device as it was first implemented follows. We start with
a ring laser geometry which places no constraints on the polarization of the traveling
waves which can oscillate. Such a structure is shown in Figure 9. Its frequency
spectrum is also indicated. In the absence of any bias or rotation all polarizations
are equivalent, and only one frequency can oscillate.

Then we place an element in the ring which has rotary birefringence, such as
properly oriented crystalline quartz, Figure 10. This means that the ring now had a
different length for a wave of right—hand circular polarization (RHcP) than left—hand
circular polarization (LHCP). The result is that the ring can now sustain oscillation
of circularly polarized modes only, the frequencies of RHCP and LHCP being different
by an amount determined by the birefringence and size of the quartz.

Subsequently a raraday rotator is added to the ring as shown in Figure 11. Its
function is to remove the frequency degeneracy between the circular polarization
traveling CW and CCw. With a fixed magnetic field applied, the frequency spectrum
now consists of four frequencies as indicated. We now monitor the frequency

Af = (f4 
— f 3 ) — Cf 2 — f 1)

It can be readily be proven that this frequency can be expressed as

8Af = . ~j . w

The attractive feature of this approach is that neither the bias provided by the
rotary birefringence nor the bias introduced by the Faraday rotator enter into this
quantity, and bias drifts are of no importance. Furthermore, lock-in which exists
in two-frequency laser gyros will occur when (f — f3

) and (f
2 

- f
1
) approaches zero.

With proper choice of components this can be ma~ e to occur at very high rotation rates.

A typical embodiment of the gyro device is shown in Figure 12. Similar laboratory
units have been used to demonstrate that output noise is significantly lower than in
the classic dithered approaches to lock—in avoidance. Analysis and data have shown
that the gyro noise is (as predicted) proportional to l/t (where t is the sampling or
summing interval), is limited by quantization. This quantization limitation can be
reduced by external electronics to meet special system requirements such as for a high
performance stabilization system. This data is summarized in Figure 8. The dashed
lines in the lower left hand corner represent quantization recently achieved.

The Raytheon Multioscillator Gyro output frequency versus input rotation rate data
is compared to data from a typical two—frequency gyro cavity at low rotation rates, Fig-
ure 13. The superior linear performance of the multioscillator through zero rate should
be noted. The rectangle near zero rotation rate is expanded in Figure 14. Here data
is presented showing that this f ine linearity is mainta ined down to rates as low as 1/3
degrees per hour. The data taken in the region marked by the dashed lines (i.e., below
one degree per hour) is limi ted in accuracy by the test table. No deadband has ever
been observed at these low rates.
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Another advantage of the avoidance of dithered lock-in prevention methods , and
of the minimization of wide band noise problems, is to make it possible to construct
smaller gyro cavities maintaining satisfactory performance. Raytheon is currently
fabricating a gyro (RB—25) having a ring length of 25 centimeters and a quantization
of approximately 1.5 arc seconds per output pulse. In a single axis configuration,
this gyro occupies about 50 in3 including elect ronics, Figure 15. The ring size can
probably be reduced to 15 centimeters and with other design modifications we feel it
is possible to develop a version that would occupy about 25 in3 including electronics.
This means that a three—axis IMU with these gyros and a small accelerometer triad
could be developed in the 60 — 75 in 3 size range. The possibility of such small units
with navigation grade performance should be considered for the potential impact on
future systems.
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Fi gure 12. Multi-Oscillator Ring Laser Gyro Cavity
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SUMMARY

Due to recent developments in low cost inertial sensors and airborne processors,
strapped—down inertial reference systems have matured to the point of multi—purpose
application. Specifically, moderate cost and performance applications such as flight
control, weapon delivery and aided navigation are ideal candidates for highly reliable
modular strapped—down inertial configurations. Typically for these applications , the
key parameter is reliability and an overall measure of performance . Traditionally,
reliability in flight control systems has been achieved through the use of “br ickwall”
or independent instrument packages. Now with current technology, redundant sensor
packages can be economically configured for this task. The concept of designing systems
where repeatability of sensors and system reliability is equally or more important
than navigational accuracy is relatively new. This paper will discuss the system ap-
proaches and techniques applicable to achieving these gosis.

INTRODUCTION

Although interest in strapdown inertial technology is now relatively prominent ,
th i s technology has been under study and development for at least fifteen years. Early
strapdown efforts were often concerned with the problems of computation. The difficulty
in performing attitude matrix computations in digital processors of that era led to
most of the literature on computational algorithms. It is only recently that airborne
computer technology has permitted the real time calculation of direction cosines by
direct integration without undue computer burden. Chronologically, the modelling of
inertial component errors was next to be pursued as the dynamic strapdown environment
propagates component errors that are of little concern to stable platform mounted sensors.
This point is just as applicable today as newer , non rotating inertia gyroscopes are
being developed and must be modelled. Early strapdown inertial sensors were pr imarily
designed from the standpoint of achieving the pr imary performance requirements of low
random drift and high torquing rates (to follow vehicle motions). Today as these prob-
lems are largely in hand , efforts have been turned to secondary performance areas.
Thus sensor efforts are now concerned with designing instruments which exhibit lower
strapdown environment propagated errors such as anisoinertia , coning , cross coupling,
etc. Hopefully, the newer non—inertia based sensors (e.g., laser gyroscopes) will
demonstrate intr insically lower environmental propagated errors, thereby providing
the basis for high performance systems.

Current strapdown developments have effectively branched into two distinct areas.
The first is concerned with following the goal of high performance gimballed navigator s
i.e. one nautical mile per hour or better. At present the most promising candidates
appear to be non rotating inertia sensors such as the Laser Gyro and the Magnetic Reson-
ance Gyro. This approach will permit the advantages of strapdown inertial systems
(simpler construction , fewer components, potentially lower cost, etc.) and the perform-
ance goal of high accuracy gimballed inertial systems. The second approach is concerned
with inertial system applications with less stringent performance requirements. Actu-
ally there are many such applications, for example , tactical weapon guidance and flight
control fall into this category as do aided inertial navigation systems. Radio naviga-
tion systems such as GPS (Global Positioning System) and JTIDS (Joiit Tactical Informa-
tion Distribution Systems) naturally fall into this group of aided navigation. Wh ile
requiring less accuracy (typically 2 to 10 nautical miles per hour) from the inertial
system , they often concurrently require greater reliability due to use in unmanned
or critical systems.

With recent developments in electronic circuit reliability, particularly in LSI
(Large Scale Integration) logic and airborne processors, the inertial sensors have
become the key elements in strapdown system reliability. As part of the production cycle
of these components, literally years are spent after development , improving accuracy
and reliability. Thus for applications such as flight control where reliability is
paramount , it makes good sense to extrapolate proven inertial hardware. At
Kearfott , the Gyroflex* gyro, a flexure hinged tuned rotor gyro has had this kind of
reliability improvement over the years. Kearfott has installed more than l1~,OO0 Gyroflexgyros in inertial platforms. Over 5 million field operating hours have been achieved.
Figure 1 shows a MTBF growth curve (for Gyroflex gyros for the A—7 aircraft system)
which approaches 20,000 hours.

Therefore the development of these components with proven performance into lower cost
strapdown versions becomes highly desirable . HIREX and CONEX are two such lower cost
derivations of the Gyroflex gyro at ~earfott (Figure 2). As these inertial sensors
are lower cost than their more accurate gimballed platform relatives , they are a natural
choice for use in redundant configurations where Fail Operational or Fail—Safe require-
ments are dictated. For the first time , these redundant configurations can be developed
for moderate cost applications based upon a strapdown mechanization utilizing proven
gyro technology.
* Registered in U.S. Patent Office
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Fig. 1 Gyroflex Gyro MTBF Growth Curve

Fig. 2 Ke a rfo t t  Gyro Development
The Kearfott Sl(N—3000 Strapdown Inertial Navigator is a good example of a departure

point for redundant design as it is based precisely upon the technology discussed above.
Fig ure 3 shows this s trapdown system packaged in a standard ATR case.

Fig. 3 SKN—3000 Strapdown Inertial Navigator
This paper will address a number of techniques which can be employed to make a

redundant strapdown configuration feasible.

CONCEPT OF SELF CONTAINED REDUNDANCY

Most current redundant inertial systems can be classified as Brickwall Systems.
For reasons of overall system reliability , a Br ickwall system provides both physical
and electrical isolation between sensing channels. Often this isolation extends through
the downstream control system e.g., in each channel of an autoland flight control system.
While supplying total isolation, this approach does add considerable cost, weight,
and volume due to complete subsystem redundancy. The use of Duplex or Triplex Brick—
wall systems leads readily to the concept of fail operational and fail safe systems.
In a fail operational system, a failure in a subsystem in one channel, still leaves
two completely untouched channels i.e., in a Tr iplex system. A failure in a Duplex
system would usually be classified as fail safe as the system cannot tolerate a second
failure. These definitions are typical of flight control systems and do vary somewhat
between applications. While this approach does yield the required system redundancy,
it is also a costly and complex solution. An alternate approach to this problem of
redundant inertial sensing is through modular redundancy. It is the advent of strap—
down inertial technology which has permitted this concept to really become feasible.
Using redundant elements in an inertial system is certainly not a new idea. Redundant
platform gyros or fourth” gyro concepts for example, have seen many applications over
the years. However , in a stable, gimbal isolated platform , complete redundancy is not
very practical. The addition of redundant elements to an inertial system should really
be looked upon 39 a means of improving the probability of mission success. Thus the 
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redundant system must be capable of providing adequate system performance even after
a failure has occurred. A modular , redundant , strap down system provides precisely
this  kind of redundancy. Figure 4 shows an example of such a configurat ion . In this
case three , two—degrees—of—freedom sensors are orthogonally mounted wi th  their  input
axes skewed. This is an effective configuration , but is only one of many that is pos-
sible.

PHYSICALLY IN DEPEND EN? M AVHEMA TI CALL, I NDEPENDEN T
INERTIAL CNANNEL S INERTIAL CHAJNEL S

-. ‘N

o~~~~o 
4’

Fig 4 Modular Redundant System

Fig. 5 Fail—Safe Inertial Ref. System

The principle advantage of a modular redundant strapdown system is indicated in
Figure 5. Savings in system cost due to a simple system with fewer but modularly re-
placeable elements are apparent. The strapdown system must, of course, be equivalent
to the brickwall approach not only in accuracy but in the vital areas of isolation
and reliability. Techniques for achieving this system independence will now be described.

As each sensor (A, B or C) represents a two—axis inertial sensor , redundancy is
afforded to each axis of a sensing triad. This redundancy is achieved by skewing the
sensing axes of each sensor as previously shown (Figure 4).

In a system data processing sense, the redundant inertial system is as indicated
in Figure 6. Both accelerometer and gyro data is supplied in six component vectors
(for the three , 2—axis sensors indicated in Figure 4). Instead of complete separation
as in a brickwall system, this sensor data is “cross~strapped” to each redundant pro-cessor . In terms of processing, the six instrument axes (per sensor type) are divided

- 
________________________

~~~~~~~~ 

~~~~~ 0’ COMPUTER INSTRU MEN T S I F . . . .
CHANNEL I RICES A—FAILS 8—FAILS C—FAILS

1 A i -A 2 —Bl — B 2 U8, C1 & C2 U~e Cl & CS No Ef lBC t

2 C L —C2— A1 —A2 U.e 81 £ 82 No E f f e c t  ~~~ 81 1 82

3 8 1—8—2—C l —C- S No E f f ec t  UB~ Al I A2 So, Al I AZ

Table 1 Fail—Op Sensor Axis  Organ iza t ion

Fi g. 6 System Interconnection Block Diagram

into three groups of three that share a sensor and have a common axis. One such arrange-
ment has been shown in Figure 6. Here, all instrument axes are available to all compu-
ters. For example, from Table 1 below , Computer channel 1 utilizes instrument axes Al, A2 ,
Bl, B2. Channel 2; Cl, C2, Al, A2 and Channel 3; Bl, B2, Cl, C2 as indicated in the
table, a failure in one instrument axis pair effects a replacement with an unused pair
(for that axis) thereby permitting continuous operation in the presence of a failure.
If all systems are functional , a voting process does not take place, but all data is
utilized to form the best estimates of inertial system variables indicated on Figure
6 as a “State Estimator Combiner . ” If one sensor f a i l s, the sensing ax is  t r i ad  is
mathematically rearranged to delete the failed axis and use a remaining functional
sensor in its place. Computationally, the navigational calculations are reinitialized
from a channel unaffected by the instrument failure. 
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MODULAR RELIABILITY COMPARISONS

As previously stated , a key attribute of a modular redundant strapdown system
is the achievement of true fail—operational or fail safe characteristics while retaining
the reliability of more complex duplex and triplex individual sensing systems. In
order to appreciate the magni tude  of r e l i ab i l i ty  improvement achieveable, it  is useful
to p er f o r m  a comparative analysis.  For purposes of analysis , the Kear fo t t  SICN—3 000
strapdown inertial navigators has been chosen as a baseline . S imi la r ly ,  a modular re-
dundant strapdown system has been also based upon SKN—3000 components. Table 2 indicates
system configurations examined for both Independent strapdown systems and redundant
modular strapdown approaches.

TABLE 2. COMPARATIVE SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS

SKN-3000 BASED SYSTEMS MODULAR REDUNDANT SYSTEM COMPONENTS

• Single System 3 Two—Axis Gyros
• 3 Two Axis  Accelerometers

• Duplex System 2 Computers

• Triplex System 3 Two Axis Gyros
• 3 Two Axis Accelerometers

• Duplex Cross Strapped 3 Computers
(wi th  communication)

4 Two Axis Gyros
• Triplex Cross Strapped • 4 Two Axis  Accelerometers

3 Compu ters

As this analysis is being performed for comparative purposes only, just the key
redundant  elements (sensors and processors) are included . Thus the result ing system
reliability values will be somewhat higher than a complete system due to higher parts
count for electronics, connectors, etc. Figure 7 gives the result of this analysis.
Note that Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) has been calculated rather than applica-
tion of mission reliabilities. Mission values could be misleading as for most applica-
tions, they are close to unity , thereby affording little differentiation between cases.

RELIABI LITY BASED UPON
SEN— YOUR STRAPDOWN MODULA R STRAPDOWN BASIS

NAVIGATOR (SEN. 3000 DERIVATIVE)

~~~~~~~~~ MT8F 4200 fiRS

~~SKC-3lS0 REDUNDANT
____________ I PROCESSORS

SINGLE
SYSTEM SENSOR 

SE C — I l l S

;1 ‘1 ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 4TRF~~1O ,OOO

~~~~~~~~~~ 

ROME T ERS

0TBF 6 4 0 5
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~~~~~~~~~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 7800  ~‘ 
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/~~~~~~R 
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3 ACC EL— fiTS)’- 11 000
0051-- rERS (IfOS

MTBF 76O( IIR~~
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Fig. 7 Comparative Reliability
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Although cross—strapped redundant systems are naturally more re l iable  than
br ickwalled systems as shown, in each case the modular redundant systems are much
higher in reliability than their br ickwalled counterparts. In fact, the greatest rella—
bility margin is exhibited by the fail—operational system with four gyros and accelero-
meters. Figure 8 graphically indicates the reliability advantages of a modular approach.

Note that no single instrument failure affects all three channels. In operation ,
each computer receives navigation states from the other two and averages these outputs.
Computer failure is detected by built—in test features or BITE on both processor sof t—
ware and hardware. When these BITE tests indicate a computer failure , its own static
computation is deleted from the average and its outputs inhibited.

There are several key advantages to this technique. A computer failure cannot
cause a sensor to become effectively inoperative as no instrument is dedicated to a
particular channel. As all computer outputs are combined or averaged , using multiple
sensors actually supplies a system accuracy advantage. Additionally, a channel is
not lost when a sensor failure occurs. What is lost is a measure of statistical inde-
pendence between channels. Failures can occur in two distinct categories, hard and
soft. Hard or complete failures are the easiest to detect with the appropriate BITE
circuitry. Soft or partial failures (such as gross shifts in performance) , are more
difficult to detect. Techniques for detecting this kind of failure are referred to
as FDI (Failure Detection and Isolation) and are discussed in a latter part of this
paper. It should be noted, however , that undetected soft failures are reduced essentially
by a factor of three by the channel averaging process previously described .

SKC—3 100

,
/

“—

~~~~1 
I 

1 UM1HM8158 BUT , RELIABIL ITY
SIMILAR To

Fig. 8 Reliability Advantage of Modular Redundant Approach
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Failure rates used in the calculation of MTBF figures displayed in Figure 7, have
been verified at Kearfott by exhaustive tracking of operating units. These failure
values are:

AComputer 75 failures/b 6 hours

AGyro = 50 failures/b 6 hours

AAccelerometer = 20 failures/l06 hours

The mathematics of the computation of comparative reliability can be found in
the Appendix to this paper.

DATA PROCESSING REDUNDANCY ADVANTAGES

In addition to advantages of higher reliability given by redundant strapdovn systems,
overall system accuracy can also be improved by appropriately filtering the sensed
inertial data. The filtering process can be conducted at different stages in the system
data processing flow. Specifically, total sensor data from n sensing axes can be con-
densed into vehicle body frame related information by least squares or other estimation
procedures for subsequent use in attitude matrix calculations. This method of pre-
processing is called pre—attitude filtering. Alternately, post—attitude filtering
can be performed. There are advantages to both approaches. In the p ost—at t i tude  case ,
non—redundant sensor data is used in calculating an attitude matrix and filtering is
performed on the transformed data in each channel. In all cases , redundancy and approp-
riate modeling and filtering will improve the overall accuracy of the system. It can
be shown that the output variance of instrument errors decreases with the addition
of properly modeled sensors.

An optimal configuration for the sensors can be determined in many cases. For
example , when pre—attitude filtering is used , an optimal configuration based on
the Best Linear Unbiased Estimation Procedure (Ref 1) can be derived. Theorem 1 given
below is employed in establishing an optimal orientation for the sensors.

Theorem 1 Let R be the output covariance matrix R = ~2 (H’ H)~~ of the Best Linear
Unbiased Estimate of X in Y = HX + U where U is assu~ed to be mean zero uncorrelatedsensor noise vector with tuples of common variance a . If selection of the column
of H is such that when viewed as column vectors they are of maximal length and
orthogonal to one another then the output covariance matrix of R is minimal.

Here the vector Y is made up 9f actual sensor outputs at a fixed point in time ,
X is the corresponding three dimensional vehicle frame data vector . The matrix H
is called the design matrix with entries consisting of directional cosines of angles
between sensors and the body coordinate axis. In any case the B!st Linear Unbiased
F~stimate of X under the above conditions is given by X = (H’ H) H’Y and the theorem
gives conditions for determining the optimal design matrix H which renders the correspond-
ing orientation.

As an example, considering the placement of three, two—degree—of—freedom gyros
A , B, C such that the optimality criteria given in Theorem 1 holds, then the three
gyros should be mounted in a mutually orthogonal fashion.

The Gyro Mounting Procedure for N=3, as previously outlined , has been determined
based upon its optimization features. It is easily seen that the 3 gyro configuration
gives about the same reliability as a single gyro .

It will now be shown that this given Gyro Mounting Procedure for N-3 also gives
an optimal design matrix and, therefore , gives a minimum output Covariance Matrix.

Using matrix notation, we see that the sensed angular velocities in vector form
Y equals the design matrix H times the angular velocity vector x, namely Y - H x where ,

A
A2Y B1 p
B2 x =  q
C 1 r
C 2

The Design Matrix H specifies the orientation of the 3 gyros.

cos a A1 cos /3 A1 COB y A1cos a A2 cos /3 A2 cos y A2cos U B1 cos /3 B1 cos )“ B1H - cos a B2 cos$ B2 cos V B2cos a C1 cos/3 C1 COB Y C1cosa C2 cos$ C2 COB ,, C2
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It can now be shown that

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 1 0

H 0 0 1
0 0 1
1 0 0

is an optimal design matrix for this problem. Note that in practice the sensors do
not sense the exact projections of roll, pitch , and yaw rates, consequently, the equation
Y Hx is not exactly true; there is noise present which has not been taken into con-
sideration. These errors in the sensors shall be modeled by the equation Y = Hx + u
where u is a 6 x 1 random noise vector such that it has mean zero and the entries are
uncorrelated with common variance .2. Thus E(~ )=0 and the input covariancematrix Q is a scaler matrix as follows: 0 = . I.

Notice that each sensor is assumed as good as the next and the random errors in
any two sensors (even from the same gyro) are uncorrelated . A simple application ~fthe Gauss Markov Theorem gives,..~the best rn~nimum variance linear unbiased estimateof the1true rate vector X and X = (H’ H) H’Y with output covariance matrix R = a
(H’H)

Observing that the output covariance matrix is a function of the input variances
and the Design Matrix H, it will be shown that the gyro orientation chosen with N 3
“minimizes the variances in R.”

In this application

1 0 0
0 1 0

110 = 0 111 = 1112 = 0

0 0 1
1 0 0

and H0’ H1 H1’ H2 = H1’ 112 = 0. Furthermore , 
~0’ Ho = H1’H1 H2’ H2 2.

~ Here, 2 = (H’H) 1 H’Y and best estimates of roll, pitch and yaw = 1/2 (A1 + C2),q = 1/2 (A 2 + B1), and t = 1/2 (C~ + B2). The output covariance matrix for thin par-
ticular design is R =~~2 (H ‘H)~~~. Hence,

.2/2 0 0
R =  0 .2/2 0

0 0 .2/2

Thus, the output noise on each channel has been reduced by about 1/3, that is
the output standard deviation equals 0.707

Similar examples can be given for 4, 5 or greater sensor situations.

It should be emphasized that the Pre—Filtering algorithm serves a dual function
as it transformed the observations from sensor coordinates into body coordinates.
Simultaneously the data was smoothed in some optimal statistical manner. In the post—
filtering operation , usually only the latter function is performed and the data processing
algorithms are generally simpler .

FAILURE DETECTION AND ISOLATION

FDI deals with the detection and isolation of both hard and soft failures. Soft
failures are defined as partial failures such as component performance shifts while
a hard failure is a complete or total failure of a device. As the sensor block previous-
ly described is usually a key item of failure concern , sensor FDI techniques lend a
unique redundancy characteristic to this approach. With this technique it will be
possible to continue uninterrupted operation without subsystem or higher level redun-
dancy.

There is a sizable history of the application of FDI techniques to inertial sensing
systems (since about 1964 at Kearfott for example). This early work was con-
cerned with the skewing of redundant strapdown sensor triads. In addition to sensor
error detection , this concept also provided the means for failure isolation by virtue
of the fact that an instrument failure propagates an error vector with its own spatial
orientation .

Extension of this work to cover nc’n—orthogonal sensor configurations was next
accomplished, particularly the dodecahedron configuration which has received much atten-
tion in the literature. This led directly to Kearfott’s FDI extension to gimballed
IMU ’s in 1969 (Ref. 2). Practically, in a gimballed application, the technique was a direct
extension of earlier vector FDI studies. This approach has been granted a U.S. patent
and will see its flight application when the Space Shuttle makes its first n.vigation
flight. The effect will be the detection, isolation and possible replacement of soft—
failed sensors in a redundant IMU system. Here, the sole interest is in the increased
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reliability required for a space mission. FDI makes most sense, however , for a modu-
lar strapdown system as it affords both increased reliability and reduced system cost.
This could for example make practical the application of inertial systems to most all
commercial airliners , supplying reasonable flight control sensing and navigation.

FDI as defined , acts at the instrument level, detecting and isolating both soft
and hard failures before they have had chance to propagate through the system. This
is accomplished by having each sensor placed in a skewed orientation . A required or-
thogonal sensing triad is then formed mathematically from the sensed set of variables.
Thus if a sensor fails, its output can be replaced by the composite output of other
sensors. By skewing, the greatest degree of redundancy is obtained . In Figure 9,
the direction of the sensing axes for the previously described sensor block is shown.

Fig . 9 Sensing Axes Spatial Orientation
Referring back to Figure 4, the sensors (gyros, accelerometers) in this particular

configuration are mounted in orthogonal directions with their sensing axes skewed 45
degrees. As given in Figure 9, these sensor directions A’s, B’s, C’s fall within a
basic orthogonal triad. There is then a matrix H which transforms the sensed data
into this orthogonal frame or:

X = H Y

where I is the sensing frame and x is the orthogonal b~dy computational frame. When
a sensor failure occurs, the H matrix is restructured so that the components of the
I or sensor vector are not coupled into the X or measurement vector . Both acceleration
and body rates are coupled into an orthogonat frame by the H matrix. As thIs sensor
data is redundant, there are really two different measures of the X vector. By forming
a difference vector where

= 
~1 

-

a sensor failure can be observed by noting when this failure vector E is not zero.
When a failure has occurred , E is non—zero and its vector direction lalls in a plane
of the failed sensor ’s input axes. For this technique to function properly, the skewed
sensor axes must be chosen in such a way that they span the measurement space. This
isolation of a failed sensor can be observed by transforming the error vector back
to sensor coordinates as

thereby directly indicating the faulty instruments.

This simple technique supplies a powerful method for the utilization of redundant
sensors in a failure tolerant system. Of particular importance is the ability to
detect both soft and hard failures. Soft failures such as caused by shifts in basic
instrument parameters have heretofor been undetectable. Hard or complete instrument
failures are still detectable by more ordinary BITE techniques but of course show up
graphically with this FDI method. As might be expected, the level of fault detection
does add some complexity. Actually, the failure vector C will usually have some small
value as no two sensors are really identical. Also, calTbration and alignment variations ,
readout errors, etc. all add to a normal finite value for s. Practical use of this
type of sensor FDI then requires the setting of appropriate threshold tests. If such
a threshold is set too low, then the probability of detection false alarms becomes
a concern. False alarms are naturally to be avoided as they usually result in
the removal of a properly operating sensor from the modular system. Thus this sensor
is no longer available for system error improvement and redundancy uses. Effectively
it is as if the sensor has failed. However, setting the threshold too high also presents
difficulty as the probability of missed failures can become high. Figure 10 demonstrates
this error threshold set on the error vector E.

Here the failure threshold is shown as the radiuslof a sphere. In terms of the
two failure vectors shown, vector C has exceeded this threshold. This constitutes
error detection. Isolation will thin be performed by resolving components of the vector
E. Failure vector E 2 is a more typical case, of finite value but below the detectionthreshold 1.

_ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Fig. 10 FDI Error Threshold
Another way to look at this detection process is in terms of Gaussian distributed

sensor errors. As no ins t rument  is t ru ly  error  f ree , th is  d i s t r ibu t ion  exis ts  wi th
or without  a f a i l u r e .  F igure  11 demonstrates these error  d i s t r ibu t ions.

m~th~4/

~~~~~~~~

Fig. 11 Error Distribution

A failure in one of the modular sensors appears in the error vector E as a shift
in the dis tr ibut ion . This is denoted by a new mean , D. As shown in ll—b~selectinga th r eshold level det erm ines the are a of pr ope r FDI function i.e., no detection. The
cross hatched area indicates the condition of false alarm i .e . ,  in proper error  indica-
t ion. Adding a sensor failure to the system results in the shifted error distribution
of Figure 11—c. Errors between the threshold ‘i’ and the d is t r ibut ion  ‘D’ are properly
detected. However errors fa l l ing in the crosshatched area represent undetected failures.
An obvious solution is the lowering of the FDI threshold ‘

~~~~
‘ . This unfortunately also

results in an increase in FDI false alarms. For a particular modular sensor application
it is then necessary to f i r s t  choose a threshold ‘j’ , and then calculate typical proba-
bilities of detection.

These probabilities can be summarized in the following Tables
=0~~

NO FAILURE FAILURE
_____________ OCCURRED

II
Use instrument 1 — a /3
Isolate I
and remove ci 1 —/3

TABLE 3. SYSTEM USE AND ISOLATION PROBABILITIES

Here,ais defined as’ the probability of a false alarm i.e., no failure has occurred
but the sensing element is taken off—line. /3 is defined as the probability that a sub-
system has failed but has not been properly isolated i.e., the failed element has not
been removed.

For purp oses of this discussion , it has been assumed that if A or B system fails
and isn ’t isolated, the introduction of contaminated information into the total system
would cause system failure. However, in general, the above statement is a simplification.
Actually, where the threshold boundaries are set for the FDI, the specifics of the
subsystems involved are the determining factors. Consequently the effect of system
reliability with a failed redundant sensor must also be accounte3 for.

To evaluate system reliability, appropriate values of a and 8 should be given for
each subsystem. These values are of course directly dependent upon the probability
of detection and isolation. Once this is accomplished, total reliability can be formed
using the theory of conditional probabilities. As an illustration , for the identical
instrument X with reliability R (t) positioned such that both are working but only
one is needed for system succesL Let a~ 

and be the corresponding Type I and II

—:•,.. _, ~~~~~~~~~~ 
- — - ------ - - .——— .—
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probabilities . Then the reliability for this system taking into account the FDI in

R(t) .R2
~
(t) [1 a~12 + 2 Rx (t) [1—R(t)) 

[1_ ax][
l_$

x) + 2 R 2
x ( t ) a x t  1— cix ]

The first term in the expression for R(t) results from the fact that the system is
reliable when both subsystems are working and none isolated as a fai lure.  The second
term comes about since the system is also reliable when one subsystem has failed , the
other working, and the failed subsystem isolated. Finally the system is working when
both subsystems are operable , one being used and the other isolated due to a false
alarm. Further examples could be given , but the idea should be clear , that  total system
reliability does depend on FDI effectiveness.
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APPENDIX - COMPARATIVE RELIABILIT IES
This Appendix includes the derivation of some of the comparative reliabilities for

br ickwall SKN—3000 type systems and modular der ivatives as discussed in this paper.

SKN—3000 TYPE SYSTEM

SINGLE SYSTEM

This system consists of two 2—axis gyroscopes and 3 single—axis accelerometers,
and one computer . Figure A—i indicates this pictorially.

~~~ J ~G ( 2 , 2) f........4 c
Fig. A—b Single System , A (3, 3) G(2,2)C

The notation used in the figure will be used throughout this section. A (n,m)
will denote the condition of n accelerometer axes out of a total of m, remaining operating.
Thus A (3, 3) denotes the condition of no axis failures. System reliability can then
be written as:

R5( t )  = RA
3 Ct) RG

2(t) RC(t)

Assuming exponential reliability ,

R5 e~~
3
~~A 

+ 2A c ~ Ac) t

Thus:

MTBF = 1
3A A + 2A G +Ac

DUPLEX SYSTEM

f 3 ,3 )J______J~~ 2~ 2)
_

j____~ C

I A ( 3 , 3) J ~~~~~~~~~~~~ C

Fig . A—2 Two SKN—30 00 in Parallel
The re l iab i l i ty  of this  conf igura t ion  is:

R ( t )  = 1( l  — Rs:t))
2

or

R(t) 2R~
3 (t) RG

2(t) Rc(t) — RA
6 RG

4 RC
2

using exponential reliability:

R ( t )  = 2e 
+ 2 A 0 ~~~~~ ~ e ~“~

6
~ ’ A + 4A G + 2 A c ) t

thus:
9 A A + 6 A G +

MTBF ( 3A A + + A c) (6A A + 4AG + 2AC)

TRIPLEX SYSTEM 3 C A (3,3) G (2,2)

I A(3.3)1 ~~JG (2~ 2)}_____f Ci J.—__.—1
I A(3,3)~~ IG (2,2)h4C2 

~~j

LA(3,3, 
f IG (2 ,2) J._ ..__j c 3 J_____J

Fig. A—3 Triple Redundant SKN—3000

—

~

.. .
.~ _~~~~~ ,— _ , - —_-  - - - —

~~~~~~~
— —~~~~~~ —- ----
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Therefore, for the tr iple redundant system the re liabi l ity  is:

R(t) 1 — (3. —

R(t) - 3R3 R2 R — 3 6 R4 R2 + R 9 R€ R3
- A G C RA G C A G C

Assuming exponential re l iabi l i t ies :

R(t) = 3 e~
’
~
3
~~ 

+ 2¼ + A C) t
~.3e

_ ( 6 AA + 
~¼ ~~A C~ ~ +e~~

9
~~ 

+ 6AG +

and

MTBF T3~~~+2¼ ~~ A c)

DOUBLE REDUNDANT CROSS STRAPPED SKN-3000’S

_H

~~~~~~ 

~~~~~~_r
F 3

~~~
H

~~

2 ,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_

Lr~_j
J ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Fig . A—4 2C2 A (3,3) G(2,2)

For a conf igurat ion consist ing of two computers in parallel in series wi th  two

orthogonal IMU ’s as in Figure A—4, the reliability is given 
below.

The reliability equals:

2 2 3 R 2 6 R411(t) = (2Rc(t) Rc(t)) 11A G RA &

CROSS STRAPPED TRIPLE REDUNDANT SKN-3000

For the conf igurat ion of two computers in parallel in series with three IMU ’s

as in Figure  A—S. The r e li ab i l i t y  R ( t )  equals:

2R 2 3 2 3 6 4~~ 9 6
R t) C

Fig. A—5 2c3 [A(3,3 G(2,2)]

MODULAR STRAPDOWN 2CG(2,3)A (2,3)

The configuration of Figure A— 6 consists 
of two computers in parallel and in 

series

with three TDF gyros of which two or mroe are needed 
in series with three accelerometers

of which two are needed.

_ _  _ _  
f~~23~~~~~~~

Fig. A—6 2CG(2,3)A (2,3)

The reliability of the gyros and accelerometers 
are binominally distr ibuted.

For example, the reliability of a system conBisting of two out of three 
remaining operat-

ing is:

R~~ 2, 3) 
K *2 

(~)RG
K (l

~
RG)

3”  3 R~
2 (t) (l=R G ( t) + RG

3 (t)

and a similar expression for the accelerometer 
11A 2 3 The overall reliability can

then be written as: 
C

Rit) (211c(t) 
- R~ (t))(3R~ 

- 2R~)(3h1~ 
- 2R~ )

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - - -u---—- — .- -—

_____________________________________________________ .~~~-
~~~~~~~~~ 

~~~ 

- -I - - -
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MODULAR STR.APDOWN 3CG(2, 4 ) A ( 2 , 4 )

The reliability of the configuration in Figure A—7 consisting of three computers
in parallel and in series with a (2,4) gyro configuration and a (2,4) accelerometer
configuration is:

______ I
G (2,4) [- [~~

2~4 j

Fig. A—7 3CG(2,4)A ( 2 , 4)
The reliabilities for the gyro and accelerometers can be calculated binominally

for the gyros and accelerometers. For example, the gyro reliability can be written
as:

= 

K=3 (
~) 

RG
’
~ 
(l—RG)

4
~
”
~

= 3RG
4 (t) — 8RG

3(t) + 6RG
2 Ct)

The accelerometer reliability is handled in a similar fashion.

Overall reliability can then be written as:

R(t) = (3RC - 3R~ + R~) (3R~ - 8R~ + 6R~). (3R~ - 8R~ + 6R~)

DOUBLE REDUNDANT SYSTEM (FAIL-OP) WITH THREE COMPUTERS

The configuration is given below in Figure A—S .

~~~ 1~~ ~~~~~ I _ _ _

Fig. A—8 3CG(2,3)A(2,3)
The reliability of this configuration , consisting of three computers connected

in parallel, all in series with three gyros and accelerometers each in a (2,3) configura—
tion is:

R(t) (3RC —3 R~
2 

+ RC
3) (3RA

2 
— 2RA

3) 
~~‘~G

2 — 2RG
3)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ T.~~~~~T !  ~~~~~~ 
— -..-- --- - - —__ — -

- ~~
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LISSACE ET EXTRAPOLATION INERTIEI.S DE FAISCEA UX IL.3

Application a 1’AIRBUS A .300.B
par

J. IRVOAS et D .  BUISSON
S .N .1 .Aérosp atiale

3 16 , rou te de Bayonne , TOULOUSE , FRANCE

P. LLORET et X. LAGARDE
S.A.G.E.M .

6 , avenue d’Iéna , PARIS , F RANCE

SUMMARY

One of the problems of automatic approach and landing is the accuracy of aircraft guidance as tue
aircraft flies along the IL.3 Beams. If the beam is noisy, or d isturbed by undesirable reflections of the
emitted signal on natural obstacles or on an aircraft which is flying over the localizer transmitter during
its take—off , the lateral displacement and the roll zcvements of the aircraft could be very large . A~ far
as 11.5 transmitter or receiver failures are concerned , they increase go—around probability, which is und e—
sirable as far as the airlines are concerned . The system studied here can smooth the Loc data and ensure
continuation of aircraft guidance in the eveL’~ of a Loca1~ zar failure . This ~ystem only needs complementary
speed information from an inertial sensor system in order to provide the auto—pilot with a filtered Loc
signal instead of the raw signal. The final system , based ~~ Kalman filtering , was implemented by means of
a digital computer, then flight tested on the AIRR ~S A .3CC.B .Certificatior. of this system with ruduced ope-
rational visibility minima is expected in the Spring of l~~78.

N~ TA ION~

y : écart lateral métrique de l’avion par rapport a l’axe de la piste.

9 : écart angulaire entre la droite émetteur Loc —av ion et l’axe de Ia p iste , transforme en micro—
aspères .

D : distance de l’avion è l’Cmetteur “localizer” .

h : altitude de l’avion (ft) fans des axes l iCs  ~ la piate d’atterrissage .

V : vitesse fe l’avion.

erreurs constantes de vitesse de l’INS selon lea axes respectivemerit Nord , Est , Transversal ,

L~
V
~~t~VL 

longitudinal.

variations avec le temps des erreura de 1 INS.

estimation de la variable x par le filtre LIS.

senaibilité d’écart du faisceau Loc ( p A/ ~~ ) respectivement réelle et affichée dana le calcula—teur .

R, R1 : route , route indiquée par l’INS.

‘+~ser : cap géographique de la piste.

erreur de route a t = 0 (initialisation du Filtrage).

LIS : Loc-Inertiel Système.

LISS : Loc—Inertiel Statistique Système .

INTRODUCT iON

L’utilisation de termes inertiels pour amCliorer les modes de guidage de I’avion sur les faisceaux ILS (Instrument Landing
System) a déjà etC étudié , en particulier aux Etats-Unis. (re f. (1 )) - On peut ainsi espCrer utiliser t’avion dans fes co nditions d’un attems-

sage en CatCgorie Ii alors que le fais ceau lui-m Cme n’est que de catego rie I.

En France, sous contrat des Services Officiels (Service Technique Aeronautique : STAC), et a la suite
d’une demande de la Compagiiie Air Inter, Ia SNIAS (SociCtC Nationale des Industries ACrospatiales) et SAGEM
(SociCté d’Applicationa CCnCrales d’Electricité et de Mecanique) ont CtudiC un système qui permet une dimi—
nution du ta i.x de remisee de gaz jugées trap frCquectes sur certaines pietea equipées de faiaceauz Loc
(locali~er) Irop bruit4s ou brouillés par des phénomènes parasitee.

Lea obj ectife du système oat donc CtC précisCs en trois points

.—.—. ~~~~~~~~ - ‘ — s  ..~t 
.SW .. — - _ —— - -

~
__.—_..--——---—--- — — —
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1 — Lissage des informationa “11.3” do categoric 21 III atm do diminuer Ic tau.z d’apprcches
manquCes dues aux imperfections de l’I1.3.

2 — Survie du système a une panne des Cmetteurs 11.3 a basso aIt~ tude b ra d’approchee en Zat4g~r~eII ou III , et , a plus long terme , er. cat~~orie 211 sarjs r-.a u t e -ur de decision .

3 — Lissage dee informations 11$ de categoric I on vue d’amCliorar Ia q-ualitC d-u guidage auss:
bien en approche sanuelle au directeur do vol qu’e~ approche automatique.

Los probl’emos renc ntrés par Air Inter concernent essentiellement l’axe lateral do guidage de
l’avion ; le faisceau “loca].izer” cot dcnc le principe.l intCreseC . L’étude a etc conduite en l’appliquant a
l’avion AIRBUS A.30C-.B et a son pilote autosatique lateral SFENA (SociCtá Francaise d’Eqvipements pour is
Navigation Aerienne) qu’on s’est efforce de no pas modifier. Ia système eat cependant univereel et pourrait
être appliqu4 au guidage en approche d’un avion quelconque .

Le système de filtrage a etc defini a l’aide d’une simulation r.umCrique do la boucle de g-u:dage
de l’avion sur ordinateur, puis programsC dana 10 calculateur SAGEM tITD avant d’$tre essaye sur le simulateur
do vol “Airbus” en laboratoire, puis en vol aur l’Airbus n° 3 equipé d’une installation d’essais en vol
adequate.

2 PRES~~TATION SUCCINTE DE LA SIMULATION SUN ORD INATE UR

l.a schCma general de la simulation numCrique eat presente figure 2 . 1 .  Il fait  apparaitre pluSiours
sous—ense mbles

— mCcanique du vol do l’ avion , sons l’aspect doe souvements latCrau.x seulesent

— pilote automatique latera l , qui élabore lea ordres de commande applique r aux gouvernes de gau—
chissesent et do direction (en particulier lea modes MAINTIEN de LOC , puis ALIGN EME NT) .

— lea diffCrents detecteurs placCs bord do l’avi on sont

tin r~cepteur 11$ (Localizer et glide) fournissan t un courant proportionnel a l’Ccart angu—
laire entre l’avion et le faiaceau : 9, (p a) pour le faisceau LCC et €- glide ( p A )
pour le faisceau glide.

tin radio—altimètre fournissant l’altitude do l’avion hR . A ,  diffCrente de l’alt i tude r6elle
fans le ropère d’axes lies è la piste a cause fu profil  du terrain survoiC .

tine centrale a inertie qui permet d’ avoir fans le repbre gCographique local la viteaoe do
l’avion : VNI, VEI sont sea coaposantes solon lee axes Mord et Eat.

— le filtre LIS (Loc Inertiel Système), qui, partir des informationa 11$ ( 9,,,,
~ / ~~~~ ), de

l’altitude hR .A et des vitesses inertielies VNI et VET reconstitue la position de l’avion ~~qu ’on transact au P.A.  (position (2) )  a l a  place tie is sortie brute du recepteur Loc (~ o si t i o n ( i ) .

Lea differentes perturbations , qui agissent comae entrees tie la simi.lation sont lea suivantea

— vent lat4ral et turbulences atmosphCrique s associées , selon Ia réglementation F .A.A.  prCcisC.
dana la oireula ire AC 20—57 A. Daux types tie vent ont etC utilisCs

Vy = 10 ICT (vent de face nul)

Vy = 15 KT , vent do face VX = 20 KT ( tota l 25 KT) —

Les turbulences associCea c’nt uxt epectre equivalent ~ celui d’ un bruit blanc f i l tré par un f i l tre
passe—bas du 1cr ortire .

— bruits du faieceau Localizer.

L’annexe 10 do la rC~ lementation OACI (Organieation do i’Av iation Civile International.) dorms
lea specifications en cc qui concerne lea coudes d’alignement des faisceaux “Localizer”.

La figure 2.2 présente la valour maximum è ne pas dépasser avec tine probabilitC de 95 %. Toutefoie
cc document ne precise pas 1. spectre des bruite. Aprèe l’Ctude do queiquee faisoeaux Loc francais
vérif iCe en vol par le Service Technique Franca ie do la Navigation Aérienne (S.T.N.A.), do sfae
quo quelquee faisceaux amCricains (rCf. (2)), le modèie de brults al6atoires choisi eat porte
figure 2.3. Il correspond a tin bruit blanc filtrC par tin passe—baa do conetante do tesre variable
avec is distance do i’avion au seuil de piete. 1.. niveau du bruit eat Cgalement variable avec is
distance. Ii est possible de superposor ~ cc bruit aiéatoire tine dietoreion spatiale du faisceau
do tell. aorte quo le niveau maximum toléré par l’OACI soit effeotivement atteint.

— profil du terrain. L’altitude mesurée par tine radio— condo va servir a reconstituer la diatance a
l’Cmetteur Loo . Le profil du terrain influence done le caicul. On petit donc simuler Soit un tsr-.
rain en moyenn e plat , colt tine pent. positive ou n4gative du terrain . Dee perturbations alCatoiree
reprCaentant lee accidents du terrain sondC ou j.ea bruite de mesure, e’ajoutent au prof ii soy.n.

— bruite dii faieceau “glide” . N ous suppoaons que , dana 1. plan vertica l, l’avion eat parfait.aent
stabilisC our la trajec toire thC orique de descent. dCfinie par le faisceau glide. Le bruit dii
faisceau glide n ’oet dono present dane is simulation quo cosse perturbation du caicul do is dis-
tance a l’&etteur Loc . C’ ost k nouveau tin bruit alCatoire g~n4r4 par filtrage d’un bruit blanc.
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— erreurs tie vitesse do is centraie a inertie.

La centrale MGC 30 tie SAGE?!, choisie pour équiper (optionnallement) l’AIRBUS ea t du type è car—
dana , is mecanisation choisie Ctant du type “azimuth libre” . On pout donc conaiderer quo lee er—
reurs stir chacun dos axes Nord et Eat sont indC pendarttes . Etan t d onnC quo le temps d’ uti l ieat ion
des vitesaea per le système hybride eat faible devant la periode tie SchUler (84 mn.), lee erreurs
do vitesse peuvent être approchCes par tine erreur cona tante et tine derive au cours du temps

~ ~~~~~~ ~VN +

V~ = V~ *~~ VE +l~
.t

iNS vra,& —

o~x A\~ , ~~~~ ~~ 
sont ties constantes au cours d’ une approcr ~ donnée .

3 DESCRIPT ION DE LA VE RSION C LASSIQIJE DU FILTRE LIS 1 (VERSIoN N ° 1)

SAGEM a initialCment propose tine architecture cisssique pour le filtrago ontro les informat:ons
localizer et lea vitesses inortielles .

Ce f litre d4terministe eat a i’origine den premieres etudes, pus deB tout premiers easais en vu l
CEV (Centre d’Esaais en Vol) tie BRETIGN Y et ainsi a permis do verifier lea principes de base d système .

3.1 Princi~~~

Ce filtre utilise Ia technique du f litre complémentaire .

La position estimCe de l’avion Va être reconstituCe a partir ties informations radio—electriques
du localizer et ties informationa tie vitesse par rapport au aol de is centrale b inertio .

las in±’ormations delivrees par le r4ceptour LOC sont disponiblos sous forme d ’Ccart angu ].ai re entie
is droite avion—Cmetteur localizer s’t l’axe piste.

On obtient l’Ccart métrique par rapport è l’axe piste grdce a l.a connaissance de is distance avion—
émetteur at tie l.a aensibilité du fiiscea u localizer.

— Yl

~~ MeS 
— 

~~~
A partir ties vitessos Nord et Est fournies par is centrale et dii cap de is piste , on élabore Ia

vitesse inertielle transversale de l’avion (cf .  figure 3 .1 ) .

Ces deux informations sont entachées d’ erreurs tie types differents

— y505 Yvraj + Yb~j~ LOC

ott 3r1.)~.,jt LOC oomprend lea bruits radlo—Clectriques et los distorsions do faisceau .

+
q~~ ~jvrm

ott ~
VT est la dCrjve constante (ou variant lentement) tie is centralo a jnortie .

MT comprend is derive propre de la centrale è inortie ot i’erreur due a is projection des vites—
sea Nord et Eat stir tine direction tie réfCrence lCgCrement distincte du cap gCographique do is
piste.

Cette dernière erreur est constante taut quo la vitesse longitudinale do l’avion no van e pea.

On forme alors 18 f litre complCmentaire

2
avec G (p) = ~p2 + ap + bp

On obtient ainai

~~~ Yvrai ’ ~ AV p~~ 
a p + b  Ybruit LOC

p2 + a p + b  p2 + a p + b

Le bruit LOC eat donc filtrC par le filtre a’~ + b 
tandis quo lea errours inertielles seront

rCeorbéea par lo filtre dCrivateur, a P + 
~P 

+ b sav oir 
~~

Le schema d’un tel filtre set prCeentC figure 3.2

3.2 RCslisation.

I,. bloc—diagrasme dii filtre coaplet eat donnC figure 3.4

Ce schCma co.prend, outre l’Clabora tion d’un Ccar t latCr.l, tin filtrage inertiel de is distance

~~~~~~ ~~~~~~i~~ r~ T - —.- — . -~~~ -

- - — — - - 

~~~~~~~~~ 

.. -. k’~~~~~~~• .  - • 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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avion—Cmetteur locaiizer, néceasaire è la traneformation des ecarts angulaires en ~car ts aCtri ques .

3.2.1 — Eisboration do l’Ccart lateral filtré.

Its système fournit deux estimations do l’Ccart lateral filtr~, qui sont 4laborCes è partir tie
deux boucles similaires constituant tieux filtres complCmentaires tie frCquence de coupnre différentes :

Ia vitesso inertielle transversale eat corrigée par is somme des sorties d’un passe—baa et d’un
intCgrateur do contre—réaction . Cette vitesst~ corrtgCe eat intCgrCe pour dormer l’écart calculC par rapportè l’axe tie piste.

a) Boucie lente.

La pulsation tie coupure tie cette bouoie diminue au cours du temps pour atteintiro o,1 rd/a en
fin d’approche.

L’erreur tie position est filtrée afin d’obtenir tine estimation de is variation tie derive de
1’ inortie.

b) Boucle rapitio.

Sa pulsation tie coupure eat plus élevée : 0,55 rd/a.

L’ erreur de position ost redreasCe puis f i l tr4e , d i e  pormot d’ obtenlr tine estimation du bruit
recueilli sir le signa l localizer.

c) Pondératlon .

L’ écart lateral final eat le rCsuitat d’une double pondération

— pontiération ties Ccarts calcules dans la bouolo lente et fans is boucla rapido. D’une maniCre
générale, pius ie bruit 11$ sera important , plus la boucle “lente aura d’importance dans is
pontiération at réciproquement, plus is variation do derive inertielle acre importanto, plus
is part de is boucle “ rapide ” sera grantie.

— pondCration pour transferor progressivemont lea l.nformations d’écart latCrai du signal LOC
brut ~~~~~ signal LOC filtré 

~~ ; ccci sfin d’Cviter tine discontinuité dana l’infornation
tranamlse au pilote autoinstique.

d) Mj se en inertio pure .

Lora ti ’ une porte du fsisceau LOC , l’Ccart lateral eat calculé par l ’intCgration tie Is vitesso
inerti.elie corrigCe de l’estimatlon do derive do Is bouclo ler,te.

3.2.2 — Elaboration tie la distance emetteur LOC—avion.

La prinoipe est le mdae quo pour le filtrage tie l’écart istCral do l’avion par rapport a l’axe tie
la plate.

La distance mCtrique a i’émetteur looslizer eat cslculée è partir des meaures glide et radio—
sonde (figure 3.3):

Dmes~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

-I-

ott hRA eat is hauteur rstiio—sonde,

‘(Ssont la pento et is sensibilité tiu faiaceau glide,

&~~~est l’écart glide,

eat is distance séparant lee émetteura LOC et glide .

Cette distance eat f iltrCe par la vitosse inentielle longitudinale. En cas tie perte des informs—
tions radio—sonde ou glide la distance ost caicuice par integration do ia vitesse inertielle.

3.2.3 — Initialisations.

Le filtrage do l’Ccart istéral eat initialise a is fin tie la capture du faieceau localizer , lore—
quo l’svion est restC pendant 10 secondes eu mom s a l’intCnieur du domaine defini par tin écart localizer
lnfériou.r a 15 ~ A.

Its filtrage tie is dmstance eat initiaiisC lore do Ia capture dti faisceau glide. Avant cette ini-
tialisation, qui interviont gCnéralement spree cello dii filtrage lstéral, o~’ utilisera la distance brute
dana lea équat :ona d’4laboration tie l’Ceart istCral filtre , distance qui sers fauasée par lo fai t  que le
rCcepteur glide donne Un signal non proportionnel a l’e~~~t anguisire reel.

3.3

La f i i tre c~assiqu e a fait 1’ objet des simulations décnitee au paragraphe 2 et d’ ossais en vol
CEV . L’ avantage do cee ossais a étC de procurer tin moyen tie trsj ectognsphie precise de l’avion , grace au
système a laser STRADA , permettant d’analyaer finement lea performances obtenues su cours tie vole reels .
Par ailleurs, le CEV tie BRETIGNY s’eot donné lea inoyens do “rejouer” è poatCriori lea approchee effectuCee

— ~~~~— - -- — - -— - . ~~~~~~~~~
— -. ____________

..‘— ~~~~~ -
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a l’aide des enregistrements des d ,r.nées d’entrCe du calculateur LIS.
Ces simulations se sont rCvélCes Un outil ti’snalyse trèa efficace , grace a is possibilitC do faire

varier lea parainètres tie filtrage.

Lea principaux enseignemants tires, sussi bion des simuistiona quo ties easais en vol, ont etc lea
suivants

— dana sa fonction tie lisaage , le filtre LIS I attCnue significativement (division fans tin rapport
supérieur a 3) lea distorsions du faiscesu LOC situées dana tine bande do fréquence supCrietire a 0,03 Hz (pe—
n odes inférieures a 30 sec.). Cette attenuation eat particuli’eroment notte au niveau des mouvements do rou—
118 et do lacet do i’avion rétiuits dans un rapport 1/3 memo en presence tie faisceaux ILS rCputCs peu bruitCs.

— dana as fonction tie survie a uric panne ILS a basso altitude (h ~~1OO ft), 10 filtre LIS 1 assure
un bon guitiage de secours : is precision a 1’ impact eat tie l’ordre de 3 m (a 1 o ) dana les caB dCfavorables ,
rCsultat homogène svec la precision tie l’estimation dos erreurs inertiellos en fin d’approcho.

Ito paragrapho 7 rend compte des pnincipaux résuitats obtenus. Cependant, ii a etC jtigé ~ouhaitablede pourauivre lea efforts en vue d’Climiner certaines limi tations inhérentes au f litre claasique LIS 1. Voici
lea principales limitations rencontrées

— si on cherche è obtenir me attenuation des distorsions du faiscesu LOC dans las fréquenoes in—
férieures a 0 ,03 Hz , on obtient en contre—partie une erreur statique (‘trainage ”) du £ litre qui devient vite
prohibitive et degrade la précision d’impact obtenue sans ce nouveau système. Ito rCglage final fait apparel—
tre me diminution tie is precision d’impact tie 3 % seulement (eiie passe de 2,94 m a  1~~ en guidage LOC a
3,03 5 avec le guidage LIS i), sale le lineage do is trajectoire est mediocre .

— un terrain montant ou descendant en omont tie is piste ontralne des erreurs dana l’évaiuation do
l’Ccart méttique Ym~ ~ partir tie l’écart angulsire Y~mes. Un effet simiisire dCcoule dii fait qu ’on utiliseune valeur moyenne tie is sensibilité du faiscesu (75 ~uA/deg) alors que is valour réeile pout varier de 55 a
110 pA/deg ~eion is longueur tie ia piste ot ls position respective dos Cmotteurs. Ces differentes causes
conduisent a tine diminution tie l.a dunCe tie survie dii système è tine panne LOC, ot môme a la divergence tie is
boucle tie guidage dana Uri Cas extrôme.

— enf in, la formulation classique ne permet pas d’eatimer l’erreur entre l.a direction de rCférence
pour l.a projection des vitessea et le cap géographique tie la piste. Ce terme, peu important iorequ’on ne so
prCoccupe quo du guidage tie l’avion a vitesse constante , intervient a chaque variation do vitosSe ot en par—
ticuuier a is deceleration sur is plate. Pour éviter cc probième avec is formulation LIS 1 , is seulo solution
eat l’introduction du cap tie is plate sun laquelle on va atterrir dana le caiculateur. Dan e uric formulation
statistiquo , on a is possibilitC d’Cvauuer cc terme pourvu quo l’avion décélère stiff ieamment en cours d’ ap—
proche .

La formu lation statistique (f i i t ro  de Kalman ) a donc etC choisie pour lea versions auivantes. Ello
apporte d’ aiiieurs plus tie aouplesao dana is meaure ott ello proud en compte lea diffCrentes possibilités
d ’i nitialiaation qui dependent tie l.a procedure utiiisCe pour l’spproche , aiors quo is formulation elassique
eat optimiaCe pour tine approche “standard” .

4 DESCRIPTION DU FILTRE STATISTIQUE LISS

4.1 Princi2e _ version n O 2 ( L I S S 2 ) .

Af in ti ’avoir in f i l t rage optimal entre informations LOC et viteases inertieiles , ii a semble in—
téreasant d’ utiiiser lea equations dii f i l t ro  de Kalman—Bucy . Pour cela , ii faut Ccrire lea Cqua tions d ’etat
du système , en tenant compte , de plus , tie i ’Cvoiution avec ic temps tie i’erretir tie vitesse inortielle . Ii
vient

~ .~~+ A’41- ’(~~ ( 4 . 1 )

ott ~ VT et ~T sont des conatantes .

l.a rCceptour LOC fournit is position angulaire tie l’avion , a la sensibilitC près (observations
du système )

~~m.c 7ees 
= ~ Loc (4.2 )

Nous aupp oserons ici que 
~bnuit ~~ oat tin bruit blanc . La mCthod e du filtre rCcuraif tie Kalmitn—

Bucy, ott lea observations sont continues , nous permet d’Cvaiuor lea trols variables y, LtVT ot ~T a partir
ties meau ree a t ~~~~ . Par rapport a l.a version ciassique du f litre LOC—Inert ie , on a done ajoutC tine
boucle supplCmentaii’o qui permet de fournir Ia derive au cours du temps tie l’erreur tie vite~se do la~centraie
inertiello. Ce torme était cependant eat imC dana la version LIS 1 par filtrage tie l’erreur statique y — ymes .

4.2 Princ i2e de ia veraion n° 3 _jLISS 3j~
Lea diff icui tCs rencontrCes avec is premiere version du f i l t re  statietique viennent du fait quo

lea erreuna du rapport D sgissent de facon diff4rente solon qu ’il est sun ou sous—eatiaC par rapport
au rapport tie transfor— .S~,. mation reel D . Les recaisgee des estimations , compte tenu tie l ’indica—
tion du rCcepteur LOC , sont alone fauasCes .

A! in do repor .er lee orreure dues a Ia mauvaise estimation de la distance non plus stir l ’4 quation
d’observation ( 4 . 2 ) ,  mais sir l’Cquation d’eta t (4 .1 ) ,  une nouvello formulation a etC essayCe. Elle consist.
k ~tilisen comme variable d’etat l’Ccart angulaire p au lieu tie l’Ccart mCtrique y. Lea nouvellea equat ions
di système s ’Ccrivent donc

— ~“ ~~~~~~ b~~~~~~~~~~ ’V~~ 
_—.-  .‘, S ______________________________________________
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y
mes = 

~~~ ~ bruit LOC (4 . 4 )

Toujours en euppoaant quo V brui t j~~ eat tin bruit blanc , nous pourrons Aorire lea equations du
filtre do Icaiman—Bucy pour Cvahuer le~ 3 variables

Afin de diminuer l’inf luence des erreurs cur ‘5.1.,, et D , on utilise is technique tie l’epailon
(ref. (3)) die permet tie pond4ren ie ealcul des 3 gains do recalage tie is con! iance placCe dana lea cal—
cula par la mCthode do Kalsan .

4.3 Princi~~ tie la version n04(LISS

Lee Cquations Ccnitee jusqu ’ ici supposaient quo is viteese longitud inal. tie l’avion reotait aensi—
blement constante pendant toute l’approche , depuis l’initiali~ation jusqu’& l’lmpact . Or, is sortie du train
ou des volets hypor—sustentataurs néceasite une reduction do is vitesso do l’avion . Cea Cvolutiona tie vitoase
provoquent des Ccarts do trajeetoine au moment ott elb a surviennént , Ccants provoqu6s par is diffCrence entre
is route tie i’svioa ind iquCe par is centnale a inertie au moment tie l’initiaiieation du filtrage et 10 cap
géographique reel do is plate. En pronant Un sodèie pius compiiquC des erreurs do vitosse transversaie, on
petit espérer évsuuer cette errour do route , pourvu cependant que la vitesse tie i’svion évouue pendant ie tempe
do filtrage .

La nouveau modèie do i’orreur do vitesee inertiolle sore done

= ~~. + t~V,. + 
t. 

~RQ 
~~~ ~t ,) ~~~~

ott ~ VT, ~
‘T at ~ R0 sent des cona tantes .

Lee quatre variables d’etat estiaCea par le filtre seront alors ~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

La presence du terse (v Lo — VIa) dana i ’C quation (4 .5) rend 10 eystème non iinCairo at i’evolution des cove—
niances des diffCrentes erreura d’ estimation depend donc do l ’Cvohution do is vitesae iongitudinaie do l’s—
vion.

4.4

Las equations analogiques dCcnitoe ci—dessua no sont pas programmabies directement dana tin calcu—
isteur numerique . D’ autre part , lee entrées iseuee des rCcepteurs radio sont des entrées analogi ques qu ’il
convient done de convertir nuaCniquement pour lee utiliser. Par ailleura , l.a centraie a inertie transact lee
compoaantee do is vitease 801 tie l’avion au moyen d’uno ligne BUS dii type ARINC 571 ~ la £rCquence tie rafra!~—
chissoment tie 5 Hz. La pae do caicul choisi oat done do 0,2 sec . Ii faudra calculer lea diffCrenta gains de
recaisgo a partir das diver~os covariancos dee erreura d’oatimsti’n scion is programmation discrete du f litre
do Kaiaaxt—Bucy (rCf . (3 ) ) .

L’organigraame gCnCrai dee caicula complete tie filtrage eat resté ie mesa quo pour is version ciss—
sique (LIs i) : ii comporte is boucie d’evsluation tie l.a distenco do l’avion è l’Cmetteur “bocalizer”~ qui
n’ost active qu’è partir tie l’appanition dii signal logiquo indiquant quo is capture du faiacesu glide est
terminée. La boucle ti’estimstion tie i’Ccart istCral è transmettre su pilote sutosatique, teiio qu’elle eat
dCcrite ci—tiessus dana sea diffCrentes versions , reapisce lee dcix boucles lento ot rapide et le csicul tie
pond6ration ontro ces deux boucles d’estisstion. L’initialisation du filtrage tie l’Ceart iat6rai u i’svion
par rapport a is plate a touj ours lieu ties quo is capture du faiOcesu LOC do l’ILS eat terminée , a is com-
mutation en mcde “LOC—TRACK” .

5 RENULTATS OBTENIJS AlTEC LE PILTRE STATISTIQUE EN SIMUlATION

5.1 Statist~~ ues de l’écart lat6ral è 100 It , 15 f t  et~~~ 11 irn2act .

Afin de ver ifier i’svantage de is version t ° 3 di fi l tre LISS par rapport aix versions n ° I ou 2 ,
200 approches ont etC simuiCes dana cheque cam

— 100 en cas de pistes iongues ( ..S1.. 100 pA/dea), avec in terrain qui descend quand on e ’Cloigne
tie is piste do teile aorta que i’altitude meaurCe aoit tie 2.000 f t  alone quo l’altitude comptee dana ties axes
liCs ~ is plate d’ atterriseage n ’ost que tie I .500 f t .

— 100 en cas tie pistes courtee ( .S4~ 60 pA/dog), avec in terrain ~ontant qtiand on s’Cloigne do l.a
piste ( hvraie = 1.500 f t  ; h mesurCe = 1 .000 f t ) .

Ito vent travoraien iaoyen Ctant toujouro dane le mtime sons , lea moyennea do i’Ccart latCra l dii cen-
tre do gravité do l’avion no sont pea nulles . Pour avoir l ’Ccant quadratique moyen pour tin vent nu l en moyonn c
ii faut combiner le nombre d’approches simuiCes avec in nombre idontique ti ’approchea asia avec un vent late—
ral oppoaC . L’ Ccart type dii total sore aiors /vn~ +~~ . N oua avone port6 sun be tableau 5.1 lee statistiques
dana lea divers cas do guidage

— LOC a partir du signal LOC brut

— LIS 1 : è partir du signal h~rbnitie du filtre claseique (n o i)

— LISS 2 : a partir du signal hybnide fourni par le fi l tre statietique ; version n ° 2, tie va-
riables d’etat (y, ~ VT, IT)

— LZSS 3 : ~ partir du signal du filtre statistique; version n ° 3, tie variables C , ~~~ ~‘T)
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L’ avantsge dos deux versions dii f i l t re  statistique sun 10 filtro classique oat visible . Cependant ,
on voit quo , en caa tie guitiage LISS 2 , et pour inc piste ccurte , 10 gain eat très faibie par rapport au
guitiage LOC . La version n° 3 du f i i t ro statietique resoud ce prob lème , asia , par centre , lea dispersions
ont lCgèremont augmer,té qiand l’avion attetritsur tine piate longue . C ’ eat cependan t la version LISS 3 qui
a CtC retonue pour la programmation definitive du filtrage LOC—Inertiel, car d ie aplanit lea differences
rencontrées avec lea autres versions pour las divers types do pisto d’atterrissage.

— 400 nouvelies approchee ont ete simulCes avac le fiitre LISS 3, af in do combiner los diverses
possibiiitCa tie vent (vent fort — vent faible) et tie plates (pistes moyennea — longues — countes). Au total ,
en ajoutant los 600 approches obtonues avec in vent oppose , ii s’agit tie 1.200 approchoa dent lea atatisti—
quea sent portéea tableau 5.2 .  L’ apport dii f i l t re  statistiquo sun le liasage tie is trajectoire eat net
puisque l’Ccart—type do i’écart lateral aix passages h 100 f t , a 15 f t  et è l’ impact a tiiminuC do ~% a 8%par rapport au guidsge LOC alors qu’on pordait tie ~ h 7 % dana le cas di guitisge hybnide ~ l’aide dii filtro
clasaique . La param~tre lambda do trajoctoire antre 700 ft et 1’ impact a Cgalemant beaucoup diminiiC (.. 30 %).

— Enfin 200 approches ont etC simuiCes en consitiCrant quo los erreurs tie vitesse tie is centraie
sent divisCea par 2. Laura rCsultats sent portCa tableau 5.3 par comparaison aix rCsuitats du guidago hy—
bride asia avoc lea performances do la centrale nominsles. On ne conatate pea tie differences sensibiea , ai
ce n’eet stir lea valeurs maximum , c’eet—è—dire quo is quaiitC tie is centrale inertielie n’s pratiquement
pea d’infuuences sun le réeultat final.

5.2

Avec in exemple tie bruit do faiaceau et tie turbulence atmoaphCnique cease définis  au paragraphe 2 ,
lea trajectoiros an cas de guidage LIS 1 , p u s  on cas tie guidago LISS 2 ou 3 sent cemparCes a cellea ebto—
nues avec le guidage LOC pun . Ca sent lee figures 5.4 et 5.5. La trajectoiro est aussi perturbée avec l.a
f i l tre classique LIS 1 , p u s  devient meiileure avec ie f litre statiatique. Is sensibilité aix bnuits tie
faiaoeau eat plus importanta dana lea premiers instants du filtrage avec is version LISS 3 qu ’avcc is ver-
sion LISS 2. A partir tie is capture glide, l.a trajecteire eat identique queu e quo soit is version du
f i l tre atatiatique .

Pour l.a m&me approche , noua avons porte los corrections apportCea par le f i l t ra  a is vitease
transversaie caiouiCe h psrtir ties indications tie viteeae inortielles. Nous voyons qu ’avec le f i i tne claa—
aique (figure 5 .6) ,  lea bnuits tie faisceau ont beauooup plus ti ’infuuence qu ’avec le f i l t r e  statistique
(figure 5.5)

5.3

Lea inouve~enta auteur dii centre do gravité do i’avi en , traduita par lea parsm’etres tie dérapage
~3 ) ,  d’aasiet te iatéraie ( Ø i ) ,  do cap ( L l t / ’) ,  do route C 4 Rv ) ou d’ accCiCration latCrale ( a y i ) ,  tie

même quo i’assiette iaterale coamandCe par le pilote automatique (— Øc) et los braquagea des gouvernes tie
gauchissement ( S~p~ ) at tie direction ( ~ ) sent prevoquCs par lea bruits tie faiscaau LOC et par lea
turbtilencea atmosphCri qu ea. Via—h—via des perturbations tie i’atmosphère, 10 comportomont do l’avien n’est
pea medifiC car on s’ea t impose de ne pea toucher au ph oto automatique en mode “ maintien tic LOC ” . Quant
aix bruits tie faisceau , cc sent ieurs hautea frCquencea qu i agiaaent stir cas psramètres ai bien que is pr C—
senca d’ in flitrage LOC—Inerti ei devrsit titre trèa bCnCfique . Las Ccarta—type tie cea diffCrente a variables
sen t portéoa sun le tableau 5.8. u s  sont calculCa tout au long d’une aeule apprcche , cello déjà utiiisCe
pour lea exeinpbes d~ trajectoire an paragraphe 5.2. La f i l t re  ciassique apportait déjà in gain appreciable ,
mais 10 fil tre statistique eat encore meiileur .

5.4 Pannes du faiscoau L0C :~~ isEarit ion avec draEeau de n n e à h - - l Y f t .

La système tie guitiage hybride radio—inortie dolt titre capable tie guider l’avien en cas do panne
d~ i ’Cmettour “locali zer ” entrslnar.t is disparitlon di faiecoau at l’appanition d’in signal ti ’aiarme sun
10 réceptour a bord tie i’avion . Nous supposerone iei qu ’ii exiate tin système tie confirmation tie l.a position
tie l’avion , alone qua cc dernier suit ia faisceau glide et atteint l’altitutie do 100 f t .  Ca systkme , Ctu d iC
par ic S~NA , permet , an fournieaant la position latCrabe tie i’avion , tie savoir si lea tierniers moments tie
l’approcha so son t bien ou sal paseCa , et , par consequent al le faiaceau LOC Ctait correct ou pea . Nous
eupposona qiie l ’Cmetteur tombe en panne auasit~ t apnès ce test. Afin do bien situar los performances do la
au rvie dii système h cette panne , nous evens aimulC 200 approchea dana cc csa , dent 100 avec inc pisto moyen—
no ott distance et senaibilitC sent bien CvahuCes et 100 dana le cas contraire (pisto courto). Los stat is t i—
ques tie l’Ccart lateral. sent portCes sun le tableau 5.9.

Deux romarques peuvent être formuiCes

— pour lea piatea moyonnes , los dour f litres LIS 1 at LISS 3 ont dos performances compsrabiea
avec ie filtro atatiatiquo ii so produit inc diminution tie l’Ccart type , ~ais inc petite augmentation dee
velours maximum.

— pour lea plates courtes , 10 filtre statist iquo permet tie beaucoup mieix guitier i’avion h partir
de~ informationa inertieliee aeulesent. Lea corrections C apporter a is viteaee tranave -sale do l’avion
( 
~ 
) nont donc beaucoup plus juatos.

L a durée do survie du filtre statistique no d6pend done pas dii type tie piste cur lequei l’avion
vs a t torrif .  Elbe eat , ati mini~u5, do 16 a 20 sec., c ’est—C—dire quo quand ia panne a lieu au passage C
100 f t , le guidago do l’avion juaqu’h i’impact eat correct , memo ai celui—ci eet tardif dane la cas d’ un
arnondi plus long quo la normale. La version LISS 4, permat tie plus , pourvu quo is procedure d’approche
fasse appa rattro tine variation tie viteaae d.c i’avion pendant le filtrage, tin guidage correct ju aqu ’h ties
vi~aeees t rCa faibles , do table aorto quo 1-a cItégorie IIIB 6’atternisaage puisee ~tre envieagCe, mê~o en
caa do panne défin it ive  du LOC .

_____ __________  -— — - ..~ rp- _ _~~~ ___ _.~~. -
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5.5 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Nous suppoa~ns id que l ’aze du faisc eau LOC so dCcale brutalesent do 20 p A  (crCneai) ou lent.mer.t

avoc tine vitosse conatanto (rampe). La soniteur piscC au sou l de piate aurveibie Vslignement di centre dii
faisceau des quo ceuui—ci dCpassc tine distance corroapondant C ± 8,5 pA (valeur vslable pour los faiecesix
do categoric i i i) ,  pendant plus do 2 sec ondes , le maiivaia alignement es~ détectC et notia aupposona quo leprosier ensemble d ’C~ ission eat mis hors aCn e et est rempiscC per le aecond ensemble en mom s do 1 sec.
L’Cmisaion correcte rcprcnd donc au bout tie 3 sec . au maximum .

L’ Ccart tie trajoctoire van e en fonction tie l’al titiide do l’avien au moment tie l’anoaaiie LOC . Lee
figures 5.10 et 5.11 pnCsantent le comportement do l’avion dana 3 cas do crCneaux (h = 1.000 f t , 500 f t  et
100 f t )  et dana 2 caB do rampes (h = 1 .000 f t , derive dii faisceau do 0, 1 ,uk/sec . et h = 500 f t , derive tie
2 pA/ sec.). En ce qui oncernc lee anomalies bnutales dufaisceau , l’apport dii fil.tre atatistiquo eat tree
net , tandis quo pour lea divergences lentee dii faieceau , il n ’y a aucune amelioration , quel que aoit le type
du f litre qui assure le guitiage tie l’avion .

5.6 Anomalies non tiCtectC ee du fsisceau LOC.

Ce paragraphe concerne lea anomalies epatisles ou temporeliea di faiaceau LOC quo le monitaur
piscC C l’entrCe tie piate ne peut pea détecter car cu es ne provoqucnt pee tie tiCpaaeement dii sou l do dCtec—
tion. Il a ’agit d’ abord ti ’ in saut brutal tie l’ axe dii faieceau ti’un bond h i’au tre du seuii ( ~t 8,5j~) alone
quo l’avion est a Ii = 500 f t , p u s  d’ une courbure en forisa do sinuao!de a tine pCriode do 50 sec . (V ~~7O m/s )
qui commence d ora qiie l’svion termine sen palier a 1 .500 f t  et passe en tiescenta le long du faiaceau glide ,
et enfin d’ ino seuie pCriode tie sinuao!tie tiCcalCe tie i’axe tie is plate ( f i gure 5. 12) .

Pour teutos ces perturbations , le guidage hybnide apporte tine très légère amelioration , asia lea
périodea tie ces phCnomenea sont importantoa , ot dens ce cas , 11 ea t tree di f f ic iba  tie f i l t rer  : le fiitnage
tievient plus not pour ties pCniodos lnfCrieuree C 50 soconties .

5.7 Interférencea dues a in avion survolan t l ’Cmetteur LOC .

La Royal Aircraft Establishment (R.A.E.) anglais a CtiidiC cc pl:Cnomène ( re f .  4) provoquC par in
avion qul eurvobe l’Csetteun LOC au coins tie son découlage sbora quo l’avion conaidCrC commence son epproche.
On obtient , pan exemple , tin bruit ra~enC au niveau tie is sortie du rCcepteur LOC tel que cahui prCaor,té 8un
la figure 5.13 (a) .  Los pianchos 5. 13 (b ) et (c)  donnent le comportement tie l’avien eana guitiago LOC ou avec
lea fi l trea cuassique (LIZ i ) at statistique (LISS 3).  La trajactoire est nettemont ilasCe , en made tespa
que lee mouvementa do rouuia et do cap sont reduits daxis tin rapport do 3 C 4 solon le paramètre conaidCrC .

5.8

Las faisceaux LOC cnregiatréa en vol , qui nous ont déjà aerv i pour trouven tin mcdèle représentatif
dee bru ite tie faisceau af in tie lea reconatituer , ont Ct C Cgal.ement utilisCs on simulation . Leur inconvenient
eat cependant qu ’ils son t lisitCs en tempa total et quo le tompe tie fibtrage n ’est pas eases important pour
quo le ilesagc soit not. La figure 5. 14 montre lea trejectoines obtenuos sun trois faiscea ux LOC amCnicamns.
Pour cciii tie LOS M GELES (fig.  5. 14 c) ,  noua evens oonsidCrC qua lo bruit Ctait nul avant l’enregistrement
reel pour augmenter le tespe de filtrage . Nous avena alora in meilleur lissage que dens 18 055 ott l ’initis—
lisation oat tardive (f ig.  5. 14 b) .

5.9

Dii fai t d’ une variation tie viteese a is capture glide par exeaple (an moment tic is sortie du train
et tie l’affichage tic VREF ~ l’sutomanetto) is version LISS 3 dii fi lt re ,statistique ontratno dea Coarts do
trajoctoine qui so rCsonbent ensuite et ~~~~~~~~~ sucune consCquence sun u ’ecart latera l a l’ impact. Afiri tie
réduire coB Ccarts latCraux , is version LISS 4 a etC impi4mer~tCe. On volt tree nettement cette reduction
figure 5.15. Cette dernière version porme t done do diminuer lea effete tie changesente do vitesse sob obtenus
en cas tie gradient tie vent oii d’approches volontairement dCcClCrCaa ot a l’avantage tie permettre 18 guidage
automatique do l’avion au freinage sur is piete au cas ott tine panne LOC aunv iant en fin d’approche . De plus ,
lea résultata obtenue quand la viteaae do b’avion eat con~tante no sont pee changes.

6 D~~CRIPTI0N DU LOC—INERTIEL SA0~4 — LIS 30

6. 1 In~~~ ation dane l’avion.

La système numCnique LOC—Inertiel a Cté concu pour Ctre transparent au pilote automatique , c ’ost—
a—d ire qu ’il s’insère dana la adbl.age avion entro lea rCceptoura 118 at lea caiculatours du pilote automati—
qua, sans modification tie ces derniera.

Ii recoit lee informations d’écart dii récepteur tie l’II$, lea inforinations do viteeses Nond et
Eat tie la centrale inortielle et 1’ information do hauteur do is Radio—Sonde.

Ii restitue vera be pilote automatique ties informationa ti ’Ccart , Clectriquement analogues C cellos
dii réceptuer 11$, mais biaa6ea par In centrale inertiebbe .

Il assure la survie du guidago en cas do porte 11$ ; ti ’autre part , en caa ti ’anomalie , le système
so met fonctionneI~eaent en court—circuit et le pilote automatique so trouve abora coupbC directement au
rCcepteur ILE.

6.2 Deocri2tjon du~~~stèm~

— CaractCnistiques phyeiquee La taille du système eat ~ ATR conforme a is norme ARINC 404 A.
8* masse eat tie 12 kg maximum, as coneoSmation no d4passant pae 150 W.
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— Organlsation dii syatèma La système eat organiaC autour d’ une inité do traitemer.t digital ,
l ’UTD . La totalitC des traitements d ’information , ainai quo is plus grantie partie dca tests tie surveillance
sent effectués dens i’U’~D par le programme .

Des systèmos ti’cntrée—aortie parmettent l’acquiaition des grsntieurs ti’entrCe par i’U’PD et la
conversion ties grandeurs do sortie en tin format assimilable par i’utiliaa teur.

— L’UTD C’eat in calculateur iniveneei, C organiastien parallèie sir 16 bits et dent i’ initC tie
contrdle eat micropregralnmée.

Las pnincipales caractCriatiques aont rCauméas dana le tabieau 6.1.

Pour la calculateur du LIS 30, be mCmoire implantCe sore tie 4 K mets programme et I K mets tie
mémoire travail.

— MCmoire reprogrammabie : La mCmoire programme est dii type effacebie et reinscriptibie , ccci
‘~~irectement sir lea cartea mCmcirea, cc qui confère an calculateur tine grande souplease pour lea modifica-
tions di programme.

— La codeur : Il permot l’acquiaition des grandeurs analogiques (signa ux LOC, glide et radio—son—
de)et la conversion tie i’information de sortie (LOC filtre) dirigée vera le pilote automatique.

résol~Ation : 12 bits
precision ± 

~
- 188

— Las entrées—sorties numCriquea Elics permettant l’acquisition et l’émissien des sign~ ux dis—
crets, des dornCes numériques en provenance ties ccntra~ea inertiel.les par l’intermCtiiaine ti ’ une ligne BUS,
et enf in le dialogue inter—systèmes dana ie caa d’ino architecture C dcix voles tie calcul .

6.3 Fonctionnemer,t en Mono et bicalculateur.

L’instaiiation do base ties pilotes autematiques do l’AIRBUS a in nivcau tie redondance particuuiè—
rement élevé pour obtenir is catégonie III gr&ce C l.’utiiisation

— tie 2 jeux de dCtecteurs aiito—surveiiléa (ILS et Radio—Sentie) -

— tie 4 voics tie caicul dens lea pilotes automatiques.

Ce niveau c~t p u s faible pour la categoric II (2 voies tic caicul sun in iou tie dCtecteurs auto—surveill és).

Afin tie s’intCgrer C l’architecture aotuciie tie l’AIRBUS , le syst ème LISS 30 eat capable des
deux ccnfigurationa suivantes

— Meno—calcuiateur Utilisation ti’urt seul calculateur en association avec un seui cdtC du pilote
aitoms tique.

— Bi—cal.cuiateur : Utilisatien tie dcix calculateura , l’un Ctent asseciC ai c~té 1 , l’autre au
c8té 2 .(figure 6 .2 ) .

Une ligne numCriquc permet l.e dialogue entre lea dcix caiculateurs af in tie réal.iser tiea tests
tie vraisembl.ance entre les dcix chatnes .

6.4 D4tection de t,anne.

— Misc en “ court—circuit” Di fai t  que le système LISS 30 s ’intercale entre le rCcepteur 11$ et
i _ c pilot e aitemati que on lui tieniantie tie so ntattre en court—circuit sir inc panne détectée : c ’est— C—d ire
que par in ~eu tic raisis on restituc le signal lecalizer brut a l’en trée du pi lote autoniatique (syatème
transosrent).

— Autotesta di système : Un résultat négatif tie l.’in tie ces teats entnatne ine misc en count—
circuit tiu système

— test calculateur (micropregramme )
— contrdle tie l’exCcution du logiciel (matér ia l )
— test ties mCmoires mertes ( iogiciel)
— teat des mémeirea vivea (logiciel)
— test des operations (logiciel)
— teat di codeur (uogicial)

— Tosto tie vraiaemblance intercaicuistours Ces tests sent réslisCs dana le eas tie l’ar~hi tactiire
bi—calculatcurs. Si inc difference apparalt entre lea dcix chatnes, lee dcix aystèmes LISS 30 sent mis on
court—circuit.

— Par.no di serseur inertiel auto—tiCtectCe La système tievient trsnsparent.

— Panne l ocalizer Loraqu’une panne bocaiizer intervient on assure inc aurvio i.nertieile tiu
g~ddage pendant. un déla i d4pendant tie la convergence du filtre . Ce délai passé on met 10 sys-

tème en court—circuit.

En—deasous tie tOO ft, Ia survia inarticlie eat assurée juaqu’au aol .

_________ _______________________________________ _______________________________-
- ~~~~~~~~~ ~

..
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— Panne glide ou ratiie—sonde : Lea informations glide ot radio—sontie permcttent d’évaiuer is dis-
tance C i’émctteur iecaiizcr. Cctte distance eat filtrCo C l’aitie do la vitesee inert loibe et en cas tie panne
tic Pun des dcix aenseurs radio , tine eurvie inertiolbe oat assurée pendant us tiCbai dépendant dii toinps do
filtrage. Ce dCisi tie filtrage passé, on met ie système ci court—circuit.

En-doasoua do 250 f t , is dIstance eat calculCe b l’aide des vitessea imrtiellca aeuiement , ie
signal glide n ’ayant plus aucin e signification des quo l’srrontii eat commence .

6.5

Los calculateura prototypea sent équipes d’ une sortie numénique pour onregietrements , qi.i so
pnCsento aoua fonmc d’ une bi gne BUS C 2 f i le .

Cette sortie Cmet 17 mets tie 24 bite toua las cycles do calcub (paramètres ti ’ entrCe , sortie , si—
gnaux internee tie logiquc et paramètree internee tie f i l t rage) .  Ella permc ‘ne analyse rapitie ties phCnosènea
rencoctrés en vol.

7 ESSAIS ER VOL AU C.E.V.

7.1 Nistori aue .

C’ est au ~ .E. V. (Centre ti ’Easais en 701) tie BRETIONT qu ’euront lieu lee toutea premieres Cvaiua—
tiona di LOC inertlel.

Cee essais so son t dCroulCs tiurant 1975. Las calcuia tie fibtr age Ctaient effectué a on temps reel
par us calculateur industrial embanqué C bond d’ un NORD 262 .

La f litre propose pan SAGER Ctait do structure très simple ib Ctait compose d’ tino boucle CiCmen—
taire tie la version cisesique (LIS i ) .

Cepondant , lea résultats obtenua ont été très encouragoenta ob ont persia do confirmer In faiae—
biiité dii système .

Au debut tie 1 976 l’Cvaluatien dii LOC—Inertie l s.Ct C poureulvie par ties simulations au aol rCali—
aCes a partir do tionnCes enregistrCes en vol.

Cotte technique a permis tine premiere étude tie le version cisssiquo dii f i l tre (LIZ i).

Toutefois ces easels étent réaiisés hors tie is boucle tie pilotege evion, u s  n ’ ont Pu mettre en
evidence lea performances dii système couple a in piiota automatique .

7.2 Easels en vol dii calculatoun SAGEM LIZ 30.

Un calculateur LIS 30 programme dana is version cissaique a etc eessyé en vol su C.E .V .  tie BRETI—
GNY en décembre 1 976 sir in NORD 262 puis C Souveau C partmr tie Mars 1 977 sun in MystCre 20.

Dens los dcix cas be LIS 30 Ctait couple au Piiote autometique do l’avion.

La programme d’aseais en vol so compose d’ une étude statiatique C BRETIGNY (50 C 60 approohes) et
d’ une aCn e ti ’explorationa tie terrains aix ItS réputés sauvais.

A BRETIGNY , 1* trajoctographie STRADA (a base tie tCléniCtrie LASER) a permia d’Cvaiuer boa perfor— ~“=.

m~ncea di système.

Sun lea terrains extérioura In trajectographie eat détermmnée par dee aoyens cmbarqués (inertie
recaiée evec tine camCra).

Ces easels doivest so pourauivrc avec tin calculateu.r programme dana la veraion statlatique ti ’ ortire
4. Pour toua cos essais, la centrale inertielle utiliaéo eat tine centrale SAGEM MDC 30.

7.3 Premiers rCaultets du filtre cisss~~ue LIS1.

Las esaaia dii eyatCme LIZ 30 so poureulvent au C.E.V. A cc jour, tine cinquantaine d’approches
réabieées C BRETIDNT avec la version elassique our l’avion NORD 262 ont Pu êtro oxploitCea. Gr&co au système
tie trajectographie STRADA , lea performancea dii système ont Pu ~tre Cvabuées, tent pour la restitution do laposition do l’avion quo pour b ’Cvaluation ties enneure inertielbes.

A i’aide des enregistromente dee donnéas d’entrée dii système LIS 30, use vingtaino d’approohea
ont pu êtne aimuióes en lntroduiaant ie cap gCographiquo icai tie is piate comae direction tie rCfdrence. Ia
tableau 7.1 denne lee performances do fibtraga dana ie cas normal (uti lisation do la route inertielle an
moment tie b ’initiaiiaation) comparées au caa tie l’utiiieation dii cap piate rCel. Do la mime fa~on , be tableau
7.2 donno lea performances tie guidage do b’avion dana 1. cam d’une mice en inertia pure C ICO ft. On notera
l’amélioratioa trèa nette qu ’apporte b’ utiiisation dii cap plate reel aur le guidage do l’avion après l ’im—
pact. Uno approche a etc effactuée avec in fort gradient tie vent entratnant tine variation tie vitease tie 50 KTS
Ce cas avait donnC tine arreun importante C i impact dane le cas norma l (8 m) .  Avec 1’ introduction tiu cap
plate , co cas extreme disparatt.

En résumé , i.e easaic en vol permattent da conc lura qua le filtre claaalque permet sans introduc-
tion di cap piate, tine aurvie mnertiebbe juaqu’C 1’ impact, pourvu que l’approche a’effect ue C viteeae ao l
constante .

Si l’on introduit be cap plate reel , be survie est aasurée an roulage et b’approche pout •tre

- — --—.-- . -—.
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effectuCe avec ties variations tie vltcsse.

8 ESSAJS A LA S.N.I.AEROSPATIALE

8.1 Easeis su aimulat eur tie vol .

Aprèe las essais en vol an C .E . V .  tie le version classiquc di système LOC—Inertiel , los nouvoiles
Cqiations tie filtrage (LISS.3) ont ete pnogremmées dens tin second calcuisteur numérique SAGEM. Avant do be
monter sir l’avlon, cc caicuiatour a etc place au isbonatoire tie simulation du vol do l’ACrospatialo C
TOULOUSE—BLAGNAC , couple six Cquipements reels tie 1’AIRBUS . Las easels eat persia tie mottre C jour quelques
petites feutes do prognemaatien eu tie cdbisge tie l’avion . Lea corrections ont Cté rapitiement exCcutCes, en
particuuier C l’aitie des mCmc•ires rcprogramnabloa. Ge neuveaux easais, dens lee mdmea conditions quo is simu-
lation sun ortiinateur, ont persia de retrouvor axactement bee resultats ebtonus auparavant.

8.2 Easels sun l’AIRBUS A.300.B no 3.

I.e celculateur LISS 30 a Cte ensuite mis a is disposition des easaia en vol de AIRBUS—INDUSTRIE.
Un premier vol (25.3.77) a perm~a tie verifier le ben fonctiennoment di système , sisal Men en mode tie f ib—
trage normal qu’on cam tie panne simulCc di signal localizor. La modification di programme do filtrage pour
passer tie be version LISS 3 (o~ seulement 3 variables sont eatlméea) C is version LISS 4, qui comporte qua—
tre estimations a etC opCrCe en tine sesam e. Un bref passage au si~uiateur do vol a Persia tie verifier le
fonctionnement di système, puis, tie nouveau les casais en vol ont repris. Grdce au système d’enregistrement
en vol des paramètrcs tie l’avion et ties paramètrea internee dii système , ii a etC possible tie comparer lea
estimations dii Système rCel avec lea estimations obtenucs pan ie programme tie simulation. La precision mom s
impentante dii calculeteur reel (32 bits pour lea paramètres critiques) n’s pea entratnC ti’erreuns supérlaurea
C 1 ~ , même epnCa in temps tie fuitrage important.

L’AIRBUS n° 3 eat able eneuitc explorer quelques faiscesix locaiizer bnuitCs. L’amClioration di
confort pour l’Cquipage a ete trèa nette trois approches étaient accomplics sun cheque terrain, b (iine sans
10 système LISS (boucie oiiverte), la seconde avec le système dana is boucla tie guidage (boucle formée), pius
is tiernière teujours en boucle fermée , male avec tine panne dii signal LOC C 100 ft. La coeportement di sys-
tème a CtC satisfaisant, mdme en cas tie frelnage sun la plate , jusqi’C i’arrdt do i’avion, alors qu’avec la
version précCdente (LISS 3), le pilote Ctait oblige da déconnecter is Pilote Autematique des que la v~tesse
cemnencait C dimmnuer fortement (V ~ 100 KTS).

9 CONCLUSIONS

I.e guidage hybrids radio—inertie quo nous venons de veus presenter penmct tienc

— le lissage tie is trajectoire do l’avion au cours ti’uno sppnoche eutomatique le long ties fais—
ceaux 11.5, en particulier dens sa phase finale (h ~~7O0 f t ) .

— une très nette reduction ties mc’uvements laténaux tie i’avien autour tie son centre tie gravitC ot
ties agitations des gouvernes dus aix bruits di faisceau LOC.

— is survie dii guidege au cas ott tine panne apparalt sun 10 nécepteur LOC . Si cetto panno ccm~ ttnce
elore quo l’avion passe C 100 ft, la tiurée tie aurvie eat do 20 C 25 secondes , c ’est—C—tiire quo l’mmpact eat
assure , mdme dans be cas d’in atternissage long . Peurvu qu ’ul  y sit cii une variation tie vitease ati com a di
flltrage , la aurvie qiand l’avion freine sun la piste eat Cgalemcnt aasurée .

— Au cas o~ ties anomalies importantes et britales (do peniotie inférioure C 50 sec.) pcrtunbent is
guidage tie i’evion , ic système 1.185 permet do ne plus team comptc di signal LOC et rCtiu it bee meuvemcnts tie
l’svion .

— La système no néceasite qu ’ ine contrale inentielle do performances relativement feiblea (CEP
~- 2 ,5 NM/h), tine centrale meilloure emCliorant lCgCnement lea choses.

Ce sys t ème dcvrait sinai permettrc d’ opCrer stir une plate d’ sttorniesage dana lea conditions me—
téonologiques do is categoric supérieure C cello dii terrain envisage , tou t en aaaurant Un mciileur confort
pour las passegers . Quant an taux do remiaoa tie gaz duos aix pannes ou aix anomalies dii faiscesu “localizen ’ ,
il dcv rait être dimmnue pan la presence tie cc système pour le guidagc de l’avien .
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INERTIAL SMOOTHING AND EXTRAPOLATION OF ILS BEAMS

Application to the Airbus A 300 B

by

J irvoas and D Buisson
SNJ .  Aérospatiale

316 , rou te de Bayonne , Toulouse , France

and

P Lloret and X Lagarde
S.A.G.E.M.

6, Avenue d’téna , Paris , Fran ce

SUMMARY

One of the problems of automatic approach and landing is the accuracy of aircraft
guidance as the aircraft flies along the ILS Beams. If the beam is noisy , or disturbed by
undesirable reflections of the emitted signal on natural obstacles or on an aircraft which is
flying over the locaiizer transmitter during its take-off , the lateral displacement and the roll
movements of the aircraft could be very large. As far as ILS transmitter or receiver failures
are concerned , they increase go-aroun d probability, which is undesirable as far as the airlines
are concerned. The system studied here can smooth the Loc data and ensure continuation of
aircraft guidance in the event of a Localizer failure . This system only needs complementary
speed information from an inertial sensor system in order to provide the auto-pilot with a
filtered Loc signal instead of the raw signal. The final system , based on Kalman filtering, was
im plemen ted by means of a digital comput er , then flight tested on the AIRBUS A~300~B.
Certification of this system with reduced operational visibility minima is expected in the
Spring of 1978.

NOTATION

y lateral deviation in metres of the aircraft from the runway centre tine

‘7 angular deviation between the straight line from the LOC transmitter to the aircraft and the runway
centre li ne , converted into microamps

D distance between the aircraft and the localizer transmitter

h altitude of the aircraft (ft) along the landing runway centre lines

V aircraft speed

~VN ,  ~~~ constant speed errors of the INS along the respective North, East, transverse and longitudinal axes
~ V1, of the aircraft

variation with time of the INS errors

estimated value of the variable x by the LIS filter

S1 SIF LOC beam deviation sensitivity (~A/deg) , actual value and value set in the computer respectively

R , R 1 track; track indicated by the INS

- 

• true runway heading

= R 1 ~Pset track erro at t ON 0 (initialisation of filtering)

U S  LOC-Inertial system

LISS LOC-Inertial statistical system

~~~~ -~~~tr - ’r~~~ • • • - - - —— ~~p——- —— --
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INTRODUCI ION

The use of inertial tel-ms to improve methods of guiding aircraft on ILS beams has already been under consideration,
particularly in the United States ’. It can therefore be hoped to operate aircra ft in Category II landing conditions,
although the ILS system is only Category I.

In France , under a Government contract from the Service Technique de l’Aéronautique (STAé ) and following a
request from the AIR INTER French domestic airlines , SNIAS and SAGEM undertook research on a system for reducing
the rate of go-arounds, considered to be too frequent on certain runway s where the localizer ( LOC) beams were too
noisy or were subject to interference.

The system had the following three objectives:

( I )  to smooth Category II or ill ILS information in order to reduce the rate of failed approaches due to imperfec-
tions in the ILS system;

(2) to ensure the survival of the system following failure of the UOC transmitter at low altitudes during a Category
II or III approach and , in the longer term , during a Category III approach without a decision height ;

(3) to smooth Category I ILS information in order to improve the quality of the guidan ce both during manual
approach using the flight director , and during automatic approach.

The problems encountered by AIR INTE R were concerned mainly with the lateral guidance axis of the aircraft ,
involving principally the local izer beam. The research was conducted on the Airbus A 300 B and its SFENA lateral auto-
pilot which it was proposed not to modify. The system was in fact for general application and could be used for the
approach guidan ce of any aircraft .

The filte ring system was defined by means of the digital computer simulation of the aircraft guidance loop and
then programmed in the SAGEM UTD computer before being tested in the laboratory Airbus fligh t simulator , and then
flight tested in the Airbus No.3 equipped with a suitable flight test installation.

2. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTER SIMULATION STUDY

A general diagram of the digital simulation study is shown in Figure LI , and consists of a number of sub-assemblies:

— aircraft flight mechanics — lateral movements only ;
— lateral auto-pilot , which generates the commands to be given to the ailerons and the rudder (in particular the

LOC HOLD and the ALIGNMENT modes);
— the various sensors in the aircraft :

• ILS receiver (localizer and glide path ) providing a current propotional to the angular deviation between the
aircraft and the beam: flme~ . (MA) for the LOC beam and ~glide (M A) for the glide path;

• radio-altimeter giving the altitude of the aircraft h RA , which is different from the actual altitude in the
reference of axes for the runway because of the profile of the ground flown over;

• inertial platform , which provides the aircraft speed in the local geographical reference: VN I ,  VEI are its
components along the North and East axes-

— the LIS (LOC-Inertial System) filter which plots the position of the aircraft i~ from the ILS data (flmeas ’
~ghde )’ the altitude haA and the inertial speeds VNI and 

~ EI’ this position then being transmitted to the
A/P (position (2)) instead of the raw output frcim the LOC receiver position (I)).

The various disturbances acting as simulation inputs are as follows:

— lateral wind and associated atmospheric turbulence as specified in the FAA regulations quoted in the Circular
AC 20-57. Two types of wind are used :
• Vy = I O k t (zero head wind)

• v~, ON l 5 k t head wind V~ = 2O kt (total 25 kt)
The spectrum of the associated turbulence is the same as that of white noise which is filtere d by a low bandpass
filter of the first order.

-. localizer beam noise.
Aj ’,nex 10 of the ICAO Regulations gives the requirements in regard to the course bends of the localizer beams.
Figure 2.2 shows the maximum value not to be exceeded with a 95% probability . Annex 10 does not , however,
specify the noise spectrum. After a study of certain French L1OC beams which had been checked in flight by
the STNA, as well as of some American beams2, the random n* ise model shown in Figure 2.3 was chosen. This
corresponds to white noise which is filtered through a low bandpass filter with a time constant which varies
with the distance of the aircraft from the runway threshold . The noise level can also vary with the distance.
It is possible to superimpose on this random noise a spatial distortion of the beam so that the maximum permis-
sible ICAO level can , in fact , be achieved.

• — - --- - - ~~-,._n -,t_ _ __ . -, -“-- - • 
-

~~
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— ground profile. The altitude measured by a radiosonde is used to plot the distance to the LOC transmitter.
The ground profile therefore affects the calculation. It is thus possible to simulate either ground which is
mostly flat , or ground which rises or descends Random disturbances representing unevennesses in the ground
being sounded , or measurement noises are added to the average profile

— glide path noise. It is assumed that , in the vertical plane , the aircraft is fully stabilise d on the theoretical
glide path as defined by the glide beam. In the simulation study glide beam noise is therefore present only
for the purpose of disturbing the calculation of the distance between the aircraft and the LOC transmit ter .
Again , this is random noise generated filtering white noise.

— speed errors in the inertial platform. The SAGEM MGC 30 unit selected for installation (optionally) in the
Airbus is of the gimbal type , the mechanisation being of the ‘free azimuth’ type . It can therefore be considered
that the errors along each of the North and East axes are independent Since the time during which the speeds
are used by the hybrid system is short compared with the Schüler period (84 mn), the speed errors can be
approximated by a constant error and drift during the time:

VNIN S 
= VN + ~ VN + YN t

VE INS = VE + ~ VE +

in which ~ VN , ~ V1, ‘YN ’ YE are constants during a given approach .

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE CONVENTIONAL VERSION OF THE US I FILTER (VERSION 1)

SAGEM’s initial proposal was a conventional filtering arrangement between localizer data and inertial speeds.

With this selective filter , which provided the basis for the preliminary studies and later on for the very first fligh t
tests at CEV, Br~t igny, it was possible to verify the basic design principles of the system.

3.1 Basic Design Principle

This filter uses the method of inserting an additional filter.

The estimated position of the aircraft is evaluated from the localizer radio data and from the ground speed data
supplied by the inertial unit.

The data from the LOC receiver are available in the form of angular deviation between the straigh t line from the
aircraft to the LOC t ransmitter , and the runway centre line.

The metric error with respect to the runway centre line is obtained from a knowledge of the distance between the
aircraft and the transmitter and the sensitivity of the LOC beam.

D
yme~. = flmeas . . — -

S1~

The North and East speeds provided by the inertial system, and the runway heading, are used to obtain the
transverse speed of the aircraft S’I (Fig 3.l).

These two items of data are subject to errors of different types:

(a) Yme~ . = ytrue + YLOC noise

in which ywc noise includes radio noise and beam distortion.

(b) 
~‘l

in which ~ V-~ is the constan t (or slowly varying) drift of the inertial system.

~ V1 comprises the actual drift of the inertial system and the error due to the projection of the North and East
speeds over a reference direction which is slightly different from the true runway heading.

This latter error is constant as long as the longitudinal speed of the aircraft does not vary.

We then have the additional filter:
Yl 

~ j H  
G(p) 

~~~~~~~~~~~

Ymeii. 4 l— G(p) H ~with G(p) 
2p + ap +bp
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We thus obtain:

p ap + b
Y = Yt ,1~e + 2 ~ VT + 

2 Yjjj c noisep +ap +b p +ap+b

ap+b
The LOC noise is therefore filtered by the filter , while the inertial errors are resorbed by the dnft

p2 + ap + b

filter, namely: -

p2 + ap + b

The general arrangement for such a filter is given in Figure 3.2.

3.2 General Arrangement

Figure 3.4 shows the block diagram for the complete filter. In addition to calculation of lateral deviation , this
diagram includes the inertial filtering of the distance between the aircraft and the LOC transmitter which is necessary
for converting angular errors into metric errors.

3.2 . 1 Calculation of Filtered Lateral Deviatio n

The system provides two estimates of the filtered lateral deviation , which are generat ed by t wo loops of similar
structure forming two additional filters but with different cut-off frequencies.

The tran sverse inertial speed is corrected by the sum of the outputs of a low pass filter and a feedback integrator.
This corrected speed is integrated to give the calculated deviation from the runway centre line.

(a) Slow loop

The cut-off pulse of this loop decreases with time and reaches 0.1 rd/ s at the end of the approach phase.

The position error is filtere d to give an estimated drift variation of the inertial system.

(b) Fast loop
This has a higher cut-off frequency : 0.55 rd/s.

The position error is corrected and then filtered , to give an estimate of the noise associated with the LOC
signal.

(c) Weighting
The final lateral deviation is the result of double weighting:
— weighting of the deviation calculated in the slow loop and in the fast loop. Generally speaking, the greater

the IUS noise, the greater the importance attached to the slow loop in the matter of weighting and vice
versa, the greater the inertial drift variation, the greater the significance of the fast loop;

— weighting for the gradual transfer of the lateral deviation data in the raw LOC signal ‘7meas. to the filtered
LOC signal t~ , to avoid discontinuity in the data fed into the auto-pilot.

(d) Switching to a pure inertial system

When there is a loss of the LOC beam, lateral deviation is calculated by integrating the corrected inertial speed
from the estimated drift given by the slow loop.

3.2.2 Calculation of the Distance between the LOC Transmitter and the A irc raft

The basic principle is the same as for filte rin g the lateral deviation of the aircraft from the runway centre line.

The distance in metres to the LOC transmitter is calculated from glide path and radiosonde measurements (Fig.3.3):

hp~Dmeas. = 
‘Vg + Sg . ~glide 

+ dgl

in which hRA is the height calculated by the radiosonde ,

Yg’ Sg are respectively the slope and the sensitivity of the glide beam ,

6glj de is the glide path deviation ,
d81 is the distance between the LOC transmitters and the glide path.



Th is dista nce is filtered b y the lo n gitudinal inertial speed. In t h e  event  of loss of radiosone or glide p ath informa-
tio n , the dis tance is calculated by integrating the inertial speed.

3. 2• 3 h, itialisation

Filtering of the lateral deviation data is initialise d at the end of capture of the LOC beam if the aircraft has remained
for at least 10 seconds in the area defined by a LOC’ deviation of less than 15 pA.

Filtering of the distance data is initialised on capture of the glide path. Before this initialisation , which generall y
occurs after initialisation of lateral deviation filtering, the raw distance will be used in the equations for calculating the
filtere d lateral deviation , a distance which will be falsified if the glide receiver is givi ng a signal which is not proportional
to the actual angular error.

3.3 Lessons Drawn fro m Optimisati on of the Conventional US I Filter

The conventional filter was subjected to the simulated conditions described in Section 2 and flight tested at CEV.
The advantage of these tests was that they provided a means of making a precise plot of the aircraft ’s flight path , using
the STRADA laser system which produces a fine analysis of the performance achieved during actual flights. In addition .
CEV Brétigny was subsequently able to play back the approaches made, using recordings of the LIS computer input data.

The simulation studies proved to be a very effective analysis tool because of the possibility of varying the filtering
parameters.

The main lessons learnt, both from the simulation studies and the fl igh t tests , were as follows:
(a) With regard to its smoothing function , the US I filter reduces quite significantly (in a ratio of more than I to

3) LOC beam distortio ns n a frequency band of more than 0.03 Hz (periods of less than 30 s). This reduction
is particularly evident during roll and yaw movements of the aircraft, which are reduced in a ratio of 1 to 3.
even in the presence of ILS beams which are considered to be not very noisy.

(b) In the case of survival of the system following an ILS failure at low altitudes (h ~ 100 ft), the LIS I filter
provides correct emergency guidance: the accuracy at touch-down is of the order of 3 m (on a I sigma basis)
in unfavourable cases, a result wh ich is con sistent wi th the accur acy of esti m ation of inertial errors at the end
of the approach.

Section 7 reports the main results obtained. It was considered desirable , howeve r, to continue the work in order
to eliminate certain inherent limitat ions in the conventional U S  I filter. The following main limitations were found:

(a) If an attempt is made to reduce LOC beam distortions at frequencies of less than 0.03 Hz , a static error (drag)
of the filter occurs which quickly becomes prohibitive and impairs the touch-down accuracy obtained without
this new system. The final adjustment shows only a 3~ red uction in touch-down accuracy (it goes from
2.94 m on a I sigma basis during LOC guidance to 0.03 m with LIS I guidance), but there is very little
smoothing of the flight path data.

(b) Ground which rises or descends upstream of the runway involves errors when assessing the metric deviation
y me~~. from the angular deviation tlme~~. A similar effect arises from the fact that a mean beam sensitivityvalue (75 MA) is used , whereas the actual value may vary from 55 to I t O  isA/deg, depe nding on the runway
length and the respective positions of the transmitters . For these various reasons , the period of survival of the
system following a LOC failure is shorter, and there may even be some divergence of the guidance loop in an
extreme case.

(C) Finally, with the conventional design it was not possible to estimate the error between the reference direction
for projection of the speed vectors and the true runway heading . This term , which is unimportant if we are
concerned only with guidance of the aircraft at a constant speed , comes into play at each change of speed and
particularly during deceleration on the runway. To overcome this problem with the LIS I design , the only
solution is to feed into the computer the heading of the runway on which the aircraft is to land. In a statistical
design this term can be evaluated provided the aircraft decelerates sufficiently during the approach.

The statistical design filter (Kalman filter) was therefore adopted for the versions described below. It also provides
greater flexibility since it takes into account the various initialisation possibilities which depend on the approach proce-
dure used , whereas the conventional type of filter is optirnised for a ‘standard ’ approach.

4. DESCRIPTION OF THE LOC-INERTIAL STATISTICA L SYSTEM (LISS)

4.1 Basic Design of Version 2(USS 2)

To achieve optimum filtering between LOC data and inertial speeds, it seemed an advantage to use the Kalman-Bucy
filter equations. For this , it was necessary to write the state equations for the system , taking into account , in addition,
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‘I

the variation with time of the inertial speed error. We thus have:

y = 9 1 +4 V1+ -y’1.t (4.1)

in which ~ V1 and ‘y~’ are constants.

The LOC receiver provides the angular position of the aircraft , except for the sensitivity (observations of the system):

O
yrne~ . = — flmeas. = y + ywc ~~ (4.2)

Sb~

It is now assumed that yLoc noise is white noise . The recursive Kalman-Bucy filter method , in which the observa-
tions are continuous, evaluates the three variables y, ~V1 and YT from the yj and ~~~~ measurements. Compared
with the conventional version of the LOC-Inertial filter, an additional loop was added to provide the drift with time of
the speed error of the inertial system. This term was, however, evaluated in the LIS 1 version by filtereing the static
error 

~~~~~~~

4.2 Basic Design of the Version 3 (USS 3)

The difficulties encountered with the first version of the statistical filter arose from the fact that the errors in the
D

ratio — behave differently according to whether this ratio is over or und~i’estimated as compared with the actual
SIF

D
conversion ratio — - Any readjustment of the estimates , taking account of the LOC receiver data , is therefore falsified.

In order to relate the errors due to an incorrect estimate of the distance, not to the observation Equation (2), but to
the state Equation (I ) ,  a further design was tried out. This consisted in using, as a state variable , the angular deviation s~
instead of the metric deviation y .  The new equations for the system can therefore be written as follows:

Si V
= - -( S ’ I — A VT -’yT . t) +- . i~ (4.3)

‘1meas. ON 
~7 + ‘?LOC noise ’ (4.4)

Still assuming that ‘7IJ)c noise is white noise , the Kalman-Bucy filter equations can be written to evaluate the three
variables (77 , ~ V.J. , 

~i)~
In order to reduce the effect of the errors on SIF and b , the epsilon technique 3 was used. This made it possible

to weight the calculation of the three advantages of re-establishing the confidence placed in the calculations arrived at by
the Kaiman mehod.

4.3 Basic Design of Versio n 4 (USS 4)

The equations written so far have assumed that the longitudinal speed of the aircraft remained appreciably constant
throughout the approach, from initialisation to touch-down . Extension of the undercarriage or the high lift flaps means
that the aircraft must reduce its speed. Such speed changes lead to immediate flight path deviations which are caused by
the difference between the aircraft ’s track , as indicated by the inertial system at the time of initialisation of filtering, and
the actual true runway heading. With a more complicated model for the transverse speed errors it is possible to anticipate
being able to evaluate this track error , provided however that the aircraft changes speed during the filtering time,

The new inertial speed error model will therefore be:

3~l 
= 3~ + + 71 t + ÔRO(V LO 

— 
~
‘Ln~ 

(4.5)

in which ~ VT, 7T and &R0 are constants.

The four state variables calculated by the filter will be: ~ T = [7), ~~~~ 7T~ -

• The presence of the term (
~ L0 

— VLN) in Equation (4.5) makes the system non linear and the change in the
covariance of the various estimation errors therefore depends on the change in the longitudinal speed of the
aircraft.

4.4 Integration of’ the Basic Loop in the Complete System

The analogue equations described above are not directly programmable in a digital computer. Furthermore, the
inputs from the radio receivers are analogue inputs which must therefore be converted to digital form before they can
be used. In addition , the inertial platform transmits the aircraft ’s ground speed components by means of an ARINC 57
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type bus line at the booster frequency of 5 Hz. The calculation interval selected was therefore 0.2 s. The various gains
have to be calculated from the various covariances of the estimation errors according to the discrete programming of
the Kalman-Bucy filter 3.

The general overall diagram for the complete filtering calculations was the same as for the conventional version
(US I); it included a loop for evaluating the distance between the aircraft and the Iocalizer transmitter , which comes into
operation only on the occurrence of the logic signal indicating that the glide path has been captured. The loop for
estimating the lateral deviation value to be transmitted to the auto-pilot, as described above in its various versions, is used
instead of the slow and fast loops and dispenses with calculation of the weighting between these two computation loops.
Filtering of the lateral deviation of the aircraft fro m the runway centre line is initialised as soon as the ILS localizer beam
has been captured , on switching to the LOC-TRACK mode.

5. RESULT S OBTAINED WITH THE STATISTICAL FILTER DURING SIMULATION TESTS

5.1 Lateral Devia tion Statistics at tOO ft . 15 ft and at Touch-Down

To check the advantages of Version 3 of the LISS filter over Version I or 2, 200 simulated approaches were made
in each case :

— 100 approaches using long runways (S, = 100 pA/deg) over descending ground so that the measured altitude is
2000 ft , while the altitude recorded in axes related to the landing runway is only 1500 ft;

— 100 approaches using short runways (S~ ON 60 pA/deg) over rising ground (h tp,j~ = 1500 ft; h measured = 1000 ft).

With the mean crosswind in the same direction, the mean values of the lateral shift of the centre of gravity of the
aircraft were not zero . To obtain the mean quadratic deviation for a wind which on the whole is zero, the number of
simulated approaches has to be combined wi th an identical number of approaches with a crosswind in the opposite
direction. The standard deviation will then be ~/m2 + u~. The Table in Figure 5.1 con tains the statistical data for the
various cases of guidance:

LOC: from the raw LOC signal
LIS I: from the hybrid signal fro m the conventional filter (No.1)
LISS 2: from the hybrid signal provided by the statistical filter , Version 2, of state variables (y,  ~ V1, YT)
LISS 3: from the signal from the statistical filter , Version 3, of variables (si, AVT,  VT)

The advantage of the two versions of the statistical filter over the conventional filter can easily be seen. It will be
noticed , however, that in the case of guidance using the LISS 2 and a short runway the advantage is very slight compared
with LOC guidance . Version 3 of the statistical filter resolved this problem , although the dispersion was slightly greater
when the aircraft landed on a long runway. This version was, however , the one adopted for the final programming of the
LOC-Inertial filtering system, since it eliminated the differences encountered with the other versions for the various types
of landing runways.

400 approaches were simulated with the LISS 3 filter so as to combine the various wind (strong — mild) and runway
(average length, long and short) possibilities. Including the 600 approaches with a head wind, a total of 1200 approaches
were made , the stat istical details of which are given in the Table in Figure 5.2. The help afforded by the statistical filter
in smoothing the flight path is quite clear, since the standard deviation for lateral displacement when coming down to
100 ft , 15 ft and at touch-down decreased by 5 to 8% as compared with LOC guidance , while it was 3 to 7% less in the
case of the hybrid system using the conventional filter. The flight path parameter X between 700 ft and touch -down
was also much reduced (— 30%).

Finally, 200 simulated approaches were made by assuming that the speed errors of the inertial platform were halved.
The results are shown in the Table in Figure 5.3 for comparison with the results of the hybrid guidance system , but with
nomi n al performance of the inertial platform . No appreciable difference s are noticeable, except for the maximum values,
that is, the quality of the inertial unit has practically no effect on the final result.

5.2 Typical Flight Paths

With beam noise and atmospheric turbulence as defined for example in Section 2, the flight paths with LIS I
guidance and then with the LISS 2 or 3 systems were compared with those obtained with the pure LOC guidance system
(Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5). The flight path was also disturbed when using the conventional U S  1 filter , but improved
with the statistical filter. The sensitivity to beam noise is greater during the first few moments of filtering with the
LISS 3 version than with the LISS 2. After capture of the glide path the flight path is exactly the same, irrespective of
the statistical filter version used.

For the same approach the corrections made by the filter to the transverse speed calculated from the inertial speed
data are shown . It will be seen that the beam noise exerts a much greater influence when the conventional filter is used
(Fig.5.6) than in the case of the statistical filter (Fig.5.5).
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5.3 Movements Around the Aircraft’s Centre of Gravity. Deflection of the Control Surfaces

The movements around the centre of gravity of the aircraft , as reflected in the sideslip (~3), angle of bank (Ø~).heading ~~~~~~ track (~~R~ ) or lateral acceleration (ay i) parameters , as also in the angle of bank controlled by the
auto-pilot (— Ø~) and the deflections of the ailerons (8pv ) and the rudder (6r8) ,  are caused by LOC beam noise and
atmospheric turbulence . With regard to the atmospheric disturbances, these did not affect the behaviour of the aircraft ,
since a requirement was made that the auto-pilot should not be touched in the ‘LOC HOLD’ mode. With respect to beam
noise, its high frequency affected the above parameters so that the existence of LOC-Inertial filtering should be very
beneficial. The standard deviation values for these variables are shown in the Table in Figure 5.8. They were calculated
during a single approach , the approach already used for the typical flight paths referred to in paragraph 5.2. The conven-
tional filter had already provided appreciable advantages , but the statistical filter gave even better results.

5.4 LOC Beam Failures: Disappearance of Beam with Failure Flag at h ON 100 ft

The hybrid radio-inertial guidance system must be capable of guiding an aircraft in the event of failure of the
localizer transmitter involving the disappearance of the beam and the occurrence of an alarm signal in the aircraft receiver.
It will be assumed here that there is a system fer confirming the position of the aircraft while the latter is following the
glide path and reaching an altitude of 100 ft. This system , designed by the STNA, makes it possible, by providing the
aircraft ’s lateral position , to ascertain whether the last few moments of the approach have been satisfactory or otherwise
and , consequently, whether the LOC beam was correct or not. The transmitter is assumed to have failed immediately
after such a test. To make a true assessment of the ability of the system to survive such a failure , 200 approaches were
simulated for this case, including 100 with an average length runway, during which distance and sensitivity were evaluated
fully, and 100 for the opposite case (short runway). The Table in Figure 6.9 contains lateral displacement details.

The observations can be made:
— average length runways: the two filters , LIS 1 and LISS 3 give comparable performances; the statistical filter

reduces the standard deviation value, although with a slight increase in the maximum value;
— short runways: the statistical filter provides much better guidance for the aircraft , based on inertial data only.

The corrections to be made to the transverse speed of the aircraft (y~) are thus much more exact.

The survival time of the statistical filter is not therefore dependent on the type of runway on which the aircraft is
to land. The shortest time is 16 to 20 seconds, that is, if failure occurs at 100 ft the aircraft is correctly guided to touch-
down , even if the latter is delayed because of a longer flare-out than usual. With the LISS 4 version, provided the
approach procedure indicates a change in the aircraft’s speed during filtering, guidance is correct down to very low speeds,
and Category IIIB landing can be envisaged, even in the event of a permanent LOC failure.

5.5 Detected LOC Beam Faults (Square Waves and Slopes)

The assumption is made here that the centre line of the LOC beam is suddenly offset by 20 ~zA (square waves) or
offset slowly at a constant rate (slopes). The monitor located at the runway threshold monitors the course of the centre
line of the beam : as soon as the latter exceeds a distance corresponding to 8.5 ~A (the Category III value) for more than
2 seconds, the incorrect course is detected and it is assumed that the first transmitter ceases operating and that the second
transmitter comes into action in less than 1 second. Correct transmission is then resumed afte r a maximum of 3 seconds.

The flight path deviation varies with the altitude of the aircraft at the time of the LOC failure. Figures 5, 10 and
5.11 show how the aircraft behaves in three cases of square waves (h = 1000 ft, 500 ft and 100 ft) and in two cases
which were characterised by slopes (h = 1000 ft, beam drift of 0.1 pA/s and h = 500 ft , beam drift of 2 pAls). With
regard to sudden failures of the beam, the statistical filter provides very definite assistance, while for slow beam diver-
gences, there is no improvement , whatever the type of filter used for aircraft guidance.

5.6 Undetected LOC Beam Faults

This paragraph concerns space or time faults in the LOC beam which cannot be detected by the runway threshold
monitor, since they do not result in any exceeding of the detection threshold values. These faults are : a sudden jump
of the beam centre line from one side of the threshold to the other (± 8.5 pA) when the aircraft is at 500 ft; a sine wave
curve with a period of 50 s (V 70 m/s) which begins while the aircraft is completing its level flight at 1500 ft and is
starting to descend the glide path, and finally, a single sine wave period which is offset from the runway centre line
(Fig-S.l 2).

For all these disturbances the hybrid guidance system provides a very slight improvement , but the periods of these
phenomena are long, which makes it difficult to filter the signals; if the period s are less than 50 seconds, filtering achieves
definite results,

5.7 Interference due to an Aircraft Flying Over the LOC Transmitter

The Brit ish Royal Aircraft Establishment has investigated this phenomenon 4 caused by an aircraft flying over the

- -  — — ,-
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the LOC transmitter durin g its take-off while the aircraft under investigation is beginning its approach , A noise is heard ,
for example , at the LOC receiver output , such as that shown in Figure 5.1 3a. Figures 5.1 3b and c show the behaviour of
the aircraft without LOC guidance or with the conventional filter (LIS I)  or the statistical filter (LISS 3). There is a
distinct smoothing of the flight path at the same time as the roll and heading movements are reduced in a ratio of 3 to 4,
depending on the parameter involved.

5.8 Behaviour of the Filter in the Presence of Real LOC Beam Noise (Recorded in Flight)

The UOC beams recorded in flight , which had already been used to find a representative model of beam noise with a
vie w to its assessment , were also used during the simulation studies. They have the disadvantage , however , of being
limited in total time and the filtering time is not long enough to have any smoothing effect. Figure 5.14 shows the flight
paths obtained on three American LOC beams. In the case of the Los Angeles beam (Fig.5.l4c) the noise was considered
to be zero before the actual recording, so that the filtering time could be increased. A greater degre e of smoothing was
then achieved than in cases where initialisation was delayed (Fig.5. 14b).

5.9 Effect of the Longitudinal Movement of the Aircraft

Because of a change in speed on glide path capture for example (when the undercarriage is extended and the VREF
is set in the auto-throttle), the LISS 3 version of the statistical filter involves deviations of the fligh t path which are then
resorbed and have no effect on lateral displacement at touch-down. To reduce these lateral displacements , the LISS 4
was implemented , and provided the very clear reduction which can be seen in Figure 5. 15. This version thus lessens the
effect of ground speed changes caused by wind gradients or by voluntarily decelerated approaches , and has the advantage
of permitting automatic guidance of the aircraft during braking on the runway in the event of a LOC failure at the end
of the approach . Furthermore , the results obtained with a constant aircraft speed are not affected.

6. DESCRIPTION OF THE SAGEM LOC-INERT IAL SYSTEM , LIS 30

6.1 Integration in the Aircraft

The digital LOC-Inertial system was designed to be transparent to the auto-pilot , that is, it can be inserted in the
aircraft wiring between the ILS receivers and the auto-pilot computers without requiring any modification of the latter.

It recei~es deviation data from the ELS receiver, North and East speed vector information from the inertial platform
and height data from the radiosonde.

It provides the auto-pilot with deviation data which are electrically analogous to those from the ILS receiver, but
which have been smoothed by the inertial system.

It enables guidance to be continued in the event of loss of the LOC beam; in addition , it becomes functionally short-
circuited when such a fault occurs , and the auto-pilot is then coupled direct to the ILS receiver.

6.2 Description of the System

Physical characteristics: The system is ~~ATR long and meets the requirements of the ARINC 404A Standard . It
weighs a maximum of 12 kg and its power consumption never exceeds 150 W.

Layout: It is arranged around a digital processor (French initials: U1’D). All the data processing, as well as the
majority of the monitoring tests , are carried out in the UTD by program.

Input/ output sections: These provide the input quantities for the UTD and convert the output quantities to a
format which is suitable for use.

UTD processor: This is a general purpose computer , with a 16 bit parallel organisation; its control unit is micro-
programmed.

For a list of its main characteristics see Figure 6.1.

The implanted memory in the LIS 30 computer will be 4K program words and 1K working memory words.

Reprogramming memory : The program memory is erasable and rewritab le direct on to the memory cards, which
gives the computer wide flexibility when a program has to be modified.

Encoder : This permits acquisition of the analogue quantities (LOC, glide path and radiosonde signals) and converts
the output data (filtered LOC signals) fed into the adto-piot.

resolution: 12 bits
accuracy: 1/2 LSB
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Digital inputs/outputs: Thesc make it possible to acquire and to transmit the discrete signals and the digital data
from the inertial platforms by means of a bus line , and also permit inter-system dialogue in the case of dual lines.

6.3 Single and Twin Computer Operation

The basic installation of the Airbus auto-pilots has a particularly high level of redundancy for achieving Category III
landing and uses the following:

— 2 sets of self-monitoring sensors (ILS and radiosonde),
— 4 computing channels in the auto-pilots.

The leve l of redundancy is lower for Category II landing (2 computing channels for I set of self-monitoring sensors).

For integration in the present Airbus layout , the LISS 30 system can have the following configurations:
Single computer configuration: a single computer used in conjunction with one side only of the auto-pilot.
Twin computer configuration: two computers, one associated with side I and the other with side 2 (Fig.6.2).

A d igital bus line allows dialogue between the two computers for the propose of probability tests between the two
channels.

6.4 Failure Detection

Short-circuiting : Because the LISS 30 system is inserted between the 1LS receiver and the auto-pilot, the system is
required to short-circuit if a failure is detected , that is, a set of relays enables the raw localizer signal to be transmitted
direct to the auto-pilot input (transparen t system).

System self-tests: a negative result from one of the following tests will cause the system to short-circuit:

— computer test (microprogram),
— test of software performance (hardware),
— static memory test (software),
— dynamic memory test (software),
— operations test (software),
— encoder test (software).

Inter-computer probability tests: These are performed in the case of a twin computer configuration. If the two
lines show any differences , the two LISS 30 systems are short-circuited.

Automatic detection of inertial sensor failure: The system becomes transparent.

Locoiizer f ailure : In the event of a localizer failure, the inertial system continues to provide guidance for a period
which depends on the convergence of the filter. On expiry of this period the system is short-circuited.

Below 100 ft the inertial system will continue to operate until touch-down .

Glide path or ra diosonde failure: Glide path and radiosonde data are used to assess the distance to the locali.zer
transmitter. This distance is filtered by means of the inertial speed and , in the event of failure or one of the two radio
sensors, the inertial system will continue to function for a period which depends on the filtering time. At the end of this
period, the system is short- rircuited.

Below 250 ft the distance is calculated solely on the basis of inertial speeds, since the glide path signal ceases to be of
use as soon as flare-out has begun.

6.5 Recorded Data Output

The prototype computers have a digital output for recorded data , which takes the form of a two-wire bus line.

This output transmits 17 24-bit words every calculation cycle (input , output , internal logic parameters, and internal
filtering parameters). It provides rapid analysis of any in-flight phenomena.

7. FLIGHT TESTS AT CEV

7.1 Background

All the preliminary evaluation tests of the LOC-Inertial system took place at the Flight Test Centre at Brétigny
(CEV).
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The tests were mad e during 1 975. The filtering calculations were performed in real time by a commercial designed
computer installed in a NORD 262.

The filte r put forward by SAGEM was very simple in its structural design and consisted of an elementary loop in the
conventional version (U S  I) .

The results obtained , however , were very encouraging and confirmed the feasibility of the system.

In early 1976 evaluation of the LOC-Inertial system was continued by ground simulation studies using in-flight
recorded data.

This method provided a preliminary study of the conventional version of the filter ( U S  I).

As these were made outside the aircraft control loop, however , they could not indicate the performance of the
system when coupled to an auto-pilot.

7.2 Flight Tests of the SAGEM US 30

A programmed LIS 30 computer in the conventional filter was flight tested at CEV, Brétigny in Dec.ember 1976 in a
NORD 262 , and again from March 1977 in a Mystére 20.

In both cases the LIS 30 was coupled to the aircraft auto-pilot.

The fligh t test programme consisted of a statistical study at Brétigny (50 to 60 approaches) and a series of investiga-
tions of airfields with ILS systems which were felt to be poor.

At Brétigny the performance of the system was evaluated by means of the STRADA trajectory plotting system (laser
telemetry).

On outside airfields the fligh t path was plotted using airborne facilities (inertial system with camera).

These tests are to be continued with a programmed computer in Version 4 of the statistical filter. The inertial plat-
form used for all these tests will be a SAGEM MGC 30 unit.

7.3 Preliminary Results with the Conventional Filter US I

Tests on the LIS 30 system are proceeding at CEV. To date , some 50 approaches carried out at Brétigny with the
convenuonal version in the NORD 262 have been used for purposes of analysis. The STRADA trajectory plotting system
was used to assess system performance, both in regard to plotting the position of the aircaft and evaluating inertial
errors.

Using recordings of the data input to the LIS 30 system , about 20 approaches were simulated by feeding in the true
runway heading as a reference direction. The Table in Figure 7.1 shows the filtering performance in the normal case (use
of the inertial track at the time of initialisation), compared with the use of the actual runway heading. Similarly,
Figure 7.2 shows aircraft guidan ce performance when using the pure inertial system at 100 ft. The very distinct improve-
ment afforded by the use of the actual runway heading for guiding the aircraft after touch-down will be noted. One
approach was made with a steep wind gradient involving a speed change of 50 kt , which had resulted in a large erro r at
touch-down in normal conditions (8 m). Feeding in the runway heading eliminated this extreme case.

Summarising, the fligh t tests point to the conclusion that with the conventional filter inertial guidance can be
continued to touch-down, provided the approach is made at a constant ground speed.

If the actual runway heading is fed in , guidance is maintained during ground taxying and the approach can be made
with changes in speed.

8. SNIAS TESTS

8.1 Fligh t Simulator Tests

Following the CEV flight tests of the conventional version of the LOC-Inertial system , the new filtering equations
(LISS 3) were programmed in a second SAGEM digital computer. Before it was fitted in the aircraft , this computer was
placed in the Aérospatiale flight simulation laboratory in Toulouse-Blagnac, coupled to actual Airbus equipment. The
tests brought to light some minor programming and aircraft wiring faults. These were quickly rectified , for example by
using reprogrammable memory stores. Further tests in the same conditions as for the computer simulation tests yielded
exactly the same results as those obtained previously.

,-‘- , . — ~-
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8.2 Tests in the Airbus A 300 B No.3 -

The LISS 30 computer was then made available for flight testing by AIRBU S-JNDUSTR IE. The first fligh t
(25/3/77) proved that the system functioned correctly both in the normal filtering mode and during a simulated localizer
signal failure. Modification of the filtering program used in the LISS 3 version (in which only 3 variables were estimated)
to make it suitable for the LISS 4 version (with 4 variables) was completed within a week. A short run in the flight
simulator checked the functioning of the system , after which flight tests were resumed. The system for in-fligh t recording
of the aircraft parameters and the system internal paramete rs made it possible to compare the estimated perform ance of
the real system with the estimates obtained by the simulation program. The lower degree of accuracy with the real
computer (32 bits for the critical parameters) did not result in errors of more than 1%, even after a long filtering time.

The Airbus No.3 was then used for investigating some noisy local izer beams. The increased comfort for the cre w
was very marked: 3 approaches were made over each airfield: the first without the LISS system (open loop), the second
with the system in the guidance loop (closed loop), and the third still with the closed loop, but with a failure of the LOC
signal at 100 ft. The system functioned satisfactorily, even when braking on the runway, until the aircraft came to a halt ,
whereas with the previous version (LISS 3) the pilot was obliged to disconnect the auto-p ilot as soon as the aircraft speed
began to decrease appreciably (V < 100 kt).

9. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The hybrid radio-inertial guidance system described above performs the following functions:

— smoothing of the aircraft ’s fligh t path during an ILS automatic approach , particularl y in the final phase
(h ~ 700 ft);

— a very marked reduction in the lateral movements of the aircraft around its centre of gravity and in the deflection
of the control surface due to LOC beam noise ;

— the continuance of guidance in the event of failure of the LOC receiver. If failure occurs while the aircraft is
coming down to 100 ft, the period of survival of the system is 20 to 25 seconds, which means that the aircraft
will touch-down correctly, even in the case of a long landing. Provided there has been a change of speed during
the filtering time , the aircraft will also continue to be guided during its reduction of pseed along the runway ;

— in the event of serious or sudden failures (period less than 50 seconds) which interfere with guidance of the air-
craft , the LISS system dispenses with the need for LOC signals and reduces any deviation movements of the
aircraft;

— The system requires only a relatively low performance inertial unit (CEP ~ 2.5 NM/h), although one with a
higher performance would slightly improve the overall system.

The system should thus allow operation on a landing running in meteorological conditions of a higher category than
that of the airfield , while improving passenger comfort. As far as the rate of go-arounds due to LOC failures or faults is
concerned , this should be reduced by the inclusion of this system in the aircraft guidance loop.
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RECENT ADVANCES IN HIGH RESOLUTION INERTIAL NAVIGATION

BY: KRBROWN A N D R A R T A IT,
FERRANTI LINITED ,
SILVERI NO ES ,
EDINBURGH ,
SCOTLAND ,
UK

SUMMARY

An inertial navigator can survey to great accuracy and resolution if its self—
generated velocity errors are determined by stopping and comparing the indicated
veloCity with the zero velocity at standstill. Three examples of the uses of this
technology in the exploration of the North Sea oil fields are described to demon-
strate the performance that is possible. The relationship between survey and
accuracy is examined and an es t imate of the inertial instrument performance is
made. It ie found that the instruments are capable of far higher resolution than
previously considered and to realise the benefit requires higher resolution inter-
face units and a flexible computing system.

1. INTRODUCTION

Inertial Navigation was originally developed and has been used to navigate vehicles over great
distances, on sea, in the air, and in space. The adoption of the technique of velocity updating in the
late ‘sixties has increased the accuracy of Inertial Navigation Systems to a level where survey became
possible to better than 10 metres over 20 kilometres with Inertial Platforms in production at the moment.
The first outcome of this work was a survey equipment for the Army. The vehicle carrying the equipment
stops at intervals not greater than 10 minutes: while stopped a velocity update is completed. Position
and heading are accurate to 10 metres and 1 minute of arc respectively.

However, it became evident during the development prograome that the inertial p latform then
in production was capable of far higher accuracy over short distances and much finer resolution. The
system is now developed to a stage where it is possible to survey to an accuracy of a few centimetres and
a resolution of tens of microns , and there is no indication that this is a practical limit.

2. VELOCITY UPDATE

The key to high resolution inertial navigation is in the velocity update technique, that is,
by stopping the vehi le carrying the system, over a DWELL period, and determining the velocity error
which has accrued since entering the navigation phase. Only while stopped can the error velocity be
measured to the desired accuracy. The velocity error can be determined to an unlimited accuracy by stop-
ping for sufficient time, practical limits being imposed by vehicle random motion and the resolution of
encoding the velocity detected by the system.

3. VELOCITY ERROR MODEL

The Inertial Navigation system is Schuler—tuned and oscillates with an 84—minute period in a
smooth and systematic manner. Fitting the velocity measured at standstill to this smooth curve leads to a
very accurate estimate of the velocity errors between the DWELL periods and the drift in position arising
from these errors. It is possible to determine position during the movement of the vehicle between DWELL
periods by interpolation. The movement is referred to as the TRANSIT.

The update technique may be classified generally depending upon whether or not the Schuler loop
is interrupted when the actual update is made. The velocity errors in either case may be approximated
piece—wise; the process which models closely the velocity error profiles over the DWELL intervals is con-
sidered optimum. This process of dynamic curve fitting may be accomplished by a number of schemes of which
polynomial models are preferable because of their simplicity and are adequate over the short Transit times
considered, Very high resolution is required both to give a sufficiently good fit during ~he modelling inthe Dwell period, and adequate resolution during Transit, velocity is quantised to 3 x lO ft/sec
(9 x i O 3  cm/eec). In general , performance improves dramatically as the Transit intervals are reduced, and
improves as Dwell t ime is increased to 20 seconds at which a plateau is reached.

4. OPERATIONI51L EXPERIENCE

Three practical examples are presented to illustrate the performance of the equipment. In
each case the operation is related to activities associated with the North Sea oil fields .

4.1 Pipeline Survey

This refers to a su rvey of the two intersecting sections of pipeline by an Inertial Navigation
equipment carried in a manned submersible,1 This operation was carried out at a considerable depth with a
visibility of about 5 feet through the water. The actual survey was very rapid and as this was the first
use of the Inertial Navigator in this context, the remaining endurance of the submersible (8 hours) was
used to complete twenty—five circuits as shown in Figure 1. The operators carrying out the survey con-
cluded that an accuracy of 5 cm was possible.
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Two major problems had to be resolved to achieve thie performance :

(a) The inertial system had to be aligned at sea before use and a simple technique was developed to
overcome the effects of the motion of the mother ship. The method was to roughly align the system
on the mother ship before launch. An estimate of the North direction, derived from the ship’s com-
pass, was inserted through the equipment control unit keyboard and the inertial platform levelled
on its own accelerometers whilst the mother ship was hove to. The submersible was then launched
and taken down to sit on the sea bed where a full gyro compass alignment could be carried out. A
datum point on the pipeline was established and the survey started.

(b) The process of coming to rest for the ‘dwell’ to update the velocity error gave problems. To stop
the submersible for the Dwell period, it was required that the bouyancy be reduced so that it sat
on the sea bed, preferably astride the pipe. It was originally intended to use a Transit time of
a minute to get the highest accuracy, but it proved too lengthy a process to change the bouyancy
at such frequent intervals and a transit of two to three minutes had to be used.

The range of the bouyancy change limited the amount of ‘sink’ available to hold the submersible on
the sea bed and, hence, it was prone to movement during the Dwell time. This complicated the
velocity updating process , but a compromise was found by extending the Dwell . There was a limit
to the precision with which the submersible could be positioned over the survey point and, inevitably,
errors arose in the estimation of the offset from the actual point being surveyed. The navigation
and steering features in the Inertial System proved invaluable in getting from point to point in
such a limited visibility.

4.2 Movement of Production Platform

A second example is the measurement of the movement of a production oil platform situated in 250 feet
of water , measurements being taken at a point approximately 100 feet above sea level. Records were taken
continuously over a period of about 9 days. To limit the growth of the velocity errors over such a lengthy
period, a system was modified to be velocity-damped (5.6 Schuler) on the assumption that the net movement
of the production platform is zero over the time involved. Figure 2 shows a sample of the data obtained ,
both in calm and extremely rough weather. These are presented as histograma showing the percentage of time
spent in each displacement. In this case, the position data is recorded to 0.01 inches (0.25 mm ) with an
inherent resolution in the displacement of 0.001 inches (25 micron).

Although very severe weather was encountered with wave heights of up to 42 feet, the platform def lee-
tions were generally under ±1.5 inches, although one isolated peak of 2.9 inches was recorded.

4.3 Oil Well Survey

The Inertial System has been re—packaged into a form in which it can survey oil wells. A production
p latfo rm in the North Sea can have more than 40 wells.  These are vertical for the first few thouaand feet
and are arranged as a regular array with a nominal separation between well centres of about seven feet. It
is imperative that the wells do not touch as a well can be drilled whilst an adjacent one is delivering oil.
This has obvious hazards .

The equipment provides a very rapid method of precisely determining the position of each well, and
this particular configuration has an inertial height channel the survey is in three dimensions.

An example of a typical survey is shown in Figure 3, and to give an indication of the accuracy and
resolution , Figure 4 shows a single channel in section with the clearance between the pressure vessel, con-
taining the equipment and oil well. The equipment is lowered on the drill string, a very stiff 5—inch
tube. Initially, the well is vertical and the vessel can vibrate from wall to wall within the clearance.
As the well deviates the pressure vessel is forced onto one side of the well and the excursion is greatly
reduced.

The inertial system is packaged into a long cylindrical configuration and is equipped with batteries
~nd data recording for self-contained operation over four hours . It is inserted into a torpedo-shaped
water—tight pressure vessel which gives it the capability to operate to the depth of the North Sea wells.

5. INVESTIGATION OF ERROR SOURCES

The two variables under the control of the surveyor are the length of ‘Dwell’ period over which the
velocity update is made, and the time in ‘Transit’ between updates. The minimum time in the ‘Dwell’ is
that required to filter out the velocity arising from vehicle motion when stopped. It was established very
early that a ‘Dwell’ of 5 seconds was sufficient to remove the motion caused by an engine running in the
survey vehicle. This leaves only the randomness arising from the inherent noise in the measurement of
velocity. The question was, could the performance be improved by lengthening the ‘Dwell’?. It was also
obvious that a great improvement would arise from shortening the Transit time between velocity fixes , and
could this be quantified?

To analyse the problem an Inertial. system with comprehensive data recording was run for a con-
tinuous period in the navigate mode after a typical self-gyro compass alignment. A complete program was
devised using this detailed data which, off line, divided the navigate time into ‘Dwell’ and ‘Transit ’
periods of various lengths so that an assessment could be made of the performance which would have been
obtained for a range of the two variables. The important point is that identical data is used to arrive
at the various results. 

. - ~~. 
~
-.. .—-- .- — ------- — - —.- -
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The analysis was considered valid as it was established that the performance was unaffected by
travelling at low speed in a Land Rover survey vehicle and that for the particular applications considered ,
the distance travelled was such that scale factor and heading- induced errors within the distance travelled
in a typical application could be neglected.

A typical build-up of radial error within t ime is shown in Figure 5. The radial position error at
one hour against ‘Transit’ time for a range of ‘Dwell’ periods is shown in Figure 6 together with a similar
plot of the variance of the various samples from the mean of each of the chosen Dwell times. This data
appears to indicate a reasonably consistent pattern to the error growth with ‘Transit ’ time and it can be
u8ed to check the validity of and establish the coefficients of a simp le error model.

The single channel position errors in an inertial navigation system can be expressed in general
terms as:

The North/South channel velocity error time function is

sin ~ tV a c o sc j t + a  ° + a  ( l - c o s 4lt)N 1 o 2 
~~~

—t
T sin Ojt sin Alt

+ a4 (e 
° + - cos ~‘.1t) + a5 (t — ~~~~~

° )

2 2(cos cJt — 1) —t
+a6 (t+ 

~~~~ 

)+a
7
+a8

t + a
9t e T

where t is time in navigate and the coefficients are defined in the Appendix. Coefficients a5 anda6 are absent for the East/West channel error function which, otherwise, has similar form.

However, if the velocity update is accurate, each I~~~ afl5j~~ can be considered as a separate navigate
operation: the sum of these separate operations growing as a random walk. In the high resolutions con-
sidered, the ‘Transit’ times are kept short, say, a maximum o~ 5 minutes, and terms higher than third ordercan be neglected. The total position error equation can be reduced to the vector sum of three quantities.
In any survey period there will be a number (N) Transits, and it appears that there is little or no corre-
lation between the position errors generated in the successive Transits. The error equation can be
reduced to

~~~~ + g T2 + 
~~~ 

T3)

where N is Number of Transits
T is Transit Time
g is Acceleration due to gravity

V1 is Equivalent initial velocity error
is Equivalent platform tilt

2 is Equivalent vertical gyro drift

That is, a model with three terms listed in Table 1, which can be considered as arising from

(a) An initial velocity error existing at the start of each ‘Transit’ period.
(b) Mt acceleration error which can be considered as an equivalent tilt of the inertial platform.
(c) An equivalent Vertical gyro drift expressed as the mean drift averaged over the ‘Transit’ time .

The result of fitting this simp le model is listed in Table I, as shown below, which indicates the
performance required of instruments to obtain the performance being discussed.

TRANSIT INITIAL PLATFORM TILT VERTICAL
TIME VELOCITY GYRO DRIPI’

(Minutes) Ft/sec Milligals ‘g’ x l0~
6 Degrees/hour

1 <1O~ 0.22 0.0011

2 <1O~~ 0.29 0.0008

3 <lO~~ 0.29 0.0005

4 <10~ 0.37 0.0005

5 <1O~~ 0.37 0.0003

PLATFORM ERRORS/TRANSIT TIME (DWELL 20-60 SECS)

TABLE 1

- 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

-— - -— —- .- --——- .. — -~~ --~~~~~~~
-—— .-—— —

- 
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(1) The initial velocity error represents a fraction of a bit of the velocity encoder and so the system
perfo rmance is not limited by a velocity resolution.

(2) The tilt error calculated is approximately the smallest change in tilt which can be detected in
testing the accele rometer. It is about 0.05 of the bias uncertainty quoted for the accelerometer
type used (Ferranti FA2P) over similar integration periods . This is typical of the problems of
relating Inertial instr ument perfo rmance to that of the system. In this case, the instrument test
data may be dominated by the tilt of the test pliat h due to ground movement.

(3) The equivalent vertical gyro drift for a 5—minute Transit is similar to the test data for the gyro
for drift values extracted from 1-hour test runs with 5—minute averaging in each sample . The
higher value for shorter Transit times almost certainly arises from the inherent noise in the gyro
giving an apparent increase in drift for shorter averaging t imes . This is being further investi-
gated .

There is a large increase in performance by increasing ‘Dwell ’ times to 20 seconds with no signi-
ficant increase in performance for longer t imes. It is concluded that there is nothing to be
gained by increasing ‘Dwell ’ beyond 20 seconds unless the vehicle motion at rest is such as to re-
quire a longer correlation time.

This leads to the conclusion that a model based on a third order polynomial will closely follow
the errors arising with ‘Transit’ times compatible with the high resolution short range applica-
tions described in this paper and that the length of ‘Dwell’ required to establish an adequate
Velocity update does not unacceptably increase the length of time required to complete a survey
task. An error of the order of 3 centimetres after 1 hour from leaving the datum point of the
survey with the possibility of improving this if a closure is made completing a circuit.

6. POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS RELATED TO AVIATION

The resolution of the survey equipment is too fine for normal aviation purposes. It could, however,
be of use in certain specialised applications.

(1) During the evaluation of the landing and take—off performance of an aircraft, a velocity fix could
be taken before and after each circuit. An exact profile during the take-off and approach (within,
say , 2 ft) could be measured and if two equipments were positioned in different stations , the
deflection of the airframe between them could be recorded.

(2) A rapid survey could be made of the proposed site for a runway and the calculations made to indi-
cate the optimum earth moving required to generate a level runway .

(3) It may be possible to modify existing aircraft Inertial Navigation systems to give steering signals
during taxying and take—off withim acceptable limits in dense fog.

7. CONCLUSION

The technique of velocity update by holding an Inertia Navigator stationary at interval8 during
navigation can give an accuracy nnly limited by heading and scale factor if stops are made suf f iciently
often . The experimental results obtained on practical working equipments agree closely with the gyro test
data and indicates that accelerometer bias stability is very much better than expected from instrument
tests .

REVERENCE 1 “Underwater Survey using an Inertial Navigation System’ ,
A Stanko ff and R A R Tait , Paper 2815 Proceedings of Offshore Technology Conference,
Houston , Texas , May 1977.
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- A P P E N D I X

The coefficients used in velocity error function are of the form:

a 1 (KA +KI + K [.)V&+V LA

a2 b~~+2K~4.1sin f0 V1+ g 9 + g4)~~V

a3 K 1 VA
+_ _ 7 + __2_

~ 
61
VT

a4 ( 2 + 1 )

a5 
4) sin+0 VA + a 4

~D ~~ 
coa 4~

C
6 

as
ZD ~

1
e sin f0 VA

a - X.. V7 o X

~8 
CJ

z~~V

a9 ~
3EDT V~

where

KA accelerometer scale factor error

K1 velocity encoder scaling factor

accelerometer non-linearity error

K0 coriolis acceleration correction error

K.1 — effective error in gyro torquing

bA accelerometer bias stability

0 = initial tilt error for the channel
0

initial azimuth error

latitude of the place

azimuth gyro drift

- azimuth gyro thermal drift

— effective vertical gyro drift

— combined gyro drift effect due to vertical gyro random drift , anisoelastic drift , rectified
drift effects and coup led rotation from other two axes

— vertical gyro thermal drift

mass unbalance drift

g.1 — earth’s rate

C.) — Schuler frequency

T0 - a time constant

a — earth’s radius

g — acceleration due to gravity

VIA 
— initial velocity error

VA — “along—channel” velocity

V1 
— “acro. a-channel” velocity

V tota l system velocity Coefficients a5 and £6 are absent for the East/West
channel

, ~~~~~~ - - —~- 
- -S — — ---
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CALIBRATION OF AN INS BASED ON FLIGHT DATA

B. Stieler, W. Lechner

Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt
für Luft und Raumfahrt e . V. (DFVLR)

Institut für Flugführung

3300 Braunschweig-Flughafen

West Germany

SUMMARY

The paper deals with the calibration of an INS based on flight data from the INS and external measurements
such as radar and cinetheodolites.

The results presented are based on an off-line evaluation of the data using optimal smoothing algorithms.
This is an effective way to be followed for flight—testing an INS and getting an insight into the sensor
and system errors under flight conditions.

The user of an INS, especially in the military field, is in general more interested in the in—flight
alignment and calibration of an INS, i. e. in the on-line evaluation of the data on board the aircraft
for which optimal filtering algorithms are at hand. This opens the way for the fast take—off of an air-
craft with a coarse-aligned platform. Corresponding simulation results are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Optimal estimation algorithms are successfully applied for the on-line aiding of an INS on board the air-
craft 1, 2, 

~I or the off-line “aiding” for flight path measurements IL~I . For both applications the accu-
racy improvement on the position and the velocity levels is of primary interest.

In this paper the INS itself is in the center of attention. It is shown that optimal smoothing algorithms
applied to the off-line combination of position measurements from an INS and external tracking devices
(radar , cinetheodolites) recorded during the flight allow to fit the actual INS errors including the mis-
alignment and sensor errors to a given model in an optimal way. This allows to see how well the real world
and theory are matching.

It is shown in a second topic that the optimal filtering algorithms applied to the on-line combination of
position measurements from the INS and a microwave landing system opens a new way for INS operation - the
alignment of the platform in the take-~ff phase.

The results presented for both topics do not yet reflect the final state of the research. Topics for the
continuation of the efforts are the improvement of the INS- and its sensor error models based on more
flight test experience.

It should be mentioned that the flight tests described in this paper had been carried out with an uncali-
brated LN-3A system in which essential parts of the computer had been exchanged.

Beginning with a review of the dominant INS error sources, comparison is made between the alignment and
calibration of a platform stationary on the ground and on a manoeuvering vehicle .

2. REVIEW OF THE DOMINANT ERROR SOURCES IN AN INS

The accuracy of an INS is affected by the sensor errors and the platform misalignment angles with respect
to the navigational reference coordinate frame. Fig. 1 shows the 10 position errors due to these different
error sources for an easterly flying vehicle. We may conclude from it 15 1 :

- the dominant long-time errors are caused by the gyro drift and the misalignment angles ,
especially the azimuth misalignment angle,

- the accelerometer errors as well as the horizontal misalignment errors cause maj or position
errors only for short times; their long-time effect is bounded.

While the misalignment angles are determined and nulled during each preflight alignment process, the sensor
errors are in general determined and nulled only when the INS passes a Oheck-up process. Compensation is
possible under the assumption that they are constant.

3. REVIEW OF THE ALIGNMENT AND CALIBRATION ~)F A STATIONARY PLATFORM

The preflight alignment and especially the calibration of the sensor errors is time-consuming. Based on
the analog gyrocompassing procedure 16 1, the former lasts up to 10 minutes and more. As to the calibration
of the sensor errors practically only the north-south gyro drift can be determined on the stationary plat-

— —
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form in the preflight alignment mode 161 .

Fig. 2 shows the simplified error block diagram for the stationary platform in the gyroconlpassing align-
ment mode. One may deduce from it 16, 7, 8, 9 1:

- the east accelerometer output allows to control the north misalignment angle and to observe
the north gyro drift;

- the gyrocompassing loop starting from the north accelerometer output allows to control the
east and the azimuth misalignment angles;

- the vertical gyro drift is practically non-observable if no additional measurements are taken
from the vertical synchro;

- the horizontal accelerometer errors and the east gyro drift are non-observable; they conta-
minate the horizontal and vertical alignment accuracy through the following relationships:

Horizontal misalignment corresponding accelerometer bias / gravity

CN,E 
- ± ~~~~~ (1.1)

Azimuth misalignment = East-West gyro drift / horizontal component of Earth rate

DE/U~
c0s4O. (1.2)

Through the application of Kalman filtering the process of aligning the platform and calibrating the north-
south gyro can be shortened up to 1 to 2 minutes under the benign laboratory environment. The physical li-
mitations due to non-observability or alignment accuracy cannot be surpassed with a stationary platform

6 , 7 , 8 , ~I .

~~ REVIEW OF THE INS ERROR MODEL AND STATE VECTOR OBSERVABILITY

Fig. 3 shows the simplified block diagram of the INS error model on a moving vehicle. For the purpose of
discussion the following neglections have been made:

— the error sources for the 2’4—hour oscillation have been curtailed to the effect of the azimuthal
misalignment on the horizontal axes;

- the Coriolis compensation has been assumed to be perfect;

- the torquing error of the vertical axis due to an error of the geographic latitude has been
neglected.

As compared to the block diagram of the stationary platform in Fig. 2 , the measurement signals (acceler2-
meter outputs) contain additional information on the azimuthal misalignment via the signal lines VN E’and Acos~p. They are the sources for the so-called “cross-track” error . Provided external position measure-
ments are at hand , these additional error sources have the benefit that

- the azimuth misalignment error and the constant east-west gyro drift become distinguishable on
a maneouvering vehicle , i. e. the east-west gyro drift become s an observable state and the
above-mentioned physical limitation on azimuthal alignment accuracy does no longer exist.

Since with respect to Fig. 2 the measurement signals contain no further information on the accelerometer
bias and horizontal misalignment errors, both remain practically indistinguishable on a maneouvering ve-
hicle as it is the case on a stationary vehicle. But one can live with this limitation, since it may be
seen from Fig. 1 and I 5 I that their long-time effect on the INS error is bounded .

5. SET-UP FOR FLIGHT-TESTING THE LITTON LN-3A INERTIAL NAVIGATIOR

The flight tests were carried out in the middle of 1976 on a HFB 320. The aircraft shown in Fig. ‘4 is an
Executive Jet, used by DFVLR as a test aircraft. The following installations were used for the test: the
INS to be tested, the altimeter (Conrac), the CAMAC interface crate for connecting the instruments to the
Honeywell DDP 516 computer, the on-board clock (Patek Philipe) and the digital magnetic tape recorder
(Ampex ATM 13591 II) for recording all essential on-board data.

Tests were carried out from Braunschweig towards West and north.

On the westerly flight to Bedford , UK , the following tracking facilities were used , as shown in Fig. 5:

Bra unschweig (DFVLR)
1 tracking radar (10-accuracy in angle 0.05 °, in range 8 rn)

Meppen (Erprobungastelle 61 der Bundeswehr )
1 tracking radar (10—accuracy in ang le 0.025 in range 2.7 m)

Amste rdam (National Lucht- en Ruimtevaartlaboratorium )
1 terminal approach radar (10-accuracy in horizontal position 200 m)

_ _  - - . — - -  - .  - -~~-- - —-
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Bedford , UK (Royal Aircraft Establishment)
2 cinetheodolites (10-accuracy in angle 0.025°).

On the northerly flight to Oslo , Norway , the tracking facilities were those of Braunschweig and of

Oslo (Directorate of Civil Aviation)
1 terminal approach radar (1~-accuracy 1 N M ) .

Valuable position and velocity measurements were yielded also when the aircraft was stationary on a ref e-
rence point before take-off and after landing.

The second aircraft shown on Fig. 5 served as a relais plane, for the long-distance transmission of the
measurement data in the HFB 320 to Braunschweig were they could be recorded on-line for the purpose of
quick—look.

In the following we will concentrate on the test results of the flight from Bedford back to Braunschweig
only because the constellation of the tracking facilities plus the measurements of the stationary run
allow us:

a. to draw conclusions on the off-line calibration of an INS treating its data and the position
measurements by smoothing algorithms;

b. to simulate the alignment of an INS during take-off by treating its data and the position
measurements from a microwave landing system (MLS) with filter algorithms.

For the simulation in case b. the measurements of the 2 cinetheodolites were assumed to come from an MLS.
The covariance of the position fixes were contaminated so that they corresponded approximately to the 10-
values of an ilLS, e. g. the DLS Ii , ‘4 , 101 .

Reference Jl J covers the aiding of an INS with an MLS for approach and landing. Though the techniques for
aligning a platform in the take-off phase and the aiding in the approach phase are related, the operational
use is different and worth to be treated separately. Not covered in this paper but in Il l is the problem
of required on—board computer capacity for aiding the INS on-line.

6. DATA EVALUATION

All data on-board (INS, altimeter) and on ground (radar, cinetheodolites) were recorded synchroneously.
From the ground measurements the position of the aircraft in geographic longitude, latitude and altitude
had to be calculated as well as the covariance matrix based on the above mentioned sensor specifications
1’41~
Optimal filtering and smoothing algorithms are well treated in the literature 18 , 11, 121. Let us briefly
remember the major differences between both methods for optimally combining data from different sources
(e. g. INS and radar). Fig. 6 shows schematically the -estimation accuracy i. e. the 10-band over t ime for
the forward Kalman filter, the backward Kalman filter and the forward/backward filter or smoother. The
forward filter gives for a time t the optimal estimate based on all data before t0, the backward filter
gives the optimal estimate based gn all data after t , and the forward/backward filter gives the optimal
estimate based on all data before and after t0. In Fig. 6 also the simple relationship for the accuracy
gain of the smoothed estimate as compared to that of a forward and a backward filter estimate is mentioned .

Between t1 and t2 in Fig. 6 it is assumed that the INS navigates unaided with the 10—band growing according
to the unaided error model (s. Fig. 1) for the forward and the backward filters. The smoothed estimate
bridges the time with much smaller loss in accuracy. This proves that for the off-line calibration of an
INS the smoothing algorithms are suited best. Not only is the 10-band smoother than that of the Kalman
filter , but also the estimate itself because the forward filter estimate is much more sensitive to stray
points in the measurements ‘41.

In practice one applies the Kalman filter algorithms forward in time, and when the end time is reached ,
the Rauch-Tung-Striebel or Fraser algorithms backward in time 11, 121 .

Suffice to say that for the on-line alignment and calibration of an INS the Kalman filter algorithms are
the only optimal means to combine data from different sources.

7. RESULTS FOR THE OFF-LINE INS CALIBRATION

Fig. 7 shows the plot of the flightpath with the crosses indicating the city of Bedford (UK), Amsterdam ,
Meppen (Ger ) and Braunschweig. The aircraft carried out manoeuvers in the range of each radar/cinetheodo-
lite station in order to improve the obmervability of the INS errors.

The following discussion shall be based on the test results for the north-south and the azimuth channels
only.

If all available position fixes and stationary measurements are combined with the INS data by means of
smoothing algorithms, the accuracy of the reference flightpath is better than ‘45 m according to the self-
diagnosis of the forward/backward filter, a. Fig. 8. The highest value is at 1/2 h elapsed time when the
aircraft is above the North Sea. The position differences (reference flightpath minus position fix) are
well distributed about the center line of the plot , indicating that the results are reasonable.

- -~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -
— - g -• •~
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In Fig. 9 the results for the INS geographic latitude error estimation are plotted. The la-band corre-
sponding to the ‘45 m maximum mentioned above is indistinguishable on the plot. The smoother estimates a
linearly increasing error due to azimuth misalignment and vertical gyro drift (cross track error).

Fig. 10 shows the corresponding results for the north velocity error estimation. The 10-band is < 0,1 In/s.
The estimation shows a Schuler oscillation with spikes superposed . Due to the cross track error , the
spikes are correlated with turns of the aircraft .

In Fig. 11 the results for the east—west misalignment are plotted. The smoother ’s self diagnosis is at
± 1,1 ~~~~~~. The estimation of the misalignment error shows Schuler oscillations.

Fig. 12 shows us that the east-went gyro drift can very well be calibrated on a manoeuvering vehicle. The
10—band is at + 5~1O-3 °/h, the mean estimate is approximately at 3.10-2 °/h with a change of approximate-
ly -5-10-3 0/h.

In Fig. 13 the results for the azimuth alignment error are plotted. According to the b -band the error
estimate is better than 2 i!I~. The initial misalignment error i~ Bedford, UK was according to this plot
-0.5°, changing linearly with time according to the azimuth gyro drift of -0.27 °/h. The final alignment
error is approximately _l0 when the aircraft lands in Braunschweig. These results prove that for this
uncalibrated INS

- the initial misalignment error and

- the azimuth gyro drift

by far exceed the requirements for an operational system.

8. SIMULATION RESULTS OF AN IN-FLIGHT INS ALIGNMENT

Having calibrated the platform, we will concentrate in the following on the possible use of an IlLS for the
alignment of a platform during take-off. We will assume that the platform is just prior to take-off mis-
aligned by 2 t~’ad (la) in the horizontal axes and 6° (10) in the vertical axis. For simulating the physi-cally misaligned platform we assume an initial misalignment estimate of the same amount. The gyro drift
rates are compensated and assumed to be known within 10—2 °/h (lo). The simulation results for the north-
south and the vertical misalignment angles are plotted in Figs. 114 and 15. Within ‘4 minutes of the take-
off time the horizontal misalignment can be brought down to 0.5 iilh (10) and the vertical misalignment to
12 ala (10). The results for the unaided INS position, i.e. the ia-band and its difference with respect
to the external measurements in Amsterdam , Meppen and Braunschweig are shown in Figs. 16 and 17. The INS
error corresponds to a shifted cosine function with Schuler period and 3 NM peak amplitude approximate-
ly. Except for the latitude error in Amsterdam the INS position difference is within the margin to be
expected.

In order to prove the validity of this alignment method more flight tests have to be carried out. Further-
more, one should extend the in—flight alignment tim, above the 14 minutes or better to say the in-flight
alignment range above the 7 km used in this simulation so that possible measurement errors may weigh less.

It Should not be kept secret that in this simulation some stray points in the measurements have been taken
Out (to be seen in Figs . 114 to 17 at 2 minutes elapsed time ) and corrections due to the synchronization
of the INS and the “MLS”-measurements in the order of 0.05 a have been undertaken . From both off-line
corrections one may obtain a feeling for the tight requirements which are put on the ilLS in order to
utilize it for the alignment of an INS. This applies especially to the azimuth channel because “holes ”
in the NLS-azimuth measurements or errors in the mean value or the synchronization do affect the INS in-
flight alignment accuracy .

If one extrap olates from the German microwave landing system, the DLS , to the performance of the other
systems which are competing in the ICAO contest , the present technology meets the requirements (s. 1101,
Fig. 113).
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Summary

This paper deals with a system for the guidance of aircraft from ground stations .
The system consists essentially of a network of direction finders , and is intended to

complement, rather then replace, conventional radars and other landing aids normally
installed at airports.

As a guidance technique , a network of direction finders offers the advantage of
surface coverage, or, in other words, it permits a form of surface navigation. The system
has a further advantage of particular significance in emergency situations such as may
follow an error in navigation or a loss of fuel: nothing more than an operational radio
set need be available on board the aircraft before use can be made of the DF guidance

network. This feature can also be useful  in the guidance of military aircraft since, as
practice has shown, maneuvers at low level cars often take the aircraft outside the
airspace covered by ground—based radars.

1. System configuration

The system presented here (see Fig. 1) is so arranged that all practical flight

altitudes within the airspace of interest can be monitored from a single station. An
extension of the system offers determination of the best possible radio link with the
aircraft , by way of the communications equipment, on the basis of the established
position of the aircraft.

The complete system is made up of a series of direction finders located within the
area to be monitore l and distributed in such a way that , bearing in mind the local
topography , a coverage as free from gaps as possible is achieved. The direction finders
are connected by means of conventional communications links (telephone lines or
directional radio where necessary) to the central station. The main functional units of
the central station are the peripheral data input-output system, the data processing
system, one or more operators’ positions and, according to the particular requirements
of each installation, the centralized and local display units.

The operating frequencies are partly or fully specified by the central station
and communicated to the direction finders over the data links. While radio communication
is taking place with the a i rcraf t  on this frequency each DF station which picks up the
signal establishes the bearing of the a i rcraf t. These bearing values are sent back to
the central station over the data lines and , in the normal course of events, processed
to give the instantaneous position of the aircraft . In special cases , such as emer-
gencies, it can also be useful to offer the operator a display on which the .bearing
values can be examined individually. The result of the triangulation computation ,
together with other data such as the frequency, is presented on a central display
or on local displays at the operators’ positions. As previously indicated , the s~stem

- ‘- . — .
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can be expanded to include a transmitter at each DF station . This permits the operator
to make use of the transmitter which provi des the best communication with the aircraft
at any instant. Choice of the best transmitter may be made automatically by the computer
on the basis of the established position of the aircraft , or manually by the operator.

The receiver incorporated in the DF unit of the transmitting station is used to receive
signals from tl~e aircraft.

2. Description of subsystems

As the description of the system configuration has shown, the equipment is made up

of a number of independent subsystems or functional units which must be accurately

matched to one another to ensure perfect operation of the overall system.

Direction finder

This system uses Doppler direction finders such as are used in civil airtraffic

control. The Doppler method has already proved itself in practice , particularly with

regard to accuracy and immunity to interference. The bearing value is established by
comparing the phase of the Doppler-frequency—modulated incoming signal (produced by

simulated rotation of the receiving antenna dipole) with the phase of a reference signal.

This phase—sensitive DF technique is particularly insensitive to distortions of the

electromagnetic field , since the antenna system can be made large in comparison to the
wavelength. Through the use of a special sampling—filter technique, the DF system

achieves very tii gh sensitivity and thereby a large coverage. Fig. 2 shows the antenna
system for a typical Doppler DF system and Fig. 3 shows the equipment which goes to
make up a single-channel UHF direction finder for the frequency range 225 to ~4OO MHz.
The block diagram of this system is given in Fig. 14• The signal from the “rotating”

antenna is taken to the input of the DF receiver. A second channel of the receiver is

fed with the signal from an omnidirectional antenna mounted at the centre of the

circular DF antenna. This second channel is used for compensation of static and dynamic

changes in the frequency of the DF signal, and permits the Doppler technique to be used

even with frequency- or phase-modulated signals. The IF outputs of the receiver channels

are both taken to the bearing demodulator . The output of the demodulator provides the

demodulated Doppler signal which will be used in the bearing indicator for extract ing
the bearing. The bearing is measured by determining the phase difference between the

demodulated Doppler signal and a reference signal which is synchronous with the simulated
rotation of the DF antenna. Since the bearing can be measured in this way with simple

digital circuitry, a fu lly automatic process involving no personnel is possible. A
contro l—frequency generator produces all the frequencies , especi ally the antenna-rotation
frequency, required by the system.

Data transmission system

A wide choice of data transmission systems is possible according to the geographical
and operational conditions to be taken into account .  A data multiplexer controlled by a
microcomputer represents a suitable method of connecting a number of direction finders
to one triangulation station. Fig. 5 shows a typical unit for this function. The
principal content of the data flow from the central station to the direction finders is
information on operating frequency and functional commands such as test-transmission
signalling, request for repeat of bearing and so on. The data flow f rom direction finder
to central station consists mainly of the bearing information and a signal confirming
the frequency of operation. It is also possible to transmit data on the status of the
DF station. This data link can further be used to switch on the optimum transmitter in 

I — - - - —t-  -—.—
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the optional expansion described earlier. The data channels will normally use telephone

lines , although directional radio links may be used in some cases. Use of a microcomputer
as controlling element permits flexible organization of the data flow and protected
transmission of information .

Data processing system

Within the central triangulation station of the DF network, data flow to and from

the direction finders take place via the peripheral data input—output system. Information

from the direction finders, in particular the bearing values , is routed to the data

processing section of the station. The principal function of this subsystem is to de-
termine the position of the target aircraft within the DF-network area. In the course

of this processing, the incoming bearing signals are monitored and classified according

to quality. Fig. 6 shows a possible bearing-value processing sequence. The first step
is to establish whether an actual DF determination is being carried out, or a test or

simulation. Each bearing is then evaluated to determine its suitability for use in the
triangulation calculation. Unusable bearing values are extracted on the basis of an

“expected accuracy ” criterion. The determined intersect points are then correlated to

establish the most probable location of the target. A second computation is carried out

to check on the existence of a second discrete target point, that is, to check if a

second aircraft is present . The operator is also provided with a recommendation as to

which trariceiver station should be used. The definitive location , with a statement of
its accuracy , is then provided for display at the various operators ’ positions.

Operators’ positions and displays

The provision of operating positions may vary widely , according to the particular

requirements of each installation. The t r iangulat ion result may he represented on large-
area displays such as a projection screen or a data terminal with synthesized landmarks
for orientation. The individual operating positions are equipped with the control units

necessary for operation of the DF network such as frequency selectors, communications
sets an emergency facilities. It is also possible to superimpose single DF beams or the
t r iangulat ion result on a radar display of the monitored airspace. This is useful as an
aid to identification and is already popular in civil ATC systems.

3. Prospects

Triangulation networks such as have been described here represent a useful  complement
to the existing, princ iprally radar—based , systems of aircraft guidance. The exact con-

figuration of such a rse~~ork is dependent on a great number of parameters . Of particular

importance here Is the accuracy of the direction finders used, since this f-lies the mesh
size of the network . Clearly the geography of the area to be controlled and the range of

the direction finders are also significant parameters. In principle, however, it may be
said that networks using direction finde:s of conventional 0.5—degree accuracy or
markedly more accurate types (0.1°) are both possible. From the arguments of redundancy

and of maintaining the highest possible coverage it would appear that a network made up
of a large number of direction finders of moderate accuracy is to be preferred to one
using few higher-accuracy DF stations. 

~~~~~ -- ---— --—~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~—------ —----- — 
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PRECISE ENROUTE NAVIGATION BASED ON GROUND-DERIVED TECHNIQUES

G. Blaschke, G. Peu ker
Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG (ITT )

Stuttgart. Germany

Suninary

Rho/Theta radio l ocation techniques today used for Enroute Navigation suffer from errors due to multi-
path propagation especially at several difficult sites. The development of Doppler—VOR was one answer
to reduce this problem for the angle measurement (azimuth theta). As s~gnal processing is still done
in the airborne set (air—derived system), an accuracy of better than 1 is not easily achievable. To-
gether with improved standard L-band DME (distance rho) and with the development and use of RNAV equip-
ment, a more accurate angle measurement is highly desirable. This should be achievable without strong
effort in airborne equipment, in order to allow economic world-wide introduction.

A solution is offered by a ground—derived concept for azimuth measurement. It is based on the standard
L-band ONE, using also the existing airborne ONE set. The DME interrogation pulses of the aircraft are
received at the ground via a special antenna array by DF equipment that allows ininediate determination
of angle of incidence. This angle is sent back to the aircraft by a third pulse synchronized with the
according DME reply. In the aircraft a search and track system extracts the ‘angl e reply , the time
delay of which relative to the OME reply represents angle information (azimuth).

The si gnal format is the key el ement of the system, allowing for simplicity of airborne equipment and
flexibility of ground stations. Basic error considerations show that errors due to airborne signal pro-
cessing can be neglected and that the ground system can be adapted to a large extend to the special
multi path environment , if necessary. This allows the deployinent,of ground stations tailored to a special
site leading to very economic solutions also on the ground .

The ground antenna array can be circular or linear according to special conditions. At each antenna
amplitude and phase of the received interrogation pulse are measured and from these the angle is cal-
culated in a digital computer. This principle is unique in one respect: no matter what is installed or
processed in the ground station , the airborne set receives always the same angle reply coding.

Implementation of airborne equipment is described followed by a more detailed presentation of ground
station design (ON E transponder, antenna array, receiver multi ple , processing method , transmitter and
data encoder, calibration and monitoring ).

Field test results from the experimental model of the landing system DLS and from the military system
ORTAC-M are given to show, that a 0.2 degree angle accuracy is readily achievable.

A possible way of operational introduction of such an approach as a future Standard Enroute Navigation
Aid is then considered.

Special aspects of the proposal , such as capacity, co—channel operation , use of directional ground
transmitter antennas and future growth potential are briefly discussed .

Finally some possible military applications will be described.

1. Introduction

Since many years medium ranne navigation is based on the standardized radio location systems VOR and
TACAN for civil and military aircraft resp. The coordinates used are the azimuth theta and the distance
rho. For direct guidance of the aircraft up today the azimth information only is used by selection of
a fi xed course and display of course deviation to the pilot or processing by an automatic flight control
system. Distance measurement is so far used only for the definition of fixed points to derive a new
course for a determined procedure. In general this enroute navigation concept is satisfying all needs ,
it is especially low In cost, reliable and safe.

One property of radio systems as VOR and TACAN , that creates sometimes a problem , is their susceptibi-
lity to multipath propagation. This causes errors or, coordinate measurements or even does not allow the
selection of a ground station location , that would be desirable from a navigation point of view .

The navigation based on fixed courses has some disadvantages , e.g. no free selection of ground station
locations and restrictions for air traffic control in case of high traffic density in terminal areas
(separation criteria). This was one of the reasons, that full use of angle and distance information
was introduced , allowing flights on nearly arbitrary paths by selection of a number of way points and
display to the pilot of the deviations from the path given by straight connections between the way—
points. This is basicly achieved by transformation of the measured values for distance and azimuth to
to the next waypoint. In such a concept also the errors of the primary coordinates are transformed and
can be an~llfied to an unacceptable amount depending on the crossing angles. From this point of view ,
a higher accuracy In coordinate measurement would be required. The enroute navigation system proposed
in this publication is based on the standard ONE with Improved accuracy (error < 100 m). An azimuth
measurement concept Is added , that Is matched with this ONE to optimize the overall system.
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For VOR + OME or for TACAN the time/frequency area is fully occupied by the combination of a ONE having
large bandwidth and short time duration with an angle measurement that is just the contrary. Consequently
a great percentage of the time/frequency domain is unused. The optimum matching is achieved , if the angle
measurement has the same characteristics concerning time/frequency needs. This leads to the use of the
DME pulses also for angle determination. It is implemented by receiving the ONE interrogations at the
ground with special antenna arrays that allow measurement of azimuth at the ground. The result is then
transmitted to the specific aircraft. The outstanding advantages of this concept are:
— improvement of anqle accuracy due to use of pulses (first pulse timing, known from ONE)
— flexibility of antenna array and processing of information in the ground station
— very low cost airborne equipment
— multiplication of number of channels by pulse coding (co—channel operation).

2. DME Based Ground Derived Concept

As already stated the existing L—band ONE system can be expanded to a rho/theta enroute navigation system
in a very economic way, especially with respect to cost of the airborne equipment.

The fol l owing proposal illustrates an attempt for an overall optimisation of the existing airborne equip-
ment, needed for ground based navigation purposes. Of course, this optimisation cannot be accomplished
by adding only some more sophisticated electronic hardware to the aircraft. The main reason, leading to
the optimisation is the introduction of a ground derived angl e measurement concept , adapted to the present
in use OME system.

2.1 General Description

The principl e of this concept is quite simpl e (see Fig. 1). The DME interrogations from the aircraft are
measured on the ground with respect to their angle of incidence by seans of a special receiving antenna
array. The results are transmitted back to the aircraft using a data format compatibl e wi th the DME time
frame and with minimal influence on system capacity .

Airborne reception of angle information is accomplished by the same receiver as used for ONE. Some slight
modifications for angle decoding have to be introduced. One approach is to add a supp lement to the exist-
ing standard ONE, the other solution is to integrate ONE and angle decoding in an advanced ONE transmitter!
receiver configuration.

2.2 Signal Format

The key to the system design is the signal format. Some basic conditions shall be fulfilled by adding
the angle component to ONE:
- no interference between ONE reply and angle information for the same aircraft
— a simple method of identification for the angle information
— a coding principl e allowi ng use of existing ONE receivers , requiring a minimum technical effort

for decoding
— ininunity against multipath distortions.

The coding princip le chosen for angle data transfer is a time difference between two certain pulses. An
additiona l reply pulse pair - equal in shape and pulse spacing to the DME reply - is needed for ang le
information transmission.

Proper identification and acquisition is realised by exactly the same principl e as used for ONE today .
Whilst for the distance the information is coded by the spacing of ONE interrogation and reply , the
angle is coded by the spacing of the OME reply and ang le rep ly. The measured time interval , subtracted
by a fixed bias time , is directly proportional to the angle of incidence measured at the ground station
(Fig. 2). A schematic diagram of angle data transmission is shown in Fig. 3. An angle pulse, received
5 msec after the ONE rep~y corresponds to 00 az imuth , an angle pulse recei ved 11.55 msec after the DME
reply corresponds to 360 azimuth. The 5 msec bias time is chosen to provide sufficient time for angle
processing on the ground and simultaneously to prevent an erroneous identification of this pulse as a
ONE reply — it lies outside the search region for ONE. The coding sensitivity is chosen for easy and
reliabl e encoding and decoding of the angle i nformation, it is about 1°/18,us. With this sensitivity a
resolution of 0.005° is achieved , assuming a tri ggering accuracy of better than O.1,us of the TACAN ONE
pulse pair , which corresponds to modern first pulse timing techniques.

This angle coding principle has also an inherent imunity against multipath distortions. The time inter-
val between ONE reply and angle reply is short enough , so that the reflection geometry will be practicall y
unchanged. This leads to an equal distortion (if any) of the pulses. As measurements of time are performed
on the 50 % point of the positive slope of the (first) pulse, no erroneous time spacing will result com-
pared to measurements with undistorted pulses . Thus errors due to airborne equipment can be neglected.

In a similar manner auxiliary data (as TMA Informations , QNH , wind direction , velocity etc.) can be trans-
mi tted from ground to air. These data are transmitted simultaneously to all aircraft word by word , each
consisting of an address and the corresponding information. Address and information are coded by the
posit ions of pulse triplets with respect to a reference pulse triplet. The positions of the address and
informa tion triplets are varied in steps of 4,us. Using a scheme as shown in Fig. 4, 96 different addresses
and 96 info nnatlons per address are possible. Word repetition rate is proposed to be 100 per second. This
scheme has the advantage, that priority can be given to any information , s ince  no discrete time order is
prescribed.

- - -~~--- —~~ --. — - - - - -- —-- -- -----—.----- --------- -- - - - - - - - - - - — —a.----
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Due to the data format chosen , the airborne equipment for decoding of angle information is rather simple.
An angle supplement to the standard ONE airborne set basically is a duplication of a ONE search and track
video system. Future ONE sets would already contain the necessary decoding circuitry for angle information.

With the introduction of modern microprocessors, the signal processing — i.e. acquisition , validation and
tracking — of DME and angle information only differs in software, additional hardware for angle function
bas i ca l l y then consists of some additional ROM ’ s for program storage. This means an optirnisation of the
airborne equipment with respect to cost, reliability and weight .  -

3. Equipment Design -

3.1 Airborne Design

An advanced solution for a ONE airborne equipment is shown in Fig. 5. The RF part is of the same type as
for a known precision ONE transceiver , including receiver , frequency generat ion , modulator , transmitter ,
T/R switch , and a pilot pulse module for PONE function.

The video part is splitted up into a signal processing part (real time measurement) and a data processing
part (microprocessor). The signal processing circuitry basically delivers time labels to the microprocessor
which is responsible for DME and angle reply processing and for auxiliary data. Other functions as monitor-
ing controls and further data processing for area navigation also can be handled by the microprocessor.
Compared with the technical solutions in use today for ONE, this propo sed ONE/angle equipment has addi-
tional capabilities without adding weight or cost, it may even be less expensive.

To demonstrate the simplicity of the signal processing unit and its interface to the microprocessor the
data samp ling is shown in Fig. 6. The decodes from pilot pulse, ground replies , and data tripl ets are
fed directly to the microprocessor , requesting an interrupt operation if the decodes are accepted. Simul-
taneously these decodes cause a register to sample the content of a real time sampling counter. To define
the beg inning and end of the ONE and angle time slots a magnitude compa rator compares computed reference
data with the sampling counter.

The search and track functions entirely are based on processor software. As an advantage over present in
use systems the over all search time is reduced considerably, as all replies wi thin the ONE or angle time
interval can be handled simultaneousl y. A reliable acquisition normally will be accomplished already after
three correct replies . Therefore no higher interrogation rate during search mode — compared to tracking
mode — is necessary any longer.

A computer block diagram down to IC level demonstrates the simp licity of the microprocessor hardware
(Fig. 7). It consists of 24 IC’s, 9 of them being interface units . More progress in large scale inte-
gration can be expected in the future .

3.2 Ground Station Design

Fig. 8 gives a basic block diagram of the ground station. The ONE transponder operates as usual , except
that for precision ONE measurements a pilot pulse loop is incorporated to ensure an exact transponder
delay time varying less than * 100 ris with respect to the nominal value. In addition to the ONE trans-
ponder a special receiving antenna array is used for angle determination. Each single antenna is coupled
to its own receiver, allowing for amplitude A and phase 0 measurement of the received signals on each
antenna . The measured phases and amplitudes are then processed within a digital processor to obtain the
angl e of incidence. This angle is coded into a time interval by a set of angle encoders. These encoders
determine the exact time point of angle reply transmission. Depending upon the maximum requested traffic
handling capacity it might be necessary to have a greater number of processors. The block diagram in Fig. 9
shows a processor multiple. Each station thus may be adapted to the capacity required. One important fea-
ture of the receiver multiple shall be described in some more detail. The receivers must be capable , to
amplify signals varying in fiel d strength from pulse to pulse up to 80 db. Amplitude and phase measurements
must be linear over the whole range. Therefore a special calibration system is incorporated. At fixed time
intervals calibration pulses with wel l defined amplitude and phase are fed into the receiving antennas.

For a circular antenna array, this is done simply by transmitting the calibration signal by the centre
of the array. For a linear antenna array a special distribution network with calibrated cables is used
to feed the calibration si gnal direct into the antenna elements. In each case the exact actual amplifi-
cation and phase shift Is measured for each receiver channel . The results are stored in the prcessor
memory for different field strengths of the input signal . By this , the measured values from received
interrogations can be corrected according to the characteristics of the individual receiver.

At the same time this calibration system provides an excellent monitoring for the station. Each receiver
channel from the antenna up to the processor input can be checked simply by a simulated interrogation
signal from the calibration system. The processor itself and all the following circuitry can be checked
completely by internal test signals , I.e. simulating digital test input signals corresponding to pre-
determined angles. Thus the whole system can be monitored i nternally without the need of an external moni-
tor. An external monitor can also be provided merely consisting of a transmitting antenna , fed by the
calibration transmitter. The additional Information it provides, is the check of the physical alignment
of the station. With same more sophisticated software an automatic self—calibration can be realised with
two external monitor antennas , eliminating bias errors nearly totally.

An essential part of the angle measurement in the ground station is the processing of the measured ampl i-
tudes and phases In order to calculate the angl e of incidence of the received interrogation. The main
objective Is, to find a mechanism , by which multipath effects are reduced as much as possible . First
approaches for mathematical methods are given by simulation of all known conventional principles by which

_  - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- -- ----
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angle measurement is performed with a given antenna array. Those principles are phase evaluation (rotat-
ing interferometer for a circular array), doppl er type processing (for linear and circular arrays),
rotating or scanning pencil beam diagrams , cross—section of two amplitude diagrams . The very low equip-
ment error, resulting from digita l processing as far as poss ib le , leads to smaller total azimuth errors
also for such more conventional methods.

The low equipment error is , on the other hand , a necessary condition for the application of more un-
conventional processing methods. Fig. 10 illustrates , what is meant. The real world appears as con-
sisting of several transmi tters distributed in space. One 0f those transmitters (Ti ... T,u) is the
wanted one, the others are generated by multipath effects. The basic idea to develop a mathematical
formalism is, to establish a model of the real world in the computer and to analyse the received signa l
against this model. The problem ist , that the real worl d is generally not known and is very complex.
A simplified first approach is therefore, to define a model and to use mathematics without considering
differences to real world. In many cases this leads to reduced errors in angle determination. Another ,
more complex way is to establish a model with free parameters concerning number of reflectors and their
properties and to correlate this model with the received set of amplitudes and phases. This method needs
much more calculations and is not yet possible in a system with high update rate requirements. Further
increase of computer speed with more advanced technology may lead to the use of such processing, which
should reduce errors further and allow the employment of smaller antenna arrays. Here a wide field is
open for mathematicians to establish useful procedures. This again shows, that the concept proposed is
open for the future and flexible enough to introduce newest results of research without modificati~n
of airborne equipment.

It may finally be mentioned , that also the combination of results from different processing methods of
the conventiona l or unconventional type is possible and leads to reduced errors, if the errors are not
correlated between the methods.

4. Fiel d Test Resul ts

The field test results being presented are from two systems based on the described concept and proving
its usability : DLS, the German MLS contribution and ORTAC, a military system that was designed for a
special application of rho/theta navigation. The field test results are given in Figs. 11 and 12, with-
out more coninents, because its only intended to give an impression, that the errors well below one
degree can be achieved with a circular array of 5 to 10 wavelengths diameter and a special phase pro-
cessing. The distances during the field tests were rather small (max. 32 NM), because in both cases a
landing aid was to be evaluated. Similar results can , however, be expected also for greater distances ,
because power budget would be adjusted accordingly.

5. Special System Characteristics

5.1 Co-Channel Operation

For a single azimuth measurement only one ONE interrogation and one angle reply is necessary. The number
of pulses that must be transmitted is therefore considerably reduced as compared to TACAN azimuth . A
small number of pulses transmitted and complete measurements performed with single pulse groups are the
conditions that allow the capacity of one rf channel to be shared in a time multiplex manner. In addi-
tion to one pulse pair spacing as it is now for standard ONE further pulse codings will be introduced for
each interrogation and reply. The number of those codes per frequency channel depends on operational
needs; from an equipment point of view it is a matter of complexity for coding and decoding.

If only pulse pair spacing is the coding means, the possible number of extra channels could be as follows
(taking into account other standardized spacings and properties of decoding):

X - M o de V-Node

airborne interrogation/ airborne ground
ground reply interrogat. reply

X — 0 12,us V — 0 36/us 30,us
(standard ) (s tan dard )

X — 1 17/us Y — 1 23,us 15,us
X — 2 21,us I — 2 33/us 19/us
X — 3  27,us 

________ ________ ________

3 additIonal codes 2 additiona l codes
4 x 126 = 504 total number of channels 3 x 126 378 total number of channels

This number should be good enough for standard enroute navIgation , while for special military applica-
tlon a greater number Is desIrable. It Is achieved by additIonal codings using phase modulation of the
carrier during single pulses. Figure 13 shows one way of this modulation that has been studied in detail
so far. The phase deviation durIng the pulse must be l imited In order not to exceed the specified fre-
quency spectrum for one standard ONE rf channel . It must also be considered , that there Is enough pro-
tection of codings against multipath propagation. Calculations have shown, that the proposed scheme of
FIg. 13 Is sufficiently protected in this respect.

-- --~
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It must be mentioned, that special consideration is necessary for the layout of airborne receiver AGC to
live wi th very different rf levels received from ground stations transmitting with the same rf but with
different codes. Some kind of a “sea rch ” mode starting with low sensitivity at the receiver Input, must
be implemented . This is. however, possible in a very elegant manner with a microprocessor as the central
element of airborne control and processing.

5.2 Capacity

For the standard ONE system the capacity, which is meant to be the number of aircraft that can be served
simultaneously, is greater than 100 aircraft. By some means this number can be increased to 300 or even
600 aircraft (reduced interrogation rate, lower reply efficiency in the airborne set, range dependent
interrogation rate). So far, no real l imitation in practical use of the ONE system, was reported. If this
would happen in a special area, a second station on a seperate rf channel could be installed. It is impor-
tant to note, that the random access principle of the ONE prevents a sudden degradation of coordinate
measurement due to overload.

Adding the described angle measurement system reduces the capacity of a ONE ground station , due to the
required transmission of angle replies at certain points in time. If an interrogation arrives at such a
time or a ONE reply should be transmitted at such a time it will be lost. The reduction is in the order
of about 30% as calculations have shown. A somewhat more complex situation shows up for a time multi-
plex i ng in rf channels. Additional distortions due to pulse overlapping at the airborne receivers of
pulses transmitted from different ground stations reduce capacity. It depends, however, very much on the
geometric distribution of ground stations operating on the same rf channel and of aircraft using these
stations. A very rough result of simulations is , that the total number of aircraft using the same rf
channel in a time multiplex mode is slightly more than if there would be no multiplexing of the channel .
In other words, the capacity of one rf channel is distributed over as many ground stations as co—channels
are existing. The advantage of co-channel operation is therefore not an increased capacity, but the possi-
bility to distribute it over ground stations at different locations , which not in each case need to have
maximum capacity.

5.3 Directional Transmitter Antennas

It is a unique feature of the proposed system, that the transmission of all replies can be made over
directional antennas into the direction from which the interrogation was received. The directivity will
preferably be in the horizontal plan. The basic advantages of such a concept are:
- available antenna gain reduces necessary rf power generation
- multipath effects are reduced
— locating of station by direction finders is more difficult.

For ORTAC—M sys~em (see Fig. 14) eight directional antennas are used, each having a horizontal 3 db—
beaewidth of 45 . In order to transmit also the ONE reply over one of the directional antennas, a fast
processing and determination of azimuth is necessary (time < 50,us ). As the accuracy for this coarse
azimuth can be very low (some degrees), a simple analog method bf processing the received singal can
be cnosen.

6. Operational Considerations

6.1 Enroute Navigation

As the ONE is the key element in the proposed system, and ONE is used today by military and civil air-
craft, the future enroute navigation system should be a coimmon civil/military standard. In this publ i-
cation It is named ORTAC—M , also if civil applications are meant.

The introduction of this system would mean to have the new generation airborne ONE or a supplement to
the existing ONE installed in the aircraft. Such a new ONE would have the same mechanical dimensions as
a standard ONE has today, thus it would be a replacement. The VOR receiver, that delivers azimuth from
a VOR ground station could still remain in the a/c. In a mixed ground statIons situation , which would
be the case in the early phase of introduction, both azimuth equipments are available. For military
aircraft in most cases the modification of their airborne TACAN would be necessary, this being also pos-
sible without increase of the equipment , so that a pure replacement in this case is possible with auto-
matic selection by the airborne receiver of the azimuth whether It Is conventiona l TACAN or, if avail-
able , from an ORTAC-M installed at the ground.

As already mentioned , Improved distance measurement Is optimally supplemented by an accurate azimuth
measurement In the ORTAC—M system. For a distance of 100 km the errors caused from distance and angle
measurement are nearly the same (between 100 m and 200 m), so that a circular error area results. Accurate
determ ination of any posItIon In the coverage volume of a ground station Is thus possible, a feature
essential to the future of effective area navigation. Exact position determination of a poInt in space
is also Important for updating of autonomous airborne navigation systems, such as Doppler navigation and
inertial systems.

a 
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6.2 Military Applications

For military application the combination of autonomous airborne systems and an ORTAC-M ground network
could be an optimum solution. The short time needed to determine a position with ORTAC-M is very important
in this respect. The ability of co-channel operation offers the possibility of installing an ORTAC—M
ground network e.g. for the Federal Republic of Germany using only one TACAN rf channel . This is made
possible, as the capacity per station is very low , if it is used preferably for updating purposes.

On the other hand , a smaller area could be covered with radio location information down to very low
heights. This is achieved by locating as many ground stations as necessary in this small area, all
working on one rf channel , each with enough time multiplexed channels. Again capacity per station is
small and , as the stations are relatively near together, azimuth accuracy could be lower, that means
low cost stations would solve the cost problem that exists, if many stations in a small area are to be
installed . It must be mentioned, that no protection areas between these stations are required , so that
a free selection of locations is possible. In a short study for such a case, assuming an area of 80 km x
80 km near Ulm (Germany) it was shown, that for a radio coverage down to 100 m above surface requires
6 stations, a coverage down to 50 m requires 63 stations and a coverage down to 20 m requires 190 stations.
From these results it is obvious , that there are certain limitations , so that again the combination with
some airborne aid would be more economic.

Finally it should be noted, that a mobile version of ORTAC-M is wel l suited for tactical applications,
again because of co—channel operation , transmission on request only, directional transmission. Those
appl ications may be to control observation missions with conventional aircraftsor helicopters or the
guidance of remotely piloted vehicles.

6.3 Growth Potential

One of the outstanding features of the proposed concept for future rho/theta radio systems Is its flexi-
bility. After the airborne equipment is installed in all aircrafts, nearly every special ground station
necessary for any reason, can be developped and the airborne reception is possible. Those cases could be:
- highest accuracy systems (well below 0.10 degrees) for special applications
— lowest accuracy systems for highest mobility applications
— linear antenna arrays to cover a sector with high accuracy angle information (e.g. landing aid).

Another growth potential inherent in the system is given , because the angle coordinates are measured at
the ground. A limi ted air traffic control for tactical situations is possible. This could be supplemented
by data transmission in both directions in the same channel . Growth potential is also provided with re-
spect to processing methods for evaluating the amplitudes and phases measured at each antenna. Up to now
more conventiona l processing was implemented. There are, however, theoretical approaches, that could lead
to a reduction in antenna aperture but still maintaining high accuracy. The use of such methods depends
on theoretical work to be done and on todays computer speed limitations , which may not exist tomorrow.
To introduce such methods, no change in signal format and thus in airborne equipment would be required.

Conclusions

A system concept is proposed for accurate rho/theta radio navigation as a future standard, that would meet
all foreseeable needs for civil and military purposes . It is based in the standard DME and therefore uses
a frequency band with many advantages. As economic use of available frequency bands is one of the greatest
demands , it seems worthwhile to consider the introduction of such a flexible ground derived system.

The authors would like to thank the German civil and military authorities , which supported the studies of
the system described.
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One-Way Ranging with TACAN

M. Böhm
Standard E].ektrik Lorenz AG (ITT)

Stuttgart , Germany

SUMMARY

TACAN has been a proven standard Nato en route radio navigation sys tem for about
20 yea rs. Developed in the USA by ITT , airborne and ground equipment is now being used
also outside Nato. The DME—part of TACAN is fully compatible with  the standard ICAO DME .

The distance measuring principle of TACAN—DME is two-way ranging. An aircraft inter-
rogates the desired ground station and receives replies delayed in the ground station
by 50~ is. Pulse round trip time minus So ps equals twice the travelled distance dividedby the propagation velocity of light .

Due to this round-trip principle a ground station normaL.y cannot serve more than
about 120 interrogating aircraft . It is therefore desirable to have one—way ranging as
the superior alternative. In addition, “silent” aircraft , which do not interrogate , are
f requently required.

The technology for one—way ranging has matured considerably over the past five years ,
and it seems appropriate no~ to consider extremely stable time sources for being intro-
duced also to the TACAN system.

The paper discusses principles of TACAN , one—way and pseudo one—way ranging, and de-
scribes their possible application to TACAN , ground and airborne . Particular emphasis is
put on synchronisation techniques .

The paper concludes with an outlook on some new operational applications which would
be made possible by one—way ranging with TACAN .

1. Introduction

TACAN is a proven standard Nato radio navigation system which has been successfully
in service for more than two decades . More than a thousand ground stations are in oper-
ation, and more than 50 000 airborne sets have been built (1). An additional lifetime of
about another two decades is expected , resulting in further demand for modern ground and
airborne equipment .

Since the beginning of the current decade various types of new improved airborne equip-
ment have been introduced to different services. And at the beginning of the next decade
introduction of a new generation of ground stations is expected , which will provide all
the benefits of the solid state technology available today .

Surprisingly enough , how ever , very few system improvements appear to be planned for
the new generation of TACAN equipment though there are several opportunities to do this
for both the azimuth and the distance part of the system.

This paper deals with a s ignif icant  improvement poss ib i l i ty  of the DME part of TACAN .
This system , as is well known , employs a two—way ranging system requiring aircraft  to
interrogate a selected ground station which replies to any appropriately coded inter-
rogation it receives provided the number of interrogating aircraft is less than 120. If
more than 120 aircraft are interrogating , those beyond this number are denied service
which are the most distant ones .

Limited capacity is one constraint of the present TACAN system , the other one being
the requirement  for airborne t ransmissions in the DME mode. “ Silent” ai rc raf t  are much
more desirable , and even required in many cases. -

The solution to this problem is one—way ranging which has been discussed since the
mid fifties (2 ). But little has been achieved as far as implementation is concerned .
Clock technologies , synchronization techniques and cost problems apparently advised to
stay with the conventional but proven two—way ranging. For example , when SC-117 of RTCA
discussed this in 1969, they concluded that one—way or pseudo one—way DME was needlessly
expensive , and settled for two-way DME .

This paper describes solutions which indicate , however , that earlier constraints appear
not to exist any more.
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2. Objectives

A one—way ranging capability is to be proposed for TACAN which maintains full com-
patibility . It is desirable to provide this capability not only in new equipment but
also for equipment already in service by using retrofit kits.

Cost increase for airborne equipment by this new feature should not be more than 5 % ,
while maintaining or improving reliability. Employment of atomi~ clocks is to be kept ata minimum in favour of crystal clocks.

Employment of one—way ranging must not increase related pilot work load . In contrast ,
a reduction of it is desirable.

3. Principle and Problems of One—Way Ranging

The pr inciple of one—way ranging is explained in fig. 1. A transmitter at a known
position transmits a signal at a point of time to which is also known at the receiver .
The transmitted signal travels a time corresponding to the distance between transmitter
and receiver and arrives at the receiver at the time t, . If the difference of time t1 —t0
is now measured in the receiver , the distance 9 can be determined by using the speed oflight as the appropriate factor [3].

This extremely simple principle has its problems , of course , in providing the standard
time generators on ground and in the air, and having synchronized them before each
measurement is made.

In order to provide system measurement errors of less than 100 ns — corresponding to
a metrical error of 30 m — the synchronization error should be less than 20 ns or 6 m .

Time generator technology has developed rapidly over the past five years , though , and
appears to provide the tools to solve the task. Fig. 2 shows a table of properties of
various standard time generators. It is surprising to see, how close crystal frequency
standards have come to atomic clocks with regard to accuracy £14 , 5, 63

After having the accurate clocks, it is another task to synchronize them. The various
space programs of recent years , however , provided the know—how to also solve this task
efficiently . Fig. 3 summarizes several synchronization schemes developed for space ap-
plications .

Where two—way ranging is used as a means for synchronizing the airborne clock , it de-
pends on the clock stability whether real one—way ranging can be achieved during a mission ,
or only pseudo one—way ranging is available . Employing an airborne crystal oscillator
with an accuracy of say i05 and remembering the desired synchronization error of less
than 20 ns , there would be required a refresh synchronization every 2 ms at the TACAN
rf frequencies of 1 GHz, which the TACAN system would not provide with a prf of 30 pulses
per second , amd 7which would be anyway no one-way ranging at all. Even with an oscillator
accuracy of 10~~ a one-way scheme would not be better than two—way ranging because therewould be required a new synchronization every 200 ms. Only with a clock accuracy of 10-10
a new synchronization would be required after every 200 s or 3.33 minutes. This is still
no real one—way ranging , but pseudo one—way ranging as illustrated in fig. 1i~ It would
he helpful , however , to increase ground system capacity in that each interrogator would
use a drastically reduced number of interrogation pulses in a given time period , and
hence much more than a hundred aircraft could be served . The well acknowledged Alexander
Report to the FAA in the 1960s suggested capacity improvement from 100 to 800 aircraft
by just reducing the PRF of each interrogator , i.e. a one order of magnitude increase.
However , the requirement for improved accuracy of the D?’~ is contrad~~ tory in that it
asks for an increased prf. In addition, the difference between a 10 

~~
‘ clock and a 10—12

- which would provide real one-way ranging during a five-hour mission - is small compared
to that between these two types of clocks and the conventional i05 crystal clock em-
ployed in average TACAN airborne equipment . And despite all the progress of precise time
standard equipment it will still be a while before such equipment can be used as a
synthesizer clock for airborne TACAN equipment economically . Therefore another solution
is to be looked for.

14, Ground Synchronization and Equipment

TACAN has already a receive-only mode. Azimuth can be measured by any number of air-
craft , without saturation , because in this mode no aircraft transmissions are involved .
Fig. 5 summarizes the signal format of TACAN. The basic signal element is the pulse pair
sketched in fig. 5a, the transmission of which requires about 1400 kHz bandwidth. About
3600 pulse pairs per second are transmitted and amplitude modulated as indicated in
fig. 5c by a rotating antenna. The phase of the detected 15/135 Hz pulse envelope compar-
ed to the reference pulses - north and auxiliary — comprises azimuth and shall be dis-
cussed no further.

The reference pulses are sketched in fig. 5b . They provide a most suitable means for
transmitting also the reference time signals for one—way ranging. The refresh frequency
- 135 Hz - is high enough to also meet requirements for high accuracy landing DME appli-
cations , and low enough to provide unambiguity within any coverage for en route navigation. 
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These pulses are generated in the ground station with an accuracy which allows for
transmitting the reference time points for distance measuring as well as frequency con-
trolling the airborne oscillator , thus eliminating the need for an ultra stable clock
there. This will be described later.

At first , however , synchronization of a ground station shall be discussed . Fig. 6
indicates how synchronization can be achieved using a time transmitting station. If the
position of this station is known as well as the positions of the TACAN stations to be
synchronized , then also the distances dl to d6 are known and with these distances the
time delays by which the time signals arrive later at the TACAN stations . By these travel
times the signals of the TACAN station cloc ks are delayed internally and compared to the
received signals . The received time signal and the TACAN station clock signal are made
equal in time by setting the delay circuit accordingly .

In order to compensate for drifts of the TACAN clock , another variable delay is pro-
vided which is controlled by the output of the comparator circuit for the two time signals.

In fig. 6b the synchronization is shown for the case of a time transmitter but also
for the case with no time transmitter . In this application synchronization has to be
achieved by two-way ranging between the TACAN stations . This requires line of sight
between two neighboured stations , directly or via fixed relay stations . This method is
requiring more equipment effort and therefore will not be discussed any further. It would
be , however , the same as described for synchronizing the airborne equipment a little later .

The block diagram of a ground station is shown in fig. 7. The basic design looks rather
conventional. And it is, except the special clock and the time receiver .

The clock has to be stable enough to control the reference over an unlimited period
of time with an error of less than 20 ns , compared to the desired standard time of the
TACAN net under consideration. In addition to providing clock stability, synchron iza t ion
to this standard time has to be made possible. For this purpose the time receiver is used .

The clock can be either of the atomic or crystal type , the difference being essentially
in the necessary refresh synchronization intervals . Fig. 7b shows the basic block diagrams
of both circuits , which are the same. The oscillator frequency is divided to provide
135 sharp pulses per second . These pulses are delayed by the travel time of the time
signal received from a distant time transmitter with known position. At the input of the
fixed delay circuit the same timing pulses are available as at the time transmitter . This
is done for all TACAN stations of the net under consideration to provide the required
standard or reference time of the net.

In addition to synchronizing the timing pulses , the frequency of the osci l la tor  can be
stabilized to the accuracy of the oscillator of the time transmitter . Therefore , in prin-
ciple , this oscillator has to be the only one of utmost accuracy and stability, for in-
stance a cesium standard , uninterrupted time transmitter service provided . The oscillators
at the TACAN stations can be crystal oscillators , of top quality though.

Fig. 7c indicates how a frequency control signal could be generated . Instead of any
phase—locked loop technique — which is also possible — a conventional gating method anda special fast clock of about 135 MHz prf are advised . Frequency adjustment or compensation
of oscillator drift are achieved by means of two counters and a microprocessor. Accuracy
of the fast clock does not matter due to this nulling principle.

5. Antenna Control

Antenna control is not very critical in both cases , that of the mechanical rotated an-
tenna and that of the electronically rotated antenna — which at present still plays a
minor or neglectable role for TACAN . The required accuracy is comparatively low , two to
tnree orders of magnitude less than for one—way ranging . Fig. 8a shows how control of a
mechanically rotated antenna is achieved . The signal from the antenna north pick—up de-
vice is no more used to trigger the reference pulses , but only to generate the drive
control signal by comparison with the station clock. For the airborne azimuth circuits ,
however , this does not involve any perceivable difference nor any perceivable accuracy
degradation.

For an electronically rotated antenn~i contro l is very simple , as is shown in fig. 8b .The reference pulses from the station clock are used to trigger the antenna control cir-
cuit , which immediately responds because of no antenna inertia involved .

6. Airborne Synchronization and Equipment

Synchronization of airborne equipment can be achieved with highest possible accuracy
only before a mission when the reference distance is exactly known. Synchronization during
a mission leads to less accuracy due to the limitations of two—way ranging .

A straightforward method of synchronization is sketched in fig. 9. An aircraft due for
a mission is rolled to specific parking areas or to a marked area on the runway . These
areas have known distances to a nearby TACAN station. All the pilot has to do at these
areas to achieve synchronization is to select this distance at his control box and push
a synchronization button. (Instead of selecting a distance , pushing a code button might
be the more comfortable approach and the one less exposed to pilot errors.) Synchronization
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is then achieved automatically within seconds. A synchronization light is indicating to
the pilot that synchronization is achieved. It is maintained as long as TACA& stations
are received .

After interruption of TACAN service during a mission , new synchronization can be
achieved only by applying two-way ranging. The workload for the pilot in this case is,
however , as low as for synchronization before a mission. He only has to switch his TACAN
set to the T/R mode , and then to push the synchronization button . Within seconds the
synchronization light is coming again , and the pilot can switch back to the receive—only
mode , the aircraft becoming “silent ” again. The related signals are sketched in fig. 9b.

In fig. 10 the block diagram of the airborne TACAN equipment is shown together with
some circuit details, which are essentially the same as for the ground station. The block
diagram of the airborne equipment does not disclose a significant difference to a con-
ventional TACAN set . The difference is in the clock, as fig. lOb and lOc indicate. Of
course , this TACAN set allows conventional two-way ranging as well as one-way ranging.

The velocity of an aircraft is the basic problem with using the reference pulses
transmitted by the ground station also as a reference to control the airborne clock. At
high subsonic speed , the change of a plane ’s position between the fi9t and second pulse
of a 1/135 s gate represents a distortion of the gate time by around —7 ns, dependant on
t he f l ight direction. This distortion results in a periodic change of the number of clock
pulses falling into each gate. The frequency of this change is proportional to the speed
of the aircraft . Additionally , any oscillator drift may lead to a variation of the number -

of clock pulses falling into each gate. However , the frequency of this drift is small and
can be determined by the comparator shown in fig. lOc . Therefore , separating the distortion due
to aircraft speed and the distortion due to oscillator drift can easily be achieved by
first determining the change frequency, then deriving from this the number of clock pulses
which make the balance between the number of clock pulses within a chosen number of gates ,
e.g. 135, in the undis torted case , and the number of total clock pulses within this chosen
number of gates in the case of distortion by aircraft movement only . Finally the number
of clock pulses representing the oscillator drift can be derived by getting the balance
between the total number of clock pulses within the 100 gates and the number of clock
pulses in the undistorted case increased by the number of clock pulses contributed by
aircraft movement only . This compensation method may advise not to control the clock,
but to correct errear.eous divider results using a microprocessor circuit with appropriate
peripheral circuits.

The clock therefore comprises both a synchronization and reference correction capa-
bility. Instead of introducing an expensive, voluminous atomic frequency standard , a
conventional crystal oscillator is recommended , as is already used in current airborne
equipment . Fig. lOc shows an example of how frequency control might be realized without
VCO techniques . A special 135 MHz clock feeds two counters which are gated by signals
from the decoder and the airborne crystal clock respectively . Thus a comparison of the
length of the two gates , i.e. the oscillator frequencies , is possible with a resolution
of about 7 os, and the change frequency can be determined as well as the crystal oscillator
drift . Controlled by the microprocessor the divider is corrected and the crystal oscil-
lator stabilized .

Synchronization is achieved as shown in fig. 10 b. If the synchronization button is
pushed , a digital delay is switched into the control loop . The delay corresponds to the
distance between ground station and aircraft and is selected either via the control box
or automatically in the two-way ranging aiode during flight .

7. Operational Considerations

One-way ranging with TACAN opens some new operational advantages for en route radio
navigation. Fig. 11 gives a summary .

The most obvious applicat i on is Rho-Theta navigation ( f ig .  h a ) ,  with Rho derived by
one-way ranging . The aircraft has no need for transmission , and no saturation of a ground
station is possible . A certain disadvantage of this kind of naviga;ion is the difference
in accuracies of distance and azimuth measurement . DME errors are much smaller than metrical
azimuth ez rors for distances of more than 10 km.

If a second ground station transmitting on another frequency can be received , t n —
la te ra t ion  wo u ld  be tne more accurate ipproach. However , the need for this second station
may some t i i ~es ~ r ev e r ,t ~~ ia app l i ca t i on  from being usable . On the other hand , in this
applicati~~ ~ 

- 
~ irts of tne ground station would be required , simple DME stat ions

would e~ 4’fice.

If three  ~~~~~~~~ ar, be received at any time , the well—known hyperbolic navigation
would be possib e . F r  this  appl icat ion no accurate airborne clock would be needed , and
a s impl i f i ed  a i rbo rne  receiver for special missions and applications might be used.
Again , only  DME grc~~nd s t a t ions  would be needed , and no azimuth signals would be involved .
A disadvantage of the approach sketched in f ig .  lic is , however , the need for hopping
continuously between various frequency channels .

Therefore the scheme sketched in f ig.  lid is preferable . All ground stations would
operate on the same frequency channel. The reference pulses of the various ground
stations would be transmitted not at the same time but delayed against each other to

- —~~—~-~ ——---- —- — ——---—— ..—.---—- —,-----------,----.-————,.-,--—-- - —.-- .—- -
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an extent which guarantees separate reception of these pulses in any aircraft  at any
distance within the coverage .

Overall system accuracy is d e t e r m i n e d  m a i n l y  — as is the case with conventional
TACAN — by equipment and multipath errors. The best systems today like SETAC provide
operational system errors down to 20 to 30 m . A one—way DME as described would provide
errors of no more than twice that fi~ ures with airborne equipment like MITAC , while the
much larger errors of conventional TACAN airborne equipment would not be perceivably
increased by the one—way DME bias and noise errors .

8. Conclusions

One-way ranging with TACAN of fers  “silent ” radio navigation to aircraft  which at
present have continuously to transmit signals in order to measure their radio position
with TACAN.

In contrast to frequently heard opinions one—way ranging can be achieved without am
atomic clock in a TACAN-airborne equipment . Synchronization and frequency control can
be provided to stabilize a conventional crystal oscillator sufficiently with the necess-
ary accuracy.

Synchronization and frequency control in the ground stations can also be achieved
without top performance atomic clocks there , if tine transmitter signals are used appro-
priately .

Thus a very economic way to improve performance of TACAN and also SETAC [7] becomes
available and can be used without penetrating compatibili ty of new and existing equip-
ment to any extent .

One-way DME may find advantageous applications - besides extending conventional
TACAN service - for RPV and drone missions over the battlefield , where radio silence
is a requirement . These applications appear particularly attractive , as cost of the
one-way ranging circuits are supposed to add to the overall airborne TACAN equipment
cost not more than 5 % .
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AN ECM-RESISTANT COMMUNICATION AND RANGING
SYSTEM FOR REMOTELY PILOTED VEHICLES

by
Hermann Sepp

Assoc iate of Central Telecomunication Laboratories
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft
8 Mtlnchen 70, Hofmannstr. 51

Summary

Accurate ECM—resistant navigation and two-way ECM—resistant data transmission are
significant requirements in R.PV systems. Both problems can be solved simultaneously by
the SIECON system which achieves its high ECM-reslstance with the aid of pseudo noise
phase shift keying modulation (PN PSK). To assure high resistance against all kinds of
jammers including sophisticated types , a number of different PN—codes with high clock
frequency and various acquisition modes can be chosen. A combined up- and down-link
configuration optimizes system performance and minimizes cost and weight . Moreover the
combination of the two links allows accurate jam—resistant range measurement if the RPV
receiver and RPV transmitter use the same timebase for their PN—codea . The requirements
for low primary input power , long range and high ECM-resistance necessitate the use of
high gain antennas associated with an antenna tracking system. SIECON employs spread
spectrum conical scan.

1. Introduction

This paper describes a jam—resistant communication and ranging system designated SIECON
(Siemens ECM-Resistant Communication and Navigation). SIECON can be used in any applica—
tT~n where anti-jam two-way data links together with jam-resistant , accurate rangingare required. One important application for SIECON is therefore in RPV ’s (Remotely
Piloted Vehicles). Normally one data link is necessary to transmit command and control
information from a control station to the RPV, but often an additional link is required
to relay real—time RPV data and video signals. Accurate positioning is important in
order to navigate the RPV . During all RPV—missions hostile electronic countermeasures
(ECM ) must be anticipated and therefore the data lii~iks and the navigation system must
be sufficiently ECM—resistant.

2. The Problem

Fig. I illustrates a typical case of RPV op-
eration. The double lines represent two-way
data links for simultaneous distance meas-
urement and data transmission. In the exam-
ple shown positioning of the RPV is based on
the well-known trilateration , however SIECON
can also work in the rho-theta mode. At
higher radio frequencies airborne control
stations are needed to meet line—of—sight
requirements.
It is necessary to know the requirements on
the electronic equipment and the expected ( 2

threat environment in order to permit selec- ~~
tion of suitable concepts for data trans—
mission and ranging. Table I shows the most
important RPV requirements. 

/

These requirements drastically reduce the
number of suitable methods. Today and even I ’ ’

more in the near future several jamming 02strategies will form an essential part of
elect ronic warefa re. Therefore sophisti~-cated jammers such as repeaters and ja mmers Fi 1= ~~~ ‘~~erationdesigned specif ically against the considered ~~
system must be taken into account .

-— - - - ---- - - -- - - . --.-- -,.---- ——---- - — --- -.. -



High ECM-resistance

Two—way data transmission

Jam—res istant, accurate ranging

Long range

High transmission quality , small error rate

Low primary power consumption
High relative velocity between the RPV and the
control stations
Suitable for high and low altitude operation

Simultaneous operation of several RPV’s

Difficult to detect by the enemy

Safety from intereeptioz~
Small volume, light weight , low Eost

Table 1: Important RPV requirements.

3. Principles to Achieve High ECM—Resistance

In addition to tactical countermeasures such as short transmission time , rare use and
versatility of equipment a number of technical countermeasures are known to achieve
ECM—res istance. Table 2 enumerates some of the more conventional techniques. Table 3
shows the two most important modern ECCM techniques (ECCM Electronic Counter Counter-
measures). _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Cable connection

High transmitter power

Various operating frequencies

Directional antennas,
Adaptive antennas

Redundancy

Tabel 2: Conventional ECCM techniques.

chirping

Pulse compression

phase shift keying. PSK

pseudo noise phase shift
keying, PN PSK

Spread spectrum

~~~~~~-frequen cy hopp ing , PH

Table 3: Modern ECCM techniques.

The use of cable connection and high transmitter power usually create problems for RPV
operation. The other techniques listed in this table are not adequate on a stand—alone
basis but they work very well in combination with one of the modern ECCM techniques.
This “hybr id” solutions in the form of spread spectrum modulation combined with conven-
tional measures, or th. combination of two types of spread spectrum modulation offer
certain advantages over single methods. See ~1 , 2, ~7 for more detailed information.
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4. Principle of PN PSK with SIECON

For every spread spectrum system in addition to a conventional modulator a spread
spectrum modulator is necessary to distribute the desired signal over a wide frequency
range. The selection of the conventional modulator depends on the kind of data to be
transmitted. Fig. 2 shows the analog and digital version of the transmitter with sim—
plifi~d power density spectra.
The message from the analog signal source having a bandwidth Bb is applied to the fre-
quency modulator. The modulation index 13 is chosen as described in /2/. The signal at
the output of the message modulator with
the bandwidth B1 is fed to the spread ~,sspectrum modulator. In our case it is a —fl—., I00 to 180° bi—phase modulator which shifts ______ ,i i1 ,tE ~~ ~

•
~1the phase of the signal in rhythm with a

high clock frequency. A phase shifted FM- I

binary pseudo random sequence (PR.S) of
signal is shown in fig. 3. The PN modula-
tion causes an extreme spreading of the
bandwidth to

B2~~~2 f~, ~~~>>~~~• 
r _ . : :: _

~~~~iI~~~ 

~~~
- O,.III.I.,

P~~ . F~ I~6~ ~~~~~Fig. 4 illustrates the spectrum of a pseu-
do random sequence and a section of this L.~~IH~ IJI~~ 

.
FM F,.q.s.cy

pseudo random sequence in the time do-

with the envelope ______ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

maine. The spectrum is a line spectrum Bb/

rsin 2 Fig. 2: Block diagram of the transmitter

s~~~ ~~~ [ m
~~fc 

c
)1 

(digital and analog version).

~MN\t\J JWM~f
FM- ..g. I

IC ~~~
Ph .d. ~w.d,.. 1I~h~•

I fl~~ I 

tFM- PM PSI(-sign.I fit,

~~~~~~~~~~ I 

-, 
1_____J1_] I_1 1_I•1_____~ —

Fig. 3: Phase shifted FM—signal. Fig.4: Pseudo random sequence.

The spread spectrum signal at the output of the bi—phase modulator is converted into the
HF-band in an upeonverter , amplified in a traveling-wave tube (TWT) and radiated.
The message from a bina ry digita l source can be added modulo—2 to the pseudo random se-
quence as shown in fig. 2. The pseud o random sequence “falsified by the message ” is
then fed to the spread spectrum modulator similar to the analog system.
In addition to the desired signal, spurious signals will also be present at the front
end of the receiver. Fig. 5 shows a block ~1iagramm of the receiver. As an example in thepower density spectra a strong CW—Jammer in the centre of the band of the desired signal
is introduced. The band spread can be cancelled by reshifting the phase of the input
signa l by means of the pseudo random sequence of the receiver , provided that the syn-
chronisation circuit in the receiver is able to control the pseudo random generator. As
• consequence a pseudo random sequence is produced which is identical and synchronous
with the pseudo random sequence in the desired input signal. Thereafter the signal
only contains the modulation produced by the message because

m (t) • m (t) — 1 , m(t )  PRS,

and the signal bandwidth is reduced to its previous value.
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While the phase shifts of the desired signal
in the receiver are cancelled, the inter— St e

ference signals are phase shifted with re— 
/ 1 ~h~r~Ii~ J U~spect to the pseudo random sequence of the

receiver and therefore the jammer and all the ~~~~~
other spurious signals are spread similar to \ ~~the spreading of the desired signal in the
transmitter. A bandpassfilter following the L.~ ~phase shifter in the receiver with a band-

pressed desired signal can eliminate a con— ~~~~~~~~~~~~ PflG~~~~~~~~~~~~~ h l
width equal to the bandwidth of the com-

siderab].e amount of the interfering power.
0 b....d,I,I, ~The processing gain in the case of narrow o,. ~~~~ — - - - —-band jamming corresponds to (2] o... os.iti,i..
SC Syn.hI..i.~t~o. .I~..d

P*S Pu.d. fond.., fl n.IOIOIPG~~ f’ c/
’Bi cc C.I,...nI

and in the case of wideband jamming Fig. 5: Block diagram of the receiver

~~WB = 2 (digital and analog version).

The ECM—resistance of a system increases proportional to the clock frequency f and
inversely proportional to the bandwidth of the message to be transmitted. An i~prove—ment in signal—to—noise ratio up to 50 dB can be achieved today , depending on the
values of 

~c 
and B1.

In addition to band spreading the advantage of PN PSK is to screen the message from
eavesdroppers. The enemy can only decode the message if he knows the code. Especially
long pseudo random sequences have a large multiplicity of different codes and there-
fore it is extremely difficult and takes considerable time to decode a message. SIECON
works with a number of different codes which can be controlled by external signals.
Different codes additionally permit code mutliplexing for simultaneous operation of
several RPV ’s.
The conventional modulation for the down link with SIECON is FM. It can be proved that
a FM PN P5K system is one of the few PN PSK systems from which it is fairly easy to
extract the message. Nevertheless two reasons have influenced our decision to select FM:
firstly safety from interception is no stringent requirement for the down link and sec-
ondly , FM in combination with spread spectrum is a highly efficient ECCM technique for
analog message transmission.

FM is a conventional method to improve the signal—to—noise ratio (SNR). The SNR at the
output of the demodulator is , dependent on the modulation index 13, substantially larger
than the carrier—to—noise ratio (CNR ) at the input of the demodulator. 8 is defined as
the quotient of the maximum frequency deviation f~ to the maximum modulation fre-quency f . In fig. 6 two examples 8 = 1.5 and 13 - 5~ are stressed. An improvement insignal-ta—noise ratio with increasing 13 can be distinctly observed. In fact the re-
quired bandwidth B also increases with B. It is relatively easy to specify the improve— -~~~
ment in signal—to—2ioise ratio as a function of the required bandwidth.

Ms

‘C

SMRr .// / / /

SC

r

‘C

I I  I C I 2 3 t 0
a,”

Fig. 6: Signal-to-noise characteris- Fig. 7: Comparison of the attainable
tics of a conventional FM SNR improvement of FM against
system SSM.

Fig. 7 shows the comparison of the attainable SNR improvement of FM against SSM, if the
same bandwidth is considered. At a glance SSM compares poorly with FM and the question
arises: Why spread spectrum modulation , if frequency modulation is much better? 
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A more detailed consideration of fig . 6 shows that with FM the improvement in SNR only
becomes effective above a minimum CNRmin
CNR,.~ is known as the FM—threshold. Because of this effect two important requirements
on ~& ECM— re sistant system can be deduced:

- large improvement in SNR
- low minimum CNRmin~

It is worth noting that every process which achieves ECM—resist an ce by “waste of band-
width” shows more or less a pronounced threshold effect.
There are a few techniques such as spread spectrum where this effect occurs at a very
low CNR . A sound system concept is based on the principle of using two different
process~~~ The first with a low threshold and probably lower efficiency to increase
the SNR up to the minimum allowable SNR of the second process. At this point , the lat-
ter takes over with high efficiency but a high threshold. In this context efficiency
means high improvement in SNR.

The aforegoing assumes synchronism between the pseudo random code of the receiver and
the pseudo random code in the input signal. Synchronisation of the codes is a key prob-
lem in every spread spectrum system. Two separate cases have to be considered:

— Acquisition
- Tracking.

Acquisition means the initial synchronisation at the beginni ng of a transmission or any
resynch ronisation after loss of synchronisation. Tracki ng is the maintenance of syn-
chronism after successful acquisition. Both problems are solved by utilizing the prop-
erties of the autocorrelation function of pseudo random sequences . Fig. 8 illustrates
a typical autocorrelation function for a m-sequence , i.e. a maximum length pseudo ran-
dom sequence.
Acquisition is realized by detection of
the correlation peak which is generated
periodically if the pseudo random code
of the receiver is shifted with respect
to the code of the irput signal. This
can be achieved by cnooeing a clock fre-
quency in the receiver different from
the clock frequency in the input signal.
The acquisition time depends on the fre-
quency difference , The length of the
codes and the probability of detection.
We shall see later that the distance ___________ ________-
measurement is based on the measurement ,
of the phase shift between the pseudo 4,random codes of the transmitter for the
up link and of the receiver for the
down link. This phase shift is stored Fig. 8: Autocorrelation function for a m-
permanently and can be used in case of sequence.
reaynchronisation to start the pseudo
random generator in the receiver at a definite instant with a definite position. This
procedure reduces the time for resynchronisation significantly because only a small
part of the code must be shifted with respect to the code in the input signal until a
synchronisation peak appears.
Tracking can be achieved with a Delay-Locked—Loop (DDL) 1k] . An important parameter
affecting the jam—resistance of the synchronisation section is the loop filter band-
width of the DDL. SIECON works with different loop filter bandwidths depending on actual
requirements. The bandwidth can be controlled by an internal logic network.

5. ECM’-Resistant Ranging with PN PSK Systems

Navigation requires accurate determination of position. The radiolocation methods em-
ployed today use conventional receivers which fail to operate in the presence of inter-
ference. Moreover they do not range point targets with sufficient accuracy. SIECON on
the other hand assures accurate radiolocation with high ECM-resistance .

SIEC ON normally utilizes trilateration for positioning but a rho-theta mode is also
possible. Tri lateration is based on the measurement of distance to known points whereas
the principle of rho—theta is to determine the position of a missile by measuring angle
and distance. 1. Spilker and D. Magill introduced a delay lock discriminator for dis-
tance measurement in 1961 j ~J. The principle is to determine the propagation time and
to derive the distance by measuring the phase shift between two pseudo random sequences
(e.g.  the pseudo random sequence of a transmitted signal and the pseudo random sequence
of the received signal reflected on a target). Modern systems utilize the pseudo random
sequences which are primarily necessary for high ECM—resistance to determine the dis-
tance.
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Technological advances now permit generation of very fast pseudo random sequences. The
achievable accuracy depend s amongst other thi ngs on the “velocitiy ” of the pseudo ran-
dom sequence or in other words on the clock frequency of the pseudo random generator.
Fig. 9 shows the simpl ified block diagram of an ECM-resistant distance measuring sys-
tem. A signal coded with a pseudo random sequence is transmitted from transmitter A to
receiver B. In receiver B a pseudo random sequence is generated which can be synchro-
nized to the pseudo random sequence contained in the input signal by the synchronisa-
tion circuit. The delay time of the pseudo random sequence generated in receiver B to

Sta i B Stat’m~tA

‘1 i:;:::~ 1
I 1 1 1~ L..flJ 1._JlJ Ljl.[ LPRS fscMi VSr B

I. 
_ _ _ _  _ _ _  

T flf1_J1J LJTflRS trOPMmIft.r B

Transmit t .r B ! ~ 
R c. iv •r A

1
L _ _ . ~~~_ ._ . ._ .

Fig. 9: Block diagram of an ECM- Fig. 10: Relative position of the pseudo
resistant distance meas— random sequences.
uring system.

the sequence in transmitter A is equal to the propagation time rp of the signal.
Similarly transmitter B transmits a signal to receiver A. The pseudo random sequence
required for band spreading is derived from the pseudo random generator of reciever B
via a network which delays the sequence for a defined time duration ~~~~ The phase
shift ~ between the pseudo random sequences of transmitter A and recetVWr A is propor-tional to the sum of twice the propagation time r,~,, the delay ~~~ and various equip-
ment delays rE.

= 2 •t p + rPRS + VE.

Fig. 10 shows the relative position of the sequence of the four units using a very
short pseudo random sequence as an example.
The method allows accurate distance measurements if w can be determined exactly and the
delays in the equipment are constant. Apart from this the described method is ECM resis-
tant because the communication equipment itself is ECM resistant.

Ambiguity of the Distance Measurement

Because of the f inite length of the pseudo random sequences the distance measurement is
generally ambiguous due to the fact that the maximum measurable phase shift is equal to
the length of the sequence. The maxtmum distance a for una mbiguity dependent on the
length of the sequence is enumerated in table 4. T~Fclock frequency is 100 MHz . If
s is exceeded , additional measures are necessary to secure unambiguous distance meas—
uPR~ent. A simple method is to add a separate low—cost measuring unit of limited accu-racy. In many applications it is not practical to use very long sequences because the
acquisition time for the inital synchronisation or a resynchronisation then increases
appreciably . _______________________________________

r 2r_ 1 smax/km

10 1 023 1.53 10.2
11 2 047 3.07 20.5
12 4 095 6.14 40.9
13 8 198 12.3 81.9
14 16 383 24.6 164
15 32 767 49.2 328
16 65 535 98.3 655
17 131 071 197 1 311

TabTh 4: Unambigu~ty qf the distance determination dependent on the code length
— 10° s ). 

- —~~~ ---- ~~~~ -
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The most important error sources are shown in table 5.
The error resulting from inaccurate measurement of the phase shift can be kept small
provided that the clock frequency is high enough, e.g. f ~ 100 MHz. Laboratory exper-
iments have shown that in the worst case the distance er~or produced by the instability
of the equipment delay is in the centimeter range.

Error of the circuit for measuring the
phase shift between the sequences

Instabil ity of the equipment delay

Synchronisation error

Atmospheric influences

Table 5: Error sources.

Every synchronisation error produces a distance error. Synchronisation errors are caused
by strong interference, offset errors in the synchronisation circuit and multipath
effects. In principle the synchronisation circuit guarantees synchronism within a frac-
tion of the chip width of the pseudo random sequence 1k] . Typically the distance error
is ± 30 cm if an usual synchronisation error of a = 0,1 . 1/fc is assumed (f0 = 100 MHz).
This error is independent of the absolute distance.
Additional synchronisation errors [6J can be caused by multipath propagation if the
difference of the line-of-sight path and an indirect path is smaller than c/fe (c =
light velocity ) in our example with 

~c 
- 100 MHz smaller than 3 m. This kind of multi-

path propagation causes distortion of the synchronisation circuit control signal when
the reflected signal is strong enough. Due to this effect the synchronisation error
can increase up to ± c/4 . f~ (for Central Eu-ropean landscape) and therefore a distance
error of ± 75 cm can occur. In fig. 11 the
area with critical multipath reception of an
arbitrarily chosen example is shown shaded.
Atmosperic influences to the measuring RPV

accuracy depend amongst other things on the ..-- - --  -  
-

transmission frequency. These atmospheric - - 

effects will be investigated in the near 700

— a 20 20 5 00 0 0 —
i/km

Fig. 11: Area with critical multipath
reception . (arbitrftr~r example
1 = 60 kin, 

~c 
= 10°S )

6. ECM-Resistant Antenna Tracking

The requirements for low primary input power , long ranges and high ECM—resistance have
led to the use of high gain antennas in the control Station. Therefore an antenna-
tracking system is required to follow accurately the course of the RPV . However , the use
of an antenna-tracking system can only be effective if its EcM—resistance is as high as
that of the communication systems. This is achieved in the SIECON system by employing
a spread spectrum conical scan technique. Moreover an accurate antenna tracking is
especially attractive for a rho-theta navigation system. The principle of this antenna—
tracking system will be explained in the following with the help of fig. 12.

M.IhII.. ShIt 1~~Th
~~‘wIm. ~~~~~

~~~~ 
A

’ 

~~N~/’A,t.,n. I
Fig. 12: Antenna-tracking system.



The beam axis of the antenna rotates round a rotation axis of a constant [7] or a
pseudo statistical variated angular velocity corresponding to the conical scan fre-
quency. The received signal will be modulated at a frequency equal to the rotation
frequency of the beam. The modulation index of the received signal is proportional to
the squint angle, which is the angle between beam axis and rotation axis. The phase
difference of the modulation and the reference signal from the antenna determines
the direction of the deviation. The conical-scan modulation is extracted from the com-
pressed signal so that interference is reduced due to the processing gain of the sys-
tem . The antenna is piloted via the tracking circuit in such a manner that both modu-
letion index and phase difference tend to zero.

7. Conclusion

Siemens has been engaged in the development of ECM-resistant communication systems on
behalf of the Bundesmin isteriu m fUr Vert eidigung (Ministry of Defense) since 1970.
These efforts resulted in the design, fabrication and testing of various prototypes.
The tests included flight tests with EcM—resistant TV transmission equipment in order
to demonstrate the negligible influence of multipath propagation on the communication
system.
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ACCURACY CONSIDERATIONS ON NEW MICROWAVE LANDING SYSTEMS (MLS)
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by
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Institut f Or FlugfUhrung

3300 Braunschweig, Flughafen
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1. INTRODUCTION

Some years ago the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO ) startet a com-
petition aiming at the replacement of the presently used Instrument Landing System (ILS)
by a more powerful new Microwave Landing ~ystem (MLS) . This paper deals with some selected
problems related to the accuracy of the different systems from an operational point of
view. The complexity of the matter does not allow a complete and well balanced consider-
ation of all the related aspects in the time available and I ask for your understanding .

In my paper, I first will make some general remarks to the ICAO MLS competition .
Than I briefly will introduce the ICAO Accuracy Requirements on the new MLS. This is
followed by a short description of the competing systems . The performance of the systems ,
i.e. the accuracy and the coverage, is discussed in the next chapter, followed by a short
discussion of the flare guidance problem . Finally, some prospective considerations on
growth potential will give an indication of possible future performance improvements .

In 1971 at the 4th Meeting of the ICAO All Weather Operations Panel (AWOP) the need
for a replacemen t of the presently used ILS was stated and the Operational Requirements
(O.R.)for the new MLS were established . In 1972 the ICAO invited the member states for
participating in a competition . Five states responded to this invitation: Australia,
France , the Federal Republik of Germany, the United Kingdom and the United States of
America. At the 5th meeting of AWOP with some reservations it was found , that all proposed
systems have the potential for meeting the O.R. In order to facilitate the assessment
of the proposals the AWOP Working Group A (WGA) was constituted . At seven meetings of this
WGA the assessment methodology was defined, the test programms for the required field
tests were harmonized , and standardized methods for the evaluation of the test results
were established . Finally in a very difficult and time consuming process, the systems and
the results of the tests were compared to the requirements and to each other. This com-
parison became extremely difficult because of the continuous system improvements during
the competition period . Though some important points could not be clarified within the
available time AWOP tried at it’s 6th full meeting in March of this year to finalize the
assessment and to come to a recommendation of a preferable system to ICAO (see Ref. I ll ).
The final selection of a system will be made by a World Wide Conference of all member
states which will take place not before the end of this year.

Before we come to the main points of my subject I would like to recall shortly some
drawbacks of the presently used ILS (see Fig. 1). It provides only one linear guidance
path in space. A distance information is only available in a very inaccurate form, when
the aircraft overf lies the outer and the inner marker beacons. Moreover , the ILS is very
sensible to reflections from buildings and to uneven ground near the antenna.

Fig. 2 shows the advantages of MLS. The azimuth angle as well as the elevation angle
of the approach path can be selected on board the aircraft. When using an airborne computer
segmented or curved approach paths can be flown, thus allowing noise abatement procedures.
A distance measuring equipment (DME) is an integrated part of the MLS. Further advantages
with respect to multipath suppression , to the influence of the ground profile, and to the
size of the antennas on the ground are given by the use of microwaves (L—Band and/or C-Band).
Moreover , the MLS provides a flare guidance signal, which is not shown in this figure.

The next two figures illustrate the potential of MLS for curved approaches in the
vertical plane (Fig. 3) as well as in the horizontal plane (Fig. 4). Thus, overf lying of
villages can be avoided or can be done In a greater height, which results in a considerable
reduction of noise.

2. SOME C’NSIDERATIONS ON THE ICAO ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS

The ICAO accuracy requirements for the new MLS are given in Table 1. The guidance
error g is devided into two parts: the bias error b and the noise error n. Both figures
are 2•o values from a statistical point of view . The guidance error g is composed of b
and n in a quadratic manner

g \/ b2 + n2

In most cases the guidance error is equally distributed on b and n. Thus b = n ~~~~~
The most stringent accuracy requirements exist on the extension of the centerline

and near the conventional glide path angle of 3°. Towards the limits of the required

- —----- - - --,~~~~~~~ —---~~~~ — —~~
- - - ~- - 
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coverage volume a certain degradation is tolerated.

The operational significance of the ~.U..S error can be judged by comparing the effect
of these errors with other not MLS related effects such as air turbulence. MLS errors as
well as air turbulence result in a deviation of the flight path of an aircraft from the
desired flight path. Reducing the influence of MLS errors far below the flight path errors
caused by air turbulence is operationally insignificant and ineffective from the viewpoint
of system cost.

Simulations of automatic conventional centerline approaches with an HFB 320 aircraft
were performed by the DFVLR at Braunschweig (Ref. 12 1 ) . For simulating the influence of
turbulence a MIL-specified standard turbulence model was used . In order to meet the
operational conditions with low visibility a weighting factor of 0.25 was applied (slight
turbulence). As the time period of the simulated approach is short compared with the period
of the turbulence waveform , a number of runs were performed using different sections of
the turbulence waveform.

The MLS error signals were taken from CCL approach flight tests with the DLS trials
system. It must be taken into account that the elevation errors of this test system are
slightly out of the ICAO error limits while the azimuth errors are well within the limits .

The results of this simulation are shown in the next two figures. In Fig. 5 the
azimuth path following error is plotted. The heavy line indicates the errors caused by the
MLS errors without air turbulence. The set of thin lines describes the error behaviour
when , in addition , the standard turbulence is applied with a weighting factor of 0.25.
In Fig. 6 the corresponding elevation path following error is plotted . Again, the heavy
line shows the error behavior without added turbulence.

From both f igures the following conclusions can be drawn:

• The azimuth path following error due to simultaneous application of gusts and MLS errors
is predominated by the influence of gusts.

• The elevation path following error shows a significant influence of the MLS errors. This
is due to
- the comparatively high elevation error of the DLS trials system, which exceeds the
ICAO error limits

- the control characteristics of the vertical channel of the simulated aircraf t, which
is optimized for the suppression of turbulence.

Under “real world conditions” (i.e. standard flight control systems; MLS errors
within the ICAO error limits) the situation is about the same as in the azimuth case.
Therefore, it can be concluded that:

• The path following errors for automatic landings in the presence of slight or heavy
air turbulence are predominated by the influence of the air turbulence. MLS errors
well below the ICAO error limits are of insignificant influence on the total path
following error. Systems which perform well within the ICAO error limits can be re-
garded to be equivalent from an accuracy point of view.

3. SHORT SURVEY ON THE COMPETING SYSTEMS

Five proposals have been given to ICAO from the following States: Australia, France,
Federal Republik of Germany, United Kingdom and United States of America (see Table 2).
In the meantime, the proposals of the USA and Australia were matched to a high degree
(especially a common signal format is used) and the proposal of France was withdrawn. Thus,
only three proposals have to be regarded further (see Table 2). In the last column of
Table 2 it is indicated , that two of the remaining systems , i.e. TRSB and DMLS, are “air
derived” , while the german DLS is “ground derived” with respect to the angle measurements
and air derived with respect to the distance measurement (use of standardized ICAO—DME) .
This two principles are illustrated by Fig. 7. The air derived system generates the re-
quired position information on board the aircraft, while the ground derived system does
the same on the ground . In the latter case this information has to be transmitted to the
aircraft via a data link . It is obvious, that only the ground derived system makes the
position information available on the ground.

It should be mentioned , that for different reasons the air derived principle had been
a requirement in a former national MLS competition of the USA. Later on, ICAO did not
follow this line and did not demand for an air derived system . In the meantime the very
rapid development of computer capabilities makes the ground derived principle more and
more attractive. ULS participated on this development and demonstrated considerable flexi-
bility and growth potential. It can be expected that in the future the former arguments
against the ground derived systems will get unsubstantial whilst the arguments in favour
of this principle will get stronger. However, a detailled discussion of the pros and cons
is not possible within the limited time available.

In Fig. 8 the principle of the Time Reference Scanning Beam System is illustrated.
For azimuth as well as for elevation it makes use of antenna fan beams which are scanning
the appropriate sectors within the coverage volume. Fig. 8 is drawn for the azimuth case .
The beam starts at the + 40° position (i.e. at one limit of the required coverage sector)
and moves with a constant speed to the — 400 position , which is the Opposite coverage
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limit. This phase is named “To Scan” . Then, the beam moves back until the starting
position is reached again (“Fro Scan”). When the fan beam passes the position of the air-
craf t, a pulse is generated on board. It is obvious, that the time difference AT is
directly related to the azimuth angle e. The same principle is used by the approach
elevation subsystem (E1), the flare elevation subsystem 

~~~ 
and the missed approach

azimuth subsystem. These different measurements are received and detected on board the
aircraft in a time division multiplex frame, along with a set of auxiliary ground data
(airport data, meteorological data, status of the MLS).

Fig. 9 demonstrates the principle of the DMLS . It makes use of the Doppler shif t
of a received frequency due to a relative movement between the receiver and the radiating
source. This movement is artificially generated by sequential switching of a transmitter
to a number of antennas in a linear array. It can easily be seen that the velocity vector
of the radiating source has a component in the direction to the aircraft which varies with
sin ~~. In order to eliminate the influence of the aircraft  movement on the Doppler shif t
a reference frequency wIth an offset F0 is continuously transmitted from a reference
antenna element. In the on-board receiver the beat frequency of the commutated signal and
the reference signal which is F0 + (V sin ‘4)/A, is generated. F0 allows an unambiguous
detection of the Doppler frequency (v sin ‘4)/A for positive as well as for negative angles
of ‘4.

The third system, the DLS, is based on the commonly used DME , which generates the
distance information on board the aircraft. This air derived part of the system is supple-
mented by an interferometer on the ground , which detects the angle of incidence of the
DME interrogation wave front with respect to the boresight of the antenna system, i.e.
the extended centerline in the case of the azimuth subsystem. In Fig. 10 this principle is
illustrated . It can be applied in a similar way to the elevation subsystem.

From Fig. 10 folluws the relation

As = d • sin ‘4

with d = distance between the outer subarrays of the interferometer and As — distance
between the two wave fronts which run into these subarrays at the same moment.

For accuracy reasons, d has to be in the order of 50 times the wavelenght A. Thus,
As can be a high multiple of A. This, in consequence , ca~1ses an inherent ambiguity of the -

interferometric angle measurement as As is measured via the phase difference between the
outer subarrays. The ambiguity resolution can be solved by using additional pairs of an-
tennas which are positioned with a smaller distance d. Starting with d < A, a stepwise
increase of d is accompanied by a proportional increase of accuracy without ambiguity pro-
blems. In the last step the maximum baselength and the corresponding maximum accuracy is
obtained. The different antenna elements can be identified from Fig. 10.

The azimuth angle ‘4 and the elevation angle p are measured on the ground and have to
be transmitted ~o the aircraft via a data link . With DLS, the DME uplink is utilized for
this purpose, too. Thus, there is no need for a separate data link.

Some more explanation of DLS can be obtained from the signal flow diagram of Fig. 11 .
The consecutive steps are the following ones:

1. The DME interrogation Is transmitted from the aircraft.
2. The DME interrogation is received by the elevation antenna array; the

processing of the measured signals creates the elevation angle ~~.

3. Approximately at the same time the interrogation arrives at the azimuth
antenna array and is processed to the azimuth angle ‘4.

4. The elevation angle is transmitted to the azimuth station.

5. The DME replies as well as the angle replies along with a set of auxiliary
ground data are transmitted back to the aircraft.

6. The received rep lies are detected and processed in the airborne equipment .

4. PERFORMANCE OF THE SYSTEMS WITH RESPECT TO THE OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

The MLS coverage requirement which already has been touched in Fig. 2 is given in
some more detail in Fig. 12 (i.e. for approach azimuth sector, missed approach azimuth
sector and approach elevation sector). The systems TRSB and DMLS, at the minimum, meet
these requirements. In the data format some space is left for the extension of the coverage
limits and for additional informations (i.e. for a missed approach elevation) .

In the case of DLS , the presently proposed system already exceeds these requirements
considerably (see Fig. 13). The azimuth subsystem provides high precision information in
the required approach azimuth sector. Because of the symmetrical layout of the antennas
the caine coverage and the same high precision Is given in the missed approach sector. In
addition , a hemispherical coverage Is given by some subarrays of the azimuth antenna
system. Though the accuracy in this part of the coverage volume is lower than in the
approach sector ( typical 0, 2°) it is by far sufficient for terminal area navigation .
Because of the hemispherical coverage a separate back azimuth system , as it is needed for
TRSB and DMLS, can be avoided for DLS .

-r -- - - - — - - - - - - - . - ~~~~-~~~~--
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The elevation subsystem provides high precision information In an extended approach
sector of ± 60 , thus covering the threshold region of the runway. This must be required
due to the different flare concept of DLS (see below). In addition , a hemispherical conical
elevation information Is obtained from the DLS—A ptation. The accuracy of this information
Is best righ~ above the station , i.e. with ~ = O’~ ’; the standard deviation is typically
a = a = 0,1 . At lower elevation angles the standard deviation increases with

a
sin p

This elevation information is used within the DLS ground system for coordinate transversion
purposes. Besides , it is of operational value for 3 D—take off guidance and 3 D-missed
approach guidance (see Ref. 13 1).

Fig. 14 gives an indication of the accuracies which can be expected from the new MLS.
In the case of TRSB and DMLS the plotted values are directly taken from the available
test results (see Ref. 141 ); in the case of DLS the test results, obtained with the
trials system are extrapolated to those which can be expected from the proposed system.
This has to be done because of the great difference between the tested DLS and the proposed
DLS. The results of the extrapolation are based on theoretical investigations, computer
simulations and field tests (see Ref. 15 1 ).

The comparative error data for azimuth , elevation and DME , used in Fig. 14, are taken
from conventional centerline approaches. For DME, only DLS data were available. As already
mentioned above , the guidance error is composed of the bias error and the noise error in
a quadratic manner. Thus, the guidance error can be plotted as a vector with the components
b and n. The ICAO error limits are indicated in the figure by the hatched areas. It is ob-
vious that all systems exceed the requirements with respect to bias and noise considerably.
Having in mind other disturbing influencies on the flight path , i.e. gusts, as discussed
before , it can be concluded that there is no significant difference between the three
systems with respect to accuracy at the conventional centerline approaches. About the same
is true for the rest of the ICAO required coverage volume (compare Ref. 1 4 1 and Ref. 1 5 1 ).

5. SOME CONSIDERATIONS ON THE FLARE GUIDANCE PROBLEM

THE ICAO operational requirements ask for a flare guidance signal which allows a
precise height computation until touch down. Thus, the well known problems related to
radio altimeters and uneven ground in front of the runway threshold are solved.

The flare system concepts of PRSB and DMLS on the one side and of DLS on the other
side differ considerably as can be seen in Fig. 15. In the case of TRSB and DMLS, a second
elevation station (E2) is provided which predominantly illuminates the flare region. In
addition, a special wide band DME, operating at C-band (5 GHz) is provided for measuring
the slant range D. In order to get the required height accuracy, an excellent accuracy
of the E2 and DME measurement is mandatory. This accuracy can hardly be obtained by anICAO compatible L-band DME . Therefore , in the DLS f lare subsystem, the slant range
measurement Is replaced by a second azimuth measurement at the location of the elevation
station. The accuracy requirement on this second azimuth measurement is comparatively
low. Most of the antenna elements which are needed for this measurement are already part
of the DLS lateral diversity elevation antenna. So, the additional hardware cost for the
DLS flare subsystem is very low. The height is computated on the ground from the angles
‘4~~ , ‘4 , and p and then it is transmitted to the aircraft in an allocated space within the
dA ta !ormat.

Thus , no further height computation on board the aircraft is needed. It is a part of
the DLS f la re  concept that for f ina l  f lare the radio alt ivmeter is used again , where the
aircraf t already has passed the threshold and the radio altimeter has a valid ground re-
ference, namely the surface of the runway .

In the course of the AWOP assessment it was found that the accuracy requirements
are difficult to be met by the TRSB and DMLS flare subsystems. Regarding the problems of
reliability and system redundancy in this very critical final phase of flare , in addition
to the accuracy problems, the DLS concept with the incorporated well proved radio alti-
meter becomes a very attractive and cost effective solution.

6. UTILIZATION OF THE GROWTH POTENTIAL FOR PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT

Conclusively, some problems related to the area of growth potential of systems should
be discussed br ief ly.

In the AWOP Assessment Report (see Ref. I l l )  it is mentioned that none of the compet-
ing systems meets the requirements with respect to shadowing of the guidance information
by a large aircraft In the roll out phase or by buildings. This is true to all systems , as
proposed. In the case of DLS, however, a solution can be offered, if both approach
directions of the runway are equipped with a separate az imuth station (see Fig. 16).
Because of the ground derived angle measuring principle, both stations can be operated
simultaneously at the same channel. Regarding the symmetry of the DLS—A coverage it can
be seen that two redundant azimuth measurements and ‘4 ’ can be taken. As, in addition ,
the second azimuth angle ‘4, is available (see DLS flare ~oncept), the angle ‘4 can be
converted to ‘4

~~
. If shadowThg occurs at A 1 the disturbed signal can be detectdd by proper

_  -- 
- - --
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methodes (i.g. ground tracking or processing the amplitude distribution of the antenna
element signals). Thus, the disturbed measurement ‘41 can be elimina ted and replaced by
the converted measurement

Another possibility for solving the shadowing problems to a certain extent, wh ich ,
moreover , allows a simplification of the DLS concept is illustrated in Fig. 17. In this
proposal the DLS—A station is moved to the middle of the runway with an appropriate
offset from the centerline. Because of the symmetry of the DLS—A station and the
availability of the second azimuth angle ‘4 the measured angle ‘4 can be converted to the
angle ‘4~~ . This obviously also can be done ~or the second approach direction. Thus, oneazimuth station can provide all the azimuth information for both approach directions. The
possibility of azimuth signal blocking in the most important centerline direction is
excluded. A further advantage exists, as the problem of colocation of the presently used
ILS with the future MLS in the transition period is facilitated considerably.

It should be mentioned that the growth potential of DLS covers some more aspects ,
i.e. roll guidance , en route navigation and ATC—problems which are beyond the scope of
my topic.

7. SUMMARY

It has been shown , that the new Microwave Landing Systems as proposed to ICAO make
use of three different concepts. All concepts have the potential to fulfil the ICAO re-
quirements to a high degree. Especially, the demonstrated accuracy is excellent. Thus,
other not MLS related effects such as air turbulence are of predominating influence on the
flight path accuracy . In the case of flare guidance , however , the TRSB and DMLS concept
using a second elevation station and a special wide band DME , ra ises some questions with
respect to accuracy , reliability and cost efficiency . The continuing use of the well
approved radio altimeter, integrated in the MLS system concept, seems to be a preferable
solution. The inherent flexibility of the ground derived principle as used for DLS of fers
some advantages which should deserve further consideration.
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Tab. 1: ICAO ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW MLS

NAME OF SYSTEM PROPOSING STATE Ci..~ss
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~ 
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• DME DERIVED LA NDING
SYSTEM (DLS) FEDERAL REPUBLIX ANGLE: ~ROUND
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RANGE : AIR DERIVED
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A ?.ULTI-SENSOR IMPLF1.4ENTATION FOR NAVIGATION, POSITION LOCATION,
POSITION UPDATE, RECONNAI SSANCE, AND WEAPON DELIVERY - AN/ARM- 101 (V)

F. E. Pickel
Lear Siegler , Inc./Instrument Division

4141 Eastern Avenue , S.E.
Grand Rapids, Michigan, USA 49508

SIM4ARY

The AN/ARN-1O1 (V)* is a digital system developed to replace and/or functionally improve the present
avionics in the USAF F-4E and RF-4C aircraft. It upgrades the operational capability of the total weapon
system through a multi-sensor implementation for navigation , offset aim point and target location, weapon
delivery, and reconnaissance. The navigation, position locating , and position updating capabilities uti-
lize a digital Inertial Measurement Unit (I!4J) , Loran , fire control or mapping radar , Pave Tack, TISEO
(Electro-Optical Target Identification System) , and Lead Computing Optical Sight System (LCOSS) interfaces .
Performance features include long-range and tactical navigation, all-weather blind b xting, adverse weath-
er landing approach , uncanned weapon delivery profiles, and automatic reconnaissance steering .

PURPOSE

The development of the I~N/ARN-l0l grew out of programs in the 1960 ’s such as the /4N/AI1N-92 Loran Navi-
gation System, and the Pave Phantom F-4 navigatioWblind bombing system. After successes for both pro-
grams in Southeast Asia, a second-generation competitive procurement was initiated by the USAF Systems
Coimnand, Aeronautical Systems Division , for the AN/P .RN-lOl system. Management of the effort was later
transferred to the Electronic Systems Division (ES!)). The technical specificat ion , ESD Specif ication ENVG
70-44, specified both blind and visual weapon delivery modes with an accuracy equal to or greater than
Pave Phantom without deleting any F-4D capability. The primary requirements were :

Replace the old F-4D analog Weapon Release Computer System (WRCS) and the Navigation System, while
adding the Pave Phantom-type Loran capability.

Improve the reliability of the F-4 avionic system in the operational environment.

Meet or exceed the weapon delivery accuracy for F-4 blind and visual nodes while avoiding the
shortcomings of “canned” air- to-ground modes , limited dynamic maneuvers, and frequent “break- lock”
incidents of Pave Phantom missions.

Add a modern high-accuracy low-cost inertial reference capability for better navigation and velo-
city determination.

Provide a system maintainable by USAF Skill Level 3 and 5 personnel through the use of on-aircraft
automatic fault isolation to the line replaceable unit (LRU) , and automatic fault isolation to the
repairable subassembly at the Intermediate Level.

Develop a system concept which provides a maximun of growth flexibility when considering future
requirements such as JTIL)S (Joint Tactical Information Distribution System) and GPS (NAVSTAR Global
Positioning System).

Lear Siegler and ITF Avionics were in direct competition from February 1972 through July 1975. This
activity resulted in prototype and preproduction hardware development , extensive Loran receiver testing on
the ESD AN/GRM-99 Loran Signal Simulator, MIL-STD-785 reliability testing, MIL-STD-810 qualification test-
ing, and extensive head-to-head F-4D 1YT~jE flight testing at Eglin Air Force Base. In April , 1972 , Head-
quarters Tactical Air Coninand issued TAC ROC 12-72 to update the avionics in the F/RF-4 aircraft. This
document described the required operational capability for an integrated digital central navigation and
weapon delivery for the F-4D/E , and for a reconnaissance sensor data processing system for the RF-4C.
Lear Siegler won the production contract competition in August 1975 to retrofit USAF RF-4C reconnaissance
aircraft and F-4E strike aircraft with 1st optiol-. “teliveries starting in the Fall of 1977.
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION -

The AN/ARN -lOl(V) is composed of eleven boxes (seven Line Replaceable Units and four control-display
panels) and a Loran antenna subsystem. It replaces the AN/ASN-46A Navigational Computer Set , the AN/ASN-
63 Inertial Navigation Set , and the AN/ASQ-91 Weapon Release Computer Set Systems in the F-4E, and the
AN/ASN- 46A and the AN/ASN-56 Inertial Navigat ion Set Systems in the RF-4C. The old analog inertial navi-
gation and weapon delivery equipments have been replaced with new digital equipment with much greater
operational capability. A block diagram of the F-4E configuration is shown in Figure 1.

~ Developed under competitive procurement through Electronic Systems Division, USAF Systems Coiiinand,
L. G. Hanscom Air Force Base, Bedford, Mass., USA. 
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The system utilizes a central digital computer to process both inertial platform and Loran data (in a
Kalman filter) to provide precise position and velocity information in three coordinate frames - - I~atitude-Longitude , Universal Transverse Mercator, and Loran time differences. Interfaces with the central air data
computer and Attitude Heading and Reference System provide several backup nodes of operation.

Interfaces are provided in the F-4E with the existing aircraft displays, and with the following spec-
ial sensors: AVQ- 26 Pave Tack Infrared/Laser target designator, ASX-l TIS~~ (Target Identification Sys-
tem, Electro Optical) , APQ-120 fire control radar, ASG-26 LCOSS (Lead Computing Optical Sight System), and
AG4-65C/D Laser/IR Maverick missiles. In the RF-4C , the integrat ion includes the AVQ-26 Pave Tack desig-
nator , ASQ-l54 data display set for film annotation, ALQ-l25 ThREC (Tactical Electronic Reconnaissance) ,
AAD- 5 infrared mapper , APQ-99 radar cursors , and APQ- 102 side-looking radar. This total system integra-
tion provides the basis for the following mission-related funct ional capability.

Navigation/Position Location - The RF-4C and F-4E navigation nodes are identical and consist of on
priii~ ry node and six back-up nodes. Back-up nodes are selected either manually or automatically in the
case of loss of valid Loran or inertial data. In order of priority, the nodes are:

Integrated Loran-Inertial (pr imary)

Loran with inertial velocity aiding

Loran with true airspeed and heading aiding

Inertial only

Loran only

Dead-reckoning (true airspeed and heading)

Attitude (back-up INS attitude for displays)

- -~~~~~~~~~~~ - - - 
- 

- — - V — — — —
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A system feature is the automatic selection of position and velocity parameters frcun the best avail-
able sensor combination. From system turn-on, the best available position and velocity source is contin-
ually chosen. As inertial and Loran data become available, progressively more precise velocity and posi-
tion data are chosen for use by all other system functions . Performance criteria are continually monitored
to provide inrsediate graceful degradation to an alternate position and velocity source in the event of data
sensor failure. Manual override to a lower priority mode is also available.

Position Update - The ARN-lOl is configured to allow position update in flight using any one of the
available sensors (radar, cursors , L(DSS, TISEO , or Pave Tack) , or manually through an over-fly technique.
If the coordinates of an update point are known and inserted in the computer , and the sensor is tracking
the point, angular data on the geometry of the sensor head and the aircraft position is used to update the
position solution. The update is not automatic. The Weapons System Officer (WSO) initiates the update
procedure , evaluates the errors between the system and update positions, and determines if the update
should be completed. In a similar manner , data stored manually when directly over a known point is used
to identify errors in a navigation solution, and to update that solution.

Offset Target Position Computation - Offset targeting capability is provided to compute the geo-
graphical coordinates of a target of interest. For example, Pave Tack pointing angles, laser ranging data,
and aircraft position data are used to compute and store the coordinates of any target being designated by
Pave Tack. If the laser is not being used, the altitude of the target is determined from the hero-inertial
altitude computation. These coordinates may be either new targets-of-opportunity or updates to the target
coordinates that were used to cue the sensor initially. Similar operation is provided with the radar cur-
sors and the LCOSS.

Altitude Update - An important part of the position update process , and especially for weapon de-
livery computations , involves the use of sensor ranging data to update system altitude , and hence height-
above-target. The ARN -lOl is conf igured to use valid radar range or laser range data , or , in the event
neither is available a barometric-inertial implementation. Laser range is the most accurate and has top
priority.

Sensor Cueing - Target designator cueing capability is provided to cue aircraf t sensors to targets
of interest which have coordinates stored in the system’s memory . For the F-4E , these sensors include the
AVQ-26 Pave Tack infrared/laser target designator, ASX-l TISEO, APQ-l20 radar and radar cursors, ASG-26
optical sight , and AG4-65 Laser/IR Maverick . For the RF-4C , Pave Tack and the APQ-99 radar cursors are
cued to the target .

A coordinated philosophy was established for both manual sensor search and automatic sensor cueing .
Initial cue operation causes all the sensors to point to the same location (determined by mode and by the
coordinates inserted in the computer) . If one sensor is selected for display by the WSO and trim adjust-
ments are made to exactly center the target in the field-of-view, the other sensors , or weapon seeker
heads, may then be also positioned to the new point . This provides much faster target acquisition with
very narrow field-of-view sensors than is possible with manual search.

Weapon Delivery - The ARN-lOl provides the F-4E with the following nodes of operation:

All-weather bl ind bombing (Loran or radar)

Dive-toss

Visual continunusly-computed impact point (CCI?)

Air-to-ground missile

Integrated AJB-7

Improved nuclear delivery

Air-to-ground guns and rockets

The present F-4E ASQ-91 weapon delivery system requires the Aircraft Coninander to fly a preplanned
V or “canned” delivery profile for all but dive-toss , allowing effective delivery only at a specific dive

angle, altitude, and airspeed. Any deviation between this profile and dynamic aircraft conditions during
the actual weapon delivery approach adversely affects the weapon delivery system ’s accuracy. The “canned”
system forces the pilot to fly fixed delivery patterns which can be recognized easily by air defenses .

The AN/ABN-lOl(V) provides all the modes of the ASQ-9l. Mare important , it is an “uncanned” system
which allows effective delivery of ordnance at any dive angle , altitude , or airspeed within a large deliv-
ery envelope. The dynamic aircraft conditions may be varied during the weapon delivery approach without
adversely affecting the system’s accuracy. The Aircraft Coimnander (AC) is not restricted to flying through
a predetermined altitude at a particular airspeed or dive angle. For all modes, the weapon delivery solu-
tion compensates for weapon ejection velocity and rack delay. Multiple releases are generated to give
weapon spacing on the ground in feet, accounting for speed and flight profile.

Reconnaissance - Reconnaissance operations with the ARN-lol involve the selection of either the
racetrack or adjacent-parallel coverage patterns , definition of the desired rectangular coverage area, and
path width defining variables. Steering commands to the attitude director indicator and the automatic

-
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flight control system (AFCS) result in a succession of straight paths covering the desired area with turns
accomplished under optimized steering cc*mmands. In addition , circular avoidance area locations may be
identified and the ARN-10l will automatically interrupt the path coverage , or turn at an optimum time, and
steer the aircraft around the avoidance area periphery. A camera control discrete for area coverage and a
pilot anticipatory cue are furnished under computer control.

Adverse Weather Apyroach-to-Landing - The AN/ARN - lOl (V) computes approach-to-landing information for
display on the aircraft instruments and for automatic control via the AFCS based on deviations from a
mathematical glide path generated in the central computer . Lateral position and velocity deviations from
this path are obtained from the integrated Loran/inertial information. Vertical deviations are obtained
from a blend of vertical axis inertial and barometric altimeter data. The approach path is based on the
inserted Loran coordinates of the touchdown point, the approach heading , the barometric altitude of the
touchdown point, and the desired glide slope angle (20 to 50)~ Steering is provided in both the vertical
and horizontal axes. Accuracy of this mode is sufficient to provide approach guidance for conditions down
to about 300 feet ceiling and one mile visibility.

Automatic Flight Control System Commands - The system provides lateral command signals to the AFCS
for the navigation nodes, for the weapon delivery modes , and for the reconnaissance steering node . The
signals are generated from the same control equations and logic used for the flight director steering com-
mands. Pitch axis comands are provided to the APCS only in the approach-to-landing mode .

Steering Camnands - The system computes steering to operator-inserted destinations based on inserted
or computed course data. Steering information is presented on the ARN- lOl display , aircraft instruments,
attitude director indicator (ADI), LCOSS, and to the AFCS. The AN/ARN-lol(V) features the capability of
automatic sequencing steer commands to up to 60 inserted waypoints or destinations, with the option of
fixed course or direct-track steering nodes . When AFCS steering is selected , performance is monitored on
the ADI/LCOSS and temporarily overridden with stick force in the normal F-4 operating manner. Navigation
parameters presented to the Aircraft Coninander on the horizontal situation indicator (HSI) include air-
craft magnetic heading , required magnetic heading to destinations , keyboard selected course, deviation
from selected course, selected course to-from destination, and distance to destination .

Interactive Control-Display - A unique feature of the system is the keyer control (KC) and digital
display indicator (DDI) in an interactive mode . The keyer control is a full alphanumeric keyboard which
is used to direct , interrogate, and program the navigational computer (NC) . The digital display indicator
is the computer readout device and has a three-line 24 alphanumeric character capability. Several data
lists and checklists are provided under software control to cue and guide the W~) through data input , data
checking , and normal system operation . It is manipulated and followed easily and , more importantly, can
be changed simply, through software, to reflect revised requirements.

Command and Control Data Link - The ARN-lOl incorporates provisions to interface with a command and
control system via an airborne up-link and down-link . The down-link interface will be used by the ARN-lOl
to report its present position and altitude. The up-link interface will supply the ARN-lOl with target
data.

Data Freeze - Data storage capability is provided for either navigation or weapon release informa-
tion. The “Freeze” button on the keyer control is used by the WSO to hold parameters relating to the
existing present position. In addition, position and velocity data describing each weapon release point
is automatically stored in memory. All such data may be read out at any t ime through the keyer control
and digital display indicator.

Built- In Test (BIT) - The system contains built- in test hardware and software to isolate hardware
failures to the particular failed unit. Tests of various functions in each unit are initiated under com-
puter program control and the results monitored in the navigation computer. When the malfunction light on
the DDI goes on, it indicates a failure of any of the continuous BIT tests. Pushing the BIT button dis-
plays the name of the failed line replaceable unit (LRU) and the failure node on the digital display indi-
cator. Organizational and Intermediate Level testing of the BIT and fault isolat ion capability has demon-
strated a 95% confidence of identification to a faulty LPIJ .

DESI(?~ HIQ-IL I(}fl’S

liii Management - The system provides the RF-4C and F-4E aircraft with a digital inertial navigation
system (INS) that is more accurate, reliable , and maintainable than the older LI’i-12 INS which it is re-
placing. The ARN-lo l INS function is accomplished in twn units - - the inertial measurement unit (1141) and
the navigation computer (NC) . The 1143 provides an all-attitude capability of maintaining a stable refer-
ence frame and measuring attitude, platform azinuth , and acceleration cc*aponents. The NC manages the 1141
by processing the accelerations, solving the navigation equations, and supplying digital torquing commands
to the ThU’s gyros. In case of NC failure, the 1143 has a stand-alone attitude node where the D4J keeps
the stable reference erect without input from the NC.

For the inertial mechanization, the central computer accepts aircraft incremental velocities meas-
ured by the 1143 and computes vehicle velocity, position and heading , and the liii gyro torquing commands .
The TI4J platform coordinate frame is a locally level, wander azimuth system and has a precession rate about
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the vertical axis nominally equal to the vertical component of the earth’s angular velocity. This coord-
inate frame reference for the 1113 in chosen to allow warld-wide navigation - - including both polar re-
gions - - and to minimize platform drift .

Ground alignment of the 114.1 and inertial navigation equations can be performed by the ARN-lOl with-
out aid from Loran or any other external sensors. The ground alignment technique uses an eight-state
Ka]inan filter, functionally different from the Loran/inertial integration filter described later, to per-
form wide angle gyro compassing. The mechanization accepts best available true heading (BATH) when it is
supplied to reduce alignment time. Ground alignment can be performed , however , when BATH is not available.

Integrated Loran/Inertial ~~de - The prime navigation mode - - Integrated Loran-Inertial - - provides
the best infot,nation available from the Loran and inertial measurements for the navigation, reconnaissance ,
and weapon delivery functions of the ARN-lOl.

An eight-state Kalman filter combines the long term stability of the Loran positional measurements
with the short term accuracy of the inertial position and velocity data to provide a navigation accuracy
that is superior to that provided by either sensor by itself , or by conventional filtering techniques.

The Kalman filter differences the INS position solution and the Loran position solution (Loran TD’s)
and estimates eight inertial navigation error sources. Three of these errors are associated with the di-
rection cosines that establish aircraft position in the un ipolar inertial navigation coordinate system.
Twa are the error components of the ground-referenced inertial velocity vector in the horizontal plane.
Two others are associated with the roll and pitch alignment errors of the inertial measurement unit, and
the last is associated with the error in the azimuth wander angle of the INS.

The basic iteration period of the INS equation is 50 milliseconds. Error estimates are added to the
INS navigation solutions to obtain the corrected solutions for position, velocity, and heading every 400
milliseconds . If the Loran data being processed by the Kalman filter is valid, the INS is periodically
updated by the Kalman filter to correct the INS navigation solutions and to re-level the platform stable
element by physically torquing the platform inner axis. Updating the INS with the integrated Loran -
inertial navigation solutions damps out the long-term growth of the errors in the Schuler-tuned INS . If
the Loran information is lost for any reason, the mission can be completed with an INS whose errors start
growing from the time the Loran system was lost. The INS update per iod is dependent on Loran signal-to-
noise ratio but typically ranges between 5 and 10 minutes. The Loran receiver uses the INS velocity solu-
tions to obtain better dynamic performance in its time difference measurements and computations.

Another feature that enhances operational performance is designed into the Loran/inertial mechani-
zation; the Loran/inertial Kalman filter performs an in-flight alignment of the INS after the 1141 stable
element has been rotated so that it is approximately level. The in-flight alignment feature provides a
rapid reaction capability to the aircraft with only an initial platform verticality established on the
ground prior to departure, and allows the 1143 to be restarted in the air with platform verticality es-
tablished during a brief period of wings level.

The ARN- 101 system’s altitude and vertical velocity are obtained by combining the inertial vertical
acceleration measurements with barometric altitude measurements . A second-order filtering technique con-
tinuously integrates this information together in the vertical channel mechanization. The vertical accel-
erometer’ s bias is estimated during ground alignment to minimize its effect on vertical channel perform-
ance.

The majority of the Loran receiver (signal processor) functions are performed in the central com-
puter in the ARN-lOl mechanization. The Loran subsystem is a linear receiver mechanization and consists
of four pieces of hardware:

a. A three axis H-field antenna system that provides nearly constant signal levels under all air-
craft attitudes,

b. An antenna coupler,

c. The Loran receiver which contains gain control circuits and four notch filters under control of
the central ccmplter and performs the time-consuming tasks of data sampling and simple manipu-
lations of the sampled data,

d. The central computer which performs the more sophisticated data processing necessary to acquire
Loran signals, track a reference point in each signal, and suppress interfering signals through
digital detection and placement of notch filters.

Loran ~ibsystem - The Loran receiver has been designed to provide trouble-free operation in all of
the known problem areas of previous Loran receivers. These include cycle selection, atmospheric noise,
long and short delayed skywaves, break-lock during dynamics, and break-lock during refueling. In the past,
Loran receivers have experienced severe break-lock problems when the aircraft hooked up to a tanker for
refueling. Several steps were taken in the ARN-lOl Loran receiver to prevent this problem. First, the
H-field antenna used in the ARN-lOl prevents the signal inversion that occurs due to the electrical center
shift ing when the tanker hook-up occurs . Second , a properly discharged aircraft and properly grounded
antenna minimize the noise burst that the receiver sees during hook-up. Third, the ability of the receiv-
er to cperate in a burst-noise environment (whether atnospheric burst noise or due to tanker hook-up)
further improves the ability of the receiver to operate correctly during tanker hook-up.

_ _  V - -- - - — -~~~-- 
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The three-axis U- field antenna system provides the receiver with nearly constant signal level under all
ai rcraft ~ittitudes. The axis that provides the maxinun signal reception is continually selected for each
station. This results in nearly constant signal reception even in aircraft maneuvers with up to 6-g turns,
inverted flight, steep pull-ups, and steep dives. By placing the i-axis on top of the F-4 aircraft tail,
the receiver obtains Z-axis benefits even with low level (20 ~V or less) noise conditions.

The Loran Receiver signal processor comunicates with the central digital computer through a direct
mm~~ry access (I1.tA) channel . This mechanization was selected so that replacement of the Loran preprocessor
with other radio positioning aids such as (PS , JTIDS and I~IE could be accomplished with min imum impact on
system architecture.

Weapon Delivery Management - The basic philosophy adopted in the system design was that of continuously
anticipating and preparing for the earliest possible weapon delivery solution. To do this the most likely
release condition is projected ahead of the aircraft and used in the ballistic range computation . (For the
imediate release flight situation of the CCIP node, the predicted release condition is at essentially zero
range projection.) Three important operational advantages are derived from this design approach. An ac-
curate pull-up cue(In Range) allows the pilot the option of a max imum stand-off range pull-up initiation.
Secondly, the proper up-wind track offset for a pull-up delivery is prov ided - -  thereby resulting in a
nominal wings level pull-up. Finally , the weapon release t ime , which must be computed by up to 150 milli-
seconds early because of rack delay and computer cycle time , is based upon accurate extrapolation along the
curved aircraft path predicted f rom the measured normal acceleration .

The pilot is allowed freedom in his vertical maneuvering for weapon delivery after the In Range
situation cue is computed . Initially, a normal 4-g pull is assumed for the Blind and Dive-Toss modes since
this would result in the earliest release. Following the In Range time , the predicted release condition is
re-estimated continuously, in a smoothly changing manner , based on the currently measured normal accelera-
tion. This anticipation of the probable release condition permits steering corrections - - for any cross-
track error that develops - - to be made as early as possible. Prior to target designation in Dive-Toss ,
this adjustment will affect the aimpoint position slightly and after designation will affect the roll steer-
ing comand. Besides allowing for any pull-up profile maneuver , a dive angle cue is provided for use in the
Blind mode to show the allowable fixed dive angle to release. This Pd)I cue shows the dive (or glide) an-
gle which, if followed, will result in a release just before obtaining the Break-Altitude cue pull-up warn-
ing.

Ballist ic range estimation computations are performed by numerical integration every 200 milliseconds
and adjusted through sensitivity coefficients every 50 milliseconds. Release time is quantized to 1 milli-
second. A f ixed number of integration steps (10) provide an essentially constant execution time for all
weapons and all release conditions , including dual drag weapons. Particular features are that (1) there
are only two basic drag vs Mach functions stored (low and high drag), and (2) each weapon is characterized
by at least a drag scale factor , Mach bias shift , and drag bias shift coefficients. A standard Runge-Kutta
numerical integration technique of second order is used to solve the ballistic differential equations in a
three-dimensional , ground-referenced coordinate system. The size of the time integration intervals is in-
dividually controlled for best overall accuracy, and dual drag (e .g., cannister) weapons are accounted for
by changing coefficients at the trajectory transition point. The weapon total drag at each step is a func-
tion of the total weapon speed relative to the local air mass , thus permitting wind variations with altitude.
This approach is in contrast to the more usual approach of integrating in an assumed homogeneous air mass,
and then compensating for an estimated, constant average wind vector.

The interactive control-display is configured to provide three complete , and separate, weapon release
scenarios. L~ta for particular attack conditions may be inserted in three different software lists well in
advance of the release time. This is a big factor in relieving crew workload in a high-stress situation.

Sensor Interface - The sensor interface philosophy adopted was to present an operating procedure to the
aircraft crew that would be essentially comiv n for any of the sensors being used. The prime purpose of
providing the number of different sensors was to give the crew flexibility in the choice of device that
would assist in target recognition, acquisition , and attack or reconnaissance. Considering the speed with
which things happen in a 500-knot vehicle during a reconnaissance or attack scenario , simplicity and corn-
nonality in operating procedures is mandatory.

Manual slew and trim signals are provided from a single hand control in each cockpit . Sensor video or
the radar image is displayed on the digital scan converter in each cockpit . The optical sight system is
only in the F-4E forward cockpit. The function and operation of each sensor is described in the following
paragraphs.

F-4E LCOSS - The Lead Computing Optical Sight System (L(IX)SS) provides an electronically controlled ret-
ide which is optically displayed in the Aircraft Commander’s line-of-sight. The Aircraft Commander uses
this image as a visual sight for air-to-air guns , missile attack , and delivery of conventional weapons
against a ground target. The LCOSS AEN-lOl-aided mode enables the Aircraft Commander to select targets or
identification points visually and cue all other sensors to the selected ground point . The roll steering
signals from the ARN-lOl provide lateral steering infoimation to the LCOSS when operating in the visual
bombing or aided AJB-7 modes from the t ime the target has been designated until the weapon is released, pro-
vided the steering enable discrete is present. Steering signals are available for all navigation or blind
bombing modes. The roll index is controlled to provide steering signals to the destination or to the ident-
ification point.

The aiming reticle is controlled in azimuth and elevation according to the delivery mode selected. Sig-
nals are obtained from the ARN-lOl when in the LO)SS-aided mode. The reticle points to the current steer
destination when in the navigation mode or to the cue point when in the Blind or LASS mode (LABS/WPN SEL
switch in the OFF and navigation mode selected or the BLIND/ LABS position , respectively) if it is within
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the LcOSS field-of-view. The aiming reticle will be cued to the impact point when in the ontinuously
Computed Impact Point (cX IP) , Guns , Pnckets, or A~4-45 modes and to the aircraft velocity vector with
crosswind drift correction when in the Dive-Toss mode.

The APN-lOl accepts trim signals from the forward hand controller to adjust the computed position of
the LLDSS reticle when operating in the navigation or blind modes and the infrared Maverick video has not
been selected for viewing in the forward cockpit. When the in-flight refueling (IFR) switch (located on
the forward stick assembly) is depressed, the sight reticle will slew in response to the forward hand con-
trol inputs and the reticle will be ground stabilized by the ARN-lOl to the position at which the inputs
cease. The accumulated best estimate of offset position is available for cueing the other sensors. Re-
lease of the IFR switch causes the reticle to revert to the current steer destination.

F-4E TISEO - The Target Identification System, Electro-Optical (TISBO) provides a visual identifica-
tion of targets beyond the visual identification range of the naked eye. The TISEO sensor is a narrow field-
of-view television camera with the ability to lock-on to an image via a contrast tracker. Two high resolu-
tion axial-aligned vidicon cameras provide a wide angle and an optically magnified narrow angle field-of-
view, thus providing a television display of an area in front of the aircraft for visual identification of
selected targets. The television camera video outputs are applied to the radar set indicator which dis-
plays the selected field-of-view.

The Weapon System Officer (WSO) points the TISEO telescope, via the azimuth and elevation rate com-
mands, to a ground point or an airborne target. The ground point selection is by manual or a combined
manual and computer-aided operation. When a target has been identified and centered in the field-of-view
by the WSO, he can have the TISEO lock-on to this image. When TISEO has acquired lock-on, it will no long-
er accept hand control or computer rate coninand inputs but continues to provide azimuth and elevation line-
of-sight pointing angles to the radar set and the ARN-lOl. The ARN-lOl will use the pointing angles to up-
date a target position or update navigation coordinates. The forward and aft digital scan converters pre-
sent a television display of either the spotting (side angle) or precision (narrow angle) video developed
by TISBO.

The ARN-lOl provides the means of quickly cueing the TISEO telescope to the cue point or target coord-
inates regardless of previous aircraft maneuvers (ground stabilized). The TISEO will be pointed by the
ARN- lOl to a ground point described by the stored coordinates. The aircraft position, altitude, ground
track, roll and pitch angles are used to establish the pointing angles for ground stabilizing the tele-
scope to the initial coordinates. The WSO in the aft cockpit can trim the ground point coordinates via
the Pave Tack thumb control.

F-4E APQ-l20 Radar - The radar (APQ-l20) obtains signals from the air data computer , the Attitude Ref-
ence Bombing Computer Set (ARBCS), the ARN-lol, and the TISEO. The ARN-lOl signal data converter (SDC) - -
in conjunction with the thumb trim control - - provides the signals to position the offset cursor and the
range cursor (bombing range strobe) during the map and beacon modes, and the SDC provides the radar antenna
pointing angles when the radar is in the air-to-ground mode. The radar video is displayed on the forward
and aft digital scan converters. The Map-PPI sweep mode displays a range cursor (bombing range strobe)
and an offset cursor that are automatically positioned over the target or identification point by the ARN-
101. Cursors cannot be positioned or trimmed from the forward cockpit. If TISEO and Pave Tack power are
off , the display automatically reverts to the radar display.

Maverick Missile - There are four types of Maverick missiles. Maverick AG4-65A/B are television-guided
air-to-ground missiles with the ability to lock-on and track a target (light or dark) in contrast to the
opposite (dark or light) background. The ARN-lOl dues not interface with either the A or the B missile.

The AG4-65C Maverick Missile is a laser-guided air-to-ground missile with the ability to lock onto and
track an appropriately coded laser illuminated target. The target-reflected laser beam can be generated
by the attack aircraft or by any available means . A synthetic scan is presented on the digital scan con-
verter in either cockpit when laser weapon video is selected for display. The ARN-lOl cues the laser re-
ceiver to a reference point, a cue/update point or a target as previously described, until laser lock-on
has been achieved provided the Maverick is in the aided mode. ARN-lOl cue signals will be ignored after
laser lock-on.

The AG4-65D Maverick Missile is an infrared-guided air-to-ground missile with the ability to lock onto
and track a target (hot or cold) in contrast to the opposite (cold or hot) background. The Maverick video
display is an infrared (IR) image which is provided by a receiver located in the selected weapon. The dis-
play of weapon infrared is presented on the scan converter in either cockpit. In the Maverick-aided mode,
the ARN-lol cues the missile IR receiver to a reference point, cue/update point or the target according to
the rules described in a previous section. The missile cue point may be trimmed from either cockpit pro-
vided the IR image is displayed on the appropriate indicator .

Pave Tack - The Pave Tack target designator provides precision laser range and designation of ground
targets under adverse weather conditions. It consists of a narrow beam laser transmitter , laser range re-
ceiver , and an infrared detector for target search and acquisition. The infrared detector has a wide field-
of-view for target search and a narrow field-of-view for target identification and tracking. The laser and
IR line of sight are controllable over the lower hemisphere of the aircraft .

The Cue mode points the sight line at a ground ainçoint designated by the ARN-lOl to allow target acqui-
sition. ihe sight line is stabilized to the aircraft velocity vector , cue/update coordinates , or target ,
depending upon the status of the IP insert and target insert switches. Offset coordinate calculations and
navigation solution position updates can be perfo rmed via Pave Tack when in the Cue/Track modes. The ARN-
101 will calculate offset coordinates via Pave Tack when Pave Tack is in a mode other than Cue and is
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actively tracking, but the ARN-lOl will not position update the navigation solution. The offset coordin-
ates can be erased, stored , used as a Fly-To, or both stored and used as a Fly-To at the operator’s option.

RF-4C Sensors - The RF-4C aircraft contains P,PQ-99 radar cursors and a Pave Tack sensor which can be
individually selected for ARN-lOl-aided cueing to an operator-selected position. The offset and range
cursors are in the aided mode whenever the radar video is displayed. The radar cursors are cued through
the ARN-lOl regardless o the mode selected for display ; however , the cursors are not displayed in all
radar modes. Initially, the ARN-lol cues the radar cursors to zero range and Pave Tack to the aircraft
velocity vector. The displayed sensor may be trimmed from its reset or reference position by normal trim-
ming procedures. The ARN-lOl will stabilize the sensor trimmed to the position, with respect to the air-
craft velocity vector, at which the manual trim input signal ceases.

The modified hand control contains a thumb trim contr l which , in conjunction with the action switch,
allows the aft operator to trim the position of the aided sensor selected for viewing on the aft indicator.
The thumb trim control is activated by pressing the action switch to half action and it remains active un-
til a second sensor is selected for display or the reset switch is depressed . The full action position is
used to initiate Pave Tack track . The operator selects the desired aided sensor for display on the aft
digital scan converter, presses the action switch to half action, and applies pressure to the trim control
to trim or reposition the sensor cue point. The ftRN-lol will ground stabilize the sensor to the point at
which trim inputs cease if the IP insert and/or target insert is set. In general , the manual update of a
sensor ’s cue position from the aft cockpit is accomplished by pressure on the thumb trim control when the
sensor is in the aided mode and displayed on the scan converter. There is no sensor updating from the
forward cockpit. The forward cockpit left indicator displays radar video and radar cursors, while the
right indicator displays Pave Tack video. The aft indicator displays both radar video and cursors or Pave
Tack video.

Pilot-System Interaction - Considerable effort was devoted in the design of the ARN-lol to providing
both crewmen with a fully integrated set of tactical navigation controls and displays . The system per-
forms all the computations of a standard navigation system, and considerably more. With the addition of
a narrowly bounded position error furnished by the Loran capability and an integrated general-purpose com-
puter with good aircrew controllability, the design of a much more capable and useful navigation system
has been accomplished.

The flexibility of the system in the tactical situation is the result of the interactive input/output
control-display concept. Two units in the aft cockpit - - one a digital display indicator with a three-line
24 alphanumeric character readout , and the other a keyer control with a 36-push-button, full alphabet , 10-
digit keyboard - - are software controlled to operate as interactive terminals to guide the Weapons System
Officer through a number of data lists. The control-display design is highly flexibl e. With no change to
hardware components, display capabilities are easily expandable to include parameters of special interest
to specific applications. The modularity and structured design of the software controlling the display
promote simpl e alteration of display sequences for new parameters of interest. The overall system design
is thus an efficient solution to the complex display problem and also can support system growth with only
simple software changes.

The major data entry and management tasks that the WSO must perform will normally be done during pre-
flight. At this time the WSO will use the interactive list control features to ~ither enter or accept
previously entered data for the flight plan variables. Simple sequencing with the skip key provides a
succession of flight plan variable names and variable values to be accepted or changed. In this manner
the “checklist” is built into the computer program and the WSO can be sure that no variable has been ne-
glected. t~ta lists requiring preflight management are the ground update list for system initiation,
destination data for later selection by destination number, Loran chain data, and weapon delivery defini-
tion parameters. Occasionally the data in these lists will be checked or modified while in flight, but
generally there will be no requirement for any extensive data insertion while airborne.

While flying, the WSO will be using the ARN-lOl to perform tactical navigation. For the great ma-
jority of time this flight-following assistance will be done using the display-only flight data list as
selected on the keyer control. Eleven keys allow instand selection for display of 11 pairs of variables
such as computed wind, TAB, time-of-day, glide path error, as well as more cannon position, velocity,
and flight path to destination data. Thus, while flying, the WSO will be using the ARN-lol for conve-
nient display of flight variables in monitoring progress of tactical navigation. In addition, simple
means of commanding new flight destinations and weapon delivery parameters are provided.

An auxiliary digital display indicator is provided for the Aircraft Commander in the forward cockpit
to advise him on specific parameters pert inent to mission progress. This added display significantly de-
creases intercom chatter between cockpits.

The major navigation position and computed flight director information displays are furnished to the
Aircraft Commander on his ADI and HSI in exactly the same manner as he has been used to. Thus , the AP.N-
101-computed bearing and range as well as cross-track error and course to the selected destination are
displayed on the FIST with flight director commands on the 41)1.

The WSO has a similar , but more limited , navigation display on his bearing-distance-heading indicator
(81111). Although the ARN-lOl adds several panels and displays to control the total capability of the sys-
tem, all other aircraft instrument interfaces have been maintained with their normal displays. 

— -  - - ,- -. ---
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DEPLO’Y!4FNF STATUS

The production installation activity has been initiated by Ogden Air Logistics Center, Hill Air Force
Base, Ogden, Utah. The Class V modification contractor was selected in March 1977 with the proof-kit
installations scheduled in the September to December 1977 time period. Product ion retrofit installations
are scheduled for RF-4C and F-4E aircraft in the European, Pacific , and Continental U.S.A . theatres
starting in September 1978.

A second effort has been proceeding to provide Intermediate and Depot Level support equipment and
spares on a schedule that supports USAF organic capability in the September, 1978 t ime frame. Organiza-
tional Level operations are performed entirely with an on-aircraft software built-in-test program that
isolates to the line replaceable unit. The Intermediate Maintenance Electronic System Test Set contains
diagnostic software to isolate the problem to the replaceable printed-circuit card. The Depot Test Sta-
tion then examines each of the cards for the failed component.

The present production contract provides for the delivery of Intermediate and Depot Level support
equipment and spares , while the Class V Modification contract supplies updated Technical Order documenta-
tion.

RESu LTS

The objectives of the original development were met. The AN/ARN-lOl~V) is a system with a high degree
of accuracy, flexibility, and expansion capability which , in turn, is the basis for accurate reconnaissance
and weapon delivery operation in the RF-4C and F-4E aircraft .

The system has demonstrated a weapon delivery accuracy less than 7 mils circular error probability
(CEP) for the visual delivery nodes.

Target acquisition, identification, and tracking performance has been greatly improved by the sen-
sor management capability.

A free-inertial navigation capability with errors less than 1.0 nmi/hr CEP and velocity errors less
than ± 4 ft/sec have been achieved with either ground or Kalman filter airborne alignment.

The F-4 capability is improved by adding a Continuously-Computed Impact Point (CCIP) mode and al-
lowing as nearly an unrestricted envelope of weapon delivery flight profiles as possible.

All F-4E air-to-ground visual modes are uncanned. The CCIP accuracy provided is 2-to-i bee. ~er than
the requirement , and both delayed and immediate release sul nnodes are supplied.

Improvement in the Loran antenna/receiver to maintain lock-on through high dynamics in poor signal
conditions, and to function in a sophisticated electromagnetic environment has been achieved.

Coupled with tht~ reliability and maintainability improvement of the ARN-lOl over the present F-4E
avionics, the operational capabilities and service life of the RF-4C and F-4E are extended, making them
versatile and cost effective strike and reconnaissance aircraft for many years to come.

-j
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4D APPROACH CONTROL USING
VOR/DME/ILS GUIDANCE

by
Dr. Juergen M. H. Bruckner and Thomas C. SIlarpe

Advanced Technology and Engineering
Collins Avionics Division

Rockwell International
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52406 U.S.A.

SUMMARY
This paper presents the results of a study to design, develop, and implement a 41) approach control system using

conventional aircraft sensors and displays augmented with area navigation capability. The goal was to arrive at a
system ca~~b1e of retrofit with most air transport aircraft. Multifunctlon CRT (MAP) displays and Inertial comple-.
mentation were to be avoided. The only additional equipment item required in the final design is a Mark U type RNAV
system capability used specifically to automatically define the nominal multiple-ordered-leg 4D RNAV approach path.
The capability for close-In ILS captures (Including those from above) was also included to allow for diverse aircraft
separation and noise abatement requirements.

INTRODUCTION AND CONCLUSION

With the expected increase in air traffic, more precise control of aircraft In the terminal airport area is required
If intolerable delays are to be avoided. The situation is compounded with increased utilization of heavy aircraft re-
quiring Increased separation from other aircraft to avoid wake turbulence; the Increased average separation results in
decreased air traffic capacity. Computer aided time control is expected to be the major source of increasing airside
capacity under ffR conditions.1 Two approaches to time control which the FAA is studying are automated metering
and spacing using ground based computers and area navigation using airborne computers.

As part of this activity, the FAA In February of 1973, awarded a contract to Rockwell International, Collins
Avionics Division, to investigate the application of three- and four-dimensional (3D/4D) airborne navigation concepts
in the airspace with particular emphasis on the terminal area. Reference 2 documents the results of the initial study
and simulation effort. Significant conclusions reported were: 1) metering and spacing with area navigation results In
the most precise control of aircraft, 2) delivery errors less than 10 seconds (lu) were feasible over a wide range of
aircraft/equipment complements, and 3) precise time control to the outer marker and beyond requires simultaneous
use of final approach guidance (ILS or MLS) and of VOR/DME based RNAV guidance.

The initial system design was modified to eliminate certain deficiencies observed during the Phase I simulation
effort. The time control algorithms were desensitized resulting in much smoother speed commands and better control
throughout the approach. An automatic base offset procedure was also incorporated to allow for simple, less blunder
prone base leg extensions. Finally, the capability to capture and track ILS beams while under RNAV (time control)
guidance was Included. With this system, terminal area time control procedures can be conducted anywhere from ini-
tial approach fix to touchdown.

The simulation effort verified that significant improvements In final delivery accuracy can be achieved under
suitable RNAV aided time control. Under autopilot control, tight 4D tracking Is possible throughout the approach.
The major contribution to delivery errors is the non-stationary nature of the prevailing wind. The 4D flight control
errors are as low as 3—5 seconds (le). These numbers do not include wind shear effects which were not modeled.
The ability to predict and compensate for wind shear effects has not been determined.

The study verified that ILS captures through the RNAV system can significantly improve capture performance and
reduce pilot work load provided proper operational techniques are utilized. The RNAV defined path must be made to
Intercept the ILS defined path in the presence of navaid error, If the paths do intercept, close-in ILS captures are en-
sured. Improvements in ILS tracking result from the ability to linearize the beam data.

TIME CONTROL SYg1’EM DESIGN

Many definitions can be offered on what constitutes a 4D Air Traffic Control System. Certainly the manual sys-
tems In use today control aircraft position, velocity, and time. However, for this discussion a 4D control system
assumes that computer assisted time-of-arrival computations are performed - hopefully to better manual system
performance.

The exact form of these computations is quite flexible. It would appear that the computer-aided time control sys-
tem would monitor the airport acceptance rate, sequence aircraft on a (nearly) first-come-first-served basis, calcu-
late the estimated time of arrival (including delays) of all aircraft in the system, and possibly aid in metering and
spacing the aircraft. The latter task would include determining a departure time from the holding fin and assigning an
arrival route to adjust for the remaining required delay. Since this task would require various sophisticated decision
maldng capabilities in a computer, tasks most successfully performed in the past by the controller, the best man
machine allocation of tasks is difficult to predict: a completely manual system would not take advantage of the rapid
computational capabilities of the computer while a completely automatic system would still require the controller (and,
of course, the aircraft pilot) to understand the computer decisions.

On the other hand, it would appear that the level of metering and spacing automation is not a dominant factor in the
design of airborne time control procedures and equipment complement. Automation will affect the precision of the time
control commands and thus affects total timing accuracy. However, the level of ground based metering and spacing
automation has no affect on how well the pilot can control his aircraft to meet the controller requests. What is of con-
cern In airborne system design is the controller and pilot/aircraft command and response loop. Since the controller
must understand the control strategy to be followed and communicate the pertinent information to the pilot, similar
commands should be ueed in both manual and semiautomated metering and spacing environments. Efficiency , capacity,
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and safety may be Improved with computer aiding, but airborne equipment design Is essentially independent of the
overall metering and spacing technique.

The basic airborne system must provide for easy insertion and execution of an ATC-assigned, delay free , nomi-
nal arrival profile and for impromptu modifications to that profile to compensate for system delays. Using area
navigation (RNAV) equipment, the nominal proffle can be specified by means of standard 4D RNAV STAR consisting of
3D waypointa with assigned speeds. The delay is allocated between the time to be spent at a holding fix and the delay
to be absorbed during the approach. The latter delay is used to specIfy the 3D RNAV flight path modifications as delay
fans, base leg, extensions, and speed assignments. Nominal speed assignments could be taken care of by including
them in the RNAV STAR. ~,eed modifications would then be handled in the same manner as flight path modifications.

In general, both speed and path modifications would be required since speed control alone is insufficient for pro-
viding adequate spacing particularly when tracker velocity is only good to 20 knots , 1 a (ref. 3). In contrast, the on-
board RNAV system can maintain less flight technical error and better velocity control (down to 5 knots la) provided
the on-board avionics can easily handle impromptu RNAV route and airspeed changes. With on-board time control ,
ground speed can be controlled so that the ground based and airborne systems have equivalent speed data.

The authority over path and speed changes from nominal is the subject of much concern. In general all systems
have assumed that when the deviation from nominal Is small, slight speed deviations from nominal are commanded to
return to schedule. When it is not possible to meet the schedule by slight speed changes, then extensive path or speed
modifications from nominal are required. Here one sees two schools of thought. The first allows the airborne system
to independently choose a new speed/path profile to return to the nominal while the second assumes that all extensive
path and speed modifications must be performed by ATC. The latter position is taken because ifight profile assign-
ment must be based on the position of all aircraft In the area and cannot be based on solely arrival time at a given fix.
In addition, since monitoring of system performance is the responsibility of ATC , ATC must maintain knowledge of all
flight paths. Aircraft/ground flight profile verification is therefore required regardless of where the flight profile is
chosen. Since ATC is responsible for time assignment (which requires knowledge of nfl aircraft and their potential
path assignments) it is reasonable to assume that path modifications should also be made by ATC to obtain non-
conflicting flight profiles, if these were then communicated to the pilot, it would eliminate the need for a multiplicity
of airborne equipments performing the same function with no apparent incre .se In system performance.

Because of these reservations about on-board flight profile selection , the analysis and simulation done in this pro-
gram assumed that the entire flight profile, including expected time at the time-fix , is assigned by ATC. The airborne
system would attempt to fly this profile in a closed ioop fashion.

The aircraft’s estimated time of arrival at a designated approach fix (Initial , final, or intermediate ) would be
communicated to the pilot. The pilot could use this time to make minor airspeed modifications to assist in obtaining
the expected time of arrival. Controller/pilot communication would be kept to a minimum. Except for ad hoc varia-
tions to reflect changing conditions or “fine tuning”, the entire a priori arrival route would be known by both pilot and
controller. The use of a nominal 4D RNAV STAR (3D fined path plus nominal speed assignments) would limit communi-
cation to the STAR name; adjustments would then be by exception Instead of by rule. In addition, these exceptions need
not be communicated at the precIse moment of path adjustment, but at any time prior to the required modification,
thereby reducing the possibility of improperly timed path modifications.

The preceding paragraphs described the airborne/ATC interaction. The ATC system was given a great deal of
flexibility In assigning flight profiles. Manual (controller) intervention and a minimum of pilot/controller communica-
tion were assumed although a data link capability could also be used. The same degree of flexibility is required in the
airborne system design to allow for a near term implementation in most aircraft with a minimum of retrofit.

The following guidelines were therefore established for the airborne time control system design:

• Rely, as much as possible, on existing RNAV procedures and equipment so that a minimum of new control/
display functions are required.

• Permit a simple definition and communication of 4D clearances by the controller and easy understanding and
execution of these clearances by the pilot.

• Not produce operational penalties for different classes of RNA V equipment users provided their equipments
meet the minimum operational requirements.

• Increase pilot’s awareness of positloWtime error and allow anticipation of speed/path changes.

• Be compatible with existing RNA V charting formats.

•Reduce communication so that speed/path reclearanees are only given for conflict resolution, safe operation,
or time reassignment that would result in significant traffic flow advantages.

Several different flight path and speed control procedures were studied to determine a suitable minimum comple-
ment for 40 control. The following procedures were chosen from this study. The 4D procedures developed require
cockpit controls/displays that allow the following.

Presetting the WAYPOINTS of an RNAV STAR

For a minimum system, this would probably involve manual entry of the STAR wa3’pointa in terms of bearlng/
distance from the terminal area navald to be used, navaid tuning (and station elevation entry for slant range correction),
and entry/selection of course to each waypoint as it was selected for use. For a transport type system, waypoint entry
is accomplished by selection of a STAR from a list of available STAR’s for the particular airport, The STAR selection
would produce a list of identifiers of waypoints in the STAR , altitudes, and nominal leg speeds. With the minimum
RNAV equipment , leg speeds and waypoint altitudes would only be available on the RNAV approach chart and entered
manually Into the RNAV control unit.
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Establishing a Course From Present Position DIRECT TO Any Waypoint

This capability is available in most RNAV equipment. For the systems with a manually driven course arrow, the
specified waypoint is selected and the course knob is turned until cross track deviation is zero. In the systems with a
servoed course arrow, an AUTO COUR SE or DIRECT TO switch is provided to slew the course arrow to the zero
crosstrack deviation position. The DIRECT TO function in the RNAV envIronment is used to establish an impromptu
track through a waypoint for purposes of shortening the nominal RNAV route, The procedure is shown In Figure 1. If
a delay fan is required from path A to C, the aircraft proceeds to B until cleared to proceed DIRECT-T O C a specified
distance prior to B; if no delay is required, waypoint B is merely deleted from the flight plan.

5M~~ES~~~ORTOB.

Figure 1. Delay Fan Using Delay Waypoints and DIRECT-TO Procedures

Defining A Base Leg Extension

Figure 2 illustrates a base leg extension typically used for final sequencing and spacing. Depending on the RNAV
equipment not all turnpolnts need be waypoints Inserted into the RNAV equipment. In general, the base leg does not

PARENT WAY POINTS

GATE A OFFSET WAYPOINTS
RUNWAY CF \ F .~~~
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Figure 2. Base-Leg Parallel Offset

intercept the final approach course, but transitions into a more shallow intercept leg to avoid overshoots. Note that on
an extension the intercept leg offset is different from the base leg offset. For transport systems with leg-at-a-time
offse t capability this poses no technical problems. For minimum systems with only a single parallel offset capability,
the beat procedure utilIzed was to fly the base leg under RNA V parallel offset guidance and intercept the localizer
using heading. It was also found that for the transport system, a base offset procedure which antomalically offset the
legs in the proper direction upon insertion of the base leg extension yielded the best performance at a minimum of
complexity.

Entry of GMT and Time Assignment

The time control systems require a real-time clock on-board the aircraft. Time is input either by the pilot prior
to entry Into the area or by interface to a ground station clock.

The capability to enter the desired time of arrival (DTA) at any waypoint is required. For minimum capability
systems capable of only defining legs, the speed commands derived from a DTA input will be applicable only to the leg
to the time fix. For a transport system with route definition capability, the speed commands can be defined for all
legs to the time fix.

Control of Leg ~ eed

In order to minimize communication requirements and to maintain aircraft separation, speed assignment on each
leg of a STAR should be part of the STAR definition and speed reclearances would be given to aircraft only on an as
required basis. For a minimum capability system, leg speeds would only be available from the RNAV approach chart,
while for more sophisticated equipment leg speeds should be stored as part of the STAR definition just as waypoints
and altitudes are stored. The pilot would have the capability to edit these leg speeds in the case of speed reclearance.
In the speed command algorithm for systems that compute time error over several legs, leg speed is an integral part
of the calculations and thus must be available in the computer for each leg on which time error is based. Thus, when
waypoints are added to the 4D flight plan, leg speed should be provided either by pilot entry or by interpolation of prior
and subsequent leg speeds.

The interpolation procedure chosen assumed that all speed changes are accomplished at the rate of 40 kts/mlnute
just prior to the arrival of a speed control waypoint unless a higher rate is required in which case it Is chosen. The
two situations are depicted In Figure 3.

,
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AVERAG E DESCENT RATE LESS THAN 40 XIS/NIH DESCENT RATE GREATER THAN 40 KTS/MIN

Figure 3. ~~eed Reduction Profiles

The figure depicts a speed reduction from 210 hi to 180 knots between waypoints A and B. in the situation depicted
on the left, the leg distance is sufficiently great such that the 210 speed is held for most of the distance and then the
aircraft shows to 180 at the rate of 40 kts/minute just prior to waypoint B; on the right, the leg distance is so short
that an immediate speed reduction of 40 kts/mlriute or greater is required.

Typical STAR

The procedures were investigated using a proposed 1983 Denver Terminal Area RNAV route design. Figure 4
illustrates the southwest RNAV STAR called BR AND. A delay fan and path shortening area are provided early in the
approach for initial path adjustments. Base leg extensions are used for fine tuning prior to final approach. Nominal
airspeeds consist of entry at 250 knots and a slowdown to 210 knots somewhere in the delay fan prior to DOWN. The
210 knot clean aircraft configuration airspeed is maintained until the turn to base leg. The slosuiomi to final approach
speed is provided just prior to the localizer capture leg. ~ eed changes are assumed to occur at the rate of 40 his!
minute and effected prior to crossing the waypolnt.

Time Control Equipment Complement

The Collins ANS-70A Automatic Navigation System was used as the basis for the time control system design. An
operator’s guide for this system is listed as reference 4. The system utilizes a general purpose computer and CRT
control/display unit. As a result , software modifications were relatively straightforward. A limited production version
of the 8564B computer was utilized for this program to provide the additional sensor inputs required for the analog dis-
play of the speed commands and for the ILS capture/tracking. Effectively the only difference is in the Aircraft System
Coupler (the input/output device). Software modifications to the ANS-70A software for emulating an air carrier level
4D system were limited to adding a time control algorithm and the necessary control display capability.

The 70A system utilizes an interactive time shared “page concept” whereby the appropriate CRT page presenta-
tions are called into view by operator selection. The presentation on the left in Figure 5 depicts the Flight Plan Page
upon actuation of the FLT PLN key while the presentation on the right Illustrates the additional data called into view
by actuating the upper right lever switch. The latter presentation was incorporated to allow for entry/display!
modification of the speeds at waypoints.

DENVER
~l53 DEN

~~ SW25 [~~~A~E CAPTh

3e~ 45• 39~ 45 3g~ 45
NORTH D4~ S IN  104’ 44.5 I04~ 4 2 5

I / i i  From BRAND direct to TURN 1 then to DOWN. Expect
/ “,‘ clearance from TURN I t o  DOWN via 347’ mag track to

J /
/ 

/
‘I ADDED followed by clearance direct to DOWN prior to

TURN I , / / ADDED. From DOW N direct to BASE then to IN FRM
~~ / / /‘ then to CAPTR. Expect clearance for base leg offset., / / prior to BASE. From CAPTR direct to GATE and

/ RW26. Maintain 250 kts alter crossing BRAND. Expect

~ /  / clearance to 210 kts prior to DOWN. Slow to 180 kts
/ .~ 3.0 nm prior to BASE . Slow to 150 kts 2.5 nm prior to

BRA ND / INTRM. Descend to and maintain tO-waypoint altitudes.L~ Jç
• EAST
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Figure 4. BRA ND STAR
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FLIGHT PLAN PAGE NOMINAL SPEED PROFILE

BR~~~D ‘ALT

~~~~J— 015° BRAND 16000 ,....~ .i~ 210
BRAND /~~LT -I~~ S

~~~J— 031° TURN1 14000
BRAND ‘A LT ‘lAS

~~
j— 031° DOL.J N 10000 210

B R A N D  ‘A L T  ~~~~~ ‘lAS
~~~~~

J— 077° BASE 9000 180
BRAND B02 .  1 ‘ALT 32 . 1 ‘lAS

~~~~~ J— 347° INTRM 8000
BRA ND B02 . 1 ‘A LT 32 . I ‘lAS

~ J~— 287 ° C~ PTR 7000 rR 150 -
~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~ 
B . . l

~~l B-  B . .  •-~ ~~~ ~ I ~~
Figure 5. Alternate Flight Plan Page Presentations

Ditto marks ( I I )  below the lAS for TURN 1 indicate that no speed has been entered for TURN 1 but that the inter-
nally computed speed for TURN 1 is the same as for BRAND. The downward pointing arrow (f ) below the LAS for
INTRM indicates that no speed has been entered and that the internally computed speed profile requires a speed reduc-
tion from 180 to 150 knots through this waypoint. Similarly if an acceleration were required, an upward pointing arrow
(f) would be shown.

Any base offset data Is inserted and presented on the flight plan page. In Figure 5, B~2.l indicates that a 2.1 miii
base leg extension is to be flown. The offset legs are to waypoints INTRM and CAPTR. The offset was entered at
INTRM. It can be deleted at INTRM or CAPTR by entering BØ or by means of a DIRECT TO procedure to any waypoint
beyond BASE.

The progress page (PROG) of the -70A system was modified to allow for insertion of the time fix and desIred time
of arrival data and display both the commanded lAS and the EARLY/LATE data. Data/label lines 5 (which normally
display RDG CMI) and REQ. V<) now display the following format (Figure 6).

Under MS on the left, 180 represents the nominal airspeed over the leg as given in the flight plan. The commanded
airspeed is equal to the nominal until entry of a valid DTA/waypoint-in-tbe-flight plan in the TIME/WPT data lines.
Following valid data entry, the display could look like that depicted on the right. The display indicates that the LAS re-
quired to meet the DTA at the time fix GATE is 165 knots and that the present airspeed is such that the expected time
of arrival is 1.2 minutes late. The error (given as EARLY or LATE) is given in minutes and tenths of minutes.

The speed commands are also displayed on the lAS indicator and the ADI. The servoed bug on the LAS indicator is
driven to the commanded LAS. The SLOW/FAST needle on the ADI is driven by the difference between the commanded
LAS and the actual LAS. A 15 knot full scale deflection provided acceptable range and resolution.
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Figure 6. Time Fix and Commanded AIrspeed Presentations
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The RNAV computer generates the commanded LAS and early/l ate data by first computing the time to reach the
fix at the nominal airspeeds. The assigned LAS are converted to TAS and added to the along track wind component re-
sulting in a ground speed for each leg. After compensating for the difference in leg lengths for turns, the nominal
time-to-go (Tl’G) is computed. If the nominal TTG is equal to the actual TTG, the actual commanded lAS is set equal
to the nominal LAS. If not the percent overspend for each leg is computed to arrive at the fix on time. Hence:

TTGNOMVCOM 
= TTGCOM 

VNOM Eq. 1

Similarly to compute early/late the following relationship is used
V

TTG CT = TTG Eq.2
ACT M

This relationship resulted in much smoother performance than trying to meet each waypolnt on schedule inter-
nally computed from nominal TAS, estimated winds and position. With this technique navigation and wind estimation
errors are not amplified early in the flight plan as they are In the former strategy. The resultant timing errors at
intermediate waypoints turn out to be far less also because the commands are not cyclic. This will be seen in the fol-
lowing section.

TIME CONTROL COCKPIT SIMULATION

The real time cockpit simulation utilized the Denver Southeast and Southwest approaches. A total of eight dif-
ferent types of approaches were flown.

On the BRAND approach with base leg extension, the phraseology used upon entry was:

‘ATC clears Gulfstream N71CR to ~ apleton Airport via BRAND RNAV arrival. Reduce airspeed
to 210 knots 5 nmi prior to DOWN. Expect crossing GATE at (present GMT + 14.3 m m )  Zulu.”

After passing DOWN the base leg extension was given as follows:

“ATC reclears N71CR on 1.1 nmi base leg offset. Expect crossing GATE at (prior time + .7 m m )
Zulu.”

Note that a minimum of additional communication is required over the RNAV route description and far less Is re-
quired compared to a typical vectored localizer intercept.

Histograms of the timing errors are shown In FIgure 7. TIming errors at LOCAL (for the SIMOL approach) and
at INTRM (for the BRAND approach) represent timing errors at an intermediate fix just prior to final approach spacing.
The errors are significantly less than the errors experienced in the earlier 3D/4D study.2 The 4D system errors at
the Intermediate fix were reduced from [p = -0.5, a 9.7] to [p = 4.4, a 4.6] where the tupplet [p , a] represents
the mean and standard deviation In seconds. It was felt that the new time control algorithm was smoother throughout
the approach so that the pilot actually tracked the command instead of ifitering the command via a built in lag. Basically
the commanded airspeed in the phase 1 experiments indicated a large cyclic error while in this phase a cyclic error
pattern was unnoticeable and the airspeed commands appeared to be monotomically decreasing (as they should). In
addition, the present simulation did not include any wind shear experiments and hence wind estimation errors were not
biased.

The timing errors at GATE for the 4D system were reduced from [~ 
= 4.7 , a=5 .4 ] to [p = 0, a = 2.8]. This is

again attributed to the smoothness of the time control algorithm. In the phase 1 experiments, erratic commands ap-
peared while passing waypoints. A smooth command on the BRAND approaches was received only after passing way-
point CAPTR and following a 10-second update cycle ; thus only 26 to 36 seconds of smooth command data was available.
The present algoritlun does not concern itself with non-time control waypoints , and hence its performance is not
limited by a short leg to the time fix.
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FIgure 7. 4D System Deliverj Errors
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The experiments did not reveal any significant time control difference between runs with FAST/SL OW analog data
on the ADI and without the data. While this is true in simulated performance, in practice a large difference is pre-
dicted. The pilots almost never looked down on the CDU with FAST/SLOW on the ADI , resulting in a significant de-
crease in workload. Nominal speed changes over a leg were easily monitored without the need for an alert light.
FASIISLOW was the basic display used both far out in the approach (less sensItive ~o small velocity changes than
EARLY/ LATE) and near the GATE provided approach speeds were not violated. While EARLY/LATE was helpful in
the latter region as a performance measure, FAST/SLOW was still the more adequate command display. Both pilots
recommended this display as the primary time control display.

There was no appreciable difference in delivery errors at the GATE under autopilot or manual (flight director)
control. The workload was low enough for an experienced pilot to manage closed loop control of path and speed given
the present information. However , it is possible to stay closer to the nominal 4D path over the entire approach while
under autopilot control as workload goes down appreciably. The pilot can then temporarily override the speed control
commands when off nominal to return to the nominal speed profile . For example, assume that the nominal leg speed Is
210 knots, the commanded and actual airspeeds are 205 knots (and hence early/late is 0). This implies that the aircraft
is slightly ahead of schedule (205 commanded vs. 210 nominal) but by maintaining the present speed reduction the air-
craft will cross the time fix on schedule. If the Indication is steady (implying wind shear or navigation errors are not
disruptive), the pilot can return to nominal schedule by further reducing his speed (EARLY/LATE will temporarily in-
dicate LATE) until the commanded airspeed is 210 knots at which time actual airspeed is Increased to 210 knots and
LATE returns to zero. The aircraft is now predicted to be back on schedule both at the time fix and also at its present
position . The additional workload associated with this activity was possible only during autopilot controlled
experiments.

Two procedural items which were deemed highly desirable during this phase were the limited required speed data
insertions and the procedural RNAV base leg extensions. The speed entrIes were limited in number to the actual num-
ber of different speeds used during the approach. The speeds were entered at existing 2D or 31) waypolnts - additional
waypoints at the start of the speed reduction need not be created. Hence navigation was maintained to the normal 2D or
3D waypoints, thereby reducing both pilot workload and blunders during data insertion and navigation.

Base leg extensions were previously flown by means of leg-at-a-time offsets for the 4D system and by parallel off-
sets for the 2D system. When shallow course intercepts were flown with the 4D system, offsets on two legs were re-
quired. This was cumbersome and blunderprone. The use of a single base offset entry without the need to specify right
or left resulted in an acceptable base offset procedure.

3D/4D ILS COMPUTATIONS

Area navigation aided ILS localizer and glideslope capture and track laws were also developed to provide final ap-
proach capability for the 3D/4D system. Lateral and vertical steering commands are provided by the RNAV system
prior to ILS capture . The control laws provide an automatic, smooth transientless capture of the ILS beams with auto-
matic adaptation for varying airspeed, wind, and beam angles. In addition, the system accommodates beam intercepts
from above or below. The technique developed assumed an Integrated RNAV/ILS flight computer, but could be readily
adapted to separate RNAV and flight computers with minimal interface requirements.

Lateral Control Laws

There has been Interest for some time In using RNAV derived data to aid in localizer captures. Localizer capture
algorithms in general suffer from two important disadvantages. Without an area navigation system range information
Is not generally available, hence the capture law Is usually optimized for a given range and performance degradation
occurs on either sIde of the optimum range. The second difficulty is that the localizer beam provides angular deviation
from a reference centerline. Hence as one moves closer to the localizer antenna, the “beamwidth” of the localizer
beam In distance units (e.g., ft.) grows smaller. Thus the available space to execute a turn onto final course once the
beam Is intercepted shrinks rapidly. As an example , the turn radius associated with 30° of bank at an airspeed of 200
ft/sec implies that for a 90 degree beam intercept , centerline overshoot will occur at ranges shorter than 7.6 nmi
from the localizer antenna, assuming capture starts (with instantaneous 30° bank) at 200 pA deviation. At higher air-
speeds the minimum range without overshoot will incre ase. An RNAV system offers potential alleviation of this situa-
tion by permitting the initiation of capture prior to beam F~tercept thus avoiding the geometry limits described above.

The RNAV position and velocity errors, however, are such that if care Is not exercised, a capture initiated on
RNAV data may turn short missing the beam entirely or such a capture may turn late resulting in gross overshoots.
One potential solution would be to never turn to a lesser course cut than 45° before intercepting the beam. This works
well in terms of localizer overshoot bu~ results In two distinct “up-down” ban i commands or a “double bank” charac-
teristic which Is considered by some to be objectionable. An alternate approach is to always initiate the RNA V aided
capture with maximum available bank command (e.g., 30 degrees), but to start fading the bank command almost im-
mediately so that hopefully a smooth blend with beam based bank commands at localizer intercept results. The latter
approach has a more desirable bank characteristic but appears to pose formidable difficulties In properly progr amming
the bank command fade In general.

The approach discussed here avoids the double bank characteristic, uses an adaptable initial bank command (i.e.,
not always 30 degrees), and provides a solution to the bank command fade problem In the case where the system is
tending to turn short of the beam.

FIgure 8 ifiu strates three potential sItuations that may occur when performing an RNAV aided capture. For con-
venience they will be referred to as the “turn short”, “good data,” and “turn long” cases. For capture s with trip point
within the beam, as shown in the fourth case of Figure 8, no RNAV aiding is needed. Also shown in FIgure 8 are the
required bank traces for each case if a successful capture is to occur. The following argument serves to validate the
selection of these three RNAV aided cases as basic.

If one Is to start the capture based on RNAV data, one has no choice but to establish a trip point algorithm based
on RNAV data and consequently must design a system to be tolerant of trip point shifts due to RNAV errors. Not only
cross track distance errors but also velocity errors will affect the trip point computation. Assuming a constant bank
capture algorithm, the three possible situations that may exist once an RNAV aided capture has begun are shown in
FIgure 8. The “turn long” case is critical In terms of amount of bank command to use. If the system is turning long
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ILS ONLY CAPTURE A-NAY AIDED CAPTURES
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Figure 8. Area Nay Aided Localizer Capture

then a “reserve” of bank command must be available (once beam data is present) to Increase the bank command to the
required amount. Hence the nominal bank in a RNAV aided capture should not be as great as the bank command limit
(normally about 30° in transport aircraft). Note, however, that this is not an absolute constraint but rather a conse-
quence of the strategy being considered here. One could always force the system to “turn short” (see below) and thus
avoid the “turn long” case entirely, but the strategy adapted here seems more natural to the author. In summary, the
approach adopted is to leave some room for bank to increase in case the “turn long” case occurs.

The other situation that can occur is the “turn short” case. Here the beam could be missed entirely (i.e., beans
intercept might not occur). To guard against this situation, some means must be present to detect when the system
has turned far enough. The approach here restricts minimum course cut relative to the beam, but conditions the per-
missible minimum course cut based on the state of the system and provides a precise bank command fade algorithm
which is a function of the computed minimum course cut. This will be discussed in more detail below but in the “turn
short” case a “blend down” algorithm must be provided to prevent turning parallel to the beam and to smoothly transi-
tion computations to beam based data.

The need for a blend-down algorithm ari ses in the “turn-short ” case. There are two aspects of the blend-down
problem; when should the blend-down be Initiated, and how should the blend-down be programmed?

The first of these questions requires addressing the problem of “when has the system turned far enough?” The
system will execute an approximately circular turn onto final course If the bank command (BNK.CMD) obeys the
relationship

-1 1 v 2 ~ - cos(TAE))1
BNK.CMI) = •

-
~~~~ L ~~~~~~~~~~ Eq. 3

where V is ground speed , TAE is track angle error or angle of ground velocity vector relative to the runway center-
line, CTD is cross track distance to localizer centerline, g is gravitational constant (32.17 ft/sec ), and consistent units
are assumed. Equation 3 holds through the entire capture maneuver; and if all assumptions are satisfied , TAE and
CTD change in such a way that BNK.CMI) remains constant, assuming no wind. If there is a wind, the bank must change
during the capture In order to maintain a circular track over the ground.

In particular, for a capture initiated outside the beam on RNAV data and neglecting wind for the moment, Equation
3 should hold at the Instant of beam intercept. Now at beam intercept, knowledge of range and localizer deviation
(LOC.DEV ) permits computation of cross track distance at the beam edge (CTDBE). Further, since V~ and BNK.CMD
are known, track angle error at the beam edge (TAEBE) can be computed by solving Equation 3 for TAk as

TAEBE COS•’ 11.- g*tan(-BNK.CMD)*CTDBE 1 Eq. 4[ Vg J
where CTDBE = R ange * Sin (LOC.DEV) with appropriate units used. If wind is present Equation 4 wIll still hold at any
particular Instant in the turn.
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Simulation results Indicated it was best to compute TAEBE once only at capture initiation and accept any resulting
anomalies due to wind. Equation 4 is basically only used to define the trip point for transition to the blend-down sub-
mode. That is, one computes TAEBE at the Initiation of capture and as the capture proceeds , he continually teats TAE
against TAEBE. If the condition TAE = TAEBE occurs prior to encounter of the beam edge , the system is presumably
turning too fast and fading of the bank command should begin, if beam encounter occurs prior to TAE = TAEBE , then
the system should fade immediately to bank command based on beam data.

The second aspect of the blend-down problem is the question of how to fade the bank. Assuming an exponential
fade on bank command, it can be shown that the time constant of the fade can be computed such that for a fade beginning
at the point TAE = TAEBE , the system will never turn further than to TAE = k~TAEBE where 0(k°zl . In particular ,
under no conditions will the system turn parallel to the beam. The bank command is faded exponeiitially from its initial
value with a time constant (r) computed as shown in EqUation 5.

r = U0 ( k * T A E ~~~) E Sg.ø(to) q.

where ø(to) is the bank angle at the initiation of the fade and Uo is airspeed.

The basic requirement for capture trip point is that it be such that reasonable banks are used in capture and
reasonable overshoots occur under all conditions. Generally bank command is restricted to less than 30° in magnitude
in transport aircraft and it is highly desirable to keep overshoots less than 30 ~sA (~~.4’) of localizer deviation. Other
factors also enter. For example, if no RNAV system is available , clearly the trip point must be within the beam re-
sulting In geometry limits for certain close-in captures. Pilots often have very definite opinions about how the bank
should behave under given conditions. The conditions above Imply that the desired form of the capture bank command
might be a feasible basis for computing the capture trip point. If one assumes a circular capture (i.e., constant bank),
it is interesting to solve Equation 3 for CTD to illustrate the CTD required to execute a circular capture as a function
of Vg, TAE , and BNK.CMD

CTD = Vg2 (1 - COS (TAE) ) E 6g tan (BNK.CMD)

Equation 6 illustrates the generally applicabl e point that capture trip point expressed in CTD terms is a function of
ground speed, TAE , and bank command to be used in the capture. Since it appe ared feasible to specify a desired con-
stant bank during capture , the approach decided on in this study was to specify the capture bank (CAP.BNK ) and then
use Equation 6 to determine the trip point. However , the bank rate command limit is a significant factor and the trip
point should be adjusted to account for its effect. Further , It was felt that CAP.BNK should be a function of TAE , that
Is at high angle course cuts more bank should be used than for lower angle course cuts. Further R to prevent very small
bank captures, the restriction was added that I CAP.BNK 1>5 ° in all cases.

Tolerance to RNAV position and velocity errors must be considered In determining MAX.CAP.BNK , the ma,dmuns
bank to be used in capture. In the event of a “turn long” case , the required “room to increase” on bank once the beam
is encountered is a function of range. To see this, consider captures beginning at the same CTD and course cut but at
varying range (RNAV data is used until beam Intercept). Intuitively, at longer ranges more beam width In feet Is
available after beam intercept to correct the problem or conversely less time is spent using an erroneous command.

Making MAX.BNX .CAP sufficiently large at longer ranges will force the capture to be within the beam in those
cases (see Equation 6). This is desirable since RNAV aiding should be used only when necessary. It was decided to
make MAX.CAP.BNK = 25° at longer ranges and to decrease the value at shorter ranges. Further , it can be shown
that for a 90° intercept at 200 fps, MAX.CAP.BNIC = 25° implies RNAV aided captures at ranges shorter than 13 nmi
range; hence this seems a reasonable point to start programming MAX.CAP.BNIc down. Numerical examples and
simulation results Indicated that provision for about 15’ possible Increase in bank during capture at 5 nmi seemed
advisable.

Collecting the above discussion, the trip point computer is performed as follows:

CTD Trip Point Vg2
~~~- COS (TAE)) 

+ CTD.ADJ Eq. 7

where

CTD.ADJ = 
CAP.BNK 

* Vg sin (TAE)

-MAX.CAP.BNI< * L~ .• ,  if magnitude of result is�.5°
CAP.BNX = 90

-5 * SIGN( TA E ) . . .  otherwise

MAX.CAPJ3NK = (8. + * RNGLOC)~ .25

RCL Is the bank command limit, and RNGLOC is range to localizer in nmi and the units on MAX .CAP.BNK are degrees.

The transition from capture to track normally occurs when

LOCDEV < 30 ~A for RNGLOC ~. 13 mu

and for

LOCDEV * RNGLOC < .091 ma for RNGLOC >13 urn
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The transition from angular to linear CTD criterion for transition to track prevent going to track at high values
of TAE at long ranges where 30 ~iA represents significant linear deviation. The advantage here lies In maintaining
capture mode and hence the circular nature of the capture as long as possible. However, in the event of severe cross-
winds or unusually bad Initialization the possibility of turning parallel to the beam during ILSCAP e,dsta. To provide a
final safeguard against turning parallel an override trip to track feature is also provided based on predicted TAE at the
Track Trip point.

The system implementation will now be described. A block diagram of the total RNAV aided ILS localizer capture
and track system is shown in Figure 9. It should be noted that there are basically two potential capture modes. Cap-
ture computations are based on RNAV data (NAVCAP) or based on ILS data (ILSCAP). Further there is a blend-down
submode (BLNDWN) of NAVCAP which is provided to fade the bank command down In the “turn short” case. If RNAV
aiding is needed, the NAVCAP mode will occur first , transitioning to ILSCAP when localizer deviation becomes less
than 200 MA. If during NAVCAP the system turns too far (determined by continually comparing TAE with predicted
TAE at the beam edge ~~AEBE) during NAVCAP), the BLNDWN submode is automatically selected and fades the bank
command accordIng to the fade algorithm discussed earlier. 
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Figure 9. 3D/4D Lateral Axis Control Laws

ILSCAP can occur In two days. First, if NAVCAP is in progress and localizer deviation decreases below 200 MA ,
then ILSCAP is selected immediately. The other case occurs when the capture trip point is such that localizer devia-
tion at that point wifi be less than 200 MA. In this case no RNAV aiding is needed and the ILSCAP mode is selected
Immediately.

Notice that during NAVCAP a fader circuit is provided to fade from NAVCAP to ILSCAP. Similarly durIng ILSCAP
a companion fader is provided to blend to the track mode. The bank command in either NAVCAP or ILSCAP is the
proper one to generate a cIrcular capture and both are essentially the same as Equation 3 although the form used in
ILSCAP Is modified to more appropriately use beam data and to lessen its dependence on TAE and ground speed esti-
mates from the RNAV system.

The track mode is a conventional proportional combination of position and rate relative to the beam center to form
bank command.

Notice that the output of the data processing filte r is position and position rate to provide the requisite data to the
capture computation. This is also the appropriate form for the track mode at close ranges. However, at longer ranges
the effects of beam noise, particularly excessive bank activity, require that gains be softened, usually such that the
track law becomes angularly based rather than position based. The RNGPGM block of Figure 9 provides this feature
since at ranges beyond 7 nmi (neglecting the filter for the moment since its parameters are not range dependent),
CTDTRX is really in angular units. Alternately, the combination of RNGPRGM programming downstream of the filter
and RNGLOC programming of LOCDEV upstream of the filter provides linearization of LOCDEV out to 7 nmi and a
constant gain beyond that range.

The final aspect of the system block diagram is the output command processing shown at the right side of Figure 9.
Basically a 5 degree per second rate command limit and a 30 degree command limit are imposed. The lead-lag com-
pensation is necessary for the specific autopilot interface used in this application and would not in general be Included
in the design.

Glide slope Control Laws
The vertical portion of the ILS approach control laws does not rely on area navigation data as heavily as do the

lateral control laws, However, the range to glide slope intercept Is used for radio programming or beam linearization
In place of the more conventional radio altitude , and the vertical navigation function can be used to initiate a capture
from above the glideslope beam.

_ _  - - - — —~~~ ---- —. - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~- -~~~~~~~- — - A—---
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The 3D/4D system glideslope operation is similar to conventional flight guidance computations (see Figure 10).
Basically glideslope capture Is initiated from a flight path which has been set up to intercept the glideslope beam.
Usually the glideslope is intercepted from a zero flight path angle or altitude hold maneuver ; however, the control
laws MU also allow the user to capture from above. This capability permits Initiation of an intercept from a vertical
navigation maneuver above the beam. Once an Intercept has been established, capture is completely automatic. The
system senses beam rate and vertical rate and compares this mixture with beam deviation and beam polarity to estab-
lish a capture trip point. Capture logic is shown In FIgure 10. When pitch command goes through zero in the correct
direction (determined by comparing its polarity with that of beam deviation) capture is initiated.

Figure 10. 3D/4D Glideslope Capture and Track Control Laws

Since the capture is a function of both beam closure rate and vertical rate, the trip point is a function of ground
speed and flight path angle. Ground speed in turn makes the capture a function of aircraft speed and wind. Similarly,
If the aircraft has a vertical rate established, capture will adjust to compensate for the vertical rate. C~ course ,
beam rate Is also sensing this higher closure rate, but the addition of vertical rate has proved to be more accurate In
adjusting the trip point especially in above the beam capture.

The capture trip point will vary as a function of how fast the glide slope beam is approach, moving further from the
glideslope basin center as the closure rate increases regardless of the reason. At capture initiation the beam rate Is
memorized and held. Also, a fader or washout is initiated on both stored beam rate and vertical rate. The action Is
such that at the instant of capture, pitch command is zero, and the aircraft continues toward the glideslope beam.

Deviation decreases faster than the slowly fading rate signals to provide appropriately a nose up or nose down pitch
command to transition the aircraft onto the glideslope. The fader washes out all of the beam rate and initial vertical
rate as the aircraft acquires the beam centerline. After capture tracldng is provided by the deviation and washed out
vertical rate paths. Vertical rate Is washed out to prevent the vertical rate or descent rate from causing a deviation
standoff in the control laws. It should also be pointed out that for autopilot operation, vertical rate is required to damp
the deviation path, since the autopilot pitch attitude (which also provides path damping) is washed out Øy the 5 second
forward integration) faster than normally permissible to maintain adequate stability.

Although it Is possible to Initiate a capture outside the linear range of the gain programmer, the effect of the non-
linearity on the capture detector is marginal and the following discussion will assume linear programmer range. Re-
ferring to FIgure 11, an internal pitch command is formed when the glideslope computation is in the arm condition
(OSARM). The value of that signal will be

~o ’ii (K~~~ h+h ) +I~h] Eq.8

where G~ equals degrees of pitch command (+ directs a pitch down attitude), ~h equals approach rate of the glideslope
beam (ft/see), h equals ascent rate (ft/eec) and ~%h equals cross track distance (ft), positive above the glideslope.

Any flight path intersecting or roughly paralleling the glideslope will result in rate terms having a polarity oppo-
site to that of Ah. when the rate term equals or exceeds the position term, the glidealope capture mode will be en-
abled (OSCAP).

The glideslope capture window may be more clearly defined by expressing the rate terms as functions of flight
path angle:

h V~ Mn ( a )
Eq.9

Vg sin (a - O
g)

where Vg equals groundapeed, a equals flight path angle measured as positive counterclockwise from horizontal, and
equals glideslope angle (nominally -2.5 dog.).

— — - — - - — — 
- -.-~~~~-— -—. —-- •.—-.—--—-—— — --—~~,-~~~ .___________________________________________________________ ..~.-- -
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Figure 11. ILS Capture

~ ibstltuling those expressions into equation 8 and setting 9c = ~ yields the cross track distance at capture as a
function of ifight path angle:

~ hc
= _

~~~Vg [KAh sin (a_ ag)+ain a] Eq.1O

Since the capture window is actually determined by measured position and rate information, the capture point will
be moved to compensate for along track and cross track wind conditions as well as variations in glideslope angle.
Simulation data demonstrated the use of capture point movement to maintain a relatively smooth performance during
the capture maneuvers In varying environmental conditions.

ILS Capture Definition

The ANS-7OA CDIJ was also used to set up the ILS captures. A separate page was created to allow the pilot to
specify the capture modes and ILS definition. Figure h a  illustrates the display prior to data entry while Figure lib
Illustrates the display under localizer guidance.

In an operational system, the ILS definition would be resident in the data base along with the other navaid data
(this was accomplished for a selected number of airports in a Collins two-segment approach operational evaluation).
In this program the ILS frequency had to be identified. The distance from touchdown waypoint was used for gain pro-
gramming the glideslope signal while it In combination with runway length was used for gain programming the localizer
signal. The course data was used to compute track angle error.

Three approach modes were defined. LOC consisting of a localizer capture mode, APPR AUTO consisting of a
localizer capture followed by a glideslcipe capture mode and RNA V consisting of an RNAV approach or a return to
RNAV. The modes were inhibited if the data was not valid. If a valid ILS mode was selected, one of the VOR recei-
vers was tuned to the localizer frequency, the HSI course was slewed to runway heading and raw localizer deviation
was displayed on the HSI lateral deviation bar. After ILS mode selection, the RNAV guidance was retained until
localizer capture/track.

The RNA V mode could always be selected prior to localizer capture. Once localizer capture occurred (in LOC or
APPR AUTO), the autopilot must be disengaged before a return to RNAV mode was possible. This is the status dis-
played in Figure lib. A return to RNAV was inhibited since the system was not designed for RNAV go-around.

ILS COCKPIT SIMULATIONS

A limited real time cockpit simulation was also undertaken to checkout and evaluate the performance of the ILS
capture tracking algorithms under manual and autopilot control. A total of 6 different intercept conditions were estab-
lished, namely 90° captures at 3, 5, and 7 nm from runway touchdown point, and 10°, 200, and 30’ shallow intercepts to
a simulated outer marker 5.4 nm from runway touchdown point. All approaches utilized a 3° descent to localizer cap-
ture, an altitude hold to glideslope followed by 2~1/20 descent to touchdown. All approaches were flown at a nominal
approach speed of 120 knots.

Table 1 lists the ILS approach conditions along with a yes/no summary of system perform ance. Strip chart re-
cording of two approaches are shown in Figures 12 and 13. The data under Turn Initiation Indicates whether the RNA V
based steering module or the ILS based steering module was used to initiate the turn. The method for accomplishing
this will be described later. The last column indicates If Category U type performance of 35 MA RMS outside of 200
feet and 12 feet RMS within 200 feet of altitude was maintained. For autopilot approaches, no sustained oscillations
were allowed or observed. Manual approaches experienced a somewhat cyclic deviation. For these approaches an
RMS value of 35 MA was repl aced by a requirement to limit peak excursions withIn 50 ~A beyond .75 nm (200 ft/tan2.5’) from runway toucMown poInt. At 120 knots .75 nm correapondes to a little over 20 seconds or 2 major time
divisions on the charts. Runw ay touchdown point coincides roughly with the glideslope deviation saturation on the
charts,

- -—~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~~~ ---~~~-
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Table 1. RNAV Aided ILS Approach Conditions

CATEGORY II
APPROACH CONTROL TURN TYPET PERFORMANCE

7nm-90° 1 Autopilot RNAV No
2 Autopilot ILS Yes
3 Manual RNAV No*
4 Manual ILS Yes

5nm-90° 5 Autopilot RNAV No
6 Autopilot ILS Yes
7 Manual RNA V No~
8 Manual ILS Yes

3nm-90° 9 Autopilot RNAV Yes
10 Autopilot ILS Yes
11 Manual RNA V No
12 Manual 115 Yes

10’ 13 Autopilot RNAV No
14 Autopilot ILS Yes
15 Manual RNAV No
16 Manual ILS Yes

20° 17 Autopilot RNAV No
18 Autopilot ILS Yes
19 Manual RNAV No
20 Manual ILS Yes

30~ 21 Autopilot RNAV No
22 Autopilot ILS Yes
23 Manual RNAV No*
24 Manual ILS Yes

*Yes for last 2 nn,i. 
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7 am 90’ Capture, RNAV Initiated Turns, Autopilot
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Figure 13. ILS Test 2
7nm 90’ Capture , ILS Initiated Turns, Autopilot

The turn Initiation procedure will now be explained. Assume for the moment that the RNAV approach overl ays the
localizer and glideslope during the localizer and gildeslope track ing segments. Assume also that the RNAV system has
no knowledge that the ILS is the next leg to be captured. Since the RNAV (cru ise) steering laws are not as stiff as the
rLS (final approach) steering laws, turn to the localizer (and later glideslope) will Initially be commanded by the RNAV
steering laws . When the aircraft flies within the localizer (and later glide slope ) window , steering is taken over by the
ILS control laws. Unt il this window is reached, RNAV steering is provided. Under ideal conditions the scenario would
consist of a lateral RNAV turn initiation to localizer leg followed by transition to ILS steering when localizer data is
valid and the aircraft is on an apparent localizer intercept (within the window). Vertical steering would remain under
VOR/DME/baro altitude referenced RNAV control. The pitchover to capture the glideslope leg would be initiated by the
RNAV system as again its control laws are less stiff. Transi tion to final capture and tracking under glideslope based
data is initiated when the glideslope data is valid and the aircraft is on an apparent glide s1ope Intercept (within the
window).

If an RNAV route has been set up which parallels the localizer or glideslope, localizer or glideslope capture will
not occur. Similarly if the RNA V system errors are of sufficient magnitude that the ILS data assumes that the RNAV
route is parallel (vertically or laterall y) to it , localizer or glideslope capture will also not occur.

The lateral a,ds can accommodate RNAV errors up to .5 nm provided that the localizer intercept angle is greater
than 10’ (which It should be). Howeve r , the glideslope intercept angle is typically less than 3’ from an (equivalent)
altitude hold glideslope intercept. Hence it is essential that the RNAV errors do not effectively create a parallel path
outside of the glideslope capture window. If they do glideslope capture will not be achieved.

To ensure localizer and glideslope capture (given the data is valid) it is sufficient that the RNAV route intersects
the localizer and glideslope paths. This was accomp lished in the simulation by placing an ad&tioL~al waypoint 5 nm
beyond the locailzer intercept waypoint iii line with the localizer intercept leg, with an altitude equal to the localizer
Intercept altitude . (In an actual Implementa tion, the final RNAV turns to the ILS would be delayed. ) The RNAV system
would then attempt to fly through the localizer. Assuming the system was aimed for localizer capture , the ILS steering
module s would command locallzer capture based upon RNAV desired track angle error and cross track deviation from
localizer , RNAV linearized localizer deviation data (If valid) , and roll ~~ro data. Loca llzer capture/tracking would
then occur. Vertical navigation would command an altitude hold as the ver tical path assumed Is the level path to the
wa~~oInt beyond the localizer; glideslope capture/tracking would then occur based upon derived altitude rate , and RNAV
linearized glideslope deviation. This then was the procedure used to ensure ILS initiated turns.

The effect of RNAV Initiated versus ILS Initiated turns Is dramatically displayed In the strip chart recording of the
autopilot controlled experiments Figu res 12 and 13. thserve first the strip chart for test 2 and in particular the local-
Izer and bank angle data. The system commands the localizer capture based upon RNAV track angle error and cross
track deviation and roll gyro data In the ILS steering module. This phase Is called NAV CAP. When the localizer de-
viation is 200 UA , RNAV data is not used (except for locálizer deviation line arizat ion) and the bank angle is reduced as
the system goes through ILS based localizer capture (ILS CAP). When localizer deviation passes through 25 MA , local-
Izer tracking (LOC TCK ) takes place with a slight Increase and then decrease in bank angle indicating stiffer tracki ng.

Note that during localizer capture the pitch angle returns to zero. When gildealope deviation reduces to 25 MA ,
pitch down Is commanded by the ILS module and the system enters glideslope capture and traoldng. 

‘.. .
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The situation is significantly more complex in te st 1. Localizer capture occurred as follows. The Initial bank is
commanded by the RNAV system and is beginning to be faded out as localizer deviation leaves the 300 ~iA saturation.
At this point the aircraft has arrived in the localizer capture window and the ILS lateral steering module takes over.
The initial control laws are RNAV based but complemented with roil data which allows for greater stiffness without
Incurring potential stability problems. A greater bank is therefo re commanded at roughly 300 MA (NAVCAP In this
example). At 200 MA (ILSCAP) the bank command change s slightly and is being bled off until 25 MA of localizer devia-
tion. At this point localizer tracldng takes over and the maneuver is completed. Note that while the smoother RNA V
cruise steeri ng laws initiated the turn the resultant reduced track angle error did not prevent the aircraft from reach-
ing the localizer capture window.

This is not the case in the vertic al axis. The pitch down command after localizer tracking is commanded by the
RNAV system. The along track error is almost so great that the flight path parallels the 2.5° glideslope beam. The
flight path angle settles to 2° , and the re sultant flight path enters the glideslope capture window withIn 1 mu of touch-
down . At this point an increase in pitch angle is commanded by the ILS glide slope steering module but the system is •too close-in to stabilize on the glide slope .

These same conditions were obse rved during all RNAV initiated autopilot approaches. Under manually steering
with flight director guidance , it was possible to trip eadier by observing the standoff in glideslope path and pitch the
aircraft up slightly to enter the capture window. However , it was then necessary to pitch down and this oscillatory
behavior was difficult to arrest while maintaining control over both axes. In contrast when the glideslope initiated the
final pitchdow n , all autopilot and manual approache s exhibited Category II type tracking performance under the simu-
lated conditions . As a resu lt some means of inhibiting or delaying the RNAV turns to the ILS must be provided.
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SUBSEQUENT DISCUSSION

Question by Donald Richardson , Systems Control:

Were there any ~~antlt ative differences In RNAV/ILS capture performance between autopilot coupled and manual
modes?

Reply by Juergen Bruckner:

I wtU restrict the comments to the ILS Initiated turns, since any operationa l system would rec~iire this type of
control law.

The greatest difference is In glideslope captures. For the shallow captures and 90° captures where glideslope
capture Is Initiated following localizer tracking, autopilot performanc e exhibited good damping (0.707 or better) and
capture occurred within 25 seconds with about 5 MA of overshoot ; the manual capture s had poorer dampIng (0.5 or less
with a response period of 15 to 20 seconds) and capture occurred within 30 second s with about 25 MA of overshoot.
For 90° close In captures overshoot ing Increased to 25 MA with autopilot coupling and to 50 MA under manual control.
Overshoot is a misnomer for the 3-nml case as capture Is from above . Here the system Is designed to prevent the
aircraft from going under the beam so overshoot is , in reality, an Initial standoff from above.

Unde r autopilot control , localizer capture occurred within 20 to 25 s with , at most , 20-MA overshoot , except for
the 3-nmi case which had 40-MA overshoot. Manual captu re s occurred wIthin 25 to 50 seconds with overshoots of 10
MA for the shallow and 7-nmi 90° capture s with good damping . Close r in , poorer damping resulted with overshoots
increasing to 20 and 40 ~iA.
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THE CALCULATION OF RMS VALUES OF DEVIATIONS OF
AIRCRAFT CONTROLLED TO FLY ALONG A DESIRE D FLIGHT PATH

by
J,C . van der Vaar t
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F , K ,  Kappetijn

Deif t University of Technology
Depar tment of Aerospace Engineering

ICluyverweg I
Delf t , The Netherlands

SUMMARY
This Paper gives a description of a method to calculate the covariance matrix , as a function of time , of
a linear sys tem perturbed by a number of random noise signals. Using basic princip les of modern system
theory it allows the computation of variances or r.m.s. values of aircraft variables in the case where
system dynamics and statistical proper ties of the disturbing noise signals are a function of time .

Res ults are shown of a numerical example of the synanetric motions of a present day jet transport in a
coupled approa ch followed by an automatic landing, the random disturbing signals being gaussian
atmospheric turbulence and ILS electronic noise.

The problem of wind shear is briefly touched upon and an analytical approach to “worst case” wind time
hi stories is presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the aims of the contro l of flight , be it manual or automatic , can be considered to be the
red uction of the effects of external and internal disturbances acting on the controlled system i.e. the
aeroplane.
The se disturbances can be divided into two distinct categories , one being caused by malfunc tions of any
part of the controlled system, the other category being caused by signals of a random na ture , resulting
in errors relative to a desired state or trajectory while all parts of the system are functioning within
specifications.
The firs t category of obvious malfunctions is left out of consideration here. The present Paper is only
concerned with the class of random disturbances such as atmospheric turbulence , elec tronic and mechanical
noise.
When designing or eval uating control systems it is important to be able to make estimates of the effects
of these random signals on the performance of systems . Considering the disturbing signals as so—called
random processes and making a number cf assump tions on these processes make them accessible to practical
statistical calculations.
Assuming that the random processes under consideration are normal or gaussian and that the dynamic be-
haviour of the systems can be described by linear differen tial equations (system linearity) opens the
road to a number of straightforward mathematical methods.
It should be mentioned that atmospheric turbulence , for example, can only approximately be described as a
normal (gaussian) process. Attempts have been made by others to tackle the phenomenon of non—gaussian
turbulence which is especially important in the field of flight simulation (Rets. I and 2).
When designing con trol systems for the purpose of reducing system sensitivity to disturbing signals it
can of ten be assumed that noise processes are gaussian . The calculation method described in this Paper
is based on such an assump tion and on the one of system linearity. For the sake of completeness , it
should be mentioned that it is , in princip le, possible to treat jion—linearities in a quasi—linear manner ,
see Ref. 3.

Statistical ensemble properties such as variances or r.m.s. levels of output signals of a system driven
by a number of random noise signals can be divided in two classes. Steady state properties are name ly
cl early to be distinguished from transient properties. This is illustra ted by Fig. I , showing a system,
ini t ially at res t , per turbed by a random noise input signal from t 0 onwards, The variance of the output
signal , being zero at t — 0 , grows through a transient response to its final or steady state if the system
is stable.
Suppose fo r instance that one is interes t ed to know r.m .s. levels or exceedance probabili ties of norma l
accelera tions , load factors , al titude or course deviations of an aircraft due to atmospheric turbulence
in cruising fli ght. here the statistical characteristics of turbulence as well as the dynamic properties
of the aircraft can assumed to be constant and the r.m.s. levels and exceedsnce probabilities of interest
can be considered steady state properties. A number of welt—estab lished methods are available for such
steady state problems (Refs. 4 and 5).

A quite differ ent problem is best illustrated by the examp le of an aircraf t in a coup led approach to land .
Due to the decrt ~ing al titude during the approach and the altitude deoendent stat istical iroperties of
atmospheric turbulence , the aircraft experiences time—vary ing random turbulence. Moreover ILS glide path
beam geometry may cause changes in effective gains of the glide slope coup ler.
Finally, if an automatic landing is carried Ou t , the autopilot mode changes drasticall y while in this
phas e also the aerodynamic characteristics change due to ground effects. Still one would like tc calculate
r.m.s. values of motion variables during the approach and landing, especially at certain instants in time
such as at decision height and touch down.
Such a calculation could be carried Out by a Monte Carlo simulation. Another method is the one using
impulse responses in an analogue compu tation (Ref. 6). A much more accurate , straightforward and faster
method using transient statistical properties is the one reviewed in the present Paper. Basically i t is
an application of known elements of modern system theory and the concept as such can of course not be
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claimed to be entirely novel. A similar method , described in less de tail , was apparen tly used in a publication
by Holley and Bryson (Ref. 7).

The purpose of this Paper is to give a practical examp le of some capabili ties of modern system theory and
it is to be hoped that it gives some guidance to control eng ineers faced with problems of a stochastic
nature.
The main advantage of the method presented is perhaps that it permits statistical calculations on any linear
sys tem perturbed by gaussian random noise signals when either the statistical properties of the noise
signals or the dynamics of the system , or bo th , are changing with time .
In the examp le ment ioned earlier of an aircraft  in the approach to land , the influence of al titude dependent
proper ties of atmospheric turbulence can then be determined. Changes in electronic noise in the ILS signal
during such an approach , gradual changes in autop ilot gains and also the effect of a sudden decoupling of
the autop ilot are also easily studied in this way .
The presen t Paper gives an overview of the underly ing theory and some results. A detailed description of
the pertaining computer program is to be published shortly (Ref. 8). The second Chapter illustrates , by
some simp le examp les , the principle of using transient responses to obtain statistical properties of a
time—varying system . Chap ter 3 deals with the particular manner in which noise processes are to be modelled ,
followed by a survey in Chap ter 4 of the numerical simulation of the aircraft , the au top ilo t, the atmospheric
turbulence and the ILS noise process. Results of a number of calculations are given in Chapter 5.

Al though the na tu re of the phenomenon usually deno ted by the term “wind shear” is such that a statistical
treatment appears hardly possible , this subject is briefly touched upon in Chapter 6. It is shown that
deviations from a desired trajectory caused by certain , analy tically derived , de terministic “wors t case”
wind time histories are proportional to statistical properties in a special case of stochastic wind signals.
Some insigh t into the effects of worst case wind time histories (or windshears) might thus be gained using
the calculation method that forms the main subject of this Paper.

2 • THE TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF THE COVARIANCE MATRIX. SOME EXAMPLES

This Chapter gives a number of simp le examples of the calculation of the transient response of statistical
charac teristics of output signals of a system driven by a white noise input signal . It will be shown how
this calculation can be done in the case of time—varying properties of either the driving noise signal , the
driven sys tem itself or both. The Appendix contains a more detailed description.

Consider a dynamic sys tem , initially at rest and driven by a random noise input signal v(t) from t — 0 on-
wards, see Fig. I. The variance ox

2 of the outpu t signal x (or the r.m.s. value of x), being zero at
t — 0, will reach a steady state level in a finite time if the system is stable , Fig. Ia. The steady state
value can be calculated by a number of methods , for instance by a frequency domain technique. The transient
response can only be calcula ted by time domain techniques such as the one described in this Paper or by a
time consuming Monte Carlo simulation in which a large number of rep lica tions is taken , the system being
at rest initially for each rep lica tion.

If the random input signal is switched off after the steady state has been reached , the variance of x
returns to zero after another transient , Fig. lb. This transient is identical with the one that would
ob tained if v(t) were zero for all t, the initial condition being equal to the steady state value of a,~

In modern sys tem theory the more important statistical quantities are expressed by the covsriance matrix
C~~ (t)  of the state vector E (t) of the system under consideration. In the case of an aircraft the state
vecto r x ( t )  is the vector of the motion variables , and the covariance matrix then contains the variances of
the motion variables as the diagonal elements and the covariances as the off—diagonal elements.

Next, by way of examp le , a simple second order system such as the mass—spring— dashpot combination of Fig. 2
is considered. The state vector x(t) is 

—

rx1 (t)x(t)
Lx2 ( t)

where x 1 (t) — d(t) and x2(t) —

The covariance matrix of the state vector x(t) is then:

[c 11 (t) c 12(t)] [cy~~~2 ( t )  Oxpx2 (t)l
C (t) —

L
c21 (t) ~22(t)J L0~2 d i (t) a~2

2(t) ]

Now according to the Appendix Cxa(t) consis ts of two terms:

Cxa (t) — D~~ (Cx~ (0) , t} + E.xx(w ( t ) , t }  (2 )

The two terms in Eq. (2) represent the two different responses just mentioned . The f i r s t  term 0xa gives the
response to the initial conditions Cxx(O), the second term Exx is an expression for the response to a white
noise input signal w(t) acting on the system.

Fig. 3 shows the response of each element of Cxa(t) caused by a white noise signal acting on the second order
system of Fig. 2 from t — 0 onwards, initial condition s Cxa (O) being zero . The responses are shown for
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different values of the damping ra tio r . It can be seen that the covariances of x 1 and x2 become zero in
the steady state, a peculiari ty of this example , where x2 is the time—derivative of x 1.

In Fig. 4 the response to unit initial conditions is given (first right hand term of Eq. (2 ) ) .  Pig. 5 shows
the response caused by a white noise signal of limited duration (5 secs). The responses from t — 5 onwards
are given by the term D in Eq. (2) by setting the initial conditions of 

~~~ 
at the values at t — 5.

Calculating the transient response to a noise signal of limited duration opens the possibility of determining
the response to an input noise signal with time—varying statistical properties. If it is known how these
proper ties are changing wi th time, the response can be determined as illustrated in Fig. 6, where the in-
tensity of the input signal is increased at t 5.

Fig. 7 shows an example where one of the systems ’ characteris tics , the damping ratio t , changes from 0.7
to 0.2 at t — 8 sec. As in Fig. 6, the total response af ter the change is ob tained as the sum of the terms
0 and E of Eq. (2) , the initial  conditions in D being set at the values of the elements of Cxa (t) reached
up to that moment.

In the examples of Figs. 5, 6 and 7 the instants in time at which the changes in input signal and damping
ratio occur were , for the benefit of simplify ing the figures chosen such that steady states had been
reached, This is of course not necesaary.

From the examples of this Chapter it will be evident that the covariance matrix, as a func tion of time in
the case of gradually changing system or input characteristics , can be calculated by approximating these
changes by small , stepwise variations. Details of the modelling and the calculation of responses to coloured
noise signals will be dealt with in the next Chapters.

3. MODELLING THE AIRCRAFT AND THE NOISE PROCESSES

The examples in the foregoing Chapter were of systems perturbed by white noise processes. The theory on
which the calculation of the covariance matrix is based indeed assumes a system driven by one or more white
noise signals. These idealized processes do not occur in reality. The coloured noise processes such as
atmospheric turbulence and electronic noise are therefore usually modelled such that they can be thought to
be obtained by the filtering of white noise. The technique to mathematically derive the differential equations
and the transfer functions of these shaping filters is well established. Details can be found in Ref. 5.

The numerical example, of which de tails will  be given in the nex t Chap ter , is of the symmetric motions of an
aircraf t in a coup led approach , followed by an automatic landing manoeuvre. The noise processes considered
are horizontal and vertical turbulence and ILS glide slope electronic noise (Fig. 8a).
The box in Fig. 8a denoted by “observation process ” would represent a pure sunsnation in classic control
theory if there is no observation noise. Apar t from ILS noise , no observa tion noise was assumed to be present
in the example of this Paper.
If the shap ing fil ters are next joined to the aircraft , as visualized in Fig. 8b , one sys tem per tu rbed by
a number of white noise signals is obtained , see Fig. 8c. Mathematically this operation is achieved by
combining the d i f ferential equa tions of the shaping filters with the aircraft ’s state equa tions to obtain
the augmented state equations , see the Appendix.

One remark should be made on the modelling of the atmospheric turbulence. Generating the coloured noise
representing atmospheric turbulence velocities by filtering white noise is only possible if the power
spectral densities have a rational form. The well known Dryden spec tra used in the examp le , indeed fulfil
this condition.
The Von Karman spec tra in contras t , have no rational form and can only be approximated by linear filters. .~~,
An al ternative, exact method to calculate the covariance matrix for a given correlation function of a
coloured noise input signal is briefly treated in the Appendix. This enables carrying Out calculations as
the ones described in this Paper, using atmospheric turbulence as characterized by the Von Karman correlation
tunctions or power spectra.

Now that in the second Chapter the princip le of statistical calculations for a time—varying system have been
deal t with and the equations have been arranged in the proper form it seems worthwhile to aunanarize the
changes in statistical properties of input signals and changes in the dynamics of the system itself that
can now be studied.
Firs t the leve l of atmospheric turbulence or the ILS noise can be altered either by changing the intensity
of the white noise input signals or by changing the gain in the filter transfer functions.
Fur ther the shape of the power spectrurt f the atmospheric turbulence may be al tered by changing the
app ropriate parameters (integral scale lengths).
Ne xt changes in the autop ilo t can be modelled , such as the gradually changing gain due to glide path beam
geometry. When performing an automatic landing, the e f f e c t of the changing operating mode of the autop ilot
on the stat istics of deviations from an ideal trajectory can be evaluated. Also in the landing phase
changes in aerodynami c properties due to ground effects can be modelled by changing the appropriate aero-
dynamic coefficien ts.
Another possibility is to study the effect of a sudden decoup ling of autopilot or autothrottle . Finally,
it siill in princi p le be possible to evaluate programeed changes in a ircraf t  configuration for instance
flap sett ings as required for decelerated or two—segment approaches.

4. DETAILS OF THE NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
To illus trate the capabilities of the calculation method it has been app lied to a numerical example of a
prese nt day , four engined , subsonic jet transport in a coupled approach followed by an automatic landing .
Details of the aircraft , the au top ilo t and autothrottle gain settings for the coupled approach and for
the automatic landing can be found in Refs . 5 and 9. No efforts have been made to optimize the autopilot
according to some criterion . Although the layout and the gain settings of the autopilot do not represent
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any exis ting installation, they can be considered to represent the present state of the art.
In order to calculate, in the landing phase, the variances and covariances of deviations relative to an
average landing flare , small perturbation equations of motions relative to an ideal , unperturbed automatic
landing flare have been used. The ground effect during the flare was also modelled as a small perturbation
effect due to deviations from the (known) ideal landing flare.

The atmospheric turbulence, acting during the approach down to flare initiation, was characterized by the
Dryden spectra (Ref. 10). The integral scale lengths and turbulence intensity were chosen according to the
model of Pritchard (see Ref. JO) for a neutral atmosphere, see Fig. 9. The wind speed at reference height
(9.15 Ia) was chosen at I m/sec (approx. 2 knots) in most of the examples.
The terrain factor RT was chosen at 1 ,1 (flat agricultural land) resulting in turbulence that could be
considered “ligh t” (standard deviation 0,5 m/sec approx. at 200 m altitude). Under the assumption of system
linearity, the results computed can be readily extrapolated for more severe turbulence intensities.
The ILS noise intensity, see Fig. 10, and scale length wer.i those specified for CAT I (Ref. 10).
Two cases of changes in gain due to glide slope beam geometry were considered. In one case ~he gain, expressed
by elevator angle per degree angular deviation from the glide path, was taken to decrease exponentially in
two distinct phases as shown in Fig. II , representing a realistic example of a practically implemented
compensation. The result is a nearly constant effective gain (elevator angle per foot deviation from the
glide path), see Fig. II.
In another case, no compensation was assumed, resu ting in an increasing effective gain as the aircraft
approaches the threshold.

All these gradually changing gains, coefficients, intensities etc. were approximated by stepwise variations
in time, the entire white noise driven system remaining constant during relatively short time intervals.

5. SOME RESULTS

In Figs. 13, 14 and IS some results are given of the calculation of variances, due to atmospheric turbulence
only, of deviations from the glide path and from an ideal flare, see Fig. 12.
Variances of f l igh t speed , al titude devia tions and sink rate can be seen to decrease due to the decreasing
intensity of the turbulence and the decreasing integral scale length.
A decreasing scale length is to be seen as a shift in the maximum level of the power to higher frequencies.
If the aircraft is considered as a low pass filter , a decreasing scale length has a tendency to decrease
the variance of aircraft output signals.
Also shown in Figs. 13, 14 and IS  is the e f f ec t of a sudden decoupling of the autop ilot at 40 seconds to
touchdown .
The subsequent growth in variances shown supposes no corrective action by a pilot. The periodic nature of
the responses of the variances of f l ight speed and sink rate is due to the fac t tha t the natural motions
of the unstabilized aircraft are of course much more lightly damped than those of the tightly controlled
aircraft in the coupled appr.ach. Still the variance of the flight speed and sink rate can be seen to de-
crease in the long run as the unstsbilized , free aircraft is stable with respect to flight speed and sink
rate , which is not the case wi th respect to al titude.
It can be seen from Fig. 14 that the variance ~,f altitude is increasing after decoupling due to the in-
different or neutral stability of the free aircraft with respect to altitude.

An interesting result can be observed if atmospheric turbulence is made to occur during the last 30 secs.
only, see Figs. 13, 14 and 15. It can be concluded that deviations at a certain instant in time (say at
decision height, f l are height or touchdown) can, for a well damped aircraf t, be considered to be mainly
caused by the turbulence during the preceding 20 to 30 seconde.
In Fig. 16 the variance of the altitude deviations caused by ILS noise only is given. The effei t of this
at decision height or touchdown can be seen to be roughly equal to the effect of moderate turbulence. It
will be evident that the variance of altitude deviations caused by ILS noise wil l  never be less than the
variance of the noise of the ILS reference signal itself if expressed in altitude deviations , (see also
Pig. 10), as no prefiltering of the ILS signal was presumed. —

The effect of the (non—ideal) compensation of Fig. II turned out to be small. To more dramatically ill ustrate
the abil i ty of the computation method to cope with the effect of changing gains, or more generally with
changing dynamic system properties, another example is given in Fig. 17.
A change in effective gain, if not compensated at all , is shown in the top figure of Fig. 17. For a modern
transport aircraft this change is perhaps less realistic but it can be considered to be represe’~ta tive of
general aviation autopilots where the gain with respect to angular deviation from the glide path , is
constant. Obviously the aircraft is becoming less stable from approximately 20 seconds to touchdown on-
wards.

Apart from deviations in flight speed , altitude and sink rate, another important parameter is of course the
deviation tsx in distance along the runway , at a certain fixed altitude, relative to an ideal , undisturbed
approach path and flare trajectory. The along the runway deviations are related to the deviation relative
to the glide path by the simple relation depicted in Fig. 12. For along the runway scatter of touchdown
point the influence of the changing value of the flight path angle y should be taken into account.
Finally it will be evident that the present method has possible applications in the field of 4—0 navigation.
The variance of the deviation along the flight path can be computed by including this deviation as an element
in the aircraft’s state vector. In this way the variance of the time of arrival at a certain point in cpace
is easily established.

6. WORST CASE WINDSHEARS
StatIatical calculations of aircraft motions in moving air are based on the usual mathematical models of
atmospheric turbulence such as the Von Karman or Dryden spectra mentioned before.
There are a number of atmospheric phenomena that are not , or not properly accounted for in these statistic al
models. For example more or less stationary mean wind gradients or shears may occur, causing a descending
or climbing aeroplane to experience relatively slowly changing wind speeds and directions. Deterministic
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models of mean wind speed as a function of altitude under certain meteorological condition, are available
(Ref. JO), but there are still more atmospheric phenomena that are not properly represented in the
statistical models.
It is well known, especially at low altitudes, where the intensity of random atmospheric turbulence according
to the usual models should be low, strongly changing winds due to special terrain features or buildings may
be me t ’with. Thermals in, apart from that, quiet conditions or more obviously downdraughts in thunderstorms
may induce hard landings or even worse. Some or all of these low frequency turbulence phenomena at low
altitudes are also sometimes less correctly referred to as “wind shears”.

Apar t from the deterministic mean wind gradients mentioned above, there is as yet no means of realistically
modelling the statistical characteristics of the entire class of low altitude, low frequency turbulence.
One way to gather some understanding of aircraft motions due to low frequency turbulence is to theoretically
study aircraft motions caused by actually recorded wind time—histories of a notoriously unfavourable
character. Another way is trying to find, according to some criterion, the particular deterministic wind
(or turbulence) time—history that causes the greatest deviation of one of the motion variables relative to
an ideal course.
Corbin (Ref. II) derived such worst case turbulence time histories by a search procedure yielding “worst”
combinations of a number of sines and cosines.
It appears, however , that worst case time histories can also be found by a more analytical approach. The
following is a brief description of attempts made by the authors of this Paper to describe the worst cases
in terms of linear system theory.
This concept, of which a more forma l derivation is to be given in Ref.  12 , can be illustrated by a simple
example.

The response of one particular state or motion variable x4 of the state x(t) of a constant linear system on
one single input signal v(t) if the system is at rest inifially can be written as (see Ref. 13):

x
~
(t) - 

J h~( t -  r) • v(t) . dr (3)

where h~ (t) is the response of a. to a unit i!Ipulse 6 (o) at t — 0.
The integral according to Eq. (3~ has been viMialized in Fig. 18. The function h~ (t — ~

), being the time
revetsed impulse response of x1 from t to t , can be considered as a measure of the contribution of v at
instant r, to the value of a4 at t.Without a formal derivation it can easily be seen from Eq. (3) and from Fig. IS that it is plausible that,
for a given fixed value of t, the absolute value of x~

(t) will be maximal if v ( r )  is exactly proportional
to h1(t — r) for all t. In other words the worst case time—history of v(t), to obtain a maximum deviation
of x

~
(t) is proportional to the time reversed impulse response of a1:

v(r) — C . h1(t — t) (4)

where C is a constant.
Now consider a system with a number of output signals such as an aircraft , then all output signals (or
motion variables) have different impulse responses. As a consequence there will be one particular worst
case input signal for each of the output variables.
Fig. 19 gives two such worst case time histories of the horizontal wind velocity and the resulting largest
devi*tions of altitude and sink rate. The deviations were calculated by generating the response of the
(unstabilized) example aircraft by solving the governing differential equations for the given input time—
histories.
It can be seen that maximum wind excursions oi only I rn/sec (2 knots approximately) in both cases, induced
an altitude loss of 25 m (80 ft) in one case and an excess sink rate of 2.3 m/sec (450 ft/mm ) in the other.
A, already mentioned the aircraft was not stabilized in this case and no pilot action was supposed to be
involved. As a vigilant pilot would of course take ininediate corrective action, the example represents a
worst case in more than one sense.

Apart from solving the governing differential equations for the given worst input time histories there is
still another way to obtain the values of the maximum deviations, which can be shown as follows.
Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (3) yields:

x.(t) - C J h.2(t — r) di (5)

By considering Fig. 18 it is easily seen that this is equal to:

xi(t) - C J h12(t) dt (6)

Now it has been shown elsewhere, see Ref. 5, that the integral in Eq. (6) is equal to the variance at t of
the output signal xj(t) if the system under consideration is perturbed by a white noise random input signal
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w(t), with intensity equal to C, from t — 0 onwards:

— c J h~2(t) dt
Thus the maximum deviation of x~ at time t, caused by its particular deterministic , worst case input signal
is seen to be equal to the variance a~1

2(t) in the stochastic case where the system is perturbed by a white
noise signal with intensity C:

x1(t) — ox . 2(t)

This result has been visualized in the diagram of Pig. 20.

As regards the non—maximum deviation of some other motion variable for instance x~(t), due to the particular
deterministic input signal causing the largest deviation of x

~ at t, it can be shown that x3(t) is equal to
the covariance Ox.x.(t) of xi(t) and x3 (t) in the stochastic case just mentioned. The problem of finding all

deviations caused by any particular worst case time history is thus reduced to calculating the covariance
matrix of the state vector of a linear system perturbed by one white noise input signal .

The tentative concept of worst case wind time histories as briefly suimnarized above, could be used as a tool
to evaluate the sensitivity of given aircraft control systems to the class of low frequency atmospheric
turbulence broadly described as wind shears. It will be evident that also the response to other worst case
input signals, such as “bends” in ILS patterns could be evaluated in a similar way. In the case of terrain
following, as another examp le , a worst case terrain prof i le  could be defined.
In the case of an automatic landing, the analytic concept of worst case wind time histories should be
extended to accoun t for changing system characteristics. It appears that this could be achieved by defining
worst case initial conditions for the deterministic case and establishing a relation with the response to
initial conditions of the covariance matrix in the stochastic case.

7. CONCLUDIL ... REMARKS
For the calc, l at ion of variances or r.m.s. levels of output variables of a time—varying noise driven system
advantage can be taken of concepts of modern system theory by formulating the problem as one of a white noise
driven system. Using a computation method as described in this Paper it is possible to avoid relatively in-
accurate and time consuming Monte Carlo simulations.
The method described can also be adapted such that input signals, characterized by g iven correlation
functions, can be used. This enables an exact representation of the Von Karman turbulence spectra.
Approximating these spectra by linear filtering can thus be avoided.
Finally it may be obvious that the formulation in terms of system theory concepts is such that it opens
possibilities for the design of control systems by optimization techniques.

As to the worst case windshears discussed in Chapter 5 only some tentative conclusions appear to be appro-
priate at the present moment. Of course any so—called “worst case” wind time history is only worst according
to the criterion chosen. The concept of interpreting the time—reversed impulse response as a measure for the
contribution at a certain altitude to deviations at decision height or touchdown seems attractive. Moreover ,
the computation of maximum deviations obtained is straightforward as the problem can again be formulated
as one of a white noise driven linear system. For automatic approaches , followed by an automatic landing, in
which case the system’s dynamic properties change with time, the method should be extended in the way of —

defining “worst case” initial conditions.
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APPENDIX

THE COMPUTATION OF THE COVARLANCE MATRIX AS A FUNCTION OF T IME
The problem of computing variances and covariances of aircraft response to atmospheric turbulence can be
reduced to computation of the corresponding response statistics of a linear system driven by zero mean,
gaussian , white noise, i f :
I. the atmospheric perturbations are assumed zero mean and normally distributed;
2. the atmospheric perturbations are assumed small enough to justify linearization of the aircraft ’s aero-

dynamics and the aircraft ’s equations of motion;
3. Taylor’s frozen field hypothesis is assumed valid , i.e. if the aircraft’s mean airspeed is assumed large

as compared to the rate of changes in atmospheric m otions .

Prior to embarking on the explanation of the solution of this problem, it should be remarked that the
method applied includes utilization of the atmospheric turbulence autocovariance functions published by
H.L. Dryden. see Friedlander and Topper (P.ef. 14). An alternative and more general method not depending
on the Dryden autocovariance functions is also presented.

The state equa tion
Considering the aircraft’s symmetric motions and using:
I. the state variables

~ (t) ,  a(t), e(t), c 
, h ( t ) ,  H(t ) , T

~
(t) and Ax(t),

2. the control variables:

65( t) and

3. the gust velocity components and their time derivatives:

Gg(t)~ ag(t)~ i’i~ (t) and

the following set of linearized equations of motion can be formulated to describe the dynamics of an aircraft
in atmospheric turbulence

2licDcG(t) = CX G(t)+CX,~
a(t)+CZ 0(t)+ ACXh(t)h(t) (A.l)

2P
~
Datt ) — CZuG(t~~

+CzaQ (t)_C ,0(t)+ (CZq
+ 2l1c) 

~i(t) +ACzh(t)h(t)+

+ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (A.2)

D
~
0(t) — 

q(t) 
~ (A.3)

2)icKy
2D
c 

q( t) c 
— 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
g(t) ‘~ +A C ,g~ (t ) h (t ) +

+ C..~ 65(t) + Cmug
Gg

(t) + Cm_n
g
Og

(t) + Cm6g
Dc

0,
g
(t) + Cm&g

Dcag ( t)  (A.4)

D —a (t)+0 (t) (A.5)c~~~

V
D
~ 

—
~~ H( t )  — !h(t) (A.6)

D
~
T
~
(t) — — ,, 

c T ( t) + v ~ 
Tc.(t) (A.7)

0 eng 0 eng

D
~ 

— fl(t) (A.8)

Introducing
I .  the state vector:

col (0, a, 0, ~~~~ , h , H , T~ , Ax) , (A.9)

2. the control vector:

col (óe, Tc~)~ 
(A.IO)

— — -.-. - ——--  - -- - . - - _________________________
- .~ 
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3. the perturbation vector:

col (G~~ cz
5
), (A .Il)

the equations of motion can be combined to formulate a first order linear vector matrix differential equation:

MoDc~
( t) — M i DcE (t)+M2(t)~~

(t)+M 3U(t)+M4Yg(t)+MSDcYg(t) (A.U)

or:

~(t) — A ( t . ) E ( t ) + B o & ( t ) + CY g (t ) +D !g (t)  (A. I 3)

The matrices N0, M1,. .,M5 can be specified by comparison of Eqs. (A.i) through (A.Ii) with Eq. (A.12).

The observation equation -q (t) c
The quanti t ies m(t)

’
~~~ 

aam(t). 
Om(t)~ 

m 

~ 
h~ ( t) and Rm(t) can be considered as system output signal

perturbations. Taking account of noisy ILS obgervations, these quantities are related to the state vector
~ ( t) ,  the atmospheric perturbation vector Yg(t) and ILS observation noise, wri ting :

— 0 ( t ) + 0 ~(t )  (A.14)

aam(t) — a ( t ) + a 8( t )  (A.I5)

— 0(t) (A.16)

q~ (t) ~ ,. ., —

_____ 
C ,

V V
0 0

hm(t) 
— h ( t ) + h gp ( t )  (A . i 8)

}L~(t) — H (t)+H
5~
(t) (A.19)

Introducing the output signal perturbation vector:

A
— col (0am’ 

cam, 0~~ ~~~~~~
, hm~ Le) (A.20)

and the ILS noise vector:

col (hgp n li
~~
) (A.21)

the observation equations (A.14) through (A.I9) can be combined to yield the vector matrix observation
equation:

— E~ ( t ) + F y
8( t ) + G y ( t )  (A.22)

The output equation

The variables of interest when analyzing the effects of atmospheric turbulence and ILS noise on an aircraft
following the ILS glide slope are 0(t) ,  h ( t ) ,  Ax ( t )  and A h ( t ) ,  where

A h ( t )  — V0 sin y(t)

: V0{0(t)— a(t)} (A.23)

Defining:

(a) the s’mffix “a” is used to denote quantities , defined relative to the surrounding air—mass.
the suffix “m” is uaed to indicate measured magnitudes of the corresponding variable..

- 
~~

—r-o-- .. ‘- 
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A -
— col (0, 0 , h, Ax , Ab) (A.24)

the following vector matrix equation can be formulated:

z(t) — R~ (t)+ SYg(t) (A.25)

The atmospheric turbulence

The random atmospheric perturbations acting upon the aircraft during flight in turbulence are often
considered normally distributed , zero mean, and sequentially correlated with autocovariance functions :

V0
- 

~~It I
COgOg(T) — 00g

2 e (A.26)

V0

2 

— 
V0

C
a
g
a
g
(T) — °ag 

e g 
(1—2 c—It1) (A.26 )

see Ref. 14.
Under these assumptions the atmospheric turbulence velocity components may be modelled as stochastic Out-
puts of linear, low pass filters driven by gaussian, zero mean, white noise. Mathematical expressions for
these filters can be derived using conventional Fourier transform techniques.
Specif ying two white noise input processes w 11 (t) en w12(t) with unit intensity, the following mathematicalexpressions are obtained for the filters required:

Gg(t) — — 
L °(t) 

Og (t )  +0 0 g t 
\IV L

2 
( t )  w 11(t) (A.28)

i:l
g

( t) — czg (t)’l’ oag(t) 
~cOL~g(t) 

w 2(t) (A.29)

or: 

5
(t) - - 

~ ,
°
(t) ag

’(t) - 
1~~ (t) 

a
5
(t+ oc~~t L , t)\Jc—~7

(’ 21~) w 12(t) (A.30)

— P(t) 1g
5
(t)+Q(t) !i (t) (A.31)

where

C
— col (u

8, a , a8 
) (A.32)

and :

col (w 11 , w 12) (A.33)

The vector—valued quantity ! (t) occurring in Eqs. (A.13) and (A.22) can be related to the quantity~~ (t),
see Eq. (A.31) writing: ~

~Lg(t) — T !g
(t) (A.34)

Glide path observation noise

Glide path observation errors may be described in terms of a normally distributed, zero mean, sequentially
correlated random process with given autocovariance function:

V0-

Ch gphgp (t) — e gp (~~35)

see Ref.  10.
In a similar manner as shown for the atmospheric turbulence glide path observation noise can be considered -
a. an output signal of a low pass filter, driven by gauss ian , ze ro mean , white noise with unit intensity.

~~~ t) — — y,
2~ h~~ (t)+ah gp(t)\[

ii
~

’

wl(t) (A.36) 

- - - - -~~~~ ---—-~~~~~~~~ —
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- 
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Hgp (t)  — h
8~
(t) (A.37)

where Hgp(t) is the integrated glide path observation noise , specified in Eqs. (A.36) and (A.37).
Using the vector—valued quantity y(t), defined by Eq. (A.21) this filter expression can be written:

~(t) — Mv (t)+N(t) w2(t) (A.38)

The augmented state equation
Relating the control signal ~(t) to the system output signal y ( t) ,  according to the control law

u(t) — — K ( i )  y(t) (A.39)

where the gain K(t) is prespecified and combining the Eqs. (A.13), (A.22) and (A.34) the following system
state equation can be obtained:

~(t) — r~— BK(t)E] x(t)+ [CT+ DTP(t)—BK(t)FJ ~~(t)— BK (t)Gv(t)+DTQ(t) ~(t) (A.40)

Substitution of Eq. (A.34) in Eq. (A.25) yields the following result:

z(t) — Rx(t)+ 5TV
8
5
(t) (A.41)

Defining the augmented sys tem state:

col (~~~, V~ ’, ~) (A.42)

and the whi te noise system input:

col (w1, w2) (A.43)

with unit intensity, the Eqs. (A.31), (A.38), (A.40) and (A.4l) can be re—arranged to yield:

— A (t) x (t) + B (t) w(t) (A.44)

g(t) — 0 (t) (A.45)

Coeputation of the covariance matrix

The system state covariance matrix C,~~(t) can be found solving the following equation:

C
~~(t) — A’(t)C~~(tl + C~~(t)A

(t)T + g*(t)vB*(t)T (A.46)

with the initial condition C~~(t ) and where V is the unit matrix.
Solving Eq. (A.46) yields: °

C~~(t) — •(t,t0)C
~~
(t)

~~
(t ,t0)

T
+ 

J
~~ (t ,T)B*(T)VB*(t)

Ts(t,T)
Tdr (A .47)

— Dxx{C~~(to),t)+Eu{w(t),t)} (A.48)

where D (t) is the covariance matrix of the system response at time t on the initial condition c~~ (t0)
and E~~~~) denotes the covariance of the system response on the white noise input w(T) for to ~ ~ t.
For computation of the solution of this equation the problem is discretized in time. This implies
tha t the system matrices A’(t) and B (t) are assumed piecewise constant for tk I  ~ t ~ tk, for
k — I , 2,...
The solution obtained can then be formulated as:

C,~
(tk) — $(tk,tk...I) c,~~(tk...,) •(tk, tk_,)

T+F(tk, tk_I ) 11k r (tk,tk..I) (A.49)

where:

- --~- —--~~- .~~~~~~~~~~~~.— - -- - 
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— exp(A~~ 1 
At)

— I+A~~~ A t +  (A 1 At )
2/2~~+ ... (A.50)

r(tk, tk..l) — 

~~~ 
A t + S ~...1 A _ 1 At 2/2!+B~~.1 A~

2
1 

At3/3!+ ... (A.51)

— (A.52)

see Ref. (IS). Here A t is the discretization time interval tk t 1•
Finally the covariance of the system output z(tk) can be compute according to:

Czz (tk) D C x(tk) D (A.53)

Remark
If the atmospheric turbulence velocity components cannot be modelled as stochastic outputs of linear, low
pass filters driven by gaussian, zero mean, white noise (i.e. the power spectra have a non—rational form),
then an alternative method for computation of C,~~(tk) can be applied. Defining the variable:

A
~(t) — ~(t)—Dy5

(t) (A.54)

and rearranging Eq. (A.13) y ields:

~(t) — A( t)~~(t)+ ~3~+A (t) 11] y8(t) (A.55)

provided that the perturbation covariance function C~ v (t,r) is given. The computation of C (t) under
the latter assumption will be explained in Ref. 8. 
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APPLICATIONS OF THE
NAVSTAR GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM

TO
MILITARY GUIDA NCE AND CONTROL

Bradford W. Parkinson
Colonel , United States Air Force

Program Director
NAVSTAR Global Positioning System

Space And Missile Systems Organization
El Segundo , California

1. INTRODUCTION

The NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS ) is a satellite—based navigation system
that will provide extremely accurate timing and three—dimensional position and velocity
information to properly equipped users anywhere on or near the earth. The system will
be available continuously , worldwide , regardless of weather conditions , and will find
extensive utilization in improved weapons delivery accuracies , range instrumentation ,
etc. Furthermore , it will provide an ultimate savings in the number and cost of navi-
gation and position—fixing systems currently employed or projected .

NAVSTAR GPS is a Joint Service Program with the Air Force as the executive service.
The system concept evolved from Air Force and Navy programs which were initiated in the
mid—1960s. The program is now in Phase I of three phases . Phase I (concept validation)
calls for the deployment of six satellites in 1977—1978 which will permit demonstration
and evaluation tests. The system will then be expanded in Phases II and III through
deployment of additional satellites until the full—up operational 2LI~satell1te config-
uration is achieved .

This paper presents several applications of GPS and its potential impact on military
guidance and control.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION -

The NAVSTAM/GPS consists of three major segments : Space , Control, and User, as
shown in Figure 1. The concept requires accurate knowledge of the position of a satellite
versus time and the transmit times of signals from these posi~~ons. Each satellite carries
an atomic clock with stabilities of the order of 1 part in 10 . This clock is used to
synchronize the timing of the dual-frequency, pseudo—random noise (PRN), spread—spectrum ,
L—band navigation signals which each satellite radiates continuously . These navigation
signals also transmit information regarding the satellite ephemerides and clock behavior .
Geographically dispersed monitor sets receive these signals and thereby collect precise
satellite tracking information. This information is then transmitted to a master control
station (MCS) which predicts future satellite position , as well as the behavior of each
clock. The MCS ensures that the satellite clocks are synchronized within a few nanoseconds.
The control segment periodically (usually daily) uploads this information into each
satellite ’s memory . Each satellite then continuously transmits its position and system
time . If a user had an accurate clock, synchronized to system time , he could measure the
precise time a signal from a satellite was received and thus determine the time di f ference
between transmission and reception . By multiplying this time difference by the speed of
light, the user could determine his distance or range from the satellite. By listening
in this manner to three satellites, his position would be uniquely determined .

Unfortunately , equipping each user with a suf f ic ien t ly  accurate clock would be
prohibitively expensive and cumbersome. To circumvent this difficulty, the user is equipped
with a fairly inexpensive crystal clock. The simultaneous reception of four navigation
signals allows algebretic solution of three satellite—to—user ranges plus the time bias
in the users relatively inaccurate clock .

To u t i l i ze  the satell i te clocks properly in determining range to user , and thereby
his positIon , the refraction effects on path length of the radio transmission must also
be known. Hence , f or high accuracy users two radio frequencies with different propa—
gatlon properties are used to measure the ionospheric delay and other medium effects (less
accurate users can employ a modeling technique to account for the delay). In addition ,
user velocity information is extracted from the system by noting the doppler frequency
shift of the signals from each of the “tuned—in ” satellites.

The expected performance of the fu l l—up  system is as follows :

Accuracy (meters) Percent of time
that accurate

Horizontal  Vertical or better

5 7 50

8 10 90 
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Position and velocity “fixes ” in three dimensions plus time will be derived by the user
equipments , to the accuracies shown , and displayed on a continuous basis .  Also , all
u sers operate in the same c ommon grid and can communicate the i r  pos i t ions  in the same
ref erence frame . (Also , atomic standard timing informat ion is avai lable  worldwide from
G P S . )  Being passive , the system requires no act ive t ransmiss ion  from the users , and
therefore can support an unlimited number of users .  It will  be avai lable  at any point
on earth or in near—space and can be used in all weather condi t ions .

Space Segment. In its operational configuration , the GPS satellite constellation
will consist of 211 satellites in circular , 10,900 nmi orbits with an inclination of
63 degrees (See Fig. 2). They will be approximately deployed in three planes + 500 nmi ,
each plane containing eight satellites. This satellite constellation ensures that at
least 6 satellites are always in view from any point on the earth and that on the
average, nine satellites are in view , thus ensuring redundant satellite coverage for
three—dimensional positioning and navigation on a worldwide basis.

An artist concept of the satellite is shown in Figure 3. The design life is five
years with enough expendables to last seven years. The on—orbit weight Is 950 pounds and
the end of life power available is 1100 Watts. The power is supplied by five square meter
solar arrays that continually track the sun. Three nickel-cadmium batteries are avail-
able for eclipse operations . The satellite is three—axis stabilized by means of four
skewed reaction wheels . A hydrazine propulsion system Is used for station keeping
maneuvers and to accomodate a momentum dump capability for the attitude control system .
A 12—element shaped beam helix array provides an earth coverage antenna pattern for the
L—band navigation signals.

Time is maintained with a bank of triply redundant rubidium oscillators ; transition—
irig to a Cesium Beam oscillator in the later stages of the program .

Each satellite transmits two spread—spectrum PRN navigation signals , one signal at
1575 MHz and a second signal at 1227 MHz . The signals are coherently generated and can
be used to determine the ionospheric signal delay . Both navigation signals consist of
a sequence of binary digits (PRN sequences) bi—phase modulated onto the carriers at a
rate of 10.23 Mbps. The ephemeris and satellite clock data are module two added to the
PRN sequence at a rate of 50 bps. The basic navigation signal is “spread” over a band-
width of approximately 20 MHz by the PRN sequence. The PRN sequences are unique to each
satellite and mutually orthogonal permitting the use of a common carrier frequency for
all satellites in the constellation . A coarse/acquisition (C/A) code Is quadraphase
modulated with the precise (P) navigation code onto the same carrier to provide a rapid
acquisition capability. The C/A code can also be used as a navigation signal for many
utility applications which do not require high accuracy and desire a lower cost
version of the user equipment .

Control Segment. The control segment consists of a master control station (MCS),
widely separated monitor stations (MS), and an upload station (ULS). Redundant master
control , monitor , and upload stations are planned for the operational system. The widely
spaced MS, located on U.S. controlled territory , will passively track the satellites
accumulating ranging data from the navigation signals . This data will be transmitted ,
along with meterological and status information , to the MCS in the CONUS. At the MCS the
ranging data will be corrected for transmission delays (e.g., ionospheric and tropospheric
delays , relativistic effects) and processed by a filter algorithm to provide best estimates
of Space Vehicle (SV) position , velocity, acceleration (e.g., due to sola~’ pressurevariations), and SV clock drift relative to system time . Additionally , MS clock drifts
relative to system time , polar wander parameters and tropospheric correction residuals are
estimated. Subsequent post—event data processing will be done to generate progressively
refined information defining : a) the gravitational field influencing the satellite
motion , b) MS locations , and c) other observable system influences. The data thus
derived will be used to generate more accurate future navigation messages to be loaded
Into the satellite memories via the ULS, also located in the CONUS, at least once a day .

User Segment. A typical user set consists of an antenna , receiver , data processor
with software , and control/display unit. Some configurations will be integrated with
auxiliary sensors such as inertial measuring units. The receiver measures pseudo—range
and pseudo—range—rate using the navigation signal from each of four satellites. The
processor converts these data to three—dimensional position , velocity , and system time .
The position solution is developed in earth—centered coordinates , which are subsequently
converted and presented on the display unit as either geographic coordinates , Universal
Transverse Mercator grid coordinates , or any other coordinate system desired by the user.

Projections of total user equipment needs for the U.S. Department of Defense exceed
25,000. Although the system is designed to meet military requirements , it will be made
available to civilian users, when it is fully deployed. In order to minimize user equip-
ment costs , the space and control segments are designed to emphasize low user costs. The
four classes of user equipment to be prototyped during Phase II (full scale development)
of the program are summarized in Table 1. The user requirements identified and defined
by the mili tary services are satisfied by these four equipment classes.

3. WEAPON DELIVERY

The capability of the GPS to locate military vehicles worldwide within approximately
10 meters spherically will make it possible to improve the accur-acy of weapon delivery .
The following are typical applications :

—  —--~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~--- —-- -- -- - - —~~~ - —
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a. Target location using reconnaissance vehicles.

b. Coordinate bombing .

c. Mid course guidance for tactical missiles.

d. Land navigation and launch point determination for mobile missile systems .

The applications of the GPS to tactical missiles is discussed in another paper to be
presented at this symposium and will not be presented here .

Blind Bombing. Studies have shown the utilization of the operational GPS for position
fixing will considerably increase the probability of kill with unguided weapons.

In order to demonstrate this capability in a high dynamic environment , the GPS test pod
has been developed. The test pod includes the following : two antennas for orbital
coverage and one antenna for IR coverage , a four channel receiver (called the X—Set),
a data processor , a Control/Display unit , a power supply unit , a LP36 inertial measurement
unit (IMU), a pilot steering display , an environmental control unit and suitable instru-
mentation for recording and time tagging GPS navigation data . The test pod and its
associated equipment are depicted in Figures 11 and 5.

The GPS Test Pod will be mounted on a Navy F11 aircraft on the center—line station .
It is expected that a full dynamics profile of the F~4 with attached pod will be flown
during the test program. We anticipate that 5g turns , supersonic dashes and rapid rolls
of 90 per sec will be accomplished to test various performance characteristics of the
X—Set and the IMU.

The software within the X—Set data processor will be mechanized to optimally process
both GPS pseudo range and IMU data. This will allow us, during periods of signal loss
caused by antenna blanking due to wing shadowing , to propagate the navigation state and
reacquire the GPS signals when they become available . Also mechanized in the software is
a bombing algorithm that will allow the test pod to provide steering signals to the pilot
via the Pilot Steering Display . This capability will provide us the opportunity to
demonstrate GPS’s unique feature of accurate all—weather blind bombing .

11. RANGE INSTRUMENTATION

Potential range instrumentation applications for GPS include the following , as presented
in Figure 6.

a. Geodetic siting of stations

b. Range ship and aircraft position fixing and stationkeeping

c. Aircraft recovery operations aid

d. Time Synchronization and timing reference for instruments

e. Vehicle track and dynamics determination

All of the above applications can be accomplished worldwide permitting more realistic
operational testing.

An example of GPS utilization for range instrumentation is the SATRACK system being
employed during Phase I testing . The purpose of’ this tracking system is to provide
accurate missile trajectory measurements , estimates of initial condition and in—flight
error contributors. The SATRACK system overview is presented in Figure 7.

Basically the GPS L, satellite transmission reaching the missile are translated to
S—band and relayed to r&nge support ships, where the missile position is determined .
This position is then compared with the ship ’s position , determined from directly received
dual frequency GPS signals. The dual frequency signals provide data for propagation
corrections to the single frequency satellite—to—missile paths as well as the ship track-
ing data. In addition to collection of the missile tracking data , the range support ships
also recover missile telemetry data from the S—band stream .

All the collected data are sent to the SATRACK processing facility for postflight
processing . Missile trajectory and estimates of initial condition and in—flight errors
are determined by a Kalman filter smoother in the SATEACK processing facility . The filter
compares guidance derived quantities (from missile telemetry data) with corresponding

- SATRACK measured quantities (from missile tracking data), and systematic differences are
attributed to various system error sources.

5. SUMMARY

The GPS applications briefly presented herein only begin to address the possible
effects this precise navigation system will have upon guidance and control in the military
environment. During the next 5 to 10 years we fully expect that the GPS accuracy will
improve over that shown here . As the cost of the receivers decreases due to Inovative
design and more extensive large scale integration the revolution created by NAVSTAR in
the guidance and control area will most certainly continue .
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THE JOIN T TAC TICAL INFORMATIO N DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM (JTIDS)

B. BRENTNAL L, COL, USAF
PROGRAM MANAGER

JTIDS JOINT PROGRAM OFFICE
HANSCOM AFB, MA 01731

JTIDS is a joint development program by the U.S. military
services. JTIDS is a radio Communication Navigation
Identification (CNI) aye tern providing tactical elements for a
broad range of services. Receiver-transmitter terminals
are bein g developed for a range of applications including
airborne , ground-based , and seaborne communications ,
command and control; CNI for tactical vehicles; data links
for unmanned systems; and C3 relay through unmanned
stations and platforms. The system provides jam-
r esistant digital data exchange, precision relative
ranging between units, and positive ide otification and
position correlation of users. Design of the system is
based on a pseudo-noise modulated , frequency hopped
signal characteristic which provides for jam-resistant,
secure , data communications on a rigidly structured
time division access basis. The relative rang ing data is
used in several ways, including precision relative grid
community navigation, multi-lateration survey of
beacons , weapons control, TACAN functions , and
community distribution of geographic fix data. The
various relative navigation techniques are described ,
and the relation to other navigation devices is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The Joint Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIDS) is a defense development which will be
a principal element of tactical command and control systems, and weapon systems , of the next decade.
JTIDS will provide the integrated functions of secure communication, relative navigation, and
uaambiguous identification to broad classes of users , including surface command and control units on
land and at sea, airborne units of various classes, airborne command and control units , missile
systems, and manpacks as the program is currently structured.

JTIDS is a joint services program, with the participation of all U .S. military services under the
executive leadership of the Air Force. The program merges technologies which were under develop-
ment by separate services in the SEEKBU S and ITNS/ITACS programs . The U. S. Air Force SEEKBUS
program emphasized a secure digital information distribution system while the U.S. Navy ITNS/ITAC S
programs emphasized relative navigation and integrated communications, navigation and identification
functions. Since both programs were driving toward the same basic goals with different emphasis,
the merger of the programs was directed by the Department of Defense in 1975.

The merger of the two programs has produced handsome dividends. A major accomplishment was
the program office definition of a development and test plan which would per mit development of a low
risk approach for early system implementation, while more advanced concept s were further refined in
the laboratory. As a second step, the program office defined a ITIDS signal standard which assured
compatibility between different type s of te rminals now being constructed, by various contractors under
overall direction of the Joint Program Office (IPO). This signal structure standard also allows
considerable flexibility in growth of JTIDS to accomodate advanced concept s now under development.

The JPO has also established standards for subscribers to the relative grid navigation function of
JTIDS and has begun integrating various additional functions In the JTIDS terminals. Because the JTIDS
system operates at radio frequencies in the same band used for the TACAN and Identification-Friend or
Foe (1FF) functions , the earliest steps toward hardware integration address these two functions.

- —— --—-- -
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The JTIDS program is addressing two phases of development. The first phase provides for a
structured time division multiple access (TDMA) architecture with emphasis on connectivity for all
users and a limited number of nets and message structures. It includes TACAN and relative navigation
capabilities. The second phase of JTIDS development involves additional integration of Navigation and
Identification functions In the equipment, plu s Increased system capacity. One approach being pursued
is a dis tributed time division multiple access (DTDMA) architecture , which is expected to allow more

flexibility in the operational use of JTWS equipment with other communications links. Where the TDMA
architecture uses code orthogonality and frequency orthogonality to achieve separation between nets ,
the DTDMA process adds statistical orthogonality in time to provide additional net separation.
Alternatively, studies are underway to determine practicability of enhancements to the TDMA architec-
ture to satisfy the Phase II objectives.

The two phases are being developed to permit controlled evolutionary introduction of the second
phase in the presence of the first . For DTDMA, this is assured by treating the structured TDMA as a
special case of the DTDMA architecture. This is accomplished by eliminating the stochastic time
distr ibution feature of me DTDMA signal , obse rving the message constructs required of the Phase I
architecture, and using the same basic rule s of pulse and symbol infrastructure. This infrastructure
include s the characteristics given in Figure I. Observation of these standards in Phase I and Phase II
of JTIDS development insure interoperabiity and connectivity between users equipped with either type
of ha rdwar e. The TDMA growth alternative is based on compatibility with the Phase I TDMA terminals.

Two types of terminals are currently under development in the Pha se I architecture. One terminal
type built by Hughes Corporation, is primarily for command and control platforms, such as AWACS,
407L CRC/CRPs , and NADGE sites . This terminal includes all the ITIDS features of secure , anti-jam
digital communications, and is shown in Figure 1. Additionally, contractual efforts are underway to

p ut the relative navigation function in these terminals.

The second type of Phase I terminal, being built by the Singer Corporation is for tactical aircraft.
It contains digital communications features of JTIDS and Incorporates the relative navigation function
required by the U.S. Navy. The terminal is shown in Figure 3. It also incorporates TACAN as an
integrated CNI feature utilizing common hardware for JTI.DS and TACAN pulse reception and processing.
Users of this terminal will not require a separate TACAN transceiver.

The JTIDS program office is also pursuing Phase II. The DTDMA terminal is being developed by
ITT (Figure 4) which incorporates the advanced flexibility and increased system capacity of the Phase II
objectives, and is designed to be fully compatible in operations with Phase I terminals. This terminal
will also incorporate the relative navigation and TACAN functions , and will further the integrated CNI
concept by adding full Mark XII 1FF func tions to its capabilities. Similarly, the TDMA growth studies
by Singer Corporation and Hughes Corporation address the same Phase II objectives.

JTWS communication is accomplished In the Lx band, 960-1215 MHz , with narrow guard bands
around the 1FF frequencies, 1020 MHz and 1090 MHz. The Phase I system can be operated In a
frequency hopping antijam mode across this entire spectrum, or at a single center frequency with a
25db bandwidth of +5 MHz . Additional modes include operation with or without secure data encryption.
The typical message structure for the Phase I architecture is shown in Figure 5. Some of the commu-
nications characteristics for a Phase I net are shown in Figure 6.

The capability is extended to multi-netted operation through the use of code division multiplex 
3-

techniques superimposed on the basic TDMA structure. Each participating subscriber is assigned to
operate on one or more nets and is allocated speciric time intervals (time slots) during which It may
transmit information on a specific net. Transmitted information may be in the form of fo r matted or
free text digital messages, Each subscriber may receive Information during all time slots not used to
transmit. Since each subscriber has access to info rmation transmitted on its assigned nets, selective
filtering is employed to extract only information of Interest. Each subscriber enters the net and main-
tains synchronization with system time independently. Intial entry is executed by the reception of any
message transmitted by any other unit that has achieved fine synchronization.

Initial entry allows a unit to achieve coarse synchronization with system time and thereafter, to
receive Information transmitted during all subsequent time slots . Fine synchronization is achieved
thereafter, either passively through the receipt of position and status reports (Category P messages),
or actively through the use of “r ound-trip” transmissions (RTT). Passively, the receipt of a position
and status report in conjunction with a knowledge of “own” position allows a unit to account for message
propagation time In refining its estimate of system t ime. Actively, the RTT method allows a unit to
synchronize without any knowedge of position.

- - - -. -~~~~ - ~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~--~~~-- --- - --* —
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JTIDS RELA TIVE NAVIGATION CONCEPT

Now let us tur n to the navigation feature of JTIDS. The Navigation feature derives not only from
Information external to JTIDS , but from important features which are inherent within JTIDS. The most
important of these is the precision mutual synchronization of the clocks in all of the JTIDS terminals .
This synchronization is achieved initially by the use of RTT messages exchanged between members
and refined by observing the time of ar rival of the synch ronization pr eamble of all succeeding
messages. This then allows the interpretation of the t ime of arrival of subsequent message trans-
missions to be interpreted as pseudo-range measurements between pairs of JTIDS users.

It is clear that if two or more fixed , surveyed ITIDS community members periodically report
their position, other users could use range measurements from such members to locate themselves
i-.i the coordinate system used for the survey of the fixed members positions. This mode of navigation
is used in JTIDS in such cases where fixed, surveyed stations are available , or accurate knowledge of
position is known from a precise navigation system, such as GPS. This is an almost trivial case of
the relative navigation mode of JTIDS. However , tactical situations arise in which accurate knowledge
of true position is not available, particularly in open ocean tactical areas. The ITIDS relative grid
navigation, which is derived from the Integrated Tactical Navigation System (ITNS) concept, was
developed to be useful in a wide variety of combinations of types of JTIDS users, their missions,
spatia l distribution , modes of communication, and quality of users equipment. Figure 7 shows some
of the varied environments In which JTIDS relative navigation is designed to operate.

The most important result of a tactical community using the relative navigation mode of ITIDS is
that consistency of position location among all elements is obtained. This consistency applies not only
to positions of STIES community members, but to all data In the tactical community derived from
other sen sor s, such as radar or acoustics, so long as such measurements are mad e in the STIES
relative grid. This also applies to velocity data and directional information if derived In the common
relative grid. This in turn, Insures that accurate fire control solutions may be made from sensor
data from several different platforms or stations, even if the fire control solution is incomplete from
individual station data alone.

Fundamental to the JTIDS concept is that no single station or platform shall be necessary to the
operation of JTII)S. In STIES relative navigation, this means that each JTIDS user of the relative grid
must share in the maintenance of the grid ’s orientation and his location l.n the grid, at least to the
degree required by his mission or his contribution to an integrated mission or operation.

GRID MAINTENANCE

As a part of grid maintenance, all active JTIDS users maintain a common time for the JTIDS net
referenced to a JTIDS user who is designated as a part of the STIES protocol as the NTR (Net Time
Reference), or indirectly to the NTR through other users when the NTR is not within direct line of
sight. The NTR need not have the most accurate absolute time reference in the STIES community, but
should have one of the most stable. In order to assure nodeless STIES operation, any STIES community
member may be designated NTR, with order of succession determined by STIES net protocol. All
STIES users calibrate their own clocks to that of the NTR , Including clock drift rate.

In a similar manner, each STIES relative navigation grid user participates in maintaining the
grid origin and prime direction of the grid, as well as his own position and velocity in the grid. For
JTIDS users which are in motion, this is achieved by calibrating their dead reckoning system, i. e.,
directional and velocity reference, to produce position data consistent with the range measurements
made to other members of the STIES relative grid. Having located hImself in the grid by combining
the range measurements to other users with the de.sd reckoning data derived from his own platform,
the user can then continue the process to help maintain the STIES grid, and serve as a reference to
other potential users.

It is not necessary for a STIES grid user entering the system to have a multiplicity of range
measurements available from many other users in order to determine his position in the grid.
Repeated, single range measurements to another STIES user over a period of minutes during which the
grid azimuth between the two JTIDS elements changes by 20 degrees or more is sufficient for one user
to acquire another user’s grid. The availability of more range measurements to a multiplicity of
STIES grid users in dtffe~ent directions merely helps reduce the time required for a new user to
acquire the STIES grid.
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The grid acquisition process in a sparse community has been demonstrated in several ITNS
experiments listed in Figure 8, as well as in the simpler cases of multiple grid members, both fixed
and moving. To date, the experiments have used moving user platforms equipped with a moderate
quality inertial system (1-2 n mi/hr) or a doppler velocity system with a good quality heading reference,
and sometimes with fixed stations for which no precision survey data was used except the self-surveyed
relative range between them.

In the relative navigation architecture currently defined in STIES standards, the reference grid
which is acquired by all STIES relative grid users is that defined by one community member, designated
the NC (N avigation Controller), which may or may not be the same as the NTR. In the STIES protocol,
the order of NC succession is determined by the stability of each user’s dead reckoner , which is an
information item distributed throughout the community by each grid member when he transmits. The
function of the NC is merely administrative, since grid users use ranges to all appropriate STIES grid
members (those with a grid accuracy and stability equal or superior to their own), and need not even be
in direct line—of—sight communication with the NC. The effect of this convention is that all users will
maintain a grid which has the absolute error characteristics of the dead reckoning system of the NC,
although the relative characteristics among the var ious grid users will be much more stable and
repeatable.

It is not necessary that a single NC be used, although it is the more probable situation. For
example, the ideal NC is a dual NC formed by two fixed STIES termlna 1~ within line-of-sight so that
accurate range between them can be measured by their STIES equipments. In such a case , a perfectly
Mable grid origin and directional orientation is maintained, with the baseline between them providing
the latter. Similarly, two ships with precision navigators such as SINS can provide such a stable
dual-NC reference in the open ocean. A single, slowly moving user does not serve as a good reference
for the grid azimuth. Alternatively, a single faster-moving aircraft serves better, where his constant-
ly reported movement provide s the reference baseline.

The STIES relative grid architecture has been structured to provide growth to modes involving
multiple, moving NC’ s, although such action increases computational complexity somewhat.

PASSIVE RELATIVE NAVIGATION

Thus far , we have discussed the use of the relative grid by actively transmitting STIES community
members. Sust as it is possible for non-radiating passive STIES users to synchronize and receive
transmis sions from active users , passive users can acquire the common STIES relative grid and navi-
gate in it. If there are two or more active STIES users within line-of-sight of the passive users , the
time differences between receipt of their transmissions, together with their position reports , is
interpreted as a pseudo-range difference. Such Information represents a hyperbolic locus of the
passive user ’s own position in the grid. The solution for grid position by the passive user then proceeds
much as if the active users formed a LORAN net, with each station moving, but reporting its coordinates
periodically. Should the passive user then be required to report  target data which he has obtained , such
data would be reported in common STIES grid coordinates, without waiting for further grid convergence.
The passive mode of the STIES relative grid has been demonstrated to provid e full grid convergence,
but with a lesser accuracy as might be expected from the geometric problems of hyperbolic solutions .
In addition, grid convergence to the community reference is slower , particularly in a spare community.
However, clock bias and clock error rate are obtained to a high degree of accuracy in the passive mode,
which further enhances the anti-jam capabilities of STIES communications functions.

The accuracies obtained in navigation in the STIES relative grid is a function of a number of para-
meters. First, the rang ing accuracy of the STIES terminal tends to be the limiting parameter. Addi-
tional factors include the community geometry, the quality of each users dead reckoner , and the rate
at which range measurements are used to update the grid navigation.

IMPLEMENTATION AND ACCURACY

Terminals are currently being built by the Singer Corporation, in a form suitable for tactical air-
craft including all software for grid maintenance and acquisition in all modes, including NC, active
grid user, ~ind passive grid user. In this ver ion of the relative grid software, the Interpolated
navigation in the relative grid is performed using outputs from an aircraft Inertial navigator. The
inertial grid navigation is performed in a cartesian coordinate grid, in parallel with the normal inertial
computations performed In earth-centered spherical coordinates, In order to maintain the integrity
of the inertial absolute navigation solution.

Convergence of the user’s grid to the community reference is accomplished by processing pseudo-
range pairs (or pairs of pseudo-range differences in the passive mode) every 16 seconds in a Kalman
filter designed to calibrate the user’s notion of grid origin, velocity of the grid origin in inertial space.
and the grid azimuth orientation. This is accomplished by an algorithm that selects range pairs from
those available and correlates the range with the reported grid position of the user whose message
transmission is used for ranging and the reported quality of the user ’s time and grid data.

— _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _— —---- -- -—-----~~.------ — ~~— --- - 
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Linearity requirements of the Kalman filter requires that care be taken in the selection of algorithm
to use ranges which are large with respect to the users uncertainty in grid position in quadrature to the
range direction, or that the Kalman filter be adjusted accordingly.

Convergence of a user ’s grid occur s rapidly for elements of the Kalman filter which are directly
observable , and at a rate which depends partly on platform maneuvers for parameters which are in-
directly observed, such as grid azimuth, which is the slowest parameter to converge . Figures 9 and
10 show such convergence in flight experiments which have been conducted in a similar configuration.

Experiments have also been conducted using doppler velocity references in aircraft, which validate
the theoretical accuracy predictions of Figure 11. Because of the near-universal application of inertial
navigation in U. S. military aircraft, it is not Intended to implement a doppler system relative grid
algorithm in JTIES equipment initially, although the algorithm exists for use in another computer , if
a user should so require.

An important feature of the STIES relative grid is that it is completely self-contained and self-
sustained by the STIES users. It does not depend on any resources or references outside the STIES
community. As such, it can be established when and where the tactical situation requires , and then
discontinued when the tactical requirements is ended. This, combined with the secure access features
of STIES communications, effectively denies the enemy the use of the STIES relative grid for his own
navigation needs.

RELATION TO GEOGRAPHIC NAVIGATION

Although the relative grid coordinates have an arbitrary ori gin, the origin is relatively stable with
respect to the earth, and the prime grid axis is nominally north. The relative grid can be stabilized
to and correlated with any external geographic position reference which may be available.

If any single grid user obtains a geographic fix from the Global Positioning System, for example,
this fact is automatically transmitted throughout the community by the STIES message structure.
Since the geographic position and the relative grid position of the user obtaining the fix is transmitted,
other STIES community members can use the fix data to obta in an equivalent geographic position fix to
apply to their own inertial navigator , degraded only by the inaccuracies of the relative grid operation.

This automatic feature insures that all STIES community members share in a navigation position
reference available to any single member, without having each member bear the cost and weight of a
multiplicity of fix devices. For example, a single STIES relative grid net may share in LORAN fix
data from a surface ship member, the satellite fix data from a GPS equipped aircraft member, and a
radar fix from yet another community member.

We intend to use these complementary features to provide a spectrum of capabilities to our various
combat elements, each appropriate in cost and function to their respective missions

SUMMARY

The navigation features of STIES come at a relatively small additional cost over the communicath .ns
functions of the STIES terminal. The relative navigation capability requires no additional radio hard-
ware. Additional software is required, however . The entire grid acquisition and management function
in high speed tactical platforms requires less than 8000 words of 16 bit memory, and imposes a timing
load of less than 20% in currently available aircraft computers. In the tactical terminals currently
being built in the STIES program, these requirements are easily accomodated in the small computer
used for terminal communications data formatting and management. An additional minimal amount of
processing is added when STIES performs conventional TACAN.

The flexibility of the STIES concept for navigation, communications, command and control functions,
identification, and weapon systems provides opportunities for real time battlefield integration of the
tactical commanders resources, and the more rapid response of interconnected combat forces in a
survivable tactical grid system. The broad applicability of the STIDS system is assured by the various
classes of terminals which are being developed.

STIES terminals are presently in fabrication and test. System tests of the first models of STIES
equipment in the laboratory and aboard aircraft and other platforms starts this summer and continues
in 1978, leading to engineering development models of the Class 2 (fighter terminal) in 1979, and
deployment in the 1980’s. Class 1 terminals for use with large platforms or surface elements will be
available in 1980.

~
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IMPROVE D AIRCRAFT TRACKIN G U SIN G MAN EUVER
STATISTI CS ENROUTE AND IN THE TE RMINAL AREA

Ulrich Brokof
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt

für  Luft -  und Raunsfahrt E .V.  ( DFVLR)
Institut fUr Flugftthrung

3300 Braunschweig, Germany

SUMMARY

By means of radar tracking it is possible to estimate continuously the dynamic state
of an aircraft from discrete radar data. This is necessary for instance, when investiga-
ting collision risks.

In this paper autocorrelation functions have been computed from acceleration data.
The autocorrelation function could be approximated by a model which corresponds to a
periodic random variable . The model itself as well as the model parameters gives an in-
dication of how to improve radar tracking algorithm (additional parameters) .

A simple and an extended model are practically tested in view of predicting proper-
ties. The same example is used to show how it is possible to improve radar tracking by
aiding lateral acceleration with the roll angle information of the aircraft via a data
link between the control centre and the aircraft .

1. INTI~~DUCTI0N

In order to be able to carry out the extensive tasks of the airport traffic control
centres, more and more electronic systems are being installed. With the help of these
systems different input data are being automatically processed to support the work of the
flight controllers. This development was enforced by the growing density of the air-
t raff ic, and increasing collision risks.

EU1~)CONT 1~)L are installing and partly operating with the automatic systems KARL DAP ,
MADAP and SEAN DAP . Bundesanstalt für Flugsicherung (BFS) are developing the system DERD
(Display of extracted radar data). All these systems will be completed step by step. SF5
are now operating with DERD I. One component in these systems is the processing of radar
data, including the important task of flight tracking. In DERD I this task is not yet
realized, but will be conceived in the next phase of DERD-MC.

Civil air—traffic control systems ~me mainly the method of a—B—Filter  for smoothing
the aircraft trajectories in radar systems. The method corresponds to a Kalxnan filter by
which only position and velocity are estimated (1]. The results which can be reached by
this technique are demonstrated by Fig. 1. It shows vector—differences between filtered
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secondary radar (SSR) position data and accurate position data, which were measured by
the tracking radar (LFR) (2] of the DFVLR, Braunschweig. Both radars were tracking an
aircraft simultaneously. The standard deviation of the coordinate differences obtained
from nearly 200 fl ights and 4000 measured points was 0.3 NM. The magnitude of this value
is considerably influenced by error vector components , which occur in connection with
little maneuvers, when an aircraft changes from one airway to another. Fig. 1 shows such
a typical overshooting effect on the airways SPY-DOM and DOM-GMH near the Dortinund VOR.
Here the deviations reach more than 0.7 NM (s~1.3 kin).

It is the aim of this paper to investigate the possibilities how to increase the
accuracy of rada r flight tracking. The basic quantities for this investigation are angular
and acceleration data, which have been processed statistically. The results can give us an
indication how an aircraft accelerates in different directions. They may show us ways how
to model kinematic Kalnian filter equations more realistically.

2. SURVEY OF DATA P1~)CESSING

The main items of this paper are given in the diagram Fig. 2. During the test phase
of the german microwave landing system DLS , a lot of measured and derived data have been
stored on magnetic tapes. This data source can be exploited for different tasks. Here

• accelerations ,
• angular data (pitch , roll , heading),

• coordinates of the reference trajectory

of a flight are used to investigate the possibilities of improving radar tracking .
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In comparison with other data (position, velocity), acceleration measurement data
most closely describe the actual maneuvers of an aircraft. When computing the autocorrela—
tion function of the accelerations of a flight path, these accelerations and their corre-
lation in time is averaged. So this function contains the main maneuvering properties of
the aircraft on this flight path.

The acceleration data are originally measured in an east-north coordinate system. An
extentive investigation of 11 flights (5 hours fligh t time) had shown (4) that the auto—
correlation corresponds to a periodic random variable with an exponential and a cosine
function

A( t ) 2 e t/’t cos (v t) . ( 1)

The pa rameters which we obtained for the horizontal acceleration components were
nearly equal , and the a’—va lue (noise level) was rather low . This can be explained by the
very different~DLS flight trajectories (inbound and outbound on different radials, orbital
f l igh t s ) ,  which contained only a few heavy maneuvers (turns from outbound to inbound) .

Therefore the~ accelerations of a special flight were transformed into an airframe
system with longitudinal and lateral acceleration components. The type of the functions
corresponds to a periodic random variable, too.

The maneuver model which can be deduced from this type of autocorrelation function
and the kinematic equations describe the dynamic of the aircraft movement.

The radar observaUons with time intervals of 10 s are derived from the coordinates
of the reference trajecthry, by simulation of measurement errors of a tracking radar (any
other radar is possible). The covariance matrix of these observations was also computed.
The noise level of lateral accelerations is very high in comparison with the longitudinal
component , so the expected accuracy is not as high in this direction. Fortunately the
roll angle, which can easily be measured, can, if it is necessary, be used as useful data
to aid the lateral acceleration component.

The observations and the dynamic system are processed with the aid of the Kalman
filter algorithm in order to obtain an optimal estimation of our radar trajectory. Finally
this trajectory will be compared with the original reference.

3. TEST FLIGHT AND FLIGHT TEST DATA

As mentioned before one test flight was selected to make more detailed investigations
of the acceleration data. The selected test flight can be seen in Fig. 3. The test part of
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the f l ight track begins at the DLS—Azimuth station in an altitude of 2000 ft. The heading
is outbound on the 2650 radial. In a distance of 23 NM the aircraft  turns with bank angles
reaching 17 degrees. Then the aircraft returns inbound to the DLS—A station. The first
and the latter part of the flight are typical for enroute tracking, while the part with
the rather heavy turn may be seen as typical for maneuvers in the terminal area , where we
have to expect bank angles (roll) of 25 degrees. Such bank angles occur in the holding
patterns. For detailed investigations the flight was therefore separated into these 3 parts.
The window in Fig. 3 shows that part of the flight where we tested the maneuver model on
overshooting properties.

By means of the heading angle , the acceleration components were transformed from a
geographical into an aircraft related coordinate system, resulting into longitudinal and
lateral components. In Fig. 4 acceleration data and angular data of the second part of the
test flight were plotted together. They give an insight into the maneuvers of the aircraft
and the relations between accelerations and the angular data. We can detect the very similar
curves of the lateral acceleration and the roll angle. We can also notice the heavy changes
of acceleration. The maximum values of lateral acceleration reach 3 m/s’.

The effects  of wind influence cannot be seen in this plot. The wind components sign
changes when the aircraft  turns from west heading to east heading. Therefore an additional
acceleration during the maneuver would be caused.

3.00 -

- lateral Acceleration

I-i

Longitudinal Acceleration

~ 1,00 -

r y r D &~~~~ r~~ 
II~~~ 

- I I I I I I I I -. 250 ~00 ~~~ l~
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Roll 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ad3

O• 1~ ~~tch 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

1.0

_______ 

1

0

Fig. 4: Accelerations and Angular Data of Flight Part No. 2.

In comparison with the lateral acceleration the longitudinal acceleration only de-
viates very little from zero. The maximum values of this acceleration reach 0.5 m/s2, they
are correlated with the fluctuations of the pitch angle of the aircraft.

4 • MANEUVE R MODELS AND PARAMETERS

4.1 PARAMETERS OF THE AUTOCORRELATION FUN CTION

In Fig . 4 we saw the longitudinal and lateral accelerations of the 2nd flight track.
For all 3 parts of the flight autocorrelation functions were derived from the horizontal
and vertical acceleration components. The autocorrelation functio in Fig. S shows expo-
nential and periodic characteristics , which correspond to model 1 in section 2. The
period here is nea rly equal to the phygoid movement resulting from the velocity of 50 Knots .

The parameters ~2 , ~ and T which were extracted from the functions are listed intable 1. In all three fl ight parts it can be seen that the noise level of the longitudinal
acceleration is very low. The mean value corresponds to 0.07 rn/s2. The very different
noise level of the lateral accelerations is due to the different  maneuvers in the 3 fl ight
parts. It should also be noted, that the relation of a2/t is nearly equal in flight part

- - - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- --~~-~--- --_____
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A 
2 Autoco rr elatio n Function

[m is2] of Longitudinal Acceleration
- (1. part of trajectory , Flight 24016/9 1)
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0.004
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Fig. 5

Flight lateral longitudinal vertical
part acceleration acceleration acceleration

No. 2 T ~
2 r T ~2 

~ T
_ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  

1~ ___  
z z z

1 0 .23 10 40 0.0066 8 20 0.025 1 3
2 1.50 60 200 0.0038 10 30 0.020 1 4
3 0.05 12 60 0.0052 10 14 0.034 1 3

Mean 0.59 27 100 0.0052 9 21 0.025 1 3

1 0.0095 6 44 Autocorrelation of the difference
2 0.003 8 50 = a - 9.81 tan’~3 0.00 3 2 8 

(5 = roll angle)
Mean 0.0052 5 34

1 0.075 1 3
2 0.050 5 100 Autocorrelation of the difference

3 0.058 1 3 ~~~ = a~ — V~~8

(8 = course , v velocity)
Mean 0.061 2 35

Table 1

Parameters of the Autocorrelation Model

A 2 e t~
/ t cos (vt )

for the accelerati ons of the aircraft DO 28
(Dimensions : a rm/s2], t (ci , T (s))

number 1 and 2. That means that the power spectral density defined by 2a2/r.6 is equal
in both cases and can be interpreted by the fact that high lateral accelerations are
caused by turning maneuvers , which are normally executed during a longer period of time .
The vertical accelerations have a rather low noise level but a very short correlation
time.

The high noise level of the lateral acceleration limits the accuracy of radar flight
tracking. Improvements can be achieved by additional angular data, especially the roll
angle ‘y and changes of the heading angle ~~

. The acceleration data, which were computed
from the angular data were subtracted from the original accelerations. From these accel-
eration differences , autocorrelation functions were derived. The noise level of these
functions is very low . Especially the roll ang le is a good measure for lateral accelera-
tions. The noise level can be reduced to the same order of magnitude as the noise of the
longitudinal accelerations. The residual acceleration noise corresponds to a standard
deviation of the roll angle of 0.30. 
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4.2 Maneuver Models

The pa rameters of the autocorrelation function (Fig. 5) are the variance ~
2, the

time constant t and the period T. It is interesting to see in Fig. 6 that with the cosine-
function a drift rate state variable for the acceleration is introduced (Model 1 ) .  Our
test results have shown that this drift rate is necessary. If we ominit the cos me func-
tion we get the model 3 a = — 1/r a , which is widespread in literature Ci , 5 , 6] .  From
the discrete version it can be seen that the predicted acceleration is always less than
the previous acceleration value. This leads to a loss in acceleration especially in the
case of heavy maneuvers and therefore to overshooting effects in curves.

AUTOCORREL . FUNCTION AUTOCORRELATJON FUNCTION
- variance PERIODIC RANDOM VARIABLE

(Noise Leve fl 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

: 
Time Constant 

A(t ) — o~ ~~~~~ cos (~~ ti  J ~ Alt) — ,2 e t/~
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Fig. 6

From our autocorrelation functions we have got mean parameter values for ~
2 , ~ and T.

But we have already seen from table 1 , that these parameters vary with the maneuvers of
the flight. In the case of heavy maneuvers we got great values for t and T, although they
are diminished by little maneuvers of nearly one half of the flight path. Bec use we con-
centrated our test computations on the turn from outbound to inbound , model 1 was
specialized by introducing T + and T -

~ =. So we get model (~J . This model s rather
insensitive to the type of a maneuver. But it has the property to overcompensate errors
(Fig. 7b),  because the drif t  rate parameter d is undamped.

An optimal use of model is possible by adapting the parameters T and t to the
actua l maneuvers.

4.3 Error Behaviour of the Model

The influence of the noise level a of the accelerations and the correlation time r ,
on veloci ty and position can be estimated with the covariance matrix (2)  (5]

T5/20 , T4/8 , T 3/6
Q = 2c 2 /~ T4/8 , T 3/3 , T2 /2 (2)

T3/6 , T2/2 , T

The po.4.t~.on_error of an ideally calibrated system increases with time ~ a~cording to
0x = a !~TD/ 1Or. The standard deviation of the velocity error is 

~v = ° V2T ’/3T. That
means for the longitudinal direction , that after 10 s we have only to expect position
errors of 2 — 3 ci.

. - -- - -  - ---
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The covariance matrix Q shows that the maneuver statistics model has a good short
time stabili ty.  That means , that the noise of measurement data with high update rate can
be f i l tered very well. This ability will decrease very rapidly if the time interval of
updating increases.

5. APPLICAT ION OF THE MANEUVE R STATISTICAL RESULTS TO RADAR TRACKING

Important assumptions to study the efficiency of a model are real data , extreme test
situations, and objective references to control the results. In order to test several
model approaches, we used that part of the flight track in Fig. 3, which includes the
turn from outbound to inbound. The coordinates of this trajectory are known with high ac-
cur acy . They have been computed from radar and inertial navigation data (3] . The original
data frequency of 30 Hz was reduced to 1 Hz.  For every 10th point of this sequence random
errors of a tracking radar have been simulated (oDj~ t = 10 m , °Azimuth = 0.060). The cor-
responding coordinate errors were added to the reference track coordinates. The covariance
matrix of the simulated measurement errors was computed , too.

If we now compute the radar track with any model, we can check the main state elements
with our original data. The vertical channel will not be considered in our investigations.

The test computations were executed with model - The total system for both co-
ordinate directions is given by

x 0 0  1 0  0 0 0 0  x 0

y 0 0  0 1  0 0 0 0  y 0

0 0 0 0 cos6sin8 0 0 v 0x x
0 0 0 0 -sinecose 0 0 v 0y y + ( 3 )
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 a~ w~

a 0 0  0 0  0 0 0 1  a w
T) fl

d~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 d~ 0
d 0 0  0 0  0 0 0 0  d 0

T) n

where sin8 = ..
~~ , v = ~~~ + v~

cos8 = -~~

It was not suff ic ient  only to determine drift rates for lateral accelerations. This
can be seen in Fig. 7a where we still have an overshooting effect. This effect disappears
if we take into account changes of acceleration also in the longitudinal direction .

The influence of wind velocity causes longitudinal accelerations which are not in
agreement with the low noise , we have found from our statistical computations. Fig. 7b and
Fig. 7c show deviations between the radar trajectory, obtained with the specialized
model and the reference trajectory, one second before updating. Only the region around
the turn from outbound to inbound is plotted, because the deviations will reach maximum
values , in this part of the trajectory. Fig. 7b shows the result only with radar measure-
ment data. The result of Fig. 7c was obtained with additional roll angle information . The
deviations include the simulated radar errors. The maximum errors are less than the
greatest simulated radar errors.

The improvement which could be reached by the maneuver statistics model can be read
from the a—values of table 2. The improvement is not so great if we have only radar
measurements, because of the low update rate of 10 s. If we use the roll angle information
the error will be decreased by ~ 30 %.

Standard Deviations Em]

Comp . [ Measured Tracking with ObservationsRadar Data Maneuver ModelNo. ________ -_______ _______ _______

0 x °y 0x

1 8.6 34.6 8.5 31.9 Tracking Radar (10 s)

2 8.6 34.6 8.1 26.1 Tracking Ra dar (10 s) and Roll Angle (2 s)

3 148.1  156.3 91 .6  
— 

93 .6 SSR (10 s) and Roll Angle (2 s)

Table 2: Improvement of measured radar data, when
tracking with the aid of a maneuver model. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ -
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Starting from maneuver statistical investigations we have found a model which is
able to eliminate overshooting effects of flight trajectories with heavy maneuvers.

If we are tracking aircrafts enroute (Fig. 8), we have to expect only little
maneuvers. Moreover we do not need extreme accuracies. In this case it is sufficient ,
only to use radar measurements.

In the terminal area we are con f ronted by heavy aircraft maneuvers and the demand
of accurate tracking. An example of heavy maneuvers is ~he holding pattern flight, where
we have to expect lateral acceleration changes of 5 in/a ’ within 5 seconds . Here it would
be very useful to have a data link between aircraft and the control centres to transmit
the roll angle. The results in this paper are based on a data rate of 2 a . The standard
deviation of the original errors could be diminished by the factor 0.75 in the case of
tracking radar data and by 0.60 if we were using SSR—data.
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SUMMARY

The DFVLR has tested the micro—wave landing system DLS in Braunschweig. Apart from
the DLS on—board equipment an inertial navigation system had been installed in a test
aircraft for this purpose. One of the aims of these tests was to find out, to what degree
the accuracy of the landing system could be improved by integrating this inertial naviga-
tion system. Both systems were combined by means of a Kalman filter. In this study , the
way in which the filter operates during an approach is described. The errors of the DLS
trial system set up at Braunschweig airport, could be reduced to about 20 % by using the
inertial navigation system.

1. INT~~ DUCTION

Today, the instrument landing system , ILS , is almost exclusively used for aircra f t
approaches . Since this system has many disadvantages , a modern one is to replace it.
Therefore, the international civil aviation organisation (ICAO ) has asked its member
states to submit suggestions for new systems. The Federal Republic of West Germany has
suggested the micro—wave landing system called DLS , which stands for DME derived landing
,~ystem .

The DFVLR in Braunschweig has tested the DLS trial system. A DO 28 was used as test
aircraft. In addition to the DLS on—board equipment, an inertial navigation system of the
type LN3, as well as a telemetric system, were installed in the aircraft for these tests.
All data which were necessary for the tests, were transmitted to the ground, and were
recorded there on magnetic tape. These data comprised among others the DLS data, the nav-
igational results of the inertial navigation system, and the measured accelerations. The
registration frequency was 32 Hz. Thus it was possible to repeat the flights with a digital
computer , and with real data , in order to test various configurations of the system.

The errors of the tested DLS system mainly consist of a high-frequency noise . The
error behaviour of an inertial navigation system is entirely different ; i.e. the short—
time accuracy is of a very high degree. The navigational errors of an INS however grad-
ually increase. Therefore, it was interesting to find out, how the accuracy of the DLS
system could be improved by integrating the DLS in the inertial navigation system.

Later on in this lecture , the combination of both systems, with the aid of a Kalman
filter, will be mentioned. The results of an aircraft approach show which accuracy can
be reached.

2. SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE DLS SYSTEM

The DLS trial system consists of two ground stations, namely the azimuth and the
elevation station. The azimuth station corresponds to the ILS-localizer, and is sited at
the end of the runway. The elevation station replaces the glide path transmitter, and is
situated likewise beside the touch-down point. The azimuth station determines the azimuth
and the slant range between the station and the aircraft. The elevation station determines
the elevation angle. The DLS system uses the same frequencies as the TACAN system.
Figure 1 gives an impression as to the accuracy of the DLS trial system. The test results
of a conventional centerline approach are shown. The aircraft was approaching at 30~ The
figure shows the difference between the values derived by the DLS—azimuth station and a
very accurate reference 11]. The distance from the test aircraft to the azimuth station
is marked on the horizontal axis; the vertical axis shows the azimuth errors. The standard
deviation is 0.0170; the mean value is 0.0620 due to a small misalignment. The typical
high frequent noise can be seen in this figure. A rather low frequent noise is also vis-
ible. The error behaviour of the other two measurements of the DLS trial system is similar.

- . — -— - -~~~~~~~~~~~ -.----—- -~~- —- ---- — - — - - - 
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Fig. 1: Conventional Centerline Approach Azimuth Error

3. ER~~ R MODELS

The DLS system was combined with the inertial navigation system by means of a Kalman
filter of the discrete type. For this purpose it was necessary to know the error model of
both systems.

A simplified error model was used for the inertial navigation system. It contains
the Schuler couplings, the earth rate couplings, as well as the couplings due to the mis-
alignment of the platform in the azimuth. The variable, as well as the constant gyro—drifts,
have been modelled by so—called random walk processes. As far as the vertical accelerometer
is concerned, only a constant accelerometer error has been assumed. A more detailed de-
scription of the INS error model has already been given by Dr. Stieler.

As already mentioned, the primary measured data of the DLS system are 2 angles and
a distance.

Before determining the measurements for the Kalman filter, it is necessary to convert
the DLS data into the navigational co—ordinate system of the inertial navigation system.
Moreover , the co—variance matrix of the errors of the DLS system has to be calculated for
the same co—ordinate system.

4. OPERATION OF THE KALMAN FILTER

Before landing, the aircraft  will  f ly  into the covering range of the MLS system. When
this happens , the computer program for the Kalman filter is started to operate. The first
position determined by the DLS system is used as initial position for all further naviga-
tional calculations regarding the inertial navigation. The co—variance matrix of this first
position is used as initial value for some elements of the co—variance matrix of the esti-
mation accuracy.

The measurements for the Kalman fi l ter are the differences between the positions
determined by the inertial navigation system and by the MLS system, respectively. It may
happen that the positions determined by the ~~S system are partially invalid, for some
reason or other. This is then normally notified by a flag. No measurements should be pro-
cessed by the Kalman filter during such “no go times ”. This is achieved by setting all
elements of the measurement matrix to zero.

The state vector contains, among others, the position errors t~x, ~y,  and 13z of the
inertial navigation system. The Kalman filter estimates these three elements. The final
position of an aircraft is determined by adding the estimated position errors to the
positions determined by the inertial navigation system. In the same way, the best estimates
can be calculated for the three velocity components .

5. RESULTS OF AN APP~~3ACH

The results of an approach are presented as an example for the operation of the Kalman
filter. This was an approach chosen at random during the measurements taken for the DLS
trial system. The approach, and thus the start of the Kalman f i l ter ing process , began at
a distance of 7 nautical miles from the azimuth station . Approximately 3 minutes elapsed
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until the runway threshold was reached. The heading of the approach was 850; it was thus
in eastern direction.

The cycle time of the Kalinan fi l ter was 0.5 seconds . This relatively short time was
chosen , because the correlation times of the mentioned high frequency errors of the DLS
system are smaller than 0.5 seconds .

Figure 2 shows the position errors in the north-south direction. The approach starts
on the left  hand side of Pig. 2. The f l ight  level is here about 450 metres. After  about
2 minutes and 45 seconds , the runway threshold is crossed at a height of a few metres .
The thin line represents the accuracy of the DLS trial system (lo). When the approach is
started, the error is 6 metres. The thick line represents the achieved accuracy after
Kalman filtering. The errors of the DLS system are reduced to approximately 20 per cent,
after a comparatively short period of time. At the runway threshold the error is about
0.4 metres.

—

Accu racy of DLS h o )

® Accuracy of the ftltcr -d posittons (la)

E

o 60 120 Time (s ]  180

Fig. 2: DLS/INS Approach
Accuracies

Figure 3 shows the vertical errors. The error behaviour is simila~ to that of the
last figure. At the beginning of the approach, the vertical error is 16 metres. After a
short transient time, the error is once more reduced to about 20 % , by combination of the
DLS system with the inertial navigation system . At touch—down the accuracy is approximately
0.3 metres. After the touch—down point there are no more measurements of the DLS system .
Nevertheless, the inertial navigation system is able to continue determining the altitude
very accurately.

2i’

0 AccurI~cy of DLS ( Ic)
Accur lcy of the f ilte r d positions

0 60 120 Tjr .,e [sI (80

Fig. 3: DLS/INS Approach
Accuracies a
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Figure 4 shows the difference of two altitudes, i.e. the difference between the
altitude measured by the DLS system alone, and that resulting from the combination of
the DLS system and the inertial navigation system. These high—f requent errors are caused
only by the DLS system, as such a noise cannot be produced by an inertial navigation
system .

Sc —_______________
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Fig. 4: Errors of the DLS System

All computations have been made by different computers, the central computer of the
DFVLR and a computer by Digital Equipment Corporation (PDP 11/40-16 K). In both cases,
the time required for computation was much shorter than the actual flight time ; which
means that the calculations can be made in real time.

6. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF THE DESCRIBED SYSTEM

The combination of the micro-wave landing system DLS with an inertial navigation
system has the following advantages:

the high—freq uen t errors of the DLS trial system are recognized
by the Ka linan filter, and are almost entirely eliminated. In this
context , high—frequent errors are those having at least a frequency
of about 0.05 Hz.

Kalznan filtering means no falsification caused by high—frequent
aircraft  movement , for example by turbulence.

In the same way as the position of an aircraft can be determined ,
the ground speed can be calculated as accurately as 0.1 rn/s.

A short failure of the MLS system is of no consequence, since the
inertial navigation system automatically takes over all navigational
functions.

The disadvantages are as follows:

Systematic errors of the 141.5 system as , for instance, concerning
the distance of aircraft, cannot he eliminated by the inertial
navigation system .

The crew ’s work—load before entering the covering range of the MLS
system, is greater than that resulting from conventional systems.
Apart from the selected MLS—channel, the runway direction, and the
co-ordinates of the MLS ground stations , have to be entered into
the computer.

7 • SUMMARY OP RESULTS

In order to determine the position of aircraft during the approach phase , the
configuration of an MLS system and an inertial navigation system has been described.
Both systems have been combined with the aid of a Kalman filter. 

-~~~~~~~-~~~~~--~~~-~~~~ - -.---~~~ -- .—-—- - - ,
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Plight tests made by the DFVLR in Braunschweig have shown that the errors of the DLS
trial system car. be reduced to approximately 20 %. The following accuracy is obtained at
the runway threshold: vertical direction: 0.3 metres, position error at 900 to the f l ight
direction: 0.4 metres, position error in approach direction: 3 metres. These errors are
clearly below the requirements made by the AWOP Panel, whereas the DLS trial system alone
does not always meet those requirements.
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SUMMARY.

The integrated Navigationsyst em for the Tornado Weapon .ystes is about to comp lete flight—
testing. A short rundown of the various deve lop sent—st ag .s is given together with methods used
and pitfall , encountered. Prom th. experience gained in this project it seems that for the design
of similar Kalmantype Navigation filters the most important tool is a data benk derived from
flighttests together with welite sted flexible evaluation software which allows the investigation
of filter variants in a very short tiae on a ground based general purpose computer.

SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS.

A System dynamic Matrix
I State vector
IN, INS Inertial Navigation System
P Covariance Matrix P~P+ refer to before and after a measurement

Transiti on Matrix
B Plant Noi se Matrix
N Measurement Matrix
Y Y Measurement prediction and observation
p

V V Covariance Matrices of same
p

K? Kalman Filter
Do Dopp ler Radar
A/C Aircraft

Thi. paper deals with some aspects and problems encountered during the development of the
integrated All Weather Navigation Syste. of Tornado which i. going into servic, in U.K., F.R.G.
and Ital y within the next few years.

This development has been going on at various places in the U.K. and P.R.G. during the project ,
Some of the envisaged roles of Tornado require careful preflig ht planning and a Navigation accuracy
which cannot be met by single sensors. An examp le is Terrain following where th. planned flight
path may be matched to ground profiles in order to minimise detection probability cud to give the
crew the opportunity to check their position against Fixpoints. It was decided to use a Kalman
filter (K?) to integrate various sources of navigational information. The “best” position and
velocities provided by the K? are used to provide steering signals which enabl , the A/c to arr i
at a cert ain position at a certain ti.e.

During its development the KP underwent the following stages or mecL .snisationsi

A) Review of background theory, selection of data sources

B) Definition of equations including moding and Cockpit—interface as coding instructions , for  the
A/C Central Computer program

C) Development of a high level language Comp. Program (FORTRAN)

D) Development of the Assembler Progra. for the A/C Main Computer

Boundary conditions are Computer core and time leading and handling aspects.

A. to point A an Inertial Navigator and a D.ppl.r Radar were chosen because of their different
error characteristics. These data are supported by differ ent types of position fixes which may be
performe d (Visuall ON TOP, Head—up disp lay/Mappi ng Radar in variou s modes/Radio Navigation).

The next question was whether to use the Filter in a closed or open loop mechanisation. In a
clo sed loop system estimates of modelled errors e.g. velocity error or tilt angles are fed back
into the platform whereas in the open loop .eehanisstion a mathematical model is used to derive
correction terms for the outputs of the otherwis . self contained Inertial Navigation System. Both
m.cha*isations have their merit,  and disadvantages. Open loop exhibits higher integrity mad lever
development risk wherea . the ol.s.d lo.p mechanization has a somewhat greater potential with
respect to INS Alignment (Ground based er in flight) but for reasons •f sy.te. integrity really
twe independant Computers are necessary. Having just one c.mp.ter and with offers of fairl y well
develope d integral Inertial Navigation systems an open i..p mechanisation was selected.

_________________________________________________________ —. 
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open lo.p Closed loop

Higher redundancy Needs reall y 2 Computer.

Lower deve lopment ri sk OFF Line deve lopment and
optimi sation l.se straight
forward

Slightly more Computer load Essential for inflight align—
for sam, task mont using K?

Recorded flights may be Qmicker ground alignment
“ref lown” on a ground based possible and better performance
computer with precise results when entering NAY Mode

The filter contains 11 states — 9 for the INS and 2 for the Doppler.

INS~ North/East Position and velocities
Tilt angle around 3 axes
Level gyro drifts

Doppler i Along heading scale factor error and an
misali gnment angle

The equations governing the error behaviour of the INS follow text books, Doppler errors are
m.delled as very low frequency noise , a certainly wrong but workabl , assumption.

The development stages of the Navigation filter which was independantly programmed in a
high level language and in Assembler together with the data these programs are acting upon
are shown in table 1.

Sn, FORTRAN K? ASSEMBLER K?

Fl Al
• —
C e o

~~~~~~~ Zero order eptimisatien P.rfor— Va. planned but time schedule
‘~ g~ manc. Prediction Confidence did not permit , considered inefficient

cheeks
— II.’,
• 4’ -~~
‘4 ~~~4~u~a .

?A2

2 
Software proving

Debugging of the Assembler program

Solving numeric difficulties using

the FORTR AN K? as a test standard.

41 
P3 A3

.~ Structural and numeric Only necessary if step FA2
3 ~ ., Optimization of the K? shows significant differences

~ 
Assessment of sensor between the two programs ,

I + ~ and system performance but a good confidence check.
P. with and without position aiding

~~~~~~ Supporting evidence for A4

C
~ Fb A k

~ 
N.A. in this project might Official proving of Navigation
be possible in other appli— Subsystem performance

a cation. Cross cheek with F3

Table 1

-.~ - • _ ;‘~~~~~~
. ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ - ~ ~~~~ -, ~.
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The next step (Fi) was to construct so called real world simulation models of the INS, Doppler and
Position Fixing methods which were then linke d up with the Kalmanfilter containing much simpler
equipment models. The aim of this exercise which we. conducted in a high level language was a
sensitivit y analysis , zero order optimisation and confidence check . There were some errors or
short comings in the initial program which were discovered during this exercise or onl y later on.

1) The equations governing INS behaviour may be linearized arriving at a transition Matrix A times

~~t, One might try to drop ~~t
1 terms also in the propagation of the Covariance Matrix which

seems to have great numerical advantages but the result is rather disastrous and so this was
cured without doing much harm. It seems a good idea to carry a program which monitors any
anormalities of the Covar ian ce Matrix along with the Filter as far as possible.

2) The incorporation of Doppler information in a Filter with measurement updating every 10 sec.
requires presmoothin g . Ini t ia l ly  this was a low pass filter with a timeconstant of a few seconds
but a straight forward summing over a f ixed time inter val is numerically more accurate and the
separation of data collection and evaluation helps to decrease computer time load.

3) An unsuitable choice of measurement p lane for some position fixes where the measurement pre-
diction is no longer a linear Combination of state variables ~t short measurement ranges.

I,) A serious error was an incorrect feed back of a Doppler scaling correction term. Usually such
an error cause s an immediate runaway of the system. In this case unfortunately the error was
masked by a qu i te small time constant contained in the Dopp ler error model and the fact that
the “real world” simulation provided quite small errors. Despite this performance after 1 1/2
hours became clearly inadequate. This error could have been avoided if for a check all relevant
time constants would have been set to large numbers.

The main effort of the development program was concentrated on steps number 2 and 3 Software
nroving and off line analysis of recorded sensor data which were available before the Filter
became airborne.

SOFTWARE PROVING.

Tests to confirm that the program for the on board computer really performs the required
functions and with the necessary accuracy. In this case the only way to check whether the
resulting program really reflects the written requirement is to have an independantl y written
program ,preferab l y in another languege ,feed thee with identical inputs and check whether the
outputs are the same . Even though both programs were considered to be debugged as far as possible
withou t cross reference results did not tie up at all initially because of program errors , wrong
setting of constants and misinterpretations of the written requirement. The ratio of errors found
clearly indicates the need for higher languages to be used in the development of Avionic systees.

ERRORS ASSEMBLER FORTRAN

Program Flow 30 % 50 %
Constants 70 % 50 $

ERRORS Found Assembler 10
Fortran

Further difference , between the programs were due to the number representation in the on board
computer (Floating point with 16 bit mantissa). Proper choice of the smoothing filter applied to
the Doppler pro—smoothing filter and suitable iteration rates which at the beginning were un-
necessaril y high removed this problem.

As to the type of sensor inputs (realistic ,r “cl ean” data) for test purposes initiall y clean
data were used because of their greater diagnostic power.

/
/-~~~~~~

, r ir~
“Pseudo realistic Data” STEP Input.
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OFF LINE ANALYSIS.

Feeding suitably preprocessed flight data together with position and velocit y reference data
into a ground based computer it i. possible to rerun a flight several time s with different versions
of the Navigation filter in a fraction of real time. The outputs of the high level Language Navi-
gation Filter , corrected INS position and velocity can be checked against an external reference.
It is more convenient to do this on a general purpose Computer rather than on the real Main compu-
ter because of three reasons

i) Having done some processing of eenser data it is possible to “rerun” a flight in a couple
of minutes rather than hours in realtime

2) Modifications of Program and Constants necessary to obtain the desired performance are done
much quicker and safer .

3) Easy access to perip herals—Printer , plotter , tape units or disks

This approach to optimize the f i l ter  was almost exclusively concerned with adjusting the
Plantnoise , the initial covariance matrix and the Measurement Monitoring. Before a measurement is
processed by th~ Filter it is checked whether it lies within the area enclosed by an 1$ Elli psoid
made up by system plus measurement uncertainty in the measurement plane. if it lies outside the
measurement is disregarded. It is somewhat unsatisfactory that system update versus encountered
difference shows such a relations

System update A
We have the feeling that “Reasonableness checks ” are strangers in
the dotted curve is bette i K? theory but indispensable in real life.
but no evidence is availa-
ble yet

‘,~Measurement difference

A theoretical approach to find a better solution becomes a bit comp licated and would be based on
vagu e assumptions. So monitor thresholds were derived empirically. There are two types of measure-
ment monitoring incorporated in the filters

o The Dopp ler—IN velocit y monitoring ii fully computerized using a value much below the 3ø~
threshold one finds in many applications. If Doppler data have been continuousl y rejected
for a certain time by the Filter a warning is given to the Navigator on a synthetic Display.

o When a Position fix is performed the Filter checks reasonableness on a more generous level.
The result of this check is displayed to the Navigator. Fix data are only processed if the
Filter and the Navigator agree that results are reasonable. The Navigator cannot override
the Filter if it rejects the Fix. This hard limit is against the philosoph y that final judge—
ment shall rest with the man not the machine but flight t,,t experience has shown that it i.
a reasonable mechanization.

The qualit y of a fix and thus its weight is determined by the computer based on the type of sensors
used and ranges involved. Whether the performance of the Filter may be further improved if an
additional input from the crew is used to define the qualit y of a fix will be assessed by recording
the crews judgements and correlating these with the actual measurement errors encountered.

Concerning the initia l Covariance Matrix and Plantnoise two different methods were tried —
an analy tic one to find an optimum fit of the Plantnoise and a rather empiric one which consisted
basicall y in looking at results and trying modifications with a limited amount of analytic work.
This “magic number ” approach has yielded a little quicker and better results throughout. Graphical
Presentation of results plays an important role in such an empirical approach. For detailed in-
vestigation. we found it better to disp lay IN errors and their estimate , versus tim. rather than
INS errors and residual errors. If a larger number of flig hts is evaluated it is convenient to
have the net result in the form of a CEP curve for position and velocity versus time togethe r with
an indication of their statistical significance.

Example

CEP50/Position . - - 
.- . 

- -

observed CEP50 

I

- 
..‘/
‘
. There is a IS probab i l i ty that the “true ”

CEP is below curve B or above curve A due
to ~~e limited number of ea;ple. taken

Fl ight Time

- _—-—-- - --- --  -—-- --- - —-- 
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Flights stored on a date bank may be rerun under different conditions , the Doppler may be
switched off and Position fixes of different accuracy may be simulated. To prove the benefits of
having a Kalmantype Navigation filter and that it is working properl y it has to be compared with
simpler mechanizations. In our case a suitabl y smoothed Doppler/IN Mix was investigated with
straight Resets of position after a position fix. In the course of optimization the Plantnoise
was not anly numerically significantl y changed from the initial values provided by the suppliers
but slso the complexity increas ed.

Plantn .ise
Inertial Navigator Doppler

Level Gyro Drif t  Attitude To loc i ty  Position .Scaling
________________________ _______________ ________ ________ 

Misalignment

N hour low pass Only cempen— / / .N minutes
Filter driven by white sation for the / / Low pass
noise not model led / / Filter driven

Azimuth Gyro / / by white No ise
Drift / / . Nil

STARTING OFF WITH

Inertial Navigator Doppler

Gyro Drift Attitude Velocities Scale error Misalignment

White Noise
driving low
Pass In the orde
A+B .Tim e ~~of gyro dr if t

_____________ 
contribution _____________ ________________ _______________

C .Herizontal
Acceleration Provision only

After Comple-
tion of a turn

ENDING (IF WITH

It seem, to be a good idea to make ample allowance for the structure of the plantnoise at the start
of all developments involving Kalman filters.

The Maincompntor program was updated with these change. before it became air borne. Since then
OFF Line Analysis of Flight data has continued and only minor change. have been incorporated in the
Navigation filter is. the meantime. It has provided useful information on equipment deficiencies such
as a Doppler scaling error the euistence of which the supplier was a little reluctant to admit , IN
gyrodrift. and misalignment.. (‘~rrelating the state vector estimates from flights flown with different
equipments is a great help in the analysis of weakly or not observable states (such as a Doppler—
misalignment and an INS heading output bias).

Three points of mayor importance emerge from the experience gained during the development of
this Navigation Filter.

o Tight control of the onboard compu~er software is a fairly complex and time consuming task,
especially with programs written in Assembler.

o The usefulness of data banks derived from flight test data in connection with flexible evaluation
programs for the evaluation and optimisation of existing system. and the design of new ones.

o The need for good documentation speciall y in the case of designing sub—optima l Kalmanfilters
which to give their best have to be tuned to the error characteristics of the sensors they
are fed with. It may well take up to a decade from the first simulation program to the point
where equi pments have reached their production standard. Thus it i. unlikely that the Job is in
the same hands throughout the development phase. Advances in technology may even at a much
later date result in a significantly different error behaviour of equipments.

Never let yourself get buried by your problems , whether you are haunted by computers and their
allied peripherals or strange Greek symbols. Free talk is the best way towards solving them and
obtaining a good system.

_ _  -— - ----~~—--~~~-- .-—---- ----~~ --— -~~ 
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ANNEX 1

Simplified summary of Kalmanfilters for sampled systems and geometric interpretation.

For many applications it is not necessary to dig too deep into Kalmanfilter theory. It would see.
that this simp lified summary is sufficient for many cases.

STATE VECTOR AND COVARIANCE PROPAGATION
3

STATE VECTOR Xi

~~antitiee describing the dynamic of
the system. INS position , velocit y ... ,-1.
errors XE denotes an estimate of same ~~~Point in N space

COVARIANCE MATRIX Ps

is onl y an es t imate , the error

~~~)— statistical average. ~ __________________

distribution around this point is

given by P sP~ ( (x —XE) (x—XE 5~
(X_ XE)

T
~ P

_l
(X_XE )_ Co nst. ‘Ellipsoid” in N apace encloses area

represents a contour of constant where true value l ies with certain
propabi lit y density of true value probabilit y

supposed to be normal compound
probability densit y functions.

around estimate. Distributions are

SYSTEM DYNAMIC AND TRANSITION MATRICES A AND Øs o

The dynamic of the system is basically governed
by a diffe rential equation I — A•z. For sea l l4t  _________________

1~+ ~~~~~~~~~~ 0 — E+A ~ t Linear Transf ormation in N space

P transforms accordin gl y

~t+ At 0
~

’t ”0 2
expression (E+A. ~t).P(E+A ~t) is asking
(Note : To drop the ~ t term inTthe 

___________________

for trouble.) ~An Ellipsoid i, transformed as
its surface points

PLANTNOISE MATRIX R i  -

The dynamic of the state vector is

and simp lification.). Thus P increases ~~~~~
_

~~~_
_

not purely determinis tic (Noise sources

additionall y : P 
~~ ~~~~ 0

T +R.
For many appiicftions K ~ ay be a I’ ______________________

diagonal Matrix. Increase of uncertainty due to noise etc.

The strict application of theory allows only
“white” noise , that means no simplification .
in Ø,in other words % describes precisely a

7 o  m o.tt ylinear syste. which is driven by white noise
or for sampled systems by random input sequences.
Because of the necessary modelling effort this is
rarely found in app lications.

THE MEASUREMEN T AND UPDATING PROCESS

MEASUREMENT MATRIX M s

A measurement is taken on the sy.tem
a prediction of the outcome is a linear
combination of state variables. 

- N • X

The uncertainty of this predicti on is _______________________
given by it. cevariance Matrix W~ Projection of Ellipsoid into

— ~~~~ “Measurement Plane ” (here 1,2 plane)

Agai n deviations from strict linearity may be
cemp .msated to some extent by an increased
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MEASUREMENT NOISE Wi

The measurement result y has a measurement
noise described by its cova riance Matrix W
We describe the uncertainty of the measurement
due to error sources not included in the state
vector. In strict theory completely random
disturbances. Measurement and prediction

with their uncertainty
Ellipsoids in Measurement plane

UPDATING OF STATE VECTOR AND COVARIANCE MATRIX :

The difference between prediction and
measurement is used to update I

1E+ (I— GM) 1E ° GY

for uncorrelatod y and yp :

— (I—GM)P (I_GM )T + GWGT Bscktransformation of encountered
Discrepancy into State space

is the corresponding P Matrix

The optimum G Matrix i. given by

G - P_ M
T ~~~~~~~~~~

which result. in

~~~ 
(I—GM) p After taking measurement into acoount

the new Ellipsoid is smaller. Shrinkage
The optimum Gain Matrix may be simply derived is independant of measurement result
by differentiating the diagonal of P with
respect to the elements of G or a vartation
principle (Geometrically one is looking for
the smallest resulting Ellip soid).
The full Kalman filter formalism for sampled
systems consists of the iterative application -

of these equation. :

I — 0 X Project state estimate into futuren + l  n

— ~ 
P 0

T.~~ Project “uncertainty ” and add Plantnoisen + 1  n

If a measurement is to be processed :

— N • X Predict outcome of measurement

— Y — Y~ D ifference measurement — Prediction

s — MPMT+w uncertainty of same

G — ~~~T 
• s~ Gainnatrix

— X_ + G .t Updating of ,tate

P — (I— GM ) . P_ Updating of “Uncertainty ”
+

r~~cX..~..L ~~~~~~~
f~~~~0t.

R N C L I $ 5 5  

.-‘—-*r -- , !,a- - 
-
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ANNEX 2

NUMERI C ACCURACY

1. ARRANGEMENT OF STATE VECTOR.

Anal ytical ly the state vector elements may be arranged in any order , however , when incor-
porating the equation, in a computer say in the matrix formulation ~~~~~ ..(E+A. At).X+ it does
matter. Specially in an exp licit formulation for the propagation of A and P (where fifst all
rows of P are treated as a state vector and then all colums — Ref 3) it is a good idea to
arrange the equations in such a way that the increment , to be summed are in the “most likel y ”
ascending order. Hence in the straig ht forward Matrix formulation arrangement of state vector
elements should be in such a way that the contribution from the 0 elements to I or P decreases
from the diagonal towards the bottom lefthand corner when using a standard matrix multiply.
Obviously this does not apply for fixpoint number representations.

2. SELECTION OF ITERATION RATES.

Two opposi ng requirements have to be balanced :

Iteration rates must be high enough to ensure that with the state vector propagation a
sensible solution of the differential  equati on I — Ax is achieved , on the other hand high
iteration rates mean small increments which if too small are completely los t when added to
a la rger quantity. The e f fec ts  can easily be worked out for a given word lenght. If problems
arise a possible solution may be to split the propagation into two parts with different iteration
rates.

Influence of user requirements on iteration r ates:

Taking todays available literature velocity correction terms for INS/Doppler systems are
in the order of 1 — 1, ft/sec , iterationrates for such filters range from 10 — 60 sec ’s. In
the standard fo rmula t ion  this wi l l  cause jumps in posi t ion correction terms from 10 — 21,0 ft.

With a tight control used in automatic steering this can cause a considerable nuisance. One
remedy is to use higher iteration rates for velocity to position integration within or external
to the filter.

3. FORMU LATION OF THE P MATRIX UPDATING EQUATION.

Purists in the field of numeric accuracy recommend the use of

— (I—GM ) P_ (I—GM) 
T~ GWG T instead of

— (I—GM) P_

becaus e it is less prone to numeric difficulties. It seems to be the best approach to check
nume r accuracy first with the senond simpler formulation in a simulation program performing
the a~ .rix operations with the envisaged word length. If problem . arise here it is moat likely
that there are problems in other areas too and the more comp licated formulation may not completely
cure it.
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SUWIARY

The paper discusses some of the factors involved in applying advanced
navigation to an aircraft operating at low altitude for reconnaissance
or to locate and attack ground targets. It considers the distinctions
between navigation accuracy and the accuracy with which a pilot can
follow a given flight profile. There are references to target acquis-
ition and the need to pre—plan the profile . Recen t Ferran ti developmen ts
in the diaplay of navigation information coupled with a level of automatic
pre-p lanning are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The aim of this paper is to discuss some of the factors involved in applying advances in navigation
to the guidance and control of high performance military aircraft. The aircraft concerned is coisidered to
be opera ting at a relatively low altitude , either for the purposes of reconnaissance or to locate and
attack ground targets.

The majority of the equipments and systems developed by Ferranti Limited are concerned with this type
of mission . Sy,tem complexi ty is to be avoided in this type of aircraft because of limitations of cost
and weight and the need for maximum reliability. In addition , if the aircraft is single-seat , the question
of pilot workload becomes important and it is pointless to spend money on introducing a navigation
performance or navigation functions which the pilot cannot use effect ively in real l ife conditions . At the
same time , it is desirable to extract the maximum possible operational benefits from improved navigation,
so the theme of the paper is system optimisation

Clearly, an additional dimension is introduced into the problem if it is assumed that an aircraft of
this type will ultimately operate in conditions of relatively low visibility or at night , or against
targets which are not easily acquired visually. In these cases, the navigation system has to cont r ibute tr
the acquisition process in conjunction with any vision aids provided.

The approach adopted is to review possible advances in navigation briefly, to consider their
operational implications and to develop some suggestions as to the improvements required in the overall
guidance and control system.

The need to optimise navigation systems has been appreciated for many years and the central prob
was well expressed in a paper presented to the Institute of Navigation in 1952 by Sqn. Ldr. D. Bowet. He
suggested that “It is not sufficient to measure the value of a particular navigation system in purely
navigational termS: the yardstick used must be the relative contribution which it makes to the overall
effectiveness of the air weapon . By effectiveness, we mean not only precision but other desirable qualities
such as flexibility, mobility, security, availability and ability to cooperate with other forces, air and
surface . The effect of the navigation system upon the other components of the weapon must also be consider-.
ed at all levels , f rom that of the air user down throug h the servicing and maintenance echelons and back
to the production line.” (Reference 1).

2. POSSIBLE ADVANCES IN NAVIGATION

The essentials of any navigation system can be expressed as a basic navigation control loop, shown
in Figure 1. Itach of the history of the development of navigation systems has been concerned with their
optinisation with the availability of improved technology. The figure is in fact identical with one
published in 1960 (Reference 2).

The most important improvements have taken place in the basic sensors. In the 1950’. and 1960’.,
these were of an accuracy such that precision navigation normally had to be derived from a combination of
sensor,. Also because compu ting wa, then relatively primitive , many of the system concepts involved the
human navigator in exercising his judg emen t as to the weighting to be applied to the outputs of various
sensors: an extension of the earlier art of the practical navigator. In the mission forming the subject
of this paper , the inertial sensor is preferable on the grounds of compactness , secu ri ty and independence
of ground aids. It is now customary to consider a performance of 1 nautical mile/hour CEP as being norma l
for an inertial system and so further developments in this field are either towards highe r accuracy, lower
cost or both.

Technologically, systems are no longer computer limited: the coat and weight of processors and stores
have decreased so rapidly that they can be employed in any way desirable to optimise the system.
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If the basic sensing of position and computing are no longer limited technologically, the emphasis
must therefore shift  to the two other key areas in the diagram, the method of prograraning the system
with the flight plan , the pilot’s intentions and any operational constraints and the means of coupling
the resulting guidance to the aircraft controls.

There are two possibilities for increasing the accuracy obtainable from the sensors to a level at
whi ch it is no longer a dominant system problem. The first is to improve the accuracy of iner tial
navigation , and a paper by my colleagues, Messrs. ICR. Brown and R.A .R. Tait presented earlier in this
Symposium has already pointed out the possibility of interesting developments in this field (Reference 3).
From their work , it appears that it is not unreasonable to expect that inertial navigators can deliver
accuracies of the order of 100 metres or better in missions of this type , in which the ini tial f l igh t to
a target may be between 30 minutes and 1 hour.

Secondly, the proposed Global Positioning system will, if successful, provide world—wide navigation
with a potential accuracy of between 10 and 100 metres depending on the sophistication of the equipment
and the means of implementing it in the system.

It therefore seems that advances in navigation should be considered in terms of accuracies ranging
between 10 and 100 metres. The question is therefore how to employ such accuracies and how to modify
or develop total guidance and control systems to do sn.

3. OPERATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

3.1 General

It has al ready been pointed out that the significant areas to consider in the presence of high
accuracy position data are the means of progran~ing the system with a desired flight profile and the
intentions of the pilot and the method of closing the loop through the aircraft controls. These can be
considered separately for the following phases of flight:

En—route navigation.

Target acquisition.

Return to base including approach and landing.

3.2 En-Route Navigation

Although the purpose of a mission involved in attacking a target is to achieve maximum navigation
accuracy as the latter is approached, there are many reasons for considering the accuracy with which a
flight profile can be planned and followed in the preceding en—route phase. They include:

The need to follow a profile accurately to avoid prohibited areas
and enemy defences.

The advantages of being able to do so in space, and possibly time ,
to facilitate the integration and control of missions carried out by
large numbers of aircraft operating in the same air space .

Safety,  including the need to plan the route to avoid obstructions which
would be ha zardous to low leve l flight and to enable the pilot to kn ow
precisely whether he can maintain that altitude or whether he should
climb in the event of encountering low visibility. In this sense ,
accu rate navigation is a means of terrain avoidance although ult imate
protection is only achievable by direct sensing such as with a Terrain
Following Radar.

It may slso be desirable to plan a relatively elaborate route involving changes of track at short
intervals to take advantage of the terrain or to carry Out a search for suitable targets, for example,
by following a road system. All these factors indicate that the system should be capable of accepting a
relatively complex flight plan if desired, and methods of achieving this are discussed later.

Howeve r , it is important to establish the precision with which a pilot can follow a given f l ight
profile, accepting the fact that the navigation sensors can provide the position data and that the
necessary computing is available. To investigate these possibilities, it was assumed that the pilot would
fly the aircraft visually using director qignals on a Head Up Display with a relatively simple control
law s similar to those in use in present systems. The following facts  emerged from this investigation:

Subjective pilot opinion is that following a track within 100 metres
calls for considerable concentration , and that in practice, the
aircraft will tend to drift up to 400 metre, off track. The precise
deviation s depend on a number of factors including turbulence , which
increases the pilot workload needed to fly the aircraft safely at a
lower altitude , and thus tends to saturate him. Time is also
important: pilots are capable of high concentration over periods of
approxi matel y- two minutes but are forced to relax more in a fligh t
sector lasting 30 minutes or above .

To provide an approximate theoretical background to these assumptions, some approximate calculation.
were made assuming a Commonly used guidance law , which is that the system develops a heading which aiuis
the aircraft for a point on the desired track 14 miles ahead . Figure 2 shows three cases involving the
u.s of such a control law .

-— -~~— . - - - - -—-- --- ---- - -.—--
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Case 1, where the aircraft is virtually on track. Here, a 450 metre
cross-track deviation develops a change in heading demand of 1 degree .

Case 2 , in which the aircraft is regaining its track after a deliberate
diversion for example , to avoid defences. This control law is
particularly effective as a means of causing the aircraft to subside
on to the desired track within a reasonably short time.

Case 3, in which the aircraft  is approaching a destination or point of
target acquisition at which maximum accuracy is desired. Once the
aircraft has come within 14 nautical miles of the point , the guidance
signals cause it to home, and the cross-track errors due to a 1

0 heading
error diminish steadily unt i l  the point is overflown .

It is also useful to consider the behaviour of the system when executing a sharp turn , say, 900

over a waypoint. This is shown in Figure 3. At the speed postulated , a ~g turn has a radius of 4.4kilometres. If the turn is executed as a tangential transition from one leg to the other, the aircraft
turns l.8kms short of the waypoint, which represents a considerable deviation from the planned track
unless account is taken of the turn at the planning stage. It would be possible to allow the pilot
tactical freedom to delay the turn and minimise the excursion from the waypoint by an overshoot as shown ,
but it seems better to include the turning radius in the planning of the profile.

Figure 4 shows the effect of permitting er~ora of 1
0 

to persist for 1 minute. A 10 heading error
then produces a 231 metre cross—track error. A 1 bank error held for 1 minute produces a 2.60 heading
error and a cross—track error approaching 600 metres. In 1 minute , the aircraft travels l3kma .

These figures given an approximate idea of the pilot workload involved in accurate path holding.
If, due to other distractions involved in flying head—up, the sanpling rate of navigation data is as low
as 1 minute errors of up to 400 metres appear highly probable, while if additional concentration produces
corrections every 15 seconds, and if it is possible to control the aircraft to relatively fine limits, a
100 metre tracking accuracy seems feasible. Anything less than this, particularly to exploit navigation
aids giving positional data of the order of 10 metres accuracy, seems to indicate the need to go to
automatic flight control if accurate sustained path holding is required.

3.3 Updating from Visual Features

It is sometimes suggested that the time—dependent errors of an inertial system can reasonably be
removed by updating over known visual features , possibly pvc—p lanned. The following conclusions have been
reached about the validity of this approach.

Flying at about 60 metres , a pilot could be expected to cross a known
point within 20 metres laterally, particularly if the drift angle is
small , (it would take a 60 knot cross—wind component to give 7 drift
in the present case). But with the aircraft travelling at 220 metres/
second , pilot judgement of the moment of crossing the feature to 1/5
of a second would still give an error of about 50 metres.

Therefore, clearly any updating must be carried out using the Head Up
Display and either a range sensor or a radio altimeter , particularly
where the terrain is flat. With such methods, an upda ting accuracy of
10 to 20 metres should be achievable .

3.4 Target Acquisition

The ability to acquire a target visually depends on a number of factors including altitude above
ground, the nature of the terrain including screening and the size and nature of the target. If the
target is approached after a precise local fix against a known ground feature, to the limits of 10 to 20
metres implied above and if the ensuing run to the target is minimised to 2 minutes or less, a 1 nautical
mile/hour inertial system will have accumulated a total error of 60 to 100 me tres by the time ~isua1
acquisition is desired and a precisely located target will be displaced by an angle of about 3 from its
predicted position at s range of 1.5 1cm,. This places it well within the field of the HUD although it has
been pointed out that a compelling indication on the display as to where to find the target may be
misleading if it is significantly an error. It is therefore clear that the availability of much more
ac,urate position data of the order of 10 metre, will always greatly enhance the chances of successful
target acquisition. But if a system is to use precise knowledge of the coordinates of both aircraft and
target location to throw up angular data on the HUN or pointer range sensor, the question of angular
accuracy arises. At a range of 2 1cm,, an error of 10 metres corresponds to an angle of 5 milli—r,disn,
This gi ves an indication of the accuracy required of the combination of the heading reference and the
harmonisation arrangements within the airframe to exploit this class of navigation accuracy, and indicates
that a system such as GPS will always have to be associated with a heading reference of inertial quality.
Figure 5 illustrate , this . -

Against a precisely located target, 10 metres would virtually eliminate the need for visual
acquisition , and concentrated manual track holding for short periods to these levels appears possible .
Assuming a run of 2 minutes or less from an extremely precise fix , an inertial system with an error growth
corresponding to .2Snm/hour or better would produce this order of accuracy, while CI’S would produce it in
absolute terms while delivering its optimum performance.

3.5 Pre—Plannin g

It is of course pointless to strive for accuracies which cannot be planned into the navigation
system in terms of the precise definition of a feature to be use d for fixing or a target. If a 1:30,000 

—--——,--. —~ — —
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map were used to plan precise navigation , a 1mm error deriving coordinates from the map would
represent 50 metres on the ground. Opinion varies as to how precisely positional information can be
derived from extremely large scale maps because a great many factors have to be considered including the
surveying accuracy, varying in different regions, map stretch , operator skill etc. It is probable that
some very well defined features could be known in position to within 10 or 20 metres but apart from saying
that special ca re , techniques and precautions are clearly necessary, the precise way in which ground
coordinates can be derived for planning purposes is outside the scope of this paper. It is, however , clear
that whatever methods are developed are likely to introduce a time factor which will vary depending on
ci rcumstances and accuracies .

4. REQUI REMENT S FOR GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS

As pointed out earlier, the main aim must be to achieve a balanced system in which the accuracy of
the available positional data can be used effectively throughout the mission from the planning stage through
en—route navigation to target acquisition. Navigation accuracies of between 10 and 100 metres are also
compatible with relatively precise let down procedures and runway approaches in conditions of, say, 300
feet cloud base and 2 miles visibility. Therefore, there is a possible interaction between navigation,
guidance and approach/landing.

The aystem should be optimised for the mission and the figures quoted above indicate that path
holding en—route to the order of 100 metres is probably achievable although with some concentration. Over
short period s , pilots conce ntrat ing and using a Head Up Display can be expected to exploit navigation
accuracies down to 10 to 20 metres , particula rly if the display has characteristics similar to those used
for weapon delivery, in which their ability to fly to such limits has already been proved.

If more accurate path holding is required for long periods to better than 100 metres , and certainly
to the limits of 10 to 20 metres achievable with future systems recourse to automa’ic flight control seems
inevitable, with the consequent need for system redundancy if the faci l i ty  is to be used at low altitudes.

Present navigation systems commonly use keyboards and similar devices to enable the crew to
programme the system with the desired flight path. These have the disadvantages that their use in
programming elaborate profiles is certainly time—consuming and that they are not entirely invulnerable to
human error. They are relatively d i f f icult to use in the air , particularly under conditions of high
workload. Therefore, further development of the man—machine interface is essential to exploit increased
navigation accuracy and computing power.

In missions in which pilots f ly  accurate profiles relsted to the terrain , thei r planni ng is likely
to take account of major terrain features and some form of situation display is required for reference
in the air. The moving map display, based on present or improved topographical maps , is the most
a t t ractive solution although in fu ture , its function may well change from moni toring the accu racy achieved
by the navigation system to monitoring the achievement of the desired profile end advising the pilot
generally of the progrmomed intentions of the navigation system. It will also be useful where tactical
decisi~~a involving route changes have to be taken in flight. The main deficiency of simple moving map
displays which has to be overcome is the inability to mark up the map on a flexible basis, since bulk
storage media such as fi lm cannot be used in this way. The shift to more emphasis on monitoring tactica
and path holding will be reinforced if future systems have higher integrity, which would apply to dissimilar
redundancy achieved by an IN/ GPS hybrid or similar solution .

5. EXAMPLES OF RECENT FERRANTI WORK IN THIS FIELD

An earlier paper , Reference 3, he. given the results of experimental work which indicates that the
inertial instruments in service in equipment produced b; Ferranti Limited have an extremely high intrinsic
performance which has not yet been fully exploited. It is implied that more sophisticated alignment
techniques , and pa rticularly the use of more sustained ground running of the equipment can exploit this
basic accuracy more fully. While ground running is not operationally attractive there .rc clearly engineering
solutions which would pe rmit it with minimum operational inconvenience.

The need to pvc—plan flights to fine limits has already been referred to and subject to the
positional accuracy of the available data on ground feature, for targets, it is clear that modern data
processing techniques can develop flight plans of any required degree of sophistication and accuracy. The
time taken to develop them and insert them into the aircraft computer is purely a function of the
operational techniques and technologies used: many methods of reliable bulk storage are becoming available.

It is however necessary to consider how more sophisticated flight planning for missions which could
benefit from it could be converted into displays easily assimilated by the pilot, who normally finds it
inconvenient to refer to marked up paper maps in the cockpit except in emergencies. The Combined Display,
shown in Figure 6, introduces this flexibility as well as overcoming the limitations of map marking . A
projected moving nap based on 35mm film is combined optically with an electronic display so that electronic
eymbology can be superimposed on the map. The only limitations concern the need to avoid cluttering the
display unnecessarily and the availability of the information in storage acceptable to the computer. The
symbol generation techniques are already available and such displays can exploit any technique of
sufficient capability and resolution. Therefore, there are now flexible possibilities to display the
desired flight path together with areas which should be avoided and other numerical navigation data such
as mission timing, fue l availability etc . The display provides the pilot wit h a visual confirmation of his
flight plan in the manner to which he is accustomed: relating it  to a topographical map. In addition ,
such a disp lay exploits two type. of storage: 35mm f i lm and digital bulk storage . This is a very powerful
tool fo r system optimisation because fixed data is stored extremely economically on fi lm while data which
must be mo re flexible La more easil y ha ndled digitally, Indeed , the fi lm storage can be used for check
lists , let down charts and other information not normally associated with map diaplays while the electronic
element can of course accept outputs from sensors producing raster information , including scan—converted
radar or television . The map or the electronic component of the display can be used collectively or
separately so that apar t from its navigation uses the display can be integrated into an overall multi—

— - ---- -- -- - - —-~~n_ - . — — ---
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function display concept concerned with navigation , guidance , control and aircraft management.

Pvc—p lann ing a fl ight profile is an important part of the operation and represents part of the
pilot workload. The norma l procedure is to determine the route from a knowledge of the task , the te rrain
and the opposition likely to be encountered and to select turning points using a standard paper topograph-
ical map. This introduces a considerable task consisting of measuring tracks and distances, taking off
the coordinates of turning points etc. The Ferranti Autoplan system is designed to streamline this process
and provide the following operational facilities and advantages.

The topographical rasp La placed on a board and as the tracks and turning
points are selected the positions of the latter are digitised automatic-
ally by the use of a simple cursor.

A mini—computer digests the information and prints Out a flight plan
including times, tracks, distances, fuel requirements etc.

Tim same computer can be used to load a digital storage medium through
which the fl ight plan can be transferred to the airborne computer , thus
programming i t .

The information thus inser ted in to the airborne compu ter can be used
to reconstruct the tracks and turning points as an electronic overlay on
a ful l  colou r topog raphical map,  using the Combined Display.

A total operational and system concept has thus been developed to cover all stages of flight
planning, programming the guidance system and disp laying the information to the pilot. Alte rnative f l ight
profiles can of course be canned and retrieved In flight as necessary. The speed and convenience of the
process makes it possible to programme relatively elaborate profiles with minimum pilot workload.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The present sta te of the ar t is that the accuracy of an inertial navigation system at the end of a
30 minute flight period is generally taken as about 700 metres where no discreet or continuous updating
has taken place. Flying an aircraft manually at low level through a Head Up Display en—route track keeping
over reasonably long periods is probably achievable within 400 metres of the computed indications, which
is reason ably consistent with the navigation accuracy. The accuracy of path holding increases as a
defined waypoint is approached and converges on the basic positional accuracy.

Updating these present generation systems visually is probably subject to error, of 50 metres or
more when flying at 60 metres altitude and relying on pure visual observation , but updating through a Head
Up Display using ground stabilisation through the INS should be able to reduce this figure to 10 to 20
metres. The paper has referred to the diff icul t ies  of locating ground features precisely in absolute
coordinates.

I t has been suggested tha t the e f fec tiveness of this type of opera tion , and particularly target
acquisi tion , would be enhanced if a basic positional accuracy of at least 100 metres were achievable over
durations of about 30 minutes , which is consistent with either improved inertial navigation or GPS in its
least accurate mode of operation .

The paper has also considered systems such as IN/GPS hybrids having most accurate mode of operation ,
giving positional data of the order of 10 metres. It is concluded that in en-route navigation , this
accuracy would not be fully useable in terms of path holding unless automatic flight control was provided ,
but clearly turning points could be acquired extremely rapidly and because pilots can fly much more
accurately for short periods of the order of minutes, problems concerned with visual target acquisition
would be reduced or even eliminated.

It has been suggested that to exploit navigation accuracies of 100 metres or less, particularly if
continuous path holding is desired , greater account must be taken of accurate pre-planning of the flight
profile , which seems feasible using data processing subject to the accuracies of maps themselves. There
is , howeve r , a need to provide the pilot with a display against which to monitor path holding and to act
as a reminder of the profile originally planned and any other relevant navigation data . It has been
suggested that the Combined Display is the best solution , since it exploits the merits of both the
Projected Map Display and using the full colour topographical maps and the flexibility of a full electronic
display. It is relatively easily integrated into a multi—function display cockpit.

Accurate , fully automatic navigation systems will be less dominated by sensor or computer limitations
then in the past , and in some applications , either similar redundancy using two inertial platforms or
dissimila r redundancy provided by IN/GPS will also increase system integrity, which will change the pilo’ ’s
ta sk more towards monitoring his progress than monitoring the accuracy of the system.

In general , It has been suggested that future systems involving advances in navigation will be less
limited by technology than by the ability to engineer them so that the pilot can exploit the available
accuracy fully, particularly in order to gain tactical advantages, depending on the type of mission. It
should also be poe.ible to reduce the crew workload associated with navigation itself, and except in
specialist app lications , some of the more sophisticated features at present included in two—crew aircraft
may prove unnecessary, making it easier to provide high quality navigation in single-seat a i rc raf t .  The
man—machine interface is certainly the critical area for consideration in future systems which are not
technology limited.

The Author acknowledges the permission of the Management of Verranti Limited to present this paper
and the assistance of his many colleagues who have assisted in its preparation . The general views expressed
in it are his own. 
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AREA NAVIGAT ION SYSTEMS AND PROCEDURES

Donald W. Richardson and James S. Tyler
Systems Control , Inc. (Vt)
1665 Palm Beach Lakes Blvd.

West Palm Beach , Florida 33401

SUMMARY

This paper is presented as an attempt to identify, in pragmatic user-related terms , the operational
significance of the overall concept of area navigation (RNAV ). Its purpose is to explore , over a range
of users and missions , the spectrum of functi ons and capabilities that this generic navigation technique
offers. Starting with a sumary of the correlation between current navigation systems both civilian and
military and the concept of area navi gation , the main content of the paper deals with two major issues ,
the current status of RNAV research, and future applications of RNAV . The current status is reviewed in
the light of the results of extensive operational and cost benefit studies. Two illustrative examples of
RNAV operational applicati ons are discussed, namely the use of RNAV to facilitate complex noise abatement
profiles, and the application of RNAV techniques to improve the efficiency of ai rborne search and rescue
operati ons.

INTRODUCTIO N

The operational navigation concept known as area navigation (RNAV) has been sometimes described as
being ‘all things to all people . However, this subject is frequently construed to more narrowly refer
to the navigation of commercial airline aircraft with reference to VOR / OME ground facilities. In actuality
RNAV encompasses a broad spectrum of applications , both civilian and military , both past and future. From
a categorical point of view , the concept of area navigation , freely translated , merely means the freeing
up of all of the available volume of airspace. In this regard , RNAV should be considered as a generic
form of navigation , certainly not in any way limi ted only to the use of VOR/DME as a sensor input.

Most of us today are quite familiar with the historical applications of systems which fall into the
generic category of RNAV . In the United States, as an example , the classical definition of airborne RNAV
systems are those which permit flight over predetermined tracks within prescribed accuracy tolerances with-
out the need to overfly ground based VOR/DNE (VORTAC) navigation facilities (U.S. FM Advisory Circular
90—45A, ‘Approval of Area Navigation Systems for Use in the U.S. National Airspace System’). Military
aviation users and operators will find, within these words , many current avionics systems which equally
fit this description.

Certainly the self-contained Inertial navigators we have heard about during this meeting uniquely fit
that category by their own specialized design criteria. Inertial navigators are designed to allow opera-
tion essentially anywhere in the world , in any di rection , between any points , subject only to the specifics
of the navigator design and the input of the operator, be he a missile programmer or a pilot in the cockpit.
Similarly a variety of ground based electronic aids have been applied to the concept called area naviga-
tion . One recent applicati on is that of the tactical utilization of the Loran navigation system for weap-
ons delivery, which according to the speci fic techniques of system application and programing provide the
capability to navigate anywhere within the coverage area, but not constrained to unique tracks, as is the
case wi th conventional VOR navigation . A currently emerging concept is that of using VLF or Oniega si gnals,
properly Input into an ai rborne navi gator, for the purpose of providing not only continuous position de-
terminati on but also precise track—keeping capability . The expanding availability of the Loran—C chain
makes more and more areas in some portions of the world candidates for the applicati on of this concept for
total utilization of the available airspace. Looking to the future , the program under development in the
United States called NAVSTAR or Globa l Positioning System possesses the potential for world-wide naviga-
tion , again by a variety of users both civilian and military .

In the military , area navigation system applications and concepts have been utilized both from a tac-
tical and a strategic point of view. Without going Into the details, I think it is worthy to mention that
there have been many such applications, one example being the airborne computer/map display system in-
stalled in the Convai r F-106A Interceptor aircraft, where the Tacan navigation Inputs were utilized to
provide area navigation capability on the return—to—base missions. In this case the aircraft utilized the
airborne computer and the Tacan sensor to navigate between a series of predetermined geographical way-
points, both laterally and vertically. Actually the aircraft was capable of generating and flying a
totally automatic three-dimensional profile In a long range navigation mode, and indeed has perfoniied trans-
continental United States area navigation missions essentially hands-off from lift—off until landing flare.

Certainly both Loran and Inertial navigators have been utilized to striking advantage from a tactical
point of view in navigating military aircraft to specific ground targets. Similarly for both military
transport and agressive configured ai rcraft , essentially area navigation concepts have been used to ferry
these airplanes and perform long range redeployment missions.

It Is in the civilian market place however, that area navigation as such has become perhaps a little
more Innovative , fine tuned, more broadly applied. It Is only during the last four or five years 0f the
preceding twenty—five to thirty years of area navigation system development that has seen the needs and
the capabilities converge as far as area nay Is concerned. Increasing air traffic densities In certain
parts of the world and Increasing shortages and costs of fuel In all parts of the world have combined to
make the benefits afforded by area navigation something that is economically attractive and functionally
desirable.

From a practical viewpoint, both technically and operationally we can look to the future and respon-
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sibl y say that our air navigation world is destined to convert over to a system centered around area navi-
gation systems and concepts . One specific indication of that Is the Policy Statement issued by Dr. John
McLucas, Administrator of the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FM) on January 7, 1977k. This docu-
ment committed the United States to a combined short term and long term program of the Implementation of
the area navigation concept as an integral element of the U.S. Nati onal Ai rspace System. Within the
United states , plans are currently underway to establish specific dates for various milestones such as the
establishment of a master terminal and enroute RNAV route structure and the definition of RNAV avionics
standards for certification . Indeed , these two issues are the key elements to the successful Integration
of RNAV into any ATC system, either ci vilian or military , as well as the realization of those operational
and economic benefits postulated for this concept.

In a broader sense, it is axiomatic that similar planning must be initiated as soon as possible on an
international level, in order to effectively integrate our rapidly proliferating set of navigation sensors
into the common denominator of RNAV . It is the purpose of this paper to review some of the implications
of RNAV implementation and to highlight some of the problems and benefits attendant to that implementation .

CURRENT STATUS

For the past five years the FM has sponsored , through both in-house efforts and outside contractor
support , a comprehensive research and development effort aimed at establishing and quantifying both the
operational and economic benefits of area navigation to both the civilian operators and the ATC system2.
Figure 1 identifies the principal technical areas of this research which included both real time and fast
time simulati on, technical and operational analysis, flight testing and avionics standards development.

PRINCIPAL TECHNICAL AREAS
• ENROUTE ROUTE DESIGN

• TERMINAL AREA ROUTE DESIGN
• FLIGHT TEST MANAGEMENT & SUPPORT
• AVIONICS STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT
• ECONOMIC PAYOFF ANALYSIS

FIGURE 1 RNAV TECHNICAL SUPPORT
These system and user behefits range trom more di rect routing in the enroute environment to decreased de-
lays in the terminal area, plus the additional capability to perform non—precision , and precision , ap-
proaches to previously non-instrumented runways or non-instrument equipped airports. Not only is addi-
tional airspace made available , which relieves the problem , from the ai rspace user ’s point of view , of
congestion delays and non-di rect routings , but also RNAV makes the controller ’s job much easier3. In ad-
dition many airports themselves can be better utilized , through the ability to perform straight-in ap-
proaches to all runways-, eliminating the need for circling approaches. This research effort has produced
the data base necessary to allow the United States to make the decision to move forward with the RNAV im-
plementation process, as previously mentioned.

Of particular interest at this time of continuing economic and fuel crises is a detailed study2 that
was performed of the related benefits and costs that would accrue in the domestic U.S. airspace should
RNAV be implemented as called for in the FM Policy Statenient1. The savings summarized on Figure 2 are
applicable to an all-RNAV environment in 1984. The realization of benefits , however , is not dependent
upon an all-RNAV environment. Based on an assumed implementation scenario2 it was estimated that aggre-
gate user savings would grow almost linearly over a seven year implementation period in reaching the
levels indicated in Figure 2. Of at least equal importance to the dollar savings with RNAV are the fuel
savings which are contaIned therein. A sumary of annual fuel savings at 1984 projected traffic levels is
given In Figure 3 for an all-RNAV environment. The overall fuel savings due to RNAV in the domestic U.S. —
during the years 1982-2000 is 10.4 billion gallons , or over 1.4 times the entire U.S. domestic ai rline fuel
demand in 1975.

TOTAL 1984 ANNUAL SAVINGS IN MILLIONS OF 1975 DOLLARS
AIR CARRIER 

________ 
BUSINESS OTHER

AIRC RAFT PASSENGER TOTAL AIRCRAF T PASSENGER TOTAL GENERAL TOTAL
TIME TINE AVIATIO N

20 60 MAJOR AIRPORTS 91.1 93.5 184.6 0.6 0.9 1.5 1.2 187.3
3D C.ESCENTS-60 MAJOR AIRPORT~ 49.1 45.8 94.9 * * * * 94.9
4D at 25 N&S TERMINALS 110.4 142.1 252.2 * * * * 252.5
TERMINAL AREA TOTAL 250.6 281.4 532.0 0.6 0.9 1.5 1.2 534.7

CHARTED ENROUTE 
— 

98.3 95.9 194.2 1.9 2.2 4.1 
- 

3.1 201.4
DIRECT ENROUTE 119.1 116.2 235.3 2.3 2.7 5.0 5.5 245.8
TOTAL CHARTED AND TERMINAL 348.9 377.3 726.2 - 

2.5 3.1 5.6 4.3 736.1
TOTAL DIRECT AND TERMINAL 369.7 397.6 767.3 2.9 3.6 6.5 6.7 780.5

*not estimated -

FIGURE 2 SUMMARY OF 1984 ANNUAL RNAV USER SAVINGS OVER VOR

In order to properly compensate for the passage of time between the points where system implementation
costs are expended and benefits are realized, overall costs and benefits must be presented in terms of
their present (discounted) va lue. Using discounting procedures set forth by the U.S. Office of Management 
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and Budget , calculations were made of these benefits and costs integrated between the years 1982 and 2000,
converted to 1976 present values. If the benefit /cost ratio expressed in these terms equals 1.0, the cost
expenditure is technically justified. Benefit /cost ratios significantly exceeding 1.0 Imply a very effi-
cient utilization of Investment funds.

FUEL SAVINGS IN MILLIONS OF GALLONS

AIR CARRIER BUSINESS OTHER GENERAL TOTAL
A IRCRAFT AV IATION

TERMINAL AREA-2D 156 1 1 158
3D DESCENTS 76 • 76
4D IN N & S TERMINALS 153 * 153
TERMINAL AREA TOTAL 385 1 1 387
ENROUTE CHARTED 171 2 4 177
ENROUTE DIRECT 208 3 7 218
TOTAL WITH CHARTED 556 3 5 564
TOTAL WITH DIRECT 593 4 8 605

*not estimated
FIGURE 3 SUMMARY OF 1984 ANNUAL RNAV FUEL SAVINGS OVER VOR

Figure 4 illustrates the results of this benefit cost ratio analysis from the point of view of the
ai rspace user. Note that even though general aviation costs have been included but benefits have been
excluded, due to problems in projecting general aviation RNAV benefits , the overall user benefit/cost
ratio canes out to be a very high value , in excess of SIX. Figure 5 shows the similar computation for the
impact of RNAV on the U.S. Air Traffic Control system, with a benefit/cost ratio of almost TEN. Figure 6
contains an overall sumary of the benefit/cost study with a separate indication of the Impact on the U.S.
scheduled air carriers as well as the ATC system. Similar analysis could and should be performed for other
international ATC and user entitles in order to establish the particular trade-offs and benefits specific
to each geography or application.

BENEFITS
AIR CARRIER FUEL & TIME SAVINGS $ 8178M

(TERMINAL, ENROUTE, VNAV, 4D)
AIR CARRIER PASSENGER TIME SAVINGS 7062M
TOTAL USER BENEFITS $15,240M

COSTS
AIR CARRIER (AvIoN ics, INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE) $ 2505M
GENERAL AV IATION (AvIoN ics, INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE) 345M
TOTAL USER COSTS $ 2850M

PRESENT VALUE BENEFITS $ 3319M
PRESENT VALUE COSTS 537M

* 
1976 BENEFIT/COST RATIO 6.2$1 2 /passenger hour

TOTAL DISCOUNTED USER DOLLAR BENEFITS ARE SIX TINES THE TOTAL DISCOUNTED AVIONICS, INSTALLATION AND MAIN-
TENANCE COSTS —

FIGURE 4 RNAV USER BENEFITS AND COSTS - 1982-2000

BENEFITS
TERMINAL VOR MAINTENANCE SAVINGS $ 72.2M
TERMINAL CONTROLLER PRODUCTIVITY SAVINGS 21.7M
ENROUTE CONTROLLER PRODUCTIVITY SAVINGS 422 MM

TOTAL SAVINGS $515.9M
COSTS

ENROUTE VOR CAPITAL COSTS $ O.BM
ENROUTE VOR MAINTENANCE COSTS 1.8M
ENGINEERING & DEVELOPMENT COSTS 19.8M

TOTAL COSTS $22,2M
PRESENT VALUE BENEFITS $144.7M
PRESENT VALUE COSTS 14.6M
1976 BENEFIT/COST RATIO 9.9

TOTAL DISCOUNTED ATC DOLLAR BENEFITS ARE TEN TIMES TOTAL DISCOUNTED RNAV IMPLEMENTATION , CAPITAL AND MAIN-
TENANCE COSTS — —

FIGURE 5 ATC SYSTEM BENEFITS AND COSTS - 1982-2000 
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AIR CARRIER ATC SYSTEM
BENEFITS $1747.3M BENEFITS $144.7M
COSTS 442.2M COSTS 14.6M
RATIO 4 ,0 RATIO 9.9

OVERALL
BENEFITS $3464.OM
COSTS 552.OM
RATIO 6.3

FIGURE 6 RNAV BENEFIT/COST SUMMARY
(1976 PRESENT VALUES)

Future Application s

It is pertinent now to identify two further operational applications of area navigation technology .
One of these is primari ly civilian or con.nercially oriented. The other applies , to perhaps a larger de-
gree, to more governmental or military functions. The problem of noise abatement procedures is one that
all of us who fly must comply with. This applies not only to civilian operators, but also to military
aircraft operating routinely out of fixed bases that, by necessity , are surrounded with civilian commu-
nities. From an instrument approach point of view , existing navigation technologies and procedures sev-
erely constrain the ability to avoid noise sensitive areas. In most cases where there are noise abate-
ment procedures, both departure and arrival, either the procedure must be performed using vectors received
from the ground (radar) controller, which requires , in essence , that the ground controller navigate the
aircraft, or the procedures must be flown under visual conditions when those procedures are rather complex,
as they must frequently of necessity be.

Illustrations of noise abatement procedures involv ing reasonably intricate lateral maneuvering are
Illustrated in these following two figures . One , Figure 7, indicates the noise abatement procedure into
Washington National Airport , in which the aircraft is flown visually over the Potomac River. Note that
the ceiling and visibility minimums for this approach are quite high (3500 feet and 3 miles), which means
that in cases of lower visibility either an alternate noisy instrument approach must be performed or the
aircraft must be diverted to some other destination. Mother indication of a complex visual approach pro-
cedure because of noise abatement requirements is indicated in this next illustration , Figure 8, which
represents a visual approach into La Guardia airport.

Considerable work has been done recently in utilizing airborne area navigation capabilities to perform
these maneuvers within the precise accuracies required both for obstacle clearance and to constrain the
aircraft’s fli ght path as far as noise abatement is concerned4. Fi gure 9 illustrates a candidate equiva-
lent area navi gation procedure to the Washington National Airport approach utilizing the capability for
programing these approach procedures into the area navigation computer using any sensors which could be
certified, from an accuracy point of view , to feed the RNAV system. The ability to perform complex maneu-
vers of this nature under IFR (instrument) conditions to accuracies of ±0.10 nm on either side of the
specified path , which satisfies both noise abatement and prohibited area avoidance requirements , allows
operation at values of ceiling and visibility considerably reduced from those previously shown on Figure
7.

The second application to be discussed has many ramifications as far as system applications are con-
cerned. There recently has been performed , under the jurisdiction of the United States Coast Guard , a
series of flight tests evaluating the application of a Loran—C navigator in a Coast Guard helicopter as a
device to aid and Improve the performance of the Coast Guard in conducting a variety of search and rescue
missions 5. Several of these mission s are illustrated on Figure 10. They can primarily be categorized as
a creeping search pattern , an expanding square search pattern , and a sector search pattern. Utilizing the
equipment and procedures currently available to the Coast Guard , which primari ly are dead reckoning or
VOR/DME-aided navigation , the flight tests that were performed off the southern New Jersey coast of the
United States using precision tracking radar and ai rborne instrumentation and recording, indicate perform-
ance for the creeping line pattern shown In Figure 11, and combined performance for the sector search
pattern and the expanding square pattern in Figure 12. For a variety of reasons both sensor, equipment,
and pilot-related, the conformance of the actual tracks to the desired tracks indicate considerable diver-
gence. Not only philosophically, but also operationally, Indications are that the probability of detect-
ing the search subject is decreased markedly due to the inability to define or to accurately follow these
desired patterns.

In Figure 13 is seen the performance of the Loran-C airborne area navigation system navigator on the
creeping line pattern, where both accurate and repeatable performance is obtained. The probability of
detection of the search subject on a pattern of this nature is increased markedly from the performance that
was achieved using the previously shown VOR/DME search patterns. Similarly, observe in the following il-
lustrations, Figure 14, agaIn the extremely accurate and repeatable conformance of the aircraft patterns to
the desired track pattern.

Analysis of the data from the creeping line search tests indicate that a 31% reduction In the number
of passes over the search patterns required to achieve stipulated Coast Guard levels of probability of de-
tection is achievable using Loran-C area navigation equipment as compared to VOR/DME conventional naviga-
tion equipment and procedures. The results of the experiments just shown , which are reported In detai l in
Reference 6, should be Interpreted as a demonstration of the combined performance of the Loran-C sensor and
the application of an airborne area navigation processor. It should be noted that the accurate adherence
to desired track is potentially achievable with a variety of navigation sensors, but is unique to the ap-
lication of the area nay concept and an airborne processor operating in an area nay mode.
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A

estrtcted Areas
I FIGURE 9 LINEAR SEGMENT APPROACH

TO DCA - RUNWAY 18

E

Se9ment Length , en(nm) Jima. Sec. , at 62 rn/s (l2O kt)

A—B 6.85 (3.70) 111.0
B-C 8.06 (4.35) 130.5
C-D 2.59 (1.40) 42.0
D—E 3.89 (2.10) 63.0
E—F 1.57 (0.85) 25.5
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FIGURE 11 VOR/DME OPERATIONAL TESTS CREEPING LINE PATTERNS

FIGURE 12

LORAN-C SAR OPERATIONAL TEST
SECTOR SEARCH AND EXPANDING SQUARE 

_
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FIGURE 13 LORAN-C SAR OPERATIONAL TESTS CREEPING LINE PATTERNS

FIGURE 14 LORAN-C SAR OPERATIONAL TESTS SECTOR SEARCH* AND EXPANDING SQUARE**
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Gi ven sensors with adequate operational ran ge, be they VORIDME dispersed within the geographical area
of interest, or longer range sensors such as Loran, Onega, and ultimately NAVSTAR , the application of area
navigation procedures and area navigation processors will markedly enhance the ability of aircraft to go
precisely where they want to go accurately and repeatably, and to be able to define these paths universally
and in real time In the cockpit. While the areas of noise abatement profile definition and search and
rescue perfommance Improvement are two very Interesting, contemporary , and practical applications , they
represent merely the forerunners of the functions and performance that we ultimately will receive from area
navigation systems, both civilian and military , that will improve our total operational capability .

In the largest sense, RNAV as a concept is global in nature, and can utilize any of a variety of
current or future sensors . Realization of the operational and economi c advantages of RNAV is directly a
function of the speed and efficiency which the concerned participants bring to bear on the critical issues
of routes , procedures , and avionics standard development. Benefits wil l accrue in direct proportion to
the timely implementation of these elements and the rate of equipage of the airborne RNAV equipment by the
airspace users.
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